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Abstract

Recursive specifications are a powerful tool mainly used in mathematics and
computer science. In the last decade, it was observed that many of them
form coalgebras for a functor [Rut00]. A category theoretic approach to these
specifications—to (systems of) recursive equations [Mil05, AMV06b] and to
recursive program schemes [GLM03, MM06]—was developed. Our thesis
carries this line of research further in two different directions by combining
it with distributive laws [Bec69, TP97, LPW00].

In the first part of the thesis, we consider distributive laws of algebra func-
tors over coalgebra functors. As shown in Bartels’ Ph.D. thesis [Bar04] (based
on results by Turi and Plotkin [TP97]), these define algebraic operations on
the final coalgebra. We present several formats of recursive specifications
which make use of operations defined that way. These formats either specify
elements of the final coalgebra or further operations on it. An overview of
the former—formats of recursive equations—is given on pages 58 and 92;
for the latter—formats of recursive program schemes—see page 124. Follow-
ing the category theoretic approach to recursive specifications and working
with completely iterative algebras [Mil05], we obtain compositionality results
for our specification formats (this is summarized in Remarks 4.9, 4.15 and
4.70(2) for the formats of recursive equations, and in Remarks 5.5, 5.22(3)
and 5.29 for the formats of recursive program schemes). We demonstrate our
results on five important special cases and show e. g. in Section 4.2.3 that
Milner’s solution theorem [Mil89] for his calculus of communicating systems
(CCS) follows from our work. We also obtain in Section 5.2.1 a proof that
Rutten’s behavioral differential equations for the specification of operations
on streams can be used in a step-by-step manner, a technique which has been
applied by Rutten in his stream calculus [Rut05a].

In the second part of the thesis, we consider distributive laws of algebra
functors over certain monads. The monads model computational effects in
the sense of Moggi’s work [Mog91], e. g. nondeterminism, and the distributive
laws extend algebraic operations to cope with computational effects. We first
see—mainly as a consequence of Theorem 6.19—that for five concrete mon-
ads canonical distributive laws exist. Adapting Milius’ completely iterative
algebras [Mil05] to our setting, we introduce (Definitions 7.2 and 7.5) two
notions of algebras with effects in which systems of recursive equations have
unique solutions. For some concrete effects we give a characterization of these
algebras: partial algebras with unique solutions are characterized in Theo-
rem 7.47, nondeterministic algebras in Theorem 7.50 and composite algebras



in Theorem 7.53. Finally we introduce (Definitions 8.48 and 8.53) the notion
of a recursive program scheme with effects for all of our concrete effects and
prove that all the guarded schemes have a unique or at least a canonical
uninterpreted solution in Theorems 8.50, 8.60 and 8.63. For nonempty non-
deterministic schemes, we compare our category theoretic approach with the
classical one by Arnold and Nivat [AN80], see Remarks 8.57 and 8.62.
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Zusammenfassung

Rekursive Spezifikationen sind ein leistungsstarkes Werkzeug, das vor allem
in der Mathematik und Informatik genutzt wird. Im Laufe der letzten
etwa zehn Jahre wurde entdeckt, dass viele von ihnen Koalgebren für einen
Funktor [Rut00] darstellen. Ein kategorientheoretischer Ansatz für solche
Spezifikationen – (Systeme) rekursive(r) Gleichungen [Mil05, AMV06b] und
rekursive Programmschemata [GLM03, MM06] – wurde entwickelt. Die vor-
liegende Arbeit erweitert diese Forschung in zwei verschiedene Richtungen,
indem sie sie mit Distributivgesetzen [Bec69, TP97, LPW00] kombiniert.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit werden Distributivgesetze eines Algebra-Funk-
tors über einem Koalgebra-Funktor betrachtet. Bartels zeigte in seiner Dis-
sertation [Bar04] (aufbauend auf Ergebnisse von Turi und Plotkin [TP97]),
dass solche Distributivgesetze algebraische Operationen auf finalen Koalge-
bren definieren. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden verschiedene Formate
rekursiver Spezifikationen präsentiert, in denen Operationen verwendet wer-
den, die auf diese Weise definiert wurden. Diese Formate spezifizieren entwe-
der Elemente der finalen Koalgebra oder weitere Operationen auf der finalen
Koalgebra. Eine Übersicht über erstere – Formate rekursiver Gleichungen –
findet sich auf den Seiten 58 und 92; für letztere – Formate rekursiver Pro-
grammschemata – siehe Seite 124. Indem der kategorientheoretische Ansatz
für rekursive Spezifikationen verwendet und mit vollständig iterativen Alge-
bren [Mil05] gearbeitet wird, kann gezeigt werden, dass die Spezifikationsfor-
mate die Eigenschaft der Kompositionalität besitzen (die Bemerkungen 4.9,
4.15 und 4.70(2) fassen dies für die Formate rekursiver Gleichungen zusam-
men, die Bemerkungen 5.5, 5.22(3) und 5.29 für die Formate rekursiver Pro-
grammschemata). Die Ergebnisse werden anhand von fünf wichtigen Spezial-
fällen illustriert. Beispielsweise wird in Abschnitt 4.2.3 gezeigt, dass Milners
Lösungssatz [Mil89] für sein Prozess-Kalkül CCS aus den Ergebnissen folgt.
Ein anderes Beispiel findet sich in Abschnitt 5.2.1, in dem bewiesen wird,
dass Ruttens behavioral differential equations auch schrittweise für die Spez-
ifikation von Operationen auf Streams verwendet werden können, ein Vorge-
hen, das von Rutten im Rahmen seines Stream-Kalküls [Rut05a] angewendet
wurde.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit werden Distributivgesetze von Algebra-Funk-
toren über verschiedenen Monaden betrachtet. Die Monaden modellieren



Berechnungseffekte im Sinne der Arbeiten von Moggi [Mog91], z. B. Nicht-
determinismus, und die Distributivgesetze erweitern algebraische Operatio-
nen so, dass sie Berechnungseffekte verarbeiten können. Zunächst wird fest-
gestellt, dass – hauptsächlich aufgrund von Satz 6.19 – für fünf konkrete Mo-
naden kanonische Distributivgesetze existieren. Als Zweites werden Milius’
vollständig iterative Algebren [Mil05] für die Arbeit mit Berechnungseffekten
adaptiert und zwei Arten von Algebren mit Berechnungseffekten eingeführt
(Definitionen 7.2 und 7.5), in denen Systeme rekursiver Gleichungen ein-
deutige Lösungen haben. Für einige konkrete Effekte werden diese Alge-
bren charakterisiert: partielle Algebren mit eindeutigen Lösungen werden in
Satz 7.47 charakterisiert, nichtdeterministische Algebren in Satz 7.50 und
zusammengesetzte Algebren in Satz 7.53. Schließlich wird der Begriff eines
rekursiven Programmschemas mit Effekten für alle fünf betrachteten konkre-
ten Effekte eingeführt (Definitionen 8.48 und 8.53) und bewiesen, dass all
diese Schemata, falls sie die Guardedness-Eigenschaft haben, eine eindeutige
oder zumindest eine kanonische uninterpretierte Lösung besitzen, siehe die
Sätze 8.50, 8.60 und 8.63. Für nichtleere nichtdeterministische Schemata
wird der gewählte kategorientheoretische Ansatz mit dem klassischen Ansatz
von Arnold und Nivat [AN80] verglichen (Bemerkungen 8.57 und 8.62).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The thesis at hand has one central conceptual theme: recursive specification
formats. It has, however, two separate main parts in which two kinds of such
formats are investigated. Part I is concerned with compositional formats;
Part II focuses on effectful formats.

There also exists a recurrent technical theme in our thesis: distribu-
tive laws . More precisely, we use the concept of a distributive law be-
tween functors (possibly with some extra structure) from category theory,
see [Bec69, TP97, LPW00]. According to the two main parts, we can distin-
guish two flavors of such distributive laws in the thesis. In Part I, algebraic
operations are distributed over coalgebraic behavior whereas in Part II alge-
braic operations are distributed over effects.

This first chapter is intended as an easy access to the thesis. An intro-
duction to recursion is given in Section 1.1. At the same time, the reader
becomes familiar with basic vocabulary used throughout the thesis. In Sec-
tion 1.2 an overview of the structure of this thesis and of the main results is
given. Finally, in Section 1.3 important related work is presented.

The mathematical concepts utilized in the thesis stem from category the-
ory (see e. g. [Mac98]) as well as from the theory of algebras and coalgebras for
a functor (see e. g. [JR97, Rut00]). Their detailed introduction is postponed
to Chapter 2.

1.1 Recursion

Recursion (from lat. recurrere = to run back, to return) is an important
concept in mathematics and computer science. The great power of recursive
definitions (or recursive specifications) rests on the ability to state that at
some point a “similar situation as before” has occurred—instead of going on

1



with a long explicit definition. But it is not only the elegant, compact way
of formulation that makes recursive definitions a successful tool: recursion
is also a very natural and beautiful phenomenon. For example, the growth
of shells can be described using recursion, and fractals arise from recursive
definitions.

Among the most famous recursive definitions is the definition

f0 = 0 f1 = 1 fn = fn−1 + fn−2 (n ≥ 2) (1.1)

of the Fibonacci numbers: it states that the first two Fibonacci numbers
are 0 and 1, and that otherwise the n-th Fibonacci number fn is the sum of
the previous two numbers. Using (1.1) repeatedly, we obtain the sequence
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . . What makes the definition in (1.1) recursive is the right-
hand equation: it is self-similar in the sense that a Fibonacci number is
defined in terms of Fibonacci numbers.

Issues with Recursive Definitions

It is sometimes not easy to find a recursive formulation of a problem one
would like to solve. Due to the compactness of such formulations little
changes may cause a great difference in what is defined. Even if a recur-
sive definition is found, it immediately gives rise to several questions: is it
a real definition, i. e. does it define a unique object? How can this object
be computed efficiently, and does the computation terminate? In our above
example (1.1) of the Fibonacci numbers, the computation of a number fn
depends on the computation of fn−1 and fn−2 and so on as shown in the
following tree:

fn

fn−1

fn−2

...
...

fn−3

...
...

fn−2

fn−3

...
...

fn−4

...
...

We see that the computation terminates since in every recursion step one
refers to numbers with strictly smaller indices, which finally leads back to
the base cases f0 and f1. The efficiency of the naive approach to compute
the number in every node of the tree can be improved by storing and reusing
numbers that have been already computed; indeed, some numbers occur
several times in the tree.

2



Whereas such computational issues need to be considered for the imple-
mentation of recursive definitions, we only included them here to “see how
recursion works”. In the thesis at hand we shall concentrate on the more
fundamental question whether a recursive definition defines a unique object,
or, as we shall say, whether it has a unique solution. Again we come back
to our above example recursive definition of the Fibonacci numbers to see
that it has a unique solution indeed: the sequence 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . is easily
checked to satisfy the three defining equations in (1.1) and thus is a solution;
the uniqueness follows from the fact that the first two numbers are given and
all other numbers are computed step by step in a unique way from previous
numbers in the sequence.

However, it is by no means obvious that a recursive definition has a unique
solution. For example, consider the equation

x = 2/x (1.2)

as a recursive definition. It has no solution in the set of natural numbers,
and it has the two solutions x =

√
2 and x = −

√
2 in the set of real numbers.

This shows us three important things we always must keep in mind when
proving a recursive definition to have a unique solution: first, we need to
fix a solution space together with an interpretation of the operation symbols
occurring in the recursive definition (like / in (1.2)) on this solution space,
i. e. we need an algebra in which the solution is taken. Second, we must show
that there exists a solution. And third, uniqueness of this solution has to be
proved.

Recursive Equations and Recursive Program Schemes

Classically, our solution space will be a set. We shall distinguish between re-
cursive definitions defining elements (or constants) of this set and those defin-
ing functions (or operations) on it. We call the former recursive definitions
(systems of) recursive equations , and the latter ones we call recursive pro-
gram schemes . Our example (1.1) above defines a sequence and is—strictly
speaking—neither a system of recursive equations nor a recursive program
scheme. However, it is easy to regard this sequence as a stream which is an
element from the set Rω or as a function on the set N of natural numbers.
Thus we can illustrate both concepts by giving two further definitions of the
Fibonacci numbers.

First, consider the following system of recursive equations:

x = 0.y

y = 1.(y + x)
(1.3)

3



We solve it in the algebra carried by the set Rω of streams where + is inter-
preted as the componentwise addition

[r0, r1, r2, . . . ] + [s0, s1, s2, . . . ] = [r0 + s0, r1 + s1, r2 + s2, . . . ] (1.4)

of streams [r0, r1, r2, . . . ], [s0, s1, s2, . . . ] ∈ Rω and r.− as prefixing a stream
[r0, r1, r2, . . . ] ∈ Rω with the real number r as in

r.[r0, r1, r2, . . . ] = [r, r0, r1, r2, . . . ] . (1.5)

Repeated substitution according to the equations from (1.3) and ap-
plication of addition and prefixing of streams gives the unique solutions
[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . ] for x and [1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . ] for y where the former is
the desired stream of Fibonacci numbers.

Second, consider the following recursive program scheme:

fib(x) = threecases(x, zero, one, fib(x− one) + fib(x− two)) (1.6)

Here we choose the algebra given by the set N⊥ of natural numbers completed
by an extra element ⊥ and by the following interpretation of the occurring
given function symbols (or givens, for short):

• zero, one and two are the constants 0, 1 and 2;

• + is the usual addition with n+⊥ = ⊥+ n = ⊥;

• − is the usual subtraction modified to ⊥ for negative differences and
with n−⊥ = ⊥− n = ⊥; and

• threecases is the four-ary function

threecases(n,m0,m1,melse) =


⊥ n = ⊥
m0 n = 0

m1 n = 1

melse else .

The unique solution of the unary new function symbol fib is the unary func-
tion fib : N⊥ → N⊥ (which we again denote by fib) where fib(⊥) = ⊥ and
fib(n) is given by the n-th Fibonacci number for every n ∈ N.

Actually, the function fib : N⊥ → N⊥ is the interpreted solution of the re-
cursive program scheme (1.6) in N⊥. But we can also consider (1.6) without
the interpretation in N⊥ as a purely syntactic construct. Then the uninter-
preted solution of fib(x) is given by the infinite tree (or term)

4



threecases

x zero one +

threecases

−

x one

zero one +

...
...

threecases

−

x two

zero one +

...
...

which is obtained by unfolding the recursive definition (1.6).
So far, we assumed solution spaces to be sets, i. e. our algebras were car-

ried by sets. In large parts of the thesis our category theoretic approach
allows to generalize from the category of sets and functions to other cate-
gories where the solution space is an object of the category and the algebra
is an algebra for a functor on that category. For simplicity, we also use the
terms recursive definition (or recursive specification), (system of) recursive
equations and recursive program scheme when working in different categories.
Moreover, we also say—independent of the category—that systems of recur-
sive equations define (or specify) constants and recursive program schemes
define (or specify) operations (interpreted solution) and trees or terms (un-
interpreted solution).

The following table summarizes the most important notions introduced
in this section:

recursive definition/
recursive specification solution

(system of) recursive equations constants
recursive program scheme operations (interpreted sol.)

terms (uninterpreted sol.)

As we have seen above, solutions of recursive equations and interpreted so-
lutions of recursive program schemes are always taken in an algebra.

In this thesis we provide different formats for recursive definitions and
prove certain properties. Most often, we prove that recursive definitions of
some format have a unique solution (possibly in a certain type of algebra).
The term “format” refers to all kinds of restrictions and extensions one can
impose on systems of recursive equations and recursive program schemes:
for example only certain operations are allowed or are required in specific
positions, or additional computational effects may be incorporated. It will

5



be best understood encountering concrete formats of recursive definitions in
this thesis. Each format will be introduced with a concise definition of the
format itself and the corresponding notion(s) of a solution.

1.2 Organization of this Thesis and Summary

of Contributions

Organization

Our thesis has two main parts, both concerned with recursive specifications
and both using techniques from category theory and coalgebra, in particu-
lar distributive laws and final coalgebras. Every part has its separate topic
and is self-contained: Part I is concerned with compositionality of recur-
sive specifications, and Part II deals with computational effects in recursive
specifications. Both parts consist of an introduction to the topic and three
chapters which provide the foundations for the part, formats of recursive
equations and formats of recursive program schemes.

We describe the contents of Chapters 2–9 more detailed.
Chapter 2 sums up the basic facts and notation necessary to understand

either of the two parts of this thesis.
Part I
Chapter 3. After recalling the concept of algebras for a pointed functor

or monad and of coalgebras for a copointed functor in Section 3.1 we see
how algebraic operations can be defined by distributive laws (Section 3.2) or
by so called abstract GSOS rules (Section 3.3). Operations defined this way
are then used in systems of recursive equations (Chapter 4) and in recursive
program schemes (Chapter 5).

In Chapter 4 we show in Section 4.1 that certain formats of recursive
equations involving operations defined by abstract GSOS rules have unique
solutions in final coalgebras. Moreover, those formats are compositional. We
illustrate these results in Section 4.2 with the help of five concrete final coal-
gebras. Section 4.3 reviews three of these five examples asking what subsets
of a final coalgebra can be defined using finite systems of recursive equations.
Section 4.4 generalizes the results of Section 4.1 by using operations defined
by distributive laws which are more general than abstract GSOS rules.

In Chapter 5 we show in Section 5.1 that certain formats of recursive
program schemes have unique interpreted solutions when interpreted in oper-
ations on a final coalgebra defined by abstract GSOS rules. Moreover, those
formats are compositional. We illustrate these result in Section 5.2 on the
five final coalgebras of Section 4.2.
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Part II
Chapter 6. In Section 6.1 five monads are described which correspond to

computational effects investigated throughout Part II. Section 6.2 provides
canonical distributive laws of a substantial number of functors over each of
these monads. Those distributive laws serve as “policies for effect-handling”.

Chapter 7. Here we define in Section 7.1 modifications of completely
iterative algebras (CIAs) of Milius [Mil05] for our setting with computational
effects: Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs, where λ is a given distributive law. For the
five effects and their canonical distributive laws introduced in Chapter 6 we
investigate the free algebras of that type in Section 7.2 and characterize them
in Section 7.3.

In Chapter 8 we are concerned with uninterpreted solutions of recursive
program schemes with computational effects (using again the five effects from
Chapter 6). To this end, we first need to extend the canonical distributive
laws from Section 6.2 in Section 8.1. Section 8.2 is an intermediate step
to the main result of Section 8.3 where certain structures are proved to be
(weakly) final coalgebras. The latter is a key result in proving uninterpreted
recursive program schemes to have unique (canonical) solutions which is done
in Section 8.5 with another intermediate step in Section 8.4. Chapter 8
concludes Part II.

Finally Chapter 9 summarizes our results and lists future work.

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis (including the results from our papers under-
lying the thesis, see Section 1.3) can be found in Chapters 4–8. We consider
the following as our main achievements:

Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 were first published in our conference pa-
per [MMS10] in a slightly different formulation and in its journal ver-
sion [MMS13] in the present formulation. They state that initial CIAs can
be extended by operations obtained from abstract GSOS rules in two ways
to obtain new CIAs. Since a general compositionality principle [AMV06a]
holds for CIAs, we conclude that our two new formats of recursive equations
associated to the new CIAs, which use the additional operations, are com-
positional. Theorems 5.1, 5.16 and 5.27 originate from [MMS10, MMS13] as
well and state that the unique interpreted solutions of three different formats
of recursive program schemes (RPS’s) in a CIA extend the latter to give a
new CIA. It follows that the additional operations from this new CIA can be
used in further RPS’s of the three formats, which still have unique interpreted
solutions. As was explained in loc. cit., our results imply and extend known
results e. g. for Milner’s calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [Mil89],
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Rutten’s stream calculus [Rut05a] and formal languages theory.

Theorems 7.47, 7.50 and 7.53 were first published in our paper [MPS09].
They state that if λ is a canonical distributive law (see the description of
Chapter 6 above) which handles partial, nondeterministic or composite com-
putations, Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs (see the description of Chapter 7 above)
coincide. Moreover, in each of the three cases of canonical distributive laws
they provide a further characterization of them. Still in the context of un-
derlying canonical distributive laws, Theorems 8.50 (a similar result was
conjectured in our short contribution [Sch10b]), 8.60 (first proved in [Sch11])
and 8.63 (new in this thesis) deal with uninterpreted solutions of recursive
program schemes with effects. For guarded partial, nondeterministic, prob-
abilistic and composite RPS’s the uniqueness of solutions is shown. For
guarded nonempty nondeterministic RPS’s, solutions are no longer unique
in general, but it is shown that greatest solutions can be obtained in a canon-
ical way.

In Chapters 2 and 3 only known material is recollected; Chapters 4–
8 contain new results, all the results from the literature can be recognized
from the references given in parentheses directly after the name of a theorem,
proposition etc.

1.3 Related Work and the Author’s Publica-

tions

In this section, we list the literature most influential for this thesis. We also
mention previous publications of parts of the thesis. Notice that at the end
of each chapter there is a separate related work section where more specific
literature is discussed.

An important foundation for our work is given by the category theo-
retic notions of recursive equations and recursive program schemes and the
connected results, cf. Section 2.3. Regarding recursive equations, our thesis
continues the line of research whose cornerstones are Milius’ paper [Mil05]
and the papers [AMV06a, AMV06b] by Adámek, Milius and Velebil. For
recursive program schemes, our work is influenced by the paper [GLM03]
by Ghani, Lüth and De Marchi and especially by Milius’ and Moss’ pa-
per [MM06]. The category theoretic notions of recursive equations and re-
cursive program schemes were in turn inspired by corresponding classical
notions—more details can be found in the papers cited in this paragraph.

Another important notion used throughout the thesis is distributive
laws. This goes back to Beck [Bec69] who investigated distributive laws
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of monads. The variants of distributive laws and the connected results that
Part I of our thesis builds upon (cf. Section 3.2) can be found in Bartels’
work [Bar03, Bar04]. The special case of abstract GSOS rules (cf. Section 3.3)
was already treated by Turi and Plotkin [TP97] and in subsequent work by
Lenisa, Power and Watanabe [LPW00, LPW04]. The canonical distributive
laws in Part II (cf. Sections 6.2 and 8.1) continue the work of Hasuo, Jacobs
and Sokolova [HJS07].

Parts of our thesis have been already published: the results of Part I
in Sections 4.1, 4.4, and 5.1 stem from the joint work with Milius and
Moss [MMS13] (the journal version of the conference paper [MMS10]). An
exception are Remarks 4.15 and 4.70, Lemmata 5.13 and 5.14 and Proposi-
tion 5.30. Whereas the five example domains from Sections 4.2 and 5.2 are
already in the papers, several of the concrete examples are not. Section 4.3
has not been previously published except in a remark summarizing some of
the results for formal languages from Section 4.3.3.

In Part II, parts of Chapter 6 (in particular Theorem 6.19) and the whole
Chapter 7 (except for the parts of Section 7.2 concerning the nonempty pow-
erset and identity monads) were published without some of the proofs in
the conference paper [MPS09] coauthored by Milius, Palm and ourselves.
All results of Chapters 7 and 8 related to the nonempty powerset monad
except Remark 8.38 and Examples 8.39 and 8.58 are from our conference pa-
per [Sch11] where nearly all proofs were omitted. We also mention the short
abstract [Sch10b] as a precursor to that paper. The results of Chapter 8 on
RPS’s with effects corresponding to monads other than the nonempty pow-
erset monad have not yet been published; the same is true for Remark 8.38
and Examples 8.39 and 8.58.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter we introduce several mathematical concepts needed in both
of the main parts of this thesis. Whenever we need a concept only in one of
the two parts, we shall introduce it there.

We assume that the reader of this thesis is familiar with some basic con-
cepts of category theory: we use the notions of category, functor and natural
transformation without further explanation, as well as limit (in particular
product and pullback) and colimit (in particular coproduct). We shall also
widely make use of commutative diagrams. For an introduction to category
theory, the reader is referred to the literature, see Section 2.4 below.

Further concepts from category theory needed in this thesis are explained
in Section 2.1 of this chapter; among those is the concept of a distributive
law which is present throughout the whole thesis, and further concepts as
polynomial set functors, (co-)pointed functors and monads. Section 2.2 in-
troduces algebras and coalgebras for a functor. The probably less well-known
notions of completely iterative algebras, complete Elgot algebras, completely
iterative monads and of (category theoretical) recursive program schemes are
presented in Section 2.3. These are of great importance for us since we will
encounter several variations throughout this work.

For most readers with some background in category theory and coalgebra,
Section 2.3 should be a good starting point; in this case Sections 2.1 and 2.2
may serve to look up notation when necessary.

As a first notational convention please notice that throughout this thesis
N denotes the natural numbers including 0.
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2.1 Notions from Category Theory

Notation for Morphisms and Natural Transformations

For binary products X × Y , the left and right projections are denoted by
outl : X×Y → X and outr : X×Y → Y . The pairing 〈f, g〉 : Z → X×Y of
two morphisms f : Z → X and g : Z → Y is the unique morphism making
the diagram

Z
f

{{
〈f,g〉

��

g

##
X X × Y

outl
oo

outr
// Y

commute.
For binary coproducts X+Y , the left and right injections are denoted by

inl : X → X + Y and inr : Y → X + Y . The copairing [f, g] : X + Y → Z of
two morphisms f : X → Z and g : Y → Z is the unique morphism making
the diagram

X inl //

f ##

X + Y

[f,g]
��

Yinroo

g
{{

Z

commute.
Given a functor G, we denote by can the canonical morphism [Ginl, Ginr] :

GX +GY → G(X + Y ).
We also use the notations inl, inr and can for natural transformations

inl : H → H +H ′, inr : H ′ → H +H ′ and can : GH +GH ′ → G(H +H ′) for
functors H, H ′ and G with components given by the respective morphisms
inl, inr and can. We denote parallel composition of natural transformations
α : G→ G′ and β : H → H ′ by α ∗ β : GH → G′H ′.

Classification of Functors

On some occasions we use the terms finitary functor and accessible functor.
For a general formal definition we refer the reader to the book [AR94]; here we
only give a characterization of these terms for endofunctors on the category
Set of sets and functions (or set functors, for short), see Definition 2.5 below.

In most examples of Part I of this thesis and throughout Part II we shall
work with polynomial endofunctors on Set which we define next.

Definition 2.1. A signature Σ is a set of operation symbols where each
operation symbol σ ∈ Σ has an associated cardinal nσ, its arity. Σ is called
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k-ary for some infinite cardinal k if nσ < k for all σ ∈ Σ. In particular, an
ω-ary signature is also called finitary.

Definition 2.2. A polynomial set functor for some signature Σ is a functor
of the form

∐
σ∈Σ Idnσ .

Notation 2.3. Given a signature Σ, we let Σn = {σ ∈ Σ | nσ = n}. Observe
that a polynomial functor for a k-ary signature Σ equivalently is a functor of
the form

∐
n<k Σn× Idn. Occasionally we write HΣ for a polynomial functor

for the signature Σ. Elements from HΣX are denoted by σ(x1, . . . , xnσ) where
x1, . . . , xnσ ∈ X.

In conjunction with signatures and polynomial functors we need the fol-
lowing

Definition 2.4. Given a signature Σ, a Σ-tree is a rooted, ordered tree with
node labels in Σ where every node labeled by σ ∈ Σ has precisely nσ children.
If additionally a variable set X is given, a Σ-tree on X is a (Σ+X)-tree where
to each variable from X the arity 0 is assigned, i. e. leaves may be labeled
not only by constants from Σ but also by variables from X.

Definition 2.5. Given a regular cardinal k, a set functor H is k-accessible
if it is a quotient of some polynomial functor HΣ for a k-ary signature Σ (see
[AP04] for further equivalent conditions). H is accessible if it is k-accessible
for some regular cardinal k; and H is finitary if it is ω-accessible.

Thus for set functors we have the following inclusions

finitary ⊂ accessible

finitary
polynomial

∪

⊂ polynomial

∪

where the finitary polynomial functors are precisely the polynomial functors
for a finitary signature.

(Co-)Pointed Functors and Monads

Throughout the thesis we shall add functors as superscripts of natural trans-
formations whenever we need to distinguish natural transformations of sim-
ilar function that are otherwise denoted by the same letter. We shall omit
such superscripts whenever confusion is unlikely.
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Definition 2.6. A pointed functor (M, η) is an endofunctor M together with
a natural transformation η : Id→M , the unit.

Definitions 2.7. 1. A monad (M, η, µ) is an endofunctor M together
with a natural transformation η : Id → M , the unit, and a natural
transformation µ : MM →M , the multiplication, such that the follow-
ing diagrams commute:

M
Mη //MM

µ
��

M
ηMoo

M

MMM
Mµ //

µM
��

MM

µ
��

MM µ
//M

The two axioms on the left are called the unit laws, and the axiom on
the right is called the multiplication law of the monad.

2. A monad morphism between monads (M, ηM , µM) and (N, ηN , µN) is
a natural transformation θ : M → N such that θ · ηM = ηN and
θ · µM = µN ·Nθ · θM .

Definition 2.8. A free monad on an endofunctor H is a monad (FH , ηH , µH)
together with a natural transformation κ : H → FH , called universal, such
that for every monad (M, ηM , µM) together with a natural transformation
α : H →M there is a unique monad morphism α# : FH →M with α# · κ =
α. We say that α# extends α.

Example 2.9. For free monads on polynomial set functors HΣ, FHΣX can
be viewed as the set of all Σ-terms or Σ-trees (of finite depth) over variables
from X. ηHΣ

X makes variables from X into terms or trees of depth 0, µHΣ
X

performs “term flattening” or “tree flattening” and κX is the injection of
“flat” terms or trees of depth at most 1 into the set of all terms.

Definition 2.10. A copointed functor (D, ε) is an endofunctor D together
with a natural transformation ε : D → Id, the counit.

Definition 2.11. A cofree copointed functor on an endofunctor H is a co-
pointed functor (QH , εH) together with a natural transformation ι : QH →
H, such that for every copointed functor (D, εD) together with a natu-
ral transformation α : D → H there is a unique natural transformation
α# : D → QH with εH · α# = εD and ι · α# = α.

Example 2.12. If we work in a category with binary products, the cofree
copointed functor on a functor H simply is (H × Id, outr) together with
outl : H × Id→ H.
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Distributive Laws

Distributive laws go back to Beck [Bec69] who investigated distributive laws
of monads (see Definition 2.15 below). Since then many variants of distribu-
tive laws have been investigated of which the following is the most basic
one.

Definition 2.13. A distributive law of endofunctors G and G′ is a natural
transformation λ : GG′ → G′G. We say that G distributes over G′.

Variants of distributive laws arise if the functors G and G′ carry the
additional structure of (co-)pointed functors or monads, for example. For
each natural transformation which is part of such structures, the distributive
law λ is then required to satisfy an obvious law expressing compatibility
of the natural transformation and λ. Below we introduce some variants of
distributive laws that are of interest in this thesis.

Definition 2.14. A distributive law of a monad (M, η, µ) over a copointed
functor (D, ε) is a natural transformation λ : MD → DM such that the
following diagrams commute:

D
ηD

||

Dη

""
MD

λ
// DM

MMD
µD //

Mλ
��

MD

λ

��

MDM

λM
��

DMM
Dµ

// DM

MD λ //

Mε ""

DM

εM||
M

These are called the unit law, the multiplication law and the counit law for
λ, respectively.

Leaving out the respective natural transformations and laws, one obtains
the notions of

• a distributive law of a monad over a functor ,

• a distributive law of a pointed functor over a functor , and

• a distributive law of a pointed functor over a copointed functor .

The notion of a distributive law of a functor over a copointed functor can
also be obtained but is not needed in our work.
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Definition 2.15 ([Bec69]). A distributive law of monads (M, ηM , µM) and
(N, ηN , µN) is a natural transformation λ : MN → NM such that the fol-
lowing diagrams commute:

N
ηMN

||

NηM

""
MN

λ
// NM

MMN
µMN //

Mλ
��

MN

λ

��

MNM

λM
��

NMM
NµM

// NM

M
MηN

||

ηNM

""
MN

λ
// NM

MNN
MµN //

λN
��

MN

λ

��

NMN

Nλ
��

NNM
µNM

// NM

The triangles are called the unit laws for λ, and the other two diagrams are
called the multiplication laws for λ.

Viewing M as a mere functor and leaving out the laws given by the two
upper diagrams, we obtain the notion of a distributive law of a functor over
a monad .

2.2 Algebras and Coalgebras

Algebras

Definitions 2.16. 1. An algebra for an endofunctor H, or H-algebra for
short, is an object A together with a morphism a : HA → A. When
convenient, we may denote this by (A, a) or just mention a : HA→ A
since the object A is already given as part of the morphism.

2. A homomorphism between H-algebras (A, a) and (A′, a′) is a morphism
h : A→ A′ such that the following diagram commutes:

HA
Hh //

a
��

HA′

a′

��
A

h
// A′
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All H-algebras together with the H-algebra homomorphisms between
them form a category H-Alg.

Example 2.17. Classical Σ-algebras are special instances of the above defi-
nition where H = HΣ is a polynomial set functor for a finitary signature. In
fact, consider for example an algebra with a constant a0 ∈ A and a binary op-
eration σA : A×A→ A. It is an algebra for the functor HΣX = {∗}+X×X
by considering the constant as a map con : {∗} → A with ∗ 7→ a0 and taking
the copairing [con, σA] : {∗}+ A× A→ A.

Homomorphisms between HΣ-algebras are the classical Σ-algebra homo-
morphisms, i. e. structure preserving maps.

Definition 2.18. An initial H-algebra is an H-algebra (I, i) such that for
every H-algebra (A, a) there is a unique homomorphism between (I, i) and
(A, a).

Definition 2.19. A free H-algebra on an object X is an H-algebra (FX, φX)
together with a morphism ηX : X → FX, called universal, such that for
every H-algebra (A, a) together with a morphism f : X → A there is a
unique homomorphism f# : FX → A with f# · ηX = f . We say that f#

extends f .

Remarks 2.20. 1. By Lambek’s lemma [Lam68], i : HI → I is an isomor-
phism for every initial H-algebra (I, i).

2. If H is a functor on a category with coproducts, the following are
equivalent:

(a) (FX, φX) is the free H-algebra on X with universal morphism ηX .

(b) (FX, [φX , ηX ]) is the initial (H(−) +X)-algebra.

From item (1) we conclude that [φX , ηX ] is an isomorphism.

3. Initial and free algebras need not exist, but if they do, they are unique
up to isomorphism. For this reason we often write “the initial/free
algebra”.

Example 2.21. The free algebra φX : HΣFX → FX on X for a polynomial
set functor HΣ with universal morphism ηX : X → FX is given by the set
FX of all finite Σ-trees on X, “tree tupling”

φX(σ(t1, . . . , tn)) =
σ

t1 . . . tn

for σ ∈ Σn and t1, . . . , tn ∈ FX, and the singleton tree ηX(x) labeled by x
for every x ∈ X.
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The following theorem connects free algebras and free monads and jus-
tifies our notation of free algebras which look like components of a natural
transformation:

Theorem 2.22 ([Bar70], see also [Kel80]). If for every object X the free H-
algebra (FX, φX) on X with universal morphism ηX exists, the free monad
(F, η, µ) on H with universal natural transformation κ is given as follows:

• the functor F is defined on objects X by FX and on morphisms f :
X → Y by the unique homomorphism between (FX, φX) and (FY, φY )
extending ηY · f ;

• the components of η are given by ηX for every X;

• the components of µ are the unique homomorphisms between
(FFX, φFX) and (FX, φX) extending idFX ; and

• the components of κ are given by φX ·HηX for every X.

Remark 2.23. From the proof of Theorem 2.22 we have that the φX form a
natural transformation φ. From the definition of µ we obtain µX · φFX =
φX ·HµX for every object X; together this means µ · φF = φ ·Hµ.

Lemma 2.24. It holds φ = µ · κF .

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

HF κF //

HηF

$$

FF
µ // F

HFF

φF

OO

Hµ // HF

φ

OO

The triangles are the definition of κ and one of the monad unit laws, and
for the right-hand square see Remark 2.23. Thus the desired outer square
commutes.

Coalgebras

Definitions 2.25. 1. A coalgebra for an endofunctor H, or H-coalgebra
for short, is an object S together with a morphism s : S → HS. When
convenient, we may denote this by (S, s) or just mention s : S → HS
since the object S is already given as part of the morphism.
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2. A homomorphism between H-coalgebras (S, s) and (S ′, s′) is a mor-
phism h : S → S ′ such that the following diagram commutes:

S h //

s
��

S ′

s′

��
HS

Hh
// HS ′

All H-coalgebras together with the H-coalgebra homomorphisms between
them form a category H-Coalg.

Example 2.26. Coalgebras (S, s) for set functors can be viewed as state-
based systems: S is the set of states, and s gives the structure of the system
(one-step transitions between states). The functor determines the system
type. For example, coalgebras for the functor HX = XA × 2 are precisely
the deterministic automata with input alphabet A (without an initial state);
and coalgebras for HX = P(A × X) are precisely the (possibly infinitely
branching) labeled transition systems with labels from A.

Homomorphisms between H-coalgebras preserve the transition structure.

Definition 2.27. A final H-coalgebra is an H-coalgebra (C, c) such that for
every H-coalgebra (S, s) there is a unique homomorphism between (S, s) and
(C, c).

Remarks 2.28. 1. By the dual of Lambek’s lemma [Lam68], c : C → HC
is an isomorphism for every final H-coalgebra (C, c).

2. Final coalgebras need not exist, but if they do, they are unique up to
isomorphism. For this reason we often write “the final coalgebra”.

Example 2.29. The final coalgebra c : TX → HΣTX +X for HΣ(−) +X,
where HΣ is a polynomial set functor, is given by the set TX of all finite and
infinite Σ-trees on X and the inverse of “tree tupling” (cf. Example 2.21): c
maps a singleton tree labeled by x to x, and a tree with root label σ ∈ Σn

and child trees t1, . . . , tn ∈ TX to σ(t1, . . . , tn).

2.3 Category Theoretical Recursive Specifi-

cations

Completely Iterative Algebras

Definition 2.30 ([Mil05]). Let H be an endofunctor on a category with
coproducts. A flat equation morphism (with parameters in A) is a morphism
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e : X → HX + A. A solution of e in an H-algebra (A, a) is a morphism
e† : X → A such that the diagram

X

e
��

e† // A

HX + A
He†+idA

// HA+ A

[a,idA]

OO

(2.1)

commutes. A completely iterative algebra for H (or H-CIA, for short) is an
H-algebra (A, a) in which every flat equation morphism with parameters in
A has a unique solution.

All H-CIAs together with the H-algebra homomorphisms between them
form a category H-CIA.

For one of the following Examples 2.32 of CIAs (and also in Chapter 7)
we shall need the following definition:

Definition 2.31. A (strict partial) order < on a set X is called well-founded
if there is no infinite descending chain x0 > x1 > x2 > . . . where xi ∈ X for
all i ∈ N. Similarly, a directed graph is called well-founded if it has no infinite
path (the connection of the two concepts being that the ordering decreases
in the direction of the edges).

Examples 2.32 (cf. [Mil05]). 1. Let c : TX → HTX +X denote a final
coalgebra for the functor H(−)+X. The morphism c is an isomorphism
by Remark 2.28(1), and so its inverse yields an H-algebra τX = c−1 ·inl :
HTX → TX and a morphism ηX = c−1·inr : X → TX. Then (TX, τX)
is a free CIA on X with universal morphism ηX , see Corollary 2.35
below.

2. Let HΣ be a polynomial set functor. Recall the final coalgebra c :
TX → HΣTX +X for HΣ(−) +X from Example 2.29. Together with
item (1) we conclude that the free CIA τX : HΣTX → TX for HΣ on
X with universal morphism ηX : X → TX is carried by the set TX of
finite and infinite Σ-trees on X, that τX performs tree tupling and ηX
considers elements x ∈ X as singleton trees labeled by x.

3. The algebra of addition on {1, 2, 3, . . . } ∪ {∞} is a CIA for the set
functor HX = X ×X.

4. Unary algebras of Set are algebras for the set functor H = Id. A unary
algebra (A, a) is a CIA iff a : A→ A has a fixed point a0 ∈ A and there
is no infinite sequence a1, a2, a3, . . . with ai = a(ai+1), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
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except for the one all of whose members are a0. The second part of
this condition can be put more vividly as follows: the graph with node
set A \ {a0} and with an edge from a(b) 6= a0 to b for all b ∈ A is well-
founded. Since any well-founded graph induces a well-founded (strict)
order on its node set, we have yet another formulation: there is a well-
founded order on A \ {a0} for which a : A→ A is strictly increasing in
the sense that a(b) 6= a0 implies b < a(b) for all b ∈ A.

5. Classical algebras are seldom CIAs. For example, a group or a semi-
lattice is a CIA (for HX = X ×X) iff they contain one element only
(consider the unique solution of x = x · 1 or x = x ∨ x, respectively).

For further examples we refer the reader to [Mil05].

Theorem 2.33 ([Mil05]). The following are equivalent:

1. (C, c) is the final H-coalgebra.

2. (C, c−1) is the initial H-CIA.

Remarks 2.34. 1. The inverse of the final coalgebra morphism c : C →
HC exists since by Remark 2.28(1) c is an isomorphism.

2. Similar to Remark 2.20(2), the following are equivalent (see [Mil05],
Theorem 2.10):

(a) (TX, τX) is the free H-CIA on X with universal morphism ηX .

(b) (TX, [τX , ηX ]) is the initial (H(−) +X)-CIA.

From Theorem 2.33 and Remark 2.34(2) we obtain

Corollary 2.35 ([Mil05]). The following are equivalent:

1. (TX, [τX , ηX ]−1) is the final (H(−) +X)-coalgebra.

2. (TX, τX) is the free H-CIA on X with universal morphism ηX .

Complete Elgot Algebras

Notation 2.36. Let e : X → HX + Y and f : Y → HY +A be flat equation
morphisms and let h : Y → Z be any morphism. We denote by h • e and
f e the flat equation morphisms

h • e ≡ (X e //HX + Y
HX+h//HX + Z )
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(which is e with parameters renamed by h) and

f e ≡ (X + Y
[e,inr] //HX + Y

HX+f//HX +HY + A
can+A//H(X + Y ) + A)

(which is the composite of e and f).

Definition 2.37. Let a : HA → A be an H-algebra. A function (−)†

assigning to each flat equation morphism e : X → HX +A with parameters
in A a solution e† : X → A in (A, a) is called

• functorial if for every homomorphism h : X → Y between flat equation
morphisms e : X → HX+A and f : Y → HY +A (i. e. (Hh+A) · e =
f · h) we have e† = f † · h;

• compositional if for any flat equation morphisms e : X → HX+Y and
f : Y → HY + A we have (f e)† · inl = (f † • e)†.

Definitions 2.38 ([AMV06a]). Let H be an endofunctor on a category C
with coproducts.

1. A complete Elgot algebra for H (or H-CEA, for short) is an H-algebra
a : HA → A together with a function (−)† assigning to each flat
equation morphism e : X → HX + A with parameters in A a solution
e† : X → A in (A, a) such that (−)† is functorial and compositional.

2. A morphism h : A → B in C between H-CEAs (A, a, (−)†) and
(B, b, (−)‡) is called solution preserving if for all flat equation mor-
phisms e : X → HX + A the equation h · e† = (h • e)‡ holds.

All H-CEAs together with the solution preserving morphisms between
them form a category H-CEA. Notice that solution preserving morphisms au-
tomatically are algebra homomorphisms as proved in [AMV06a], Lemma 4.3.

Examples 2.39. 1. Every H-CIA is an H-CEA. In fact, it follows from
[Mil05, AMV06a] that H-CIA is a full subcategory of H-CEA.

2. Continuous algebras on CPOs are CEAs, see Example 3.4 in [AMV06a],
but they are no CIAs in general.

For further examples of CEAs, we refer the reader to [AMV06a].

Theorem 2.40 ([AMV06a], Theorem 5.4). The following are equivalent:

1. τX : HTHX → THX is the free H-CEA on X with universal arrow
ηX : X → THX;

2. [τX , ηX ]−1 : THX → HTHX +X is the final (H(−) +X)-coalgebra.

Together with Corollary 2.35 we conclude that the free H-CEAs are pre-
cisely the free H-CIAs.
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Completely Iterative Monads

Definitions 2.41. 1. Given a monad (M, η, µ), a (right) M-module
(G, ν) is an endofunctor G together with a natural transformation
ν : GM → G such that the following diagrams commute:

G
Gη // GM

ν
��
G

GMM
Gµ //

νM
��

GM

ν
��

GM ν
// G

2. A module homomorphism between M -modules (G, νG) and (G′, νG
′
) is

a natural transformation ϑ : G → G′ such that the following diagram
commutes:

GM

νG

��

ϑM // G′M

νG
′

��
G

ϑ
// G′

Example 2.42. For every functor G and monad (M, η, µ), the pair
(GM,Gµ) is an M -module. Indeed, this follows from the monad laws of
M . In particular, G = Id yields that (M,µ) is an M -module for every
monad (M, η, µ).

Definitions 2.43. 1. An idealized monad (M, η, µ, M̄, µ̄, ϑ) is a monad
(M, η, µ) together with an M -module (M̄, µ̄) and a module homomor-
phism ϑ : M̄ →M between (M̄, µ̄) and (M,µ).

2. An ideal natural transformation is a natural transformation α : G→M
into an idealized monad (M, η, µ, M̄, µ̄, ϑ) that factors as follows:

α ≡ (G ᾱ //M̄
ϑ //M ) .

3. An idealized monad morphism (θ, θ̄) between idealized monads
(M, ηM , µM , M̄ , µ̄M , ϑM) and (N, ηN , µN , N̄ , µ̄N , ϑN) is a monad mor-
phism θ : M → N together with a natural transformation θ̄ : M̄ → N̄
such that the following diagrams commute:

M̄M

µ̄M

��

θ̄∗θ // N̄N

µ̄N

��
M̄

θ̄
// N̄

M̄

ϑM

��

θ̄ // N̄

ϑN

��
M

θ
// N
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Example 2.44. Every monad (M, η, µ) can be canonically completed to
an idealized monad (M, η, µ,M, µ, id). In general, there are other ways to
complete M to an idealized monad, see e. g. Theorem 2.47 below.

Definition 2.45 ([Mil05]). Let (M, η, µ, M̄, µ̄, ϑ) be an idealized monad. An
equation morphism (with parameters in Y ) is a morphism e : X →M(X+Y ).
It is called guarded if it factors as

e ≡ (X e′ //M̄(X + Y ) + Y
[ϑX+Y ,ηX+Y ·inr] //M(X + Y ))

for some morphism e′ : X → M̄(X+Y )+Y . A solution of e with parameters
in Y is a morphism e† : X →MY such that the diagram

X

e
��

e† //MY

M(X + Y )
M [e†,ηY ]

//MMY

µY

OO

commutes. An idealized monad is called completely iterative (or CIM, for
short) if every guarded equation morphism has a unique solution.

Definition 2.46. A free CIM on an endofunctor H is a CIM
(TH , ηH , µH , T̄H , µ̄H , ϑH) together with an ideal natural transformation κ :
H → TH , called universal, such that for every CIM (M, ηM , µM , M̄ , µ̄M , ϑM)
and every ideal natural transformation α : H → M there is a unique ideal-
ized monad morphism (α# : TH → M, ᾱ# : T̄H → M̄) such that ᾱ# · κ̄ = ᾱ
(and thus α# ·κ = α). We say that α# and ᾱ# extend α and ᾱ, respectively.

Theorem 2.47 ([Mil05]). If for every object X the free H-CIA (TX, τX) on
X with universal arrow ηX exists, the free CIM (T, η, µ, T̄ , µ̄, ϑ) on H with
universal natural transformation κ is given as follows:

• the functor T is defined on objects X by TX and on morphisms f :
X → Y by the unique homomorphism between (TX, τX) and (TY, τY )
extending ηY · f ;

• the components of η are given by ηX for every X;

• the components of µ are the unique homomorphisms between
(TTX, τTX) and (TX, τX) extending idTX ;

• T̄ is given by HT ;

• µ̄ is given by Hµ;
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• the components of ϑ are given by τX for every X; and

• the components of κ are given by τX ·HηX for every X.

Remark 2.48. From the proof of Theorem 2.47 we have that the τX form a
natural transformation τ . From the definition of µ we obtain µX · τTX =
τX ·HµX for every object X; together this means µ · τT = τ ·Hµ.

Lemma 2.49 ([MM06], Corollary 3.17). It holds τ = µ · κT .

Proof. See the proof of Lemma 2.24 and replace φ by τ and F by T . Instead
of Remark 2.23 use Remark 2.48.

The following definition allows us to state the precondition of Theo-
rem 2.47 in a shorter way.

Definition 2.50. A functor H is called iteratable if it has the following three
equivalent properties:

• for every object X the free H-CIA on X exists;

• for every object X the final (H(−) +X)-coalgebra exists;

• the free CIM on H exists.

To see that the three conditions from Definition 2.50 are indeed equiva-
lent, use Corollary 2.35, Theorem 2.47 and see [Mil05], Theorem 6.1.

Example 2.51 (see [AAMV03]). Every accessible set functor is iteratable.

For further examples see [AAMV03].

Recursive Program Schemes

Definition 2.52 ([MM06]). Let H and V be endofunctors on a category
with coproducts such that H and H +V are iteratable. A recursive program
scheme (or RPS, for short) (with givens in H) is a natural transformation
e : V → TH+V . It is called guarded if it factors as

e ≡ (V e′ //HTH+V inlTH+V
//(H + V )TH+V τH+V

//TH+V )

for some natural transformation e′ : V → HTH+V . An uninterpreted solution
of e with givens in H is an ideal natural transformation e† : V → TH such
that the diagram

V

e
��

e† // TH

TH+V
[κH ,e†]#

;;
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commutes. An interpreted solution of e with givens in H in an H-CIA (A, a)
is a morphism e‡ : V A→ A such that the diagram

V A
e‡ //

eA
��

A

TH+VA
[̃a,e‡]

;;

commutes, where [̃a, e‡] is the unique Eilenberg-Moore algebra with [̃a, e‡] ·
κH+V
A = [a, e‡] (see Definition 3.2, Lemma 3.5 and Notation 3.6 below).

Since we shall encounter several formats of recursive program schemes
throughout the thesis, we refer to the RPS’s of Definition 2.52 as “ordinary
RPS’s” when convenient.

Theorem 2.53 ([MM06]). Every guarded RPS has a unique uninterpreted
solution.

Theorem 2.54 ([MM06]). Every guarded RPS with givens in H has a unique
interpreted solution in every H-CIA.

2.4 Related Work

There are many introductory texts on category theory of which we shall
mention only a few. The standard textbook is MacLane’s [Mac98], the recent
book [Sim11] by Simmons provides an easy introduction to the most basic
concepts, and [AHS09] by Adámek, Herrlich and Strecker is a more faceted
book with a freely available online edition. For shorter introductions see for
example the lecture notes of Turi [Tur01] or van Oosten [vO95]. The notions
from category theory introduced in Section 2.1 are standard; for literature
on distributive laws cf. Section 1.3.

The standard reference for coalgebra is Rutten’s paper [Rut00]; a further
introduction is [Gum99] by Gumm. Texts which cover both algebras and
coalgebras for a functor are the tutorial [JR97] by Jacobs and Rutten and
the paper [Adá05] by Adámek. The latter also has a short section on complete
iterativity.

Completely iterative algebras and completely iterative monads were inves-
tigated by Milius [Mil05]; they go back to the completely iterative theories of
Elgot, Bloom and Tindell [EBT78]. Complete Elgot algebras were introduced
and studied by Adámek, Milius and Velebil [AMV06a]. The notion of an iter-
atable functor was studied by Aczel, Adámek, Milius and Velebil [AAMV03].
Recursive program schemes as introduced at the end of Section 2.3 are the
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topic of the paper [MM06] by Milius and Moss with precursor [GLM03] by
De Marchi, Ghani and Lüth. They go back to the classical notion of a recur-
sive program scheme, see e. g. Guessarian [Gue81].
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Part I

Compositionality Results for
Recursive Specifications
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We now enter the first main part of our work. It is concerned with
compositionality of formats of recursive specifications as we explain next.
Recall the terminology introduced in Section 1.1.

Compositionality of Formats of Recursive Specifications

Compositionality is a highly desirable property, especially useful for large
specifications: it allows to compose smaller specifications into larger ones and
thus reduces the complexity of specifications given in a compositional way.
This is helpful for avoiding mistakes in specifications and for understanding
them easier. Moreover, compositional specifications have modular solutions
which can be taken step by step, and they enjoy much better maintainability.

Let us be more precise what we mean by “compositionality”. Suppose
we are given two arbitrary recursive specifications S1 and S2 of some speci-
fication format where S1 may depend on the solution of S2. We call S1 the
main specification and S2 its subspecification. Furthermore assume that the
specification format allows to compose two specifications, and let S be the
composite of S1 and S2. Then the specification format has the property of
being compositional if taking the solution sol(S) of S gives the same result as
first solving S2 to sol(S2) and then solving S1 to sol(S1|sol(S2)) using sol(S2),
i. e. it is compositional if sol(S) = sol(S1|sol(S2)) holds. We illustrate this
in the following picture:

S2

S1
S

sol(S2)

S1

sol(S)

sol(S1|sol(S2))

=

compose

solve

subspec

solve

solve main spec

using subspec-sol.

An Example Specification Using Stream Circuits

Let us come back to the specification of streams, i. e. elements from Rω.
Rutten [Rut05b] showed that streams and also functions on streams can be
specified by stream circuits . First, we need some basic circuits: an adder

+ which performs componentwise addition of streams as in (1.4), a reg-
ister r which prefixes a stream with the real number r as in (1.5), and a
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copier C which simply outputs two copies of an incoming stream. Stream
circuits are then constructed from basic circuits by plugging wires together;
we also add arrow tips to indicate the direction of data flow. These circuits
are recursive specifications since they may have loops. For example, the
following picture shows two stream circuits:

1
C σ//

oo

// σ +

0
C f(σ)// // //

oo
OO (I.1)

The left-hand circuit has no input and one output: it defines a stream σ. The
right-hand circuit has one input and one output: it defines a unary stream
function f . To understand how the stream circuits work, one needs to know
that the data flow is clocked and that registers are the only memory elements
which output the next number of the incoming stream one clock delayed;
initially they output their initial value r. Thus the left-hand circuit in (I.1)
outputs the stream ones = [1, 1, 1, . . . ], and the right-hand one computes the
partial-sum function f([σ0, σ1, σ2, . . . ]) = [σ0, σ0 + σ1, σ0 + σ1 + σ2, . . . ].

Now suppose we want to define the stream squares = [1, 4, 9, 16, . . . ] of
squares of all positive natural numbers by giving a stream circuit. It is not so
easy to come up immediately with the right circuit. However, as we shall see
in Remark 5.40 below, we have a compositionality principle for specifications
by stream circuits: if we plug outputs of one (sub-)circuit to the inputs of a
second (main) circuit, the resulting circuit will behave as the composite of the
behaviors of its components. Thus it suffices to decompose our problem and
give (simpler) circuits for all of its components, then our compositionality
principle tells us that the composed circuit defines the desired stream.

We start the decomposition with the observation that the components of
the stream squares are the partial sums of the stream odd = [1, 3, 5, 7, . . . ]
of odd natural numbers. And odd in turn is the componentwise addition
of the streams even = [0, 2, 4, 6, . . . ] and ones. We continue decomposing
even which is the stream even+ = [2, 4, 6, 8, . . . ] prefixed by 0. Finally, the
components of even+ are the partial sums of the stream twos = [2, 2, 2, 2, . . . ].
Our decomposed system looks as follows:

constant
twos

partial
sum

prefixing
with 0

constant
ones

addition
partial
sum

twos even+

even

one
s

odd squares
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Now it is easy to find stream circuits for all the components: a circuit
which computes the constant stream ones is given by the left-hand picture
in (I.1), and modifying the initial value of the register to 2 in this circuit
yields a circuit which computes the constant stream twos. A circuit for
the partial-sum function is given by the right-hand picture in (I.1), and for
prefixing with 0 and addition we use the basic register and adder circuits.
The resulting circuit is shown in the following picture:

2
C

oo

// +

0
C// //

oo
OO 0//

1
C

oo

//

+
��

?? +

0
C// // //

oo
OO (I.2)

It indeed computes the stream squares as we shall see in Remark 5.40.

General Setting and Techniques

An important property of the set Rω of streams is that it forms a final
coalgebra for the endofunctor HX = R×X on the category Set of sets and
functions, see [MA86, Rut00]. Further examples of final coalgebras include

• the set of all infinite binary trees with node labels in R for the endo-
functor HX = X × R×X on Set (see [MA86, SR10]),

• the set of all CCS agents or CCS processes over the action set A mod-
ulo strong bisimilarity for the endofunctor HX = Pκ(A × X) on Set
(cf. [Acz88] and see Section 4.2.3 below),

• the set P(A∗) of all formal languages over the alphabet A for the end-
ofunctor HX = XA × 2 on Set (see [MA86]), and

• the class of all non-well-founded sets for the endofunctor HX = PX
on the category Class of classes and functions (see [Acz88]).

In Part I of this thesis we shall concentrate on recursive specifications on final
coalgebras. We provide several formats of recursive equations and recursive
program schemes that can be used in a compositional way, and give examples
of composed specifications on the five final coalgebras mentioned above.

An important tool for our work are abstract GSOS rules [TP97, LPW04,
Bar03]. They serve to identify operations which can be used in recursive spec-
ifications (like prefixing and stream addition in the stream circuits above).
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Abstract GSOS rules can be viewed as an existing format for recursive spec-
ifications of operations on final coalgebras. For example, consider again
streams: here the functor HX = R × X corresponds to the signature of
a basic operation symbol r.− (which is interpreted as prefixing a stream
with r in the final coalgebra for H). To define the operation of component-
wise stream addition, we provide the binary operation symbol + and give the
abstract GSOS rule r.x+ s.y = (r+ s).(x+ y) where the left-hand operands
and also the right-hand result are structured by the basic operation symbol.
Now the desired operation of componentwise stream addition is the unique
interpretation of + in the final coalgebra of streams.

We finally remark that abstract GSOS rules correspond to a certain kind
of distributive laws [Bec69] from category theory, see [TP97, LPW00]. For
most of our work in Part I and all our examples there, abstract GSOS rules
will be sufficient. However, our formats of recursive equations can all be
generalized to work with operations defined by a wider class of distributive
laws as we shall show. From our formats of recursive program schemes, only
some can be generalized.

Overview of Part I

We give a brief overview of this part of the thesis which consists of the
Chapters 3 to 5. In Chapter 3 we recall how operations on final coalgebras can
be defined by abstract GSOS rules or, more generally, by distributive laws.
It serves as a foundation for the following two chapters which contain the
actual compositionality results: Chapter 4 is concerned with several formats
of recursive equations, and in Chapter 5 we investigate formats of recursive
program schemes.
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Chapter 3

Algebraic Operations from
Distributive Laws

The different formats of recursive equations and recursive program schemes
we shall discuss in Chapters 4 and 5 have one thing in common: all operations
that may be used in the recursive specifications must be definable by abstract
GSOS rules or, more generally, by distributive laws. In the present chapter,
we explain what an abstract GSOS rule is and how it (or a distributive
law) defines operations on a final coalgebra. None of the material in this
chapter is new, but we review it since it forms the foundation of the following
chapters. Along the way, the reader becomes familiar with some assumptions
and notations that are kept throughout Part I of this thesis.

The present chapter is structured as follows: in Section 3.1 we recall the
notions of an algebra for a pointed functor or monad and of a coalgebra for a
copointed functor. In Section 3.2 we compile several variants of distributive
laws defining operations on final coalgebras. The functors involved may have
an additional structure, so that the distributive laws are natural transfor-
mations satisfying some laws. Section 3.3 explains how in the special (but
important) case of a distributive law of a free monad over a cofree copointed
functor the distributive law corresponds to a (plain) natural transformation
called “abstract GSOS rule”, and also how the defined operations arise di-
rectly from the latter.

We shall assume the following for the whole chapter (and moreover for
the whole first part of this thesis).

Assumption 3.1. We assume that our base category (which is never men-
tioned explicitly) has binary products, and whenever we write a functor K,
we assume that for every object X the free K-algebra on X exists.

These assumptions are relatively weak, for example Set has binary prod-
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ucts and every accessible endofunctor on Set has all free algebras, see e. g.
[AT90]. Notice that by Theorem 2.22 the free monad on K exists.

3.1 Algebras for Monads and (Co-)Algebras

for (Co-)Pointed Functors

Algebras and coalgebras for (plain) functors have been introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2. Here we consider algebras and coalgebras for functors with an
additional structure where compatibility with the additional structure is re-
quired. We take a look at

• algebras for a monad, especially for a free monad and for a free CIM;

• algebras for a pointed functor; and

• coalgebras for a copointed functor, especially for a cofree copointed
functor.

Definition 3.2. An Eilenberg-Moore algebra for the monad (M, η, µ) is an
M -algebra (A, a) that makes the following diagrams

A
ηA //MA

a
��
A

MMA
µA //

Ma
��

MA

a
��

MA a
// A

commute, which are called the unit law and the multiplication law for (A, a),
respectively.

The Eilenberg-Moore algebras for a monad M form a full subcategory
(M, η, µ)-Alg of M -Alg.

We shall be interested in Eilenberg-Moore algebras for free monads and
free CIMs.

Lemma 3.3 ([Bar70]). Let (F, η, µ) be the free monad on K. Then (F, η, µ)-
Alg is isomorphic to K-Alg.

Notation 3.4. We denote the Eilenberg-Moore algebra for a free monad F
corresponding to an algebra (A, a) by (A, â).

From the proof of Lemma 3.3 it follows that â ·κA = a, where κ : K → F
is the universal natural transformation of the free monad F . It also follows
that â is the unique K-algebra homomorphism from the free algebra on A to
the algebra (A, a) such that â · ηA = idA.
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Lemma 3.5. Let (T, η, µ) be the free CIM on K. Then there is a full sub-
category of (T, η, µ)-Alg isomorphic to K-CIA.

Proof (variation of the proof of Lemma 3.3 from [Bar70]). Let (T, η, µ) be
the free CIM on K with universal natural transformation κ : K → T .

Given a K-CIA (A, a), we obtain the T -algebra (A, b) where b : TA→ A
is the unique K-algebra homomorphism from the free CIA on A to the CIA
(A, a) such that b · ηA = idA. The latter is the unit law of an Eilenberg-
Moore algebra already, and the multiplication law follows since both sides of
b · µA = b · Tb are the unique K-algebra homomorphism h from the free CIA
on TA to the CIA (A, a) such that h · ηTA = b.

Conversely, from any Eilenberg-Moore algebra (A, b) for T we obtain the
K-algebra (A, a) where a = b · κA.

If we restrict to those Eilenberg-Moore algebras for which the second con-
struction actually gives a K-CIA, it is not difficult to prove that both con-
structions are inverses of each other and that the homomorphisms between
two K-CIAs are precisely the homomorphisms between the corresponding
Eilenberg-Moore algebras for T .

Notation 3.6. We denote the Eilenberg-Moore algebra for a free CIM T cor-
responding to a CIA (A, a) by (A, ã).

Now we turn to algebras for pointed functors—this notion is a restriction
of Definition 3.2:

Definition 3.7. An algebra for the pointed functor (M, η) is an M -algebra
(A, a) satisfying the unit law from Definition 3.2.

We also need to consider the dual of Definition 3.7:

Definition 3.8. A coalgebra for the copointed functor (D, ε) is a D-coalgebra
(S, s) that makes the following diagram

S

s
��

DS εS
// S

commute, which is called the counit law for (S, s).

The coalgebras for a copointed functor D form a full subcategory (D, ε)-
Coalg of D-Coalg.

Recall from Example 2.12 that in our setting of a category with binary
products, the cofree copointed functor on H is (H × Id, outr) together with
outl.
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Lemma 3.9 (e. g. [LPW00], Proposition 4.2). Let (H×Id, outr) be the cofree
copointed functor on H with (co)universal natural transformation outl : (H×
Id)→ H. Then (H × Id, outr)-Coalg is isomorphic to H-Coalg.

3.2 Operations Obtained from Distributive

Laws

In this section we see how distributive laws induce operations on a final
coalgebra. Actually, they induce algebras for some functor which is possibly
pointed or even a monad, but since in the case of algebras for a polynomial
set functor for a finitary signature these are classical algebraic operations, we
like to use the term “operations” also for different functors and categories.

From this section on and for the rest of Part I of this thesis, we make the
following

Assumption 3.10. We write H for a functor on our base category which
has a final coalgebra (C, c).

Now recall the types of distributive laws from Definitions 2.13 and 2.14.

Construction 3.11. Let λ : KH → HK be a distributive law of the end-
ofunctors K and H. By finality of (C, c) there is a unique K-algebra (C, b)
such that the diagram

KC
Kc //

b
��

KHC
λC // HKC

Hb
��

C c
// HC

commutes. We call (C, b) the λ-interpretation (in C).

If K = M is a pointed functor or a monad and λ a distributive law of the
pointed functor or monad M over H, we can perform the same construction,
of course. But in these cases, we have additional information about the
λ-interpretation:

Lemma 3.12 ([Bar04], Corollaries 3.4.12 and 3.4.19). 1. If λ : MH →
HM is a distributive law of a pointed functor M over the functor H,
then the λ-interpretation b : MC → C is an algebra for the pointed
functor.

2. If λ : MH → HM is a distributive law of a monad M over the func-
tor H, then the λ-interpretation b : MC → C is an Eilenberg-Moore
algebra.
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We can consider Construction 3.11 also for a distributive law λ of the
functor K over the cofree copointed functor (H× Id, outr). From Lemma 3.9
it follows that 〈c, idC〉 : C → HC×C is the final coalgebra for (H× Id, outr)
(i. e. it is final among the coalgebras for the copointed functor). And we easily
check that the coalgebra λC ·K〈c, idC〉 becomes a coalgebra for the copointed
functor H × Id since outrKC · λC ·K〈c, id〉 = KoutrC ·K〈c, idC〉 = idKC by
the counit law for λ.

Construction 3.13. Let λ : K(H × Id) → (H × Id)K be a distributive
law of the functor K over the cofree copointed functor (H × Id, outr), and
let (C, 〈c, idC〉) be the final (H × Id, outr)-coalgebra. By finality there is a
unique K-algebra (C, b) such that the diagram

KC
K〈c,idC〉//

b
��

K(HC × C)
λC // (H × Id)KC

(H×Id)b

��
C

〈c,idC〉
// HC × C

commutes. Again we call (C, b) the λ-interpretation (in C).

Again we can perform the same construction if K = M is a pointed func-
tor or a monad, and Lemma 3.12 remains valid for the respective distributive
laws of M over H × Id (cf. [Bar04], Corollary 3.5.1).

3.3 Operations Obtained from Abstract

GSOS Rules

In this section, we consider distributive laws λ : F (H × Id) → (H × Id)F
of the free monad F on K over the cofree copointed functor H × Id. These
distributive laws turn out to be equivalent to mere natural transformations `
called “abstract GSOS1 rules”. The λ-interpretation induced by the former is
an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for the monad F , as we have seen in Section 3.2.
There is also an `-interpretation induced by the latter which is a K-algebra,
and it turns out that the λ-interpretation and the `-interpretation correspond
to each other according to Lemma 3.3.

1SOS [AFV01, Plo04] stands for “structured operational semantics” or “structural op-
erational semantics”. It means that a semantics (e. g. for a programming language or a
process calculus) is given by rules. GSOS [BIM95] stands for “guarded recursion SOS”
and is a concrete SOS rule format.
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Lemma 3.14 ([LPW04], Theorem 10). Distributive laws λ : F (H × Id) →
(H×Id)F of the free monad F on K over the cofree copointed functor H×Id
are in one-to-one correspondence with natural transformations ` : K(H ×
Id)→ HF .

Definition 3.15. An abstract GSOS rule is a natural transformation

` : K(H × Id)→ HF .

Remark 3.16. The name “abstract GSOS” is due to Turi and Plotkin [TP97]
and is motivated by the fact that in case H is the labeled transition systems
functor Pf(A × −) and K is a polynomial functor for a finitary signature,
natural transformations ` as in Definition 3.15 correspond precisely to the
GSOS rules of Bloom, Istrail and Meyer [BIM95]. Natural transformations
as in Definition 3.15 have been named “abstract operational rules” by Lenisa,
Power and Watanabe [LPW00, LPW04]; later Bartels [Bar04] used the name
“abstract GSOS rules”.

Theorem 3.17 ([Bar04, TP97]). Let ` : K(H × Id) → HF be an abstract
GSOS rule. There is a unique K-algebra b : KC → C such that the diagram

KC
K〈c,idC〉//

b
��

K(HC × C)
`C // HFC

Hb̂
��

C c
// HC

(3.1)

commutes. We call (C, b) the `-interpretation (in C).

Remark 3.18. In concrete examples, one often does not need the full gener-
ality of an abstract GSOS rule. Instead, one gives a natural transformation
of simpler type that gives rise to an abstract GSOS rule in a canonical way:

• a natural transformation `′ : KH → HF is extended to an abstract

GSOS rule via ` = (K(H × Id) Koutl //KH `′ //HF );

• a natural transformation `′ : K(H × Id) → HK is extended to an

abstract GSOS rule via ` = (K(H × Id) `′ //HK
Hκ //HF );

• combining the two previous items, a natural transformation `′ : KH →
HK is extended to an abstract GSOS rule via

` = (K(H × Id) Koutl //KH
`′ //HK

Hκ //HF ) .
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Lemma 3.19 ([Bar04], Lemma 3.5.2). Let ` be an abstract GSOS rule and let
λ be the corresponding distributive law (according to Lemma 3.14). Then the

Eilenberg-Moore algebra b̂ : FC → C corresponding to the `-interpretation
b : KC → C is the λ-interpretation, i. e. the following diagram commutes:

FC

b̂
��

F 〈c,idC〉 // F (HC × C)
λC // (H × Id)FC

(H×Id)̂b
��

C
〈c,idC〉

// HC × C
(3.2)

We remark that although this lemma was stated only for the category Set
by Bartels, it holds more generally in our setting, i. e. under Assumptions 3.1
and 3.10.

3.4 Related Work

As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, all of its contents are known.
Basically the whole Chapter 3 and in particular the constructions from Sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.3 can be found in Bartels’ work [Bar03, Bar04].

Lemma 3.3 goes back to Barr [Bar70], and Lemmata 3.5 and 3.9 are
variations thereof. The observation that distributive laws of monads over
comonads capture GSOS rules is due to Turi and Plotkin [TP97]. Subse-
quently, Lenisa, Power and Watanabe [LPW00, LPW04] suggested to work
with distributive laws of a monad over a copointed functor since those cor-
respond precisely to the GSOS format.

Historically, Plotkin [Plo81] invented structural operational semantics
(SOS). Since then many formats for SOS rules have been developed. An
introduction to SOS and several types of distributive laws has been pub-
lished by Klin [Kli11]. In contrast to his and many other publications we
do not stress the more general bialgebraic approach in our thesis since we
exclusively work with final coalgebras.

One of the more popular SOS rule formats is the GSOS format which
stems from Bloom, Istrail and Meyer [BIM95]. The name “abstract GSOS”
we use in Definition 3.15 goes back to Turi and Plotkin [TP97] who use
it more informally for the generalization of the GSOS format obtained
by abstracting away from labeled transition systems to arbitrary coalge-
bra/behavior functors.
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Chapter 4

Compositionality of Recursive
Equations

In this chapter we introduce several formats of systems of recursive equations.
Each format comes with a notion of a solution of a system of recursive equa-
tions, and we prove that these solutions always exist uniquely. We start with
basic formats and proceed to more comprehensive ones; overviews over the
formats and their relationships are given at the end of Sections 4.1 and 4.4.

The first formats we will encounter have no compositionality property.
This is due to the fact that they do not allow parameters in the recursive
equations. We add parameters for the following formats; then it follows
from the known compositionality property of CIAs that systems of recur-
sive equations with parameters can be composed and that these formats are
compositional (cf. the introduction to Part I).

We give an overview of the present chapter. Section 4.1 contains the main
results: several formats of systems of recursive equations, uniqueness results
for solutions, and compositionality results. All operations used in the formats
introduced in this section arise from abstract GSOS rules. In Section 4.2 we
give examples by considering systems of recursive equations on five different
final coalgebras. We also recover some known formats for recursive specifi-
cations. Section 4.3 is an excursion devoted to “finite” systems of recursive
equations. These are the systems of interest in practical applications and
are more “colorful” in the sense that—unlike the “possibly infinite” systems
of recursive equations we considered before—their expressiveness varies de-
pending on which operations are used. We prove that the solutions of finite
systems of recursive equations with certain combinations of operations give
rise to know subsets of three final coalgebras. Section 4.4 reviews the results
of Section 4.1 for systems of recursive equations which use operations that
do not arise from abstract GSOS rules but from certain distributive laws;
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thus it widens the scope of the results from Section 4.1.
For Chapter 4 (and moreover for the rest of Part I) we make the following

Assumption 4.1. In addition to Assumptions 3.1 and 3.10, we assume our
base category to have also binary coproducts.

As in Section 3.3, we write F for the free monad on an endofunctor K
throughout the whole chapter, and we denote by ` : K(H × Id) → HF an
abstract GSOS rule.

4.1 Recursive Equations with Parameters

Recall from Theorem 2.33 that the inverse of the final H-coalgebra (C, c) is an
initial H-CIA (C, c−1). Thus, by giving flat equation morphisms X → HX+
C, we can define for example a unique element from C for each variable from
X if we work in Set. However, the definition format given by these equation
morphisms is not very powerful. For example, recall from the introduction
of Part I that the final coalgebra of the set functor HX = R × X is the
set Rω of all streams. If we want to define the stream [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, . . . ] of
Fibonacci numbers (as the solution of the variable x0 ∈ X) we can write an
infinite system of recursive equations

x0 = 0.x1

x1 = 1.x2

x2 = 1.x3

x3 = 2.x4

x4 = 3.x5

x5 = 5.x6

...

(4.1)

without using parameters from C, or a finite system of recursive equations

x0 = 0.x1

x1 = 1.x2

x2 = 1.x3

x3 = 2.x4

x4 = 3.x5

x5 = 5.x6

...

xn = σ

(4.2)
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using the constant stream σ = tln([0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, . . . ]) as a parameter from
C. In both cases we obviously encode the Fibonacci numbers directly into
the system of recursive equations. But as we know from the introduction (cf.
(1.3) in Section 1.1), the Fibonacci numbers can be defined (as the solution
of the variable x ∈ X) by the very simple system of recursive equations

x = 0.y

y = 1.(y + x)
(4.3)

where we additionally use the operation + of componentwise stream addi-
tion. It is the aim of this section to provide powerful formats for recursive
definitions on carriers C of final coalgebras. Moreover, we look for formats
that are compositional, i. e. data defined by such a format should be reusable
in further definitions and the use in a further definition should give the same
solution as the composite of the recursive definitions, cf. the introduction to
Part I.

As a first step, in Section 4.1.1 we show how to solve recursive definitions
without parameters uniquely that involve additional operations as stream
addition above. These operations will be given by the abstract GSOS rules
from Section 3.3. On top of that, in Section 4.1.2 we also allow the use of
parameters from C in recursive definitions. Section 4.1.3 shows that also
infinite terms on the right-hand sides of recursive definitions can be allowed.

4.1.1 Parameter-Free Recursive Equations

Definition 4.2. An `-equation is an HF -coalgebra; that is, a morphism of
the form e : X → HFX. A solution of e in the final H-coalgebra C is a
morphism e† : X → C such that the diagram below commutes:

X

e

��

e† // C

HC

c−1

OO

HFX
HFe†

// HFC

Hb̂

OO (4.4)

Theorem 4.3 ([Bar03, Bar04]). For every `-equation there exists a unique
solution in C.

This result follows from Corollaries 4.3.6 and 4.3.8 and Lemma 4.3.9 in
[Bar04]. The first of these results is the dual of a result obtained indepen-
dently and at the same time by Uustalu, Vene and Pardo (see [UVP01],
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Theorem 1), and Capretta, Uustalu and Vene [CUV06], Theorems 19 and 28
generalize this work further.

We shall need a variant of Theorem 4.3 for equation morphisms of the
form e : X → FHFX:

Definition 4.4. A sandwiched `-equation is an FHF -coalgebra; that is,
a morphism of the form e : X → FHFX. A solution of e in the final
H-coalgebra C is a morphism e† : X → C such that the diagram below
commutes:

X

e

��

e† // C

FC

b̂

OO

FHC

Fc−1

OO

FHFX
FHFe†

// FHFC

FHb̂

OO

(4.5)

Theorem 4.5. For every sandwiched `-equation there exists a unique solu-
tion in C.

Proof. Given a sandwiched `-equation e : X → FHFX, we form the follow-
ing (ordinary) `-equation:

ē = ( HFX HFe // HFFHFX
HµHFX// HFHFX ) .

From Theorem 4.3 we know that ē has a unique solution ē† : HFX → C.
Thus, we are finished if we can show that solutions of e and ē are in one-to-one
correspondence.

First, from the solution ē† of ē we obtain

e† = ( X e // FHFX F ē† // FC b̂ // C ) ,

and we will now verify that e† is a solution of e. To this end, consider the
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diagram below:

X

e
��

e† //

(i)

C

FHFX F ē† //

F ē

**
FHFe
��

FHFe†

OO

(ii)

FC

b̂

OO

FHFFHFX
FHµHFX //

FHFF ē†
��

FHFHFX
FHF ē† // FHFC

FHb̂ // FHC

Fc−1

OO

FHFFC

FHµC

22

FHF b̂ //

(iii)

FHFC

FHb̂

OO

All its inner parts commute: part (i) and (iii) commute by the definition of
e†, for part (ii) use that ē† is a solution of ē (i. e. apply F to diagram (4.4)
with ē in lieu of e), and the remaining parts commute by the definition of ē,
naturality of µ and the multiplication law for the Eilenberg-Moore algebra
b̂ : FC → C. Thus, the outside commutes proving e† to be a solution of e.

Second, suppose we are given any solution e† of e. Then we form

HFX
HFe† // HFC

Hb̂ // HC
c−1

// C ,

and we now prove that this is a solution of ē. Indeed, in the following diagram

HFX

HFe

��

HFe† // HFC c−1·Hb̂ //

Hb̂

''

C

HFFC

HFb̂

OO

HµC

  

HC

c−1

OO

HFFHFX
HFFHFe†//

HµHFX
��

HFFHFC
HFFHb̂ //

HµHFC
��

HFFHC

HFFc−1

OO

HµHC
��

HFHFX
HFHFe†

////

ē

HFHFC
HFHb̂

// HFHC
HFc−1

// HFC

Hb̂

OO

all inner parts commute: for the big upper left-hand square apply HF to
diagram (4.5), the left-hand part is the definition of ē, the two lower squares
and the lower right-hand triangle commute due to naturality of µ, the upper
right-hand triangle is trivial, and the remaining middle right-hand part com-
mutes by the multiplication law for the Eilenberg-Moore algebra b̂ : FC → C.
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Thus, the outside square commutes proving c−1 ·Hb̂ ·HFe† to be a solution
of ē. Since ē has a unique solution, we have

c−1 ·Hb̂ ·HFe† = ē† .

Finally, the two constructions are inverse to each other: starting with the
unique solution ē† of ē, it is clear that by applying the two constructions we
obtain ē† again. Starting with any solution e† of e, the application of the
second construction results in the solution c−1 · Hb̂ · HFe† = ē† of ē. The
application of the first construction to that solution gives the solution e† of
e:

b̂ · F ē† · e = b̂ · F (c−1 ·Hb̂ ·HFe†) · e = b̂ · Fc−1 · FHb̂ · FHFe† · e = e†

where the last equality uses diagram (4.5). We conclude that e has a unique
solution e†.

Remark 4.6. Observe that already H-coalgebras X → HX constitute a basic
format of systems of recursive equations, the unique solutions in C being
the homomorphisms into the final H-coalgebra. The format of an `-equation
X → HFX, for which unique solutions in C exist by Theorem 4.3, comprises
(for any ` : K(H × Id) → HF ) the format of an H-coalgebra: every H-
coalgebra e : X → HX can be considered as an `-equation by taking HηX ·e :
X → HFX. One easily checks that the respective solutions coincide (i. e.,
the solution is preserved by the construction). Moreover, the format of a
sandwiched `-equation X → FHFX, for which unique solutions in C exist
by Theorem 4.5, comprises the format of an `-equation: every `-equation
e : X → HFX can be considered as a sandwiched `-equation by taking
ηHFX · e : X → FHFX. Again one easily checks that the construction
preserves the solution.

In the introduction to Section 4.1 we have seen in the system (4.1) of
recursive equations that it is possible to define the stream of Fibonacci num-
bers already by giving an H-coalgebra. It is not difficult to see that for
every set functor H every element of C can be defined by an H-coalgebra
e : X → HX: one just takes X = C and considers the final H-coalgebra
e = c : C → HC. Its unique solution obviously is the identity on C. This
indicates that the additional usage of operations obtained from a GSOS rule
does not lead to more “expressive power”, at least when we work in Set.

Thus for Set we conclude from the two facts that additional operations
lead to a more general but equally expressive format, that we obtain ad-
ditional possibilities to define the same elements from C. In fact, this is
precisely the effect demonstrated in the Fibonacci numbers example above:
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the additional operation of componentwise stream addition + makes the def-
inition (4.3) of the stream of Fibonacci numbers possible. Compared to the
definition (4.1) of the same stream (but without using the operation +), this
new possibility has the great advantage that only two variables instead of
infinitely many are needed.

4.1.2 Adding Parameters

Theorem 4.7. (Unique solutions of flat equation morphisms X → HFX +
C). Consider the HF -algebra

k = (HFC Hb̂ //HC
c−1
//C ) ,

where b : KC → C is the `-interpretation in C. Then (C, k) is a CIA for
the functor HF .

Proof. Let e : X → HFX +C be a flat equation morphism. We must prove
that there exists a unique morphism e† : X → C such that the following
square commutes:

X
e† //

e
��

C

HFX + C
HFe†+C

// HFC + C

[k,C]

OO

We start by forming the `-equation

ē = ( X + C
[e,inr] // HFX + C

HFX+HηC ·c // HFX +HFC can // HF (X + C) ) .

By Theorem 4.3, there exists a unique morphism s : X + C → C such that
the square below commutes:

X + C s //

ē

��

C

HC

c−1

OO

HF (X + C)
HFs

// HFC

Hb̂

OO (4.6)

We will now prove that the morphism e† = s · inl : X → C is the desired
unique solution of e. We begin by proving that the equation s · inr = idC
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holds. Indeed, consider the diagram below:

C
inr //

c

��

X + C

ē
��

s // C

HFC
HF inr

// HF (X + C)
HFs

// HFC

k

OO

HC

HηC

99

H(s·inr)
// HC

HηC

OO c−1

oo

(4.7)

This diagram commutes: the upper right-hand square is diagram (4.6) above,
the upper left-hand part commutes by the definition of ē, the lower part
commutes by the naturality of η, and the right-hand part follows from the
definition of k = c−1 ·Hb̂ and the unit law b̂ ·ηC = idC of the Eilenberg-Moore
algebra (C, b̂), cf. Notation 3.4. Hence, we see that s · inr is an H-coalgebra
homomorphism from the final H-coalgebra (C, c) to itself. Thus, s · inr must
be the identity as desired.

Next we prove that e† is a solution of e. To this end we verify that the
following diagram commutes:

X inl //

e

��

X + C s //

ē
��

C
��

e†

HF (X + C)
HFs

// HFC
k

88

HFX +HFC

can

OO

[HFe†,HFC]

77

HFX + C
HFX+HηC ·c

66

HFe†+C
// HFC + C

[k,C]

OO

(4.8)

The upper part is the definition of e†, the left-hand part commutes by the
definition of ē, the upper right-hand part is diagram (4.6), and that the
inner triangle commutes follows from the definition of e† and the fact that
s · inr = idC . Finally, we consider the two coproduct components of the
lower part separately; the left-hand component trivially commutes, and for
the right-hand one we compute as follows:

k ·HηC · c = c−1 ·Hb̂ ·HηC · c (by the definition of k)

= c−1 · c (since b̂ · ηC = idC)

= idC .
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To complete our proof we show that e† = s · inl : X → C is the unique
solution of e. So suppose that we are given any solution e† of e. Now form the
morphism s = [e†, idC ]. We are finished if we show that for this morphism
s the diagram (4.6) commutes. We verify the two coproduct components
separately: the right-hand component is checked using diagram (4.7)—the
outside of (4.7) commutes since s·inr = idC , and commutativity of the desired
upper right-hand square precomposed with inr follows since all other inner
parts commute as described below (4.7). The commutativity of the left-hand
component is established using diagram (4.8); indeed, since the outside and
all other parts of that diagram commute for our morphism s so does the
desired upper right-hand square precomposed with inl.

Theorem 4.8. (Unique solutions of flat equation morphisms X → FHFX+
C). Consider the FHF -algebra

k′ = (FHFC Fk //FC
b̂ //C ) ,

where b : KC → C is the `-interpretation in C and k = c−1 · Hb̂. Then
(C, k′) is a CIA for the functor FHF .

Proof (sketch). The proof is just a slight modification of the proof of Theo-
rem 4.7: now we are given a flat equation morphism e : X → FHFX + C
and we form the morphism

ē = X + C
[e,inr] // FHFX + C

FHFX+FHηC ·ηHC ·c
��

FHFX + FHFC
can // FHF (X + C) .

This morphism ē is a sandwiched `-equation and we invoke Theorem 4.5 to
see that it has a unique solution s. The rest of this proof proving that s̄ · inl
is the unique solution of e is left to the reader since it is very close to the one
of Theorem 4.7.

Remark 4.9 (Compositionality of flat equation morphisms). Observe that
with the possibility to use parameters in recursive equations, we have a math-
ematical explanation of modularity of these equations: the solution of a flat
equation morphism for HF or FHF is a morphism X → C, and can be
used to provide parameters in a subsequent flat equation morphism, and this
equation morphism again has a unique solution by Theorem 4.7 or Theo-
rem 4.8.
Moreover, this modularity property extends to a compositionality property
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which is made explicit by the following property that is true in every H-
CIA (A, a), see [AMV06a]. Suppose we have two flat equation morphisms
e : X → HX + Y and f : Y → HY + A where e depends on f , then we can
form the composite flat equation morphism f e : X + Y → H(X + Y ) + A
(see Notation 2.36). Formalizing the above described modularity, we can
also use the solution f † : Y → A of f in the CIA (A, a) as parameters in the
equation morphism e by forming f † • e : X → HX + A (see Notation 2.36).
Then

(f e)† = ( X + Y
[(f†•e)†,f†] // A ) ,

i. e. the solution of the composite in the CIA (A, a) can be obtained by first
solving f in (A, a) to f † and then solving f † • e in (A, a) to (f † • e)†.
Remark 4.10. Observe that—similar as in Remark 4.6 of Section 4.1.1—the
newly introduced formats of flat equation morphisms X → HFX+C (which
have unique solutions in C by Theorem 4.7) and X → FHFX + C (which
have unique solutions in C by Theorem 4.8) comprise other formats: given a
flat equation morphism e : X → HX +C (which has a unique solution in C
since c−1 : HC → C is a CIA by Theorem 2.33), we can form the flat equation
morphism (HηX + idC) · e : X → HFX +C (for any ` : K(H × Id)→ HF ).
And given a flat equation morphism e : X → HFX+C, we can form the flat
equation morphism (ηHFX + idC) · e : X → FHFX +C. Both constructions
preserve solutions.
Moreover, the three formats of flat equation morphisms comprise the three
formats from Remark 4.6 via left injection. More precisely, every H-coalgebra
e : X → HX gives rise to a flat equation morphism inl · e : X → HX + C,
every `-equation e : X → HFX gives rise to a flat equation morphism
inl · e : X → HFX + C, and every sandwiched `-equation e : X → FHFX
gives rise to a flat equation morphism inl · e : X → FHFX + C. And all
constructions preserve the solutions.

4.1.3 Using Infinite Terms

Recall the notion of a flat equation morphism e : X → HX + A from Def-
inition 2.30. These equation morphisms have unique solutions in a CIA by
definition. We now recall how to obtain unique solutions of more general
(first-order) recursive equations than the flat ones:

Definition 4.11 ([AAMV03, Mil05]). Let H be iteratable. An equation
morphism (with parameters in A) is a morphism of the form e : X → TH(X+
A). It is called guarded if it factors as

e ≡ ( X e′ // HTH(X + A) + A
[τHX+A,η

H
X+A·inr] // TH(X + A) )
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for some morphism e′ : X → HTH(X + A) + A. A solution of an equation
morphism e with parameters in A in a CIA (A, a) is a morphism e† : X → A
such that the following diagram commutes:

X e† //

e
��

A

TH(X + A)
TH [e†,idA]

// THA

ã

OO

Theorem 4.12 ([Mil05]). Let (A, a) be a CIA for an iteratable functor H.
Then every guarded equation morphism with parameters in A has a unique
solution in (A, a).

Coming back to our setting in this chapter, let ` : K(H×Id)→ HF be an
abstract GSOS rule, where F is the free monad on K. Assume furthermore
that the composite functors HF and FHF are iteratable. By applying Theo-
rem 4.12 to the CIAs k : HFC → C from Theorem 4.7 and k′ : FHFC → C
from Theorem 4.8 we get two solutions theorems for free:

Corollary 4.13. Every guarded equation morphism e : X → THF (X + C)
has a unique solution in the CIA (C, k) of Theorem 4.7.

Corollary 4.14. Every guarded equation morphism e : X → T FHF (X + C)
has a unique solution in the CIA (C, k′) of Theorem 4.8.

Remark 4.15 (Compositionality of guarded equation morphisms). The mo-
dularity and compositionality principles for flat equation morphisms from
Remark 4.9 extend to guarded equation morphisms. More precisely, given
guarded equation morphisms e : X → TH(X + Y ) and f : Y → TH(Y + A)
we abuse notation slightly and define

f † • e ≡ (X e //TH(X + Y )
TH(X+f†) //TH(X + A))

and

f e ≡ (X + Y
[e,ηHX+Y ·inr] // TH(X + Y )

TH [TH inl·ηHX ,T
H inr·f ]

��
THTH(X + Y + A)

µHX+Y+A// TH(X + Y + A) ) .

Observe that both of the above equation morphisms are guarded: f † • e is
guarded since e is, and f e is guarded since e and f are. Then we obtain
the analogous result to Remark 4.9:

(f e)† = ( X + Y
[(f†•e)†,f†] // A )
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Indeed, the proof is similar to that from [AMV06a] for flat equation mor-
phisms: one proves that [(f † • e)†, f †] is a solution of f e, then the desired
result follows from the uniqueness of solutions in a CIA.

We remark that more sophisticated compositionality results are proved
in [MM09] and [Mos03], where the equation morphisms may refer to the
variables of each other. However, these results, which can be found under the
names “pairing identity” and “Bekič-Scott-identity”, were only formulated
for equation morphisms for a monad (cf. Definition 2.45) and not for (flat)
equation morphisms for CIAs.

Remark 4.16. As in Sections 4.1.1 (Remark 4.6) and 4.1.2 (Remark 4.10),
observe that the newly introduced formats of guarded equation morphisms
X → THF (X + C) (which have unique solutions in C by Corollary 4.13)
and X → T FHF (X + C) (which have unique solutions in C by Corol-
lary 4.14) comprise other formats: given a guarded equation morphism
e : X → TH(X + C) (which has a unique solution in C by Theorem 4.12
since c−1 : HC → C is a CIA), we can form the guarded equation morphism
(κHF · Hη)#

X+C · e : X → THF (X + C) (for any ` : K(H × Id) → HF ).
Here (κHF · Hη)# : TH → THF is the unique idealized monad morphism
between CIMs extending κHF ·Hη, see Definition 2.46, and guardedness fol-
lows from the guardedness of e as proved in Lemma 4.17 below. Similarly,
given a guarded equation morphism e : X → THF (X + C), we can form the
guarded equation morphism (κFHF · ηHF )# · e : X → T FHF (X + C). Both
constructions preserve solutions. We prove this for the first construction in
Lemma 4.17 below; for the second construction the proof that guardedness
and solutions are preserved is very similar.
Moreover, the three formats of guarded equation morphisms comprise the
three formats of flat equation morphisms from Remark 4.10. More precisely,
every flat equation morphism e : X → HX +C gives rise to a guarded equa-
tion morphism can · (κHX +ηHC ) ·e : X → TH(X+C) as proved in Lemma 4.18
below. Similarly, provided that HF and FHF are iteratable as required by
Corollaries 4.13 and 4.14, flat equation morphisms e : X → HFX + C give
rise to guarded equation morphisms can · (κHFX +ηHFC ) · e : X → THF (X+C)
and flat equation morphisms e : X → FHFX+C give rise to guarded equa-
tion morphisms can · (κFHFX + ηFHFC ) · e : X → T FHF (X + C). And each of
the three constructions preserves the solutions. We prove this for the first
construction in Lemma 4.18 below; for the second and third construction the
proof is very similar.

Lemma 4.17. Let e : X → TH(X + C) be a guarded equation morphism
and let e† : X → C be its unique solution in the CIA c−1 : HC → C.
Then, for any ` : K(H × Id) → HF with `-interpretation b : FC → C,
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ē = (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · e : X → THF (X + C) is a guarded equation morphism,

and its unique solution ē† : X → C in the CIA c−1 · Hb̂ : HFC → C is
ē† = e†.

Proof. Since e is guarded, there is some e′ : X → HTH(X+C)+C such that
e = [τHX+C , η

H
X+C · inr] · e′. Using this equation, we see that ē is also guarded

since it factors through ē′ = (HF (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C ·HηTH(X+C) +idC) ·e′ : X →

HFTHF (X + C) + C:

ē = (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · e

= (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · [τ

H
X+C , η

H
X+C · inr] · e′

= [τHFX+C , η
HF
X+C · inr] · (HF (κHF ·Hη)#

X+C ·HηTH(X+C) + idC) · e′

= [τHFX+C , η
HF
X+C · inr] · ē′ .

The last but one equation holds since we have

(κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · [τ

H
X+C , η

H
X+C · inr]

= [τHFX+C , η
HF
X+C · inr] · (HF (κHF ·Hη)#

X+C ·HηTH(X+C) + idC) .

Indeed, consider the coproduct components separately: for the right-hand
component use that (κHF ·Hη)#

X+C is a monad morphism to see that

(κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · η

H
X+C · inr = ηHFX+C · inr .

And for the left-hand component, we have

(κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · τ

H
X+C

= (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · µ

H
X+C · κHTH(X+C)

= µHFX+C · THF (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · (κ

HF ·Hη)#
TH(X+C)

· κHTH(X+C)

= µHFX+C · THF (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C · κ

HF
TH(X+C) ·HηTH(X+C)

= µHFX+C · κHFTHF (X+C) ·HF (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C ·HηTH(X+C)

= τHFX+C ·HF (κHF ·Hη)#
X+C ·HηTH(X+C) ,

(4.9)

where we use Lemma 2.49 for the first and last equation and for the equations
in between use that (κHF ·Hη)# is a monad morphism between the free CIMs
TH and THF which moreover extends κHF ·Hη, and naturality of κHF .

To see that ē has the solution ē† = e† in the CIA c−1 ·Hb̂ : HFC → C,
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consider the following diagram:

X e† //

e
��

C

TH(X + C)
TH [e†,idC ] //

(κHF ·Hη)#
X+C

��

THC

c̃−1

OO

(κHF ·Hη)#
C

��
THF (X + C)

THF [e†,idC ]
////

ē

THFC

˜
c−1·Hb̂

oo

The left-hand part is the definition of ē, the upper square commutes since e†

is a solution of e in the CIA c−1 : HC → C, and the lower square commutes
due to naturality of (κHF ·Hη)#. It remains to prove commutativity of the
right-hand part, then the outside commutes which prove the desired result.

We do this by showing that both morphisms c̃−1 and
˜

(c−1 ·Hb̂) · (κHF ·Hη)#
C

are the unique homomorphism between the free CIA τHC : HTHC → THC
and the CIA c−1 : HC → C extending idC . For the Eilenberg-Moore algebra

c̃−1 this is clear by its construction (see the proof of Lemma 3.5), and for
˜

(c−1 ·Hb̂) · (κHF ·Hη)#
C consider the following diagram:

HTHC

τHC

��

H(κHF ·Hη)#
C //

Hη
THC ((

HTHFC

Hη
THFC

��

H
˜

(c−1·Hb̂) // HC

c−1

��

HFTHC
HF (κHF ·Hη)#

C

// HFTHFC

τHFC ��

HF
˜

(c−1·Hb̂)

// HFC
Hb̂

88

THC
(κHF ·Hη)#

C

// THFC
˜
c−1·Hb̂

// C

The upper left-hand part commutes by naturality of η, for the lower left-hand
part use equation (4.9) with X + C replaced by C. To see that the upper
right-hand part commutes, remove H and calculate

b̂ · F ˜
(c−1 ·Hb̂) · ηTHFC = b̂ · ηC · ˜

(c−1 ·Hb̂) =
˜
c−1 ·Hb̂

using the naturality of η and b̂ · ηC = idC . The lower right-hand part com-

mutes by the construction of the Eilenberg-Moore algebra
˜
c−1 ·Hb̂ (see again

the proof of Lemma 3.5). Thus the outside commutes. Finally, we have
˜

(c−1 ·Hb̂) · (κHF · Hη)#
C · ηHC =

˜
(c−1 ·Hb̂) · ηHFC = idC which concludes the

proof.
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Lemma 4.18. Let e : X → HX + C be a flat equation morphism and
let e† : X → C be its unique solution in the CIA c−1 : HC → C. Then
ē = can · (κHX + ηHC ) · e : X → TH(X + C) is a guarded equation morphism,
and its unique solution ē† : X → C in the CIA c−1 is ē† = e†.

Proof. To see that ē is guarded, we calculate

ē = can · (κHX + ηHC ) · e
= [TH inl, TH inr] · (τHX ·HηHX + ηHC ) · e
= [τHX+C , η

H
X+C · inr] · (HTH inl ·HηHX + idC) · e

which exhibits (HTH inl ·HηHX + idC) · e as a factor guarding ē. Here the first
equation is the definition of ē, the second one uses the definitions of can and
κH (see Theorem 2.47), and the last one uses naturality of τH and ηH .

To see that ē has the solution ē† = e† in the CIA c−1 : HC → C, consider
the following diagram:

X

e
��

e† // C

HX + C

κHX+ηHC ��

He†+idC // HC + C

[c−1,idC ]

OO

κHC+ηHC ��
THX + THC

can
��

THe†+TH idC // THC + THC

[id
THC

,id
THC

]
��

TH(X + C)
TH [e†,idC ]

////

ē

THC

c̃−1

oo

The left-hand part is the definition of ē, the upper square commutes since e†

is a solution of e in the CIA c−1, the center square commutes by naturality
of κH and ηH and the lower square is trivial. The two coproduct components

of the remaining right-hand part commute by the equations c̃−1 · κHC = c−1

and c̃−1 · ηHC = idC for the Eilenberg-Moore algebra c̃−1 : THC → C. Thus
the outside commutes which concludes the proof.

Summarizing Remarks 4.6, 4.10 and 4.16, the format from Corollary 4.14
subsumes all the previous formats as shown in the following overview (arrows
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point to more general formats):

guarded equation m.

X → TH(X + C)
Thms 2.33+4.12

//

guarded equation m.

X → THF (X + C)
Corollary 4.13

//

guarded equation m.

X → T FHF (X + C)
Corollary 4.14

flat equation m.

X → HX + C
Theorem 2.33

//

OO

flat equation m.

X → HFX + C
Theorem 4.7

//

OO

flat equation m.

X → FHFX + C
Theorem 4.8

OO

H-coalgebra

X → HX
by finality

//

OO

`-equation

X → HFX
Theorem 4.3

//

OO

sandw. `-equation

X → FHFX
Theorem 4.5

OO

4.2 Examples

In this section, we illustrate the uniqueness and compositionality results from
Section 4.1 on five concrete final coalgebras:

• streams,

• infinite trees,

• CCS processes,

• formal languages, and

• non-well-founded sets.

The first four ones are final coalgebras for set functors, the last one is a final
coalgebra for an endofunctor on the category Class of classes and functions.

Moreover, we show how our work captures Milner’s solution theorem for
CCS processes and the definition of context-free languages by grammars in
Greibach normal form.

4.2.1 Streams

Streams have been studied in a coalgebraic setting by Rutten [Rut05a]. Here
we take the functor HX = R×X whose final coalgebra (C, c) is carried by
the set Rω of all streams over R and c = 〈hd, tl〉 : Rω → R× Rω is given by
the usual head and tail functions on streams, see [MA86, Rut00].
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Consider the following three operations: prefixing r.−, componentwise
addition + and scalar multiplication r · −. We can define them by giving
an abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HF , where we choose HX =
R × X to be the stream functor and KX = R × X + X × X + R × X to
be the functor corresponding to the signature of the three operations, see
also [Bar04], Section 3.5.1. We give ` componentwise for the three coproduct
components of K:

• for the first component corresponding to the prefixing operation r.x,
we define for every set X a function R× (R×X ×X)→ R× FX by
the assignment (r, (s, x′, x)) 7→ (r, x);

• for the second component corresponding to componentwise stream ad-
dition x+y, we define for every setX a function (R×X×X)2 → R×FX
by the assignment ((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) 7→ (r + s, x′ + y′);

• for the third component corresponding to scalar multiplication r ·x, we
define for every set X a function R× (R×X ×X)→ R× FX by the
assignment (r, (s, x′, x)) 7→ (r · s, r · x′).

It is not difficult to see that the three coproduct components of the `-
interpretation b : R×C +C ×C + R×C → C are indeed the desired three
operations on streams: one just checks the commutativity of diagram (3.1).

According to Theorem 4.7 we can now define streams uniquely by giving
a flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + C.

Example 4.19. The system (4.3) of recursive equations gives rise to a flat
equation morphism e where X = {x, y}, e(x) = 0.y and e(y) = 1.(y+x). This
example does not make use of the parameters from C and thus it is already
covered by Theorem 4.3. The solution of x is the stream [0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, . . . ]
of Fibonacci numbers.

We give another simple example using parameters and illustrating the
compositionality of recursive equations:

Example 4.20. Consider the system

y0 = 1.(y0 + y1)

y1 = [2, 2, 2, 2, . . . ]

of recursive equations where the unique solution y†0 of y0 is given by the
stream [1, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . ] of odd natural numbers. By the modularity principle
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from Remark 4.9 we can now use this stream in another system of recursive
equations

x0 = 0.(x0 + x1)

x1 = y†0

where the unique solution of x0 is given by the stream [0, 1, 4, 9, 16, . . . ] of
squares of natural numbers. This is easily seen by plugging in the stream
[1, 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . ] for y†0 and then solving the system of recursive equations. By
the compositionality property of CIAs (see Remark 4.9) we could have also
defined the stream [0, 1, 4, 9, 16, . . . ] as a solution of x0 directly in one system
of recursive equations of the form

x0 = 0.(x0 + x1)

x1 = 1.(y0 + y1)

y0 = 1.(y0 + y1)

y1 = [2, 2, 2, 2, . . . ] .

This is not as easy to see as above.

We remark that the advantage of compositionality grows with the number
of recursive definitions that are composed. The reader is invited to turn the
two-step definition of the stream [0, 1, 4, 9, 16, . . . ] of Example 4.20 into a
three-step definition by defining first the stream [2, 2, 2, 2, . . . ] recursively
as the unique solution of a variable z0 and using z0 as a parameter in the
equation for y1.

It should be mentioned that different formats for the recursive definition
of streams were proposed by Rutten. First, in [Rut05a] behavioral differential
equations are used; and second, in [Rut05b] streams are defined by stream
circuits which are also called (signal) flow graphs. Since both formats extend
to the recursive definition of stream functions, we shall discuss them in detail
later in Section 5.2.1. The definition of streams is then the special case of
the definition of nullary stream functions.

4.2.2 Infinite Trees

Silva and Rutten [SR10] have developed a calculus for infinite trees1 similar
to Rutten’s stream calculus [Rut05a]. They provide behavioral differential
equations for the recursive definition of infinite trees and prove a unique

1More precisely, Silva and Rutten work with complete binary trees whose nodes are
labeled in R. For the sake of brevity, we continue using the term “infinite trees”.
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solution theorem for them. Since this definition format extends to recursive
definitions of tree functions, we shall discuss it in detail later in Section 5.2.2.
Here we only give two examples of recursive definitions of trees in our setting.

Let HX = X ×R×X. The final coalgebra (C, c) for H is carried by the
set C of all infinite binary trees with nodes labeled in R, and its structure
c : C → C×R×C assigns to a tree t the triple (tL, r, tR) where r is the node
label of the root of t and tL and tR are the trees rooted at the left-hand and
right-hand child nodes of the root of t, see [MA86, SR10]. Consequently, the
inverse c−1 : C × R × C → C is the tree-tupling operation that constructs
a tree by using the given real number as the root label and the given trees
as subtrees rooted at the left-hand and right-hand children of the root. We
denote this operation by the symbol ∫ .

For our tree definitions we shall need the operation + of nodewise addition
of trees (in the following it will always be clear from the context whether
+ denotes addition of real numbers or trees). We define it by giving an
abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HF , where KX = X × X is the
functor associated to the signature of the binary operation +. For every set
X, `X : (X × R×X ×X)2 → FX × R× FX is given by the assignment

((xL, r, xR, x), (yL, s, yR, y)) 7→ (xL + yL, r + s, xR + yR) .

It is easily verified that the `-interpretation b : C × C → C is indeed the
desired operation + on trees by checking the commutativity of diagram (3.1).

Example 4.21 (inspired by [SR10]). Consider the following system of re-
cursive equations:

x0 = ∫(x0 + y0, 0, x0 + y0 + y0)

y0 = ∫(y0 + y0, 1, y0 + y0)

It corresponds to an `-equation morphism e : X → HFX where X = {x0, y0}
and thus has a unique solution e† by Theorem 4.3. This solution is given by
the left-hand tree

0

1

3

...
...

4

...
...

2

5

...
...

6

...
...

1

2

4

...
...

4

...
...

2

4

...
...

4

...
...

labeled by the natural numbers for x0 and by the right-hand tree labeled by
the powers of 2 for y0. The idea behind the definition of the left-hand tree
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obviously is to use the right-hand tree. Thus it might be more convenient
to write down a definition of the right-hand tree first and to use it in a
definition of the left-hand one. This is possible by Remark 4.9 since our `-
equation morphism e also is a flat equation morphism inl ·e : X → HFX+C.
We complete the latter by adding a new variable x1 = ∫(y0 + y0, 1, y0 + y0)
and decomposing it into two flat equation morphisms given by the systems

y0 = ∫(y0 + y0, 1, y0 + y0)

and

x0 = ∫(x0 + x1, 0, x0 + x1 + x1)

x1 = y†0

of recursive equations. These have unique solutions by Theorem 4.7 given by
the above right-hand tree for y0 and x1, and by the above left-hand tree for
x0.

The next example illustrates Corollary 4.13:

Example 4.22. We consider the equation

x = t

where t ∈ THF (X + C) is the term given by the tree

∫

+

x ∫

+

x ∫
... 3 ...

1 +

x ∫
... 4 ...

0 +

x ∫

+

x ∫
... 5 ...

2 +

x ∫
... 6 ...

.

Notice that this infinite term lies indeed in THF (X+C): all infinite subterms
become finite when their subterms starting with ∫ are disregarded. Moreover,
it lies in HFTHF (X+C) +C since the root node is labeled by the operation
∫ . Thus the above equation corresponds to a guarded equation morphism
e : X → THF (X + C) where X = {x}, which has a unique solution by
Corollary 4.13. This solution is given by the tree
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0

1

4

12

...
...

16

...
...

6

16

...
...

20

...
...

2

6

16

...
...

20

...
...

8

20

...
...

24

...
...

.

4.2.3 CCS Processes

We shall be interested in Milner’s calculus of communicating systems (or
CCS, for short, see [Mil89]). Let κ be a regular cardinal and Pκ be the functor
assigning to the set X the set of all subsets Y of X with |Y | < κ. Here we
consider the functor HX = Pκ(A × X) where A is some fixed alphabet of
actions. Following Milner [Mil89], we assume that for every a ∈ A we also
have a complement ā ∈ A (with ¯̄a = a) and a special silent action τ ∈ A.

We are now going to describe the final coalgebra for Pκ(A×−). We start
with a couple of definitions:

Definition 4.23. A tree bisimulation is a relation R on the node sets of two
rooted, unordered (edge-labeled) trees such that

• the root nodes are related and

• for every pair (n, o) ∈ R we have: for every child node ni of n (via an
edge labeled by a) there is a child node oj of o (via an edge labeled by
a) such that (ni, oj) ∈ R, and vice versa.

Two (edge-labeled) trees are called bisimilar if a tree bisimulation for them
exists.

Definition 4.24. A rooted, unordered (edge-labeled) tree t is called strongly
extensional if two subtrees rooted at distinct children of some node of t (where
both edges to the children carry the same label) are never bisimilar.

Theorem 4.25 ([Wor05]). The final coalgebra for the finite power set functor
Pf is carried by the set of all strongly extensional finitely branching trees.

Theorem 4.26 ([Sch10a]). The final coalgebra for the countable power set
functor Pc is carried by the set of all strongly extensional countably branching
trees.

The technique by which this result is obtained in loc. cit. generalizes to
the functor Pκ(A×−) from above:
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Corollary 4.27. Let κ be a regular cardinal. The final coalgebra (C, c) for
the set functor Pκ(A×−) is carried by the set C of all strongly extensional
κ-branching trees with edges labeled in A.

Furthermore, the structure map c : C → Pκ(A×C) of the final Pκ(A×−)-
coalgebra assigns to a tree t the set of all pairs (a, t′) where t′ is a subtree of
t rooted at a child of the root of t and where the edge between the roots of
t and t′ is labeled by a.

The elements of C can be considered as (denotations of) CCS agents (or
CCS processes) modulo strong bisimilarity; for a concise definition of the
latter see [Mil89]. Finally, it should be mentioned that CCS agents have
been recognized as a final coalgebra much earlier by Aczel [Acz88]; however,
in his work he assumes the antifoundation axiom.

Notice that the inverse c−1 : Pκ(A × C) → C assigns to a set {(ai, Ei) |
i < κ} of pairs of actions and agents the agent

∑
i<κ ai.Ei. In Milner’s

work [Mil89] the process combinators “a.−” (prefixing), “|” (parallel com-
position), “

∑
i<κ” (summation), “−[f ]” (relabeling) and “−\L” (restriction)

are given by SOS rules. Let E, E ′, F , F ′ be agents and a ∈ A some action,
then these rules are:

E
a→ E ′

E|F a→ E ′|F
F

a→ F ′

E|F a→ E|F ′
E

a→ E ′ F
ā→ F ′

E|F τ→ E ′|F ′
(a 6= τ)

a.E
a→ E

Ej
a→ E ′j

(
∑

i<κEi)
a→ E ′j

(j < κ)

E
a→ E ′

E[f ]
f(a)→ E ′[f ]

E
a→ E ′

E\L a→ E ′\L
(a, ā 6∈ L)

(4.10)

Now let K be the polynomial functor for the signature given by taking these
combinators as operation symbols. It easily follows from the work in [Bar04]
and [LPW04] that the above rules give an abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H ×
Id) → HF , and the `-interpretation b : KC → C in C provides the desired
operations on CCS agents (modulo strong bisimilarity). We explain how this
abstract GSOS rule ` is obtained. The polynomial functor K is given on a
set X by the coproduct of the following sets:

• A×X for agent expressions a.x, where a ∈ A,

•
∐

n<κX
n for agent expressions

∑n
i=1 xi, where n < κ,

• X ×X for agent expressions x1|x2,
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•
∐

f X for agent expressions x[f ], where f ranges over functions on the

action set A \ {τ} with f(a) = f(ā), and

•
∐

L⊆A\{ τ }X for agent expressions x\L.

The abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HF is given by the SOS rules
in (4.10) in terms of the components of the coproduct K(H × Id), i. e. for
each combinator separately:

• `X(a, S, x) = {(a, x)} for prefixing a.x, where S ⊆ A×X,

• `X((Si, xi)i<n) =
⋃
i<n Si for summation

∑n
i=1 xi for every n < κ, where

(Si)i<n is a family of sets Si ⊆ A×X,

• `X(S1, x1, S2, x2) is given by the union of the three sets

{(a, x|x2) | (a, x) ∈ S1} , {(a, x1|x) | (a, x) ∈ S2} and

{(τ, x|y) | (a, x) ∈ S1, (ā, y) ∈ S2 for some a ∈ A \ {τ}}

for parallel composition x1|x2, where S1, S2 ⊆ A×X,

• `X(S, x) = {(f(a), y[f ]) | (a, y) ∈ S} for relabeling x[f ] (here we mean
f(τ) = τ), where S ⊆ A×X, and

• `X(S, x) = {(a, y\L) | (a, y) ∈ S, a, ā 6∈ L} for restriction x\L, where
S ⊆ A×X.

The form of these definitions is very similar to those given by Aczel [Acz88]
in the setting of non-well-founded set theory. We already mentioned the
`-interpretation b : KC → C giving the desired operations on agents, and
this gives the two new CIA structures for HF and FHF as in Theorems 4.7
and 4.8.

Remark 4.28. If we replaced the second component
∐

n<κX
n of KX by PκX

we still have an abstract GSOS rule. Furthermore, from diagram (3.1) it fol-
lows that in both cases the induced (binary) operation of summation (the
corresponding component of b : KC → C) is automatically commutative, as-
sociative and idempotent: these three laws that have to be proved in process
theory come “for free” by encoding them in the abstract GSOS rule using
the union operation.

Now let us recall Milner’s solution theorem for CCS agents from [Mil89].
Suppose that Ei, i ∈ I, are agent expressions with the free variables xi,
i ∈ I. Consider the system of equations xi = Ei and suppose further that
each variable xj in each Ei, i, j ∈ I is weakly guarded, i. e., it only occurs
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within the scope of some prefix combinator a.− in Ei. Then there is a unique
solution of the system xi = Ei. More precisely, recall strong bisimilarity of
CCS agents from [Mil89] and let Ei[~P/~x] denote simultaneous substitution
of Pj for xj for every j. Then we have

Theorem 4.29 ([Mil89]). There exist, up to strong bisimilarity, unique CCS

agents Pi such that Pi is strongly bisimilar to Ei[~P/~x] for each i ∈ I.

It is easy to see that this theorem is a consequence of our Theorem 4.5:
a system xi = Ei where each variable is weakly guarded is essentially the
same as a map X → FHFX, where X = {xi | i ∈ I}. Now our Theorem 4.8
generalizes Theorem 4.5 to flat equation morphisms X → FHFX+C. These
again have unique solutions in C. The extra summand C allows us to use
constant agents in recursive specifications. So, for example, we can obtain
the agent P as the unique solution of

x = a.(x|c) + b

and then use it in a system like

x = b.(x+ y)

y = P

which has a unique solution by Theorem 4.8.

4.2.4 Formal Languages

Consider the set functor HX = XA × 2, where 2 = { 0, 1 }. Coalgebras
for H are precisely the (possibly infinite) deterministic automata with input
alphabet A. The final H-coalgebra c : C → HC consists of all formal
languages with c(L) = (λa.La, i) where i = 1 iff the empty word ε is in L
and where La = {w | aw ∈ L }, see [MA86].

To specify e. g. the intersection of formal languages by an abstract GSOS
rule, let KX = X×X and let ` : K(H×Id)→ HF be induced by `′ : KH →
HK according to Remark 3.18 as follows: `′ : KH → HK is given for every
set X by `′X((f, i), (g, j)) = (〈f, g〉, i∧j) where ∧ denotes the “and”-operation
on { 0, 1 }. Then the `-interpretation is easily verified to be the intersection
of formal languages.

Next we show how context-free grammars in Greibach normal form and
their generated languages are special instances of flat equation morphisms
e : X → FHFX + C and their unique solutions in C for a suitable functor
K.
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Definition 4.30 (see e. g. [HMU07]). A context-free grammar is a four-tuple
G = (A,N, P, S) where A is a nonempty finite set of terminal symbols, N a
finite set of non-terminal symbols, P ⊆ N× (A+N)∗ is a finite relation with
elements called production rules of G, and S ∈ N is the starting symbol.
The language generated by a context-free grammar G is the set of all words
over A that arise by starting with the string S and repeatedly substituting
substrings according to the production rules of the grammar, and eliminating
ε from the string whenever it occurs.

As usual we write n→ w for (n,w) ∈ P .

Definition 4.31 ([Gre65]). A context-free grammar G is in Greibach normal
form (GNF, for short) if all its production rules are of the form n→ aw where
a ∈ A and w ∈ N∗.

To see that context-free grammars in GNF yield flat equation morphisms
we consider the empty language ∅, the empty-word language {ε} and union
∪ and concatenation · of languages as given operations. More precisely, let
KX = 1 + 1 +X ×X +X ×X be the polynomial functor corresponding to
the signature of the operations ∅, ε, ∪ and ·, and let ` : K(H × Id) → HF
be the abstract GSOS rule given by the following assignments:

∅ 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 0)

ε 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 1)

((xa), j, x) ∪ ((ya), k, y) 7→ ((xa ∪ ya), j ∨ k)

((xa), j, x) · ((ya), k, y) 7→ ((ta), j ∧ k)

(4.11)

where

ta =

{
(xa · y) ∪ ya if j = 1

xa · y else .

Commutativity of diagram (3.1) is easily checked, thus the `-interpretation
b : KC → C is given as desired. By Theorem 4.8 we obtain the CIA structure
k′ : FHFC → C. Now observe that a flat equation morphism assigns to each
x ∈ X either an element e(x) ∈ C or e(x) corresponds to a term of given
operations on HFX.

We now show how to construct a flat equation morphism for any context-
free grammar in GNF.

Construction 4.32. Let G = (A,N, P, S) be a context-free grammar in
GNF. We define a flat equation morphism eG : N → FHFN +C as follows:
for n ∈ N for which there is no production rule n → aw in P we take
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eG(n) = ∅, the constant term in F (HFN). Otherwise we define for each
production rule n→ aw with n on the left-hand side the term tr ∈ HFN as

tr =

{
a.(n1 · n2 · · · · · nk) w = n1n2 · · ·nk, k ≥ 1

a.ε w = ε

using the concatenation operation. Here the notation a.t where t ∈ FN is
used as a shortcut for ((tb), 0) ∈ HFN where (tb) is the A-tuple with ta = t
and tb = ∅ for every b ∈ A\{a}; thus we see that tr ∈ HFN . We define eG(n)
as (the term in FHFN representing) the “union” of all terms corresponding
to the right-hand sides of the production rules n→ ri, i = 1, . . . , l, in P :

eG(n) = tr1 ∪ tr2 ∪ · · · ∪ trl .

Notice that eG does not make use of the parameters in C.

It is not difficult to see that the language generated by the grammar G
is precisely the language e†G(S), where S is the starting symbol of G. So
as a consequence of Theorem 4.8 we see that the language generated by
G arises as the unique solution of the flat equation morphism eG. Thus we
obtained a denotational semantics of grammars in GNF which coincides with
the operational semantics given by language generation.

Similarly, it is possible to translate right-linear grammars (which are a
special case of context-free grammars generating regular languages) into flat
equation morphisms using the empty and empty-word languages as well as
union of languages as the given operations. Again Theorem 4.8 implies that
there is a unique solution which yields the language generated by the given
right-linear grammar as one can see from the translation.

4.2.5 Non-well-founded Sets

For background on non-well-founded sets and the antifoundation axiom
(AFA), the reader can consult the books [Acz88, BM96]. We work here on
the category Class of classes and functions. Assuming the axiom of choice
(AC) for classes, the results of Section 4.1.2 hold true for Class since every
endofunctor of Class has final coalgebras and free algebras, see [AMV04].

Consider P : Class → Class taking a class X to the class PX of subsets
of X. AFA is equivalent to the assertion that (V, c) is a final P-coalgebra,
where V is the class of all non-well-founded sets, and c : V → PV takes a set
and considers it a set of sets, see [Acz88]. That is, c is the identity function.
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The following examples of this subsection were originally given by Moss.
Let us note some natural transformations:

p : P → PP op : Id× Id→ PP cp : P × P → P(Id× Id)
pX(x) = P(x) opX(x, y) = {{x}, {x, y}} cpX(x, y) = x× y

Also note that c−1 is the operation on V taking a family v ⊆ V of sets to the
set {w | w ∈ v }.

We will now define three additional operations on V : the powerset opera-
tion b1 : v 7→ {w | w ⊆ v }, the Kuratowski pair b2 : (v, w) 7→ {{ v }, { v, w}}
and the cartesian product b3 : (v, w) 7→ v × w. So let K be the functor
Id + (Id× Id) + (Id× Id) +P +P2; its first three components represent (the
type of) our three desired operations, the fourth component, P , represents
c−1 and the fifth one represents c−1 · Pc−1. The latter two are needed for
the definition of the former three below. We write the coproduct injections
of K as inj1, . . . , inj5. We define a natural transformation `′ : KP → PK
componentwise, using

P p // PP P inj4 // PK

P × P opP // PPP P inj5 // PK

P × P cp // P(Id× Id)
P inj2 // PK

PP P inj4 // PK
PPP P inj5 // PK

Then `′ yields an abstract GSOS rule

` = (K(P × Id)
Kπ0 //KP `′ //PK Pκ //PF ) .

Let b : KV → V be the `-interpretation in V . Let us write b1, . . . , b5 for the
components of b : KV → V , i. e. bi = b · (inji)V , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. To obtain explicit
formulas for these, we use diagram (3.1) and the above definitions:

c · b1 = Pb4 · pV · c c · b4 = Pb4 · Pc
c · b2 = Pb5 · opPV · (c× c) c · b5 = Pb5 · P2c

c · b3 = Pb2 · cpV · (c× c)

We check easily that b4 = c−1 and b5 = c−1 · Pc−1 satisfy the last two
equations. From these we see that

b1 = c−1 · Pc−1 · pV · c , b2 = c−1 · P(c−1 · Pc−1) · opPV · (c× c) ,

and
b3 = c−1 · Pb2 · cpV · (c× c) .
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In words, b4 and b5 are the identity functions, and b1, b2 and b3 are as desired.
By Theorem 4.7, we have a CIA structure (V, c−1 · P b̂) for the composite

PF . Now we may solve systems of recursive equations which go beyond what
one finds in the standard literature on non-well-founded sets [Acz88, BM96]:

Example 4.33. One may solve the system

x = {P(y)}
y = {y × y, z}
z = ∅ ,

uniquely, which gives rise to a flat equation morphism X → PFX+V where
X = {x, y, z}.

For our next example, we now define the unordered pair operation un :
(v, w) 7→ {v, w} by giving another abstract GSOS rule ` : K(P × Id)→ PF ,
where KX = X×X+PX. Let the natural transformation u : Id×Id→ P be
given by uX(x, y) = {x, y }. We define a natural transformation `′ : KP →
PK by

`′ = (KP = P × P + PP [uP,id] //PP P inr //P(Id× Id + P) = PK ) .

and let ` be the induced abstract GSOS rule according to Remark 3.18.
We get b : KV → V making the diagram (3.1) commute which can be

simplified to the following commutative diagram (by using b̂ · κV = b, see
below Notation 3.4):

V 2 + PV c2+Pc //

b
��

(PV )2 + PPV
`′V // P(V 2 + PV )

Pb
��

V c
// PV

(4.12)

It is not difficult to verify that the right-hand component of b : V 2 +PV → V
is c−1 : PV → V . It follows that the left-hand component of b : V 2+PV → V
is the unordered pair operation un : V 2 → V . By Theorem 4.7, (V, k) is a

CIA for PF , where k : PFV → V is c−1 · P b̂.
Example 4.34. As a concrete example of a flat equation morphism, let
X = {x, y}, and let e : X → PFX + V be given by the system

x = {un(y, y)}
y = {{x}}

of equations. Its unique solution e† consists of sets v and w satisfying v =
{{w}} and w = {{v}}. The only non-well-founded sets with this property
are the infinitely nested singleton sets v = w = {{{. . . }}}.
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4.3 Excursion: Finite Systems of Recursive

Equation

In Section 4.1, we have proved algebras k : HFC → C and k′ : FHFC → C
on a final coalgebra C to be CIAs. Thus, arbitrary flat equation morphisms
and guarded equation morphisms can be solved uniquely. In the category
Set this means that we can solve recursive specifications with finitely and
infinitely many variables. At the end of Section 4.1.1 we argued that using
the simple subformat e : X → HX of a flat equation morphism, we can
already define every element of the final H-coalgebra C.

In practice, one only encounters specifications with finitely many vari-
ables. It is an interesting question which elements of the final H-coalgebra
C are definable by such specifications; it turns out that this depends on the
`-interpretation b : KC → C, i. e. on the operations available.

In this section, we first recall the concept of an iterative algebra
from [AMV06b] which abstractly (not only for Set) captures algebras in
which “finite” specifications have unique solutions. Then we describe im-
portant subsets of final coalgebras definable by certain choices of algebraic
operations for three of the five examples from Section 4.2: streams, CCS
processes and formal languages.

Recall (e. g. from [AR94]) the notion of a filtered colimit. Also recall that
a category ist called cocomplete if all small colimits exist.

Definition 4.35 ([AR94]). Let C be a category. A finitely presentable object
of C is an object X for which the hom-functor C(X,−) : C → Set is finitary,
i. e. it preserves all filtered colimits. C is called a locally finitely presentable
category if it is cocomplete and there exists a set of finitely presentable objects
whose closure under filtered colimits is C.
Examples 4.36. 1. Set is locally finitely presentable. The finitely pre-

sentable objects are precisely the finite sets.

2. The category Vec of all real vector spaces and linear transformations
between them is locally finitely presentable. The finitely presentable
objects are precisely the finite dimensional vector spaces.

Definition 4.37 ([AMV06b]). Let H be a finitary endofunctor on a locally
finitely presentable category. A finitary flat equation morphism (with param-
eters in A) is a morphism e : X → HX + A where X is finitely presentable.
A solution of e in an H-algebra (A, a) is a morphism e† : X → A making
diagram (2.1) commute. An iterative algebra for H is an H-algebra (A, a)
in which every finitary flat equation morphism with parameters in A has a
unique solution.
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Examples 4.38. 1. Every H-CIA (H as in Definition 4.37) is an iterative
algebra.

2. The algebra ((0,∞],+) for the functor HX = X ×X is iterative, but
not a CIA, see [AMV06b].

Remarks 4.39. 1. In our examples below we work with finitary endofunc-
tors H on the categories Set and Vec; these two categories have the
property that strong quotients of finitely presentable objects are again
finitely presentable. Under this assumption, it was proved in Propo-
sition 4.6 of [AMV03] in conjunction with Theorem 3.3 of [AMV06b]
that the carrier of the initial iterative H-algebra can be formed as a
certain colimit which is in case of Set and Vec the union⋃

e:X→HX
X finitely presentable

e†[X] ,

where e† : X → C is the unique homomorphism from e : X → HX
into the final H-coalgebra c : C → HC.

2. For polynomial set functors HΣ (for a finitary signature Σ), the initial
iterative HΣ-algebra is given by the set of all rational Σ-trees together
with tree tupling, see Example 3.6 in [AMV06b]. Here a Σ-tree is called
rational if it has (up to isomorphism) finitely many subtrees.

4.3.1 Eventually Periodic and Rational Streams

Recall from Section 4.2.1 that streams form the final coalgebra (C, c) =
(Rω, 〈hd, tl〉) for the set functor HX = R×X. Given a stream σ, we call the
streams tln(σ) for every n ∈ N its derivatives .

Definition 4.40. A stream is called eventually periodic (or ultimately peri-
odic) if it has only finitely many distinct derivatives. We denote the set of
all eventually periodic streams by Rω

ep.

Theorem 4.41. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms with parameters from Rω

ep in the initial CIA (C, c−1) of
streams form precisely the set of all eventually periodic streams, i. e.⋃

e:X→HX+Rωep

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Rω
ep .
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Proof. This follows from Remarks 4.39(1) and (2):

First observe that streams can be viewed as Σ-trees for the stream functor
HX = R × X, which are infinite chains where every node is labeled in R,
and the rational such trees obviously correspond precisely to the eventually
periodic streams. Thus by Remark 4.39(2) Rω

ep is the carrier of the initial
iterative H-algebra.

Second, by the formula from Remark 4.39(1) for the carrier of the initial
iterative H-algebra we see that the images of solutions of finitary flat equa-
tion morphisms without parameters (i. e. H-coalgebras e : X → HX) form
precisely the set Rω

ep.

And third, adding parameters in Rω
ep (i. e. working with finitary flat equa-

tion morphisms e : X → HX + Rω
ep) does not change the situation: for each

of the finitely many ri ∈ Rω
ep, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which occur on the right-hand side

of the system e of equations, we can find an H-coalgebra ei : Yi → HYi with
finitely presentable Yi such that there is yi ∈ Yi with e†(yi) = ri. Indeed, this
follows from the formula from Remark 4.39(1). We can form an H-coalgebra
ē : X + Y1 + · · · + Yn → H(X + Y1 + · · · + Yn) by composing the equation
systems e (with ri replaced by the right-hand sides of the equations for the
variables yi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since X +Y1 + · · ·+Yn is
finitely presentable, ē is solved in Rω

ep. In particular, ē†[X] ⊆ Rω
ep, and since

by the construction of ē we have e† = ē† · inl, we conclude e†[X] ⊆ Rω
ep. On

the other hand side, every finitary flat equation morphism without param-
eters can be viewed as a finitary flat equation morphism with parameters
using the left injection which has the same solution, see Remark 4.10. This
means that using parameters we still have all regular languages in the union
of images of solutions.

However, as we shall prove next, adding the operations of componentwise
stream addition + and scalar multiplication r · − (see Section 4.2.1), we
obtain a strictly larger subset of streams as images of solutions of equations
X → HFX where X is finite and F is the free monad over the polynomial
functor KX = X × X + R × X corresponding to the two operations on
streams.

Assumption 4.42. Throughout the rest of Section 4.3.1, we let KX =
X×X+R×X and denote by F the free monad over K. From Section 4.2.1
we already know how to define an abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id)→ HF
(leaving out the coproduct component ofK for the prefixing operation) whose
interpretation yields the operations of componentwise stream addition and
scalar multiplication for streams. We denote by (C, k) the CIA we obtain
from Theorem 4.7 applied to `.
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Recall (e. g. from [Rut05b]) that there is a binary operation × on streams,
called the convolution product , and a unary operation (−)−1 giving the in-
verse of a stream σ w. r. t. × whenever hd(σ) 6= 0. Since we shall not use
their precise definitions in the present subsection, we refer the reader to Ex-
ample 5.35 below for the definition of × and to [Rut05b] for the definition of
(−)−1.

Definition 4.43 ([Rut05b]). A stream is called polynomial if only finitely
many components are different from 0. A stream ρ is called rational if it has
the form ρ = σ × τ−1 for polynomial streams σ and τ where hd(τ) 6= 0. We
denote the set of all rational streams by Rω

ra.

Examples 4.44. 1. Every eventually periodic stream is rational, see Re-
mark 2.4 of [Rut08].

2. The stream [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, . . . ] of powers of 2 is rational since it can
be expressed as [1, 0, 0, 0, . . . ] × [1,−2, 0, 0, . . . ]−1, see Example 2.6 of
loc. cit.; but clearly it is not eventually periodic.

3. The stream [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . ] is not rational, see Example 5.4
of loc. cit.

Now observe that R×− is not only a functor on Set, but also a functor
on Vec: R is a one-dimensional vector space, and the product with any n-
dimensional vector space V is the (n+ 1)-dimensional vector space R× V .

The final coalgebra for R × − : Vec → Vec is (Rω, 〈hd, tl〉), see Section
4 in [Rut08]. It is the same one as for R × − : Set → Set except that Rω

is completed to the vector space (Rω,+, ·) where + is the componentwise
stream addition and · is the scalar multiplication for streams. As a special
case of the results in loc. cit. we have the following

Theorem 4.45 (see [Rut08]). For every coalgebra (V, v) for the functor R×−
on Vec with finite dimensional V and for the final linear transformation
f : V → Rω it holds f [V ] ⊆ Rω

ra. Moreover, every rational stream lies in
the image f [V ] for the final linear transformation f : V → Rω for some
(R×−)-coalgebra (V, v) with finite dimensional V .

Next we provide a translation of every finitary flat equation morphism
e : X → HFX + Rω

ra to a coalgebra (W,w) for R×− : Vec→ Vec where W
is finite dimensional.

Construction 4.46. Let e : X → HFX + Rω
ra be a finitary flat equation

morphism and let bX : FX → X be the extension of the vector space opera-
tions of X to terms from FX. First consider the largest subset X0 ⊆ X with
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e[X0] ⊆ HFX. These are the variables x with e(x) = (r, t) where t ∈ FX
is a term over X built from the operations + and ·. Second we consider all
other variables xi ∈ X1, i < |X1|, where e[X1] ⊆ Rω

ra. For these variables
e(xi) = σi is a rational stream. It follows from Theorem 5.4 of [Rut08] that
derivatives of rational streams are rational again, so we have σi = ri.σ

′
i for

some σ′i ∈ Rω
ra. According to the second part of Theorem 4.45 we have a cor-

responding (R×−)-coalgebra (Vi, vi) with finite dimensional Vi and a vector
wi ∈ Vi such that fi(wi) = σ′i for the final linear transformation fi : Vi → Rω.
We denote by bi : FVi → Vi the extension of the vector space operations to
terms from FVi.
We construct the (R × −)-coalgebra (W,w) as follows: the vector space
W has the base X +

∐
i<|X1|Bi where Bi is a base of Vi, i. e. dimW =

|X| +
∑

i<|X1| dimVi. Then clearly W is finite dimensional since X is and
all of the Vi are. We denote by inj : X → W the injection mapping
variables to the corresponding unit vectors; similarly we have injections
inji : Bi → W , i < |X1|, for the other base vectors of W . We define the exten-
sion bW : FW → W of the vector space operations of W to terms from FW
by (bW ·F inj)(s) = (inj ·bX)(s) for s ∈ FX and by (bW ·F inji)(r) = (inji ·bi)(r)
for r ∈ FVi, i < |X1|. Now bW is completely defined since we defined it on
the bases of all of the subspaces forming W . For every x ∈ X0 we define
(w · inj)(x) = (r, vt) where vt = (bW · F inj)(t) is the vector corresponding to
the result of the term t when the variables from X are viewed as unit vectors.
For every xi ∈ X1 we define (w · inj)(xi) = (ri, wi); and for the unit vectors u
of the spaces Vi we define w(u) = vi(u). Now the (R×−)-coalgebra (W,w)
is completely defined since we defined w on a base of W and w is required
to be a linear transformation.

Lemma 4.47. Let (W,w) be the translation of e according to Construc-
tion 4.46. Then the final map f : W → Rω precomposed with inj from
Construction 4.46 is the solution of e in the CIA (C, k).

Proof. We consider the finality diagram

W

w
��

f // Rω

c
��

R×W
id×f
// R× Rω ,

invert c and precompose it with inj. For the variables xi ∈ X1 from Con-
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struction 4.46 we obtain

(f · inj)(xi) = (c−1 · (id× f) · w · inj)(xi)

= (c−1 · (id× f))(ri, wi)

= c−1(ri, σ
′
i)

= σi

= e(xi)

= ([c−1, id] · (Hb+ id) · (HF (f · inj) + id) · e)(xi) .

where all equalities follow from Construction 4.46. Here b : FRω → Rω is
the extension of the vector space operations of Rω to terms from FRω. For
the variables x ∈ X0 we have

(f · inj)(x) = (c−1 · (id× f) · w · inj)(x)

= (c−1 · (id× f))(r, vt)

= c−1(r, f(vt))

= c−1(r, (f · bW · F inj)(t))

= c−1(r, (b · F (f · inj))(t))

= (c−1 ·Hb ·HF (f · inj))(r, t)

= ([c−1, id] · (Hb+ id) · (HF (f · inj) + id) · e)(x)

using Construction 4.46 and linearity f · bW = b · Ff of f . Thus uniqueness
of solutions of e in (C, k) yields e† = f · inj.

Theorem 4.48. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms with parameters in Rω

ra in the CIA (C, k) (using the
operations + and r · − defined by `) form precisely the set of all rational
streams, i. e. ⋃

e:X→HFX+Rωra
X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Rω
ra .

Proof. We prove the desired equality of sets by considering the two subset
inclusions separately:
⊆ For every finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + Rω

ra we
can perform Construction 4.46 and obtain the (R × −)-coalgebra (W,w).
Since it is immediate from this construction that W is finite dimensional, it
follows from Theorem 4.45 that f [W ] ⊆ Rω

ra for the final linear transformation
f : W → Rω. Thus e†[X] ⊆ Rω

ra by Lemma 4.47, i. e. all solutions of variables
from X are rational streams.
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⊇ This direction is trivial since we obtain every rational stream σ ∈ Rω
ra

as a solution of the finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + Rω
ra

given by X = {x} and e(x) = σ.

Remark 4.49. Theorem 4.48 also follows from Remark 4.39(1) and [Mil10]: in
loc. cit. it was shown (Corollary III.15 and Example III.16(3)) that the initial
iterative algebra for the functor R × − on Vec is given by the subcoalgebra
of (Rω, 〈hd, tl〉) given by all rational streams. This can be used (instead of
Remark 4.39(2)) in a proof similar to the one of Theorem 4.41.

4.3.2 Rational (or Regular) CCS Processes

Whereas in Section 4.2.3 we worked with the functor HX = Pκ(A × X)
for an arbitrary regular cardinal κ and an arbitrary set A, in this section
we restrict ourselves to κ = ω and finite sets A and work with the functor
HX = Pf(A×X) where Pf is the finite powerset functor. This makes sense
since we want to investigate flat equation morphisms with only a finite set
X of variables. As a consequence one can restrict to a finite alphabet A by
quotienting the original infinite alphabet so that actions that always occur
in parallel and have the same subexpression (i. e. as a subterm a.x+ b.x) are
modeled by a single action without loss of any information. Now, since the
variable set X and the alphabet A are finite, A ×X and all its subsets are
finite, so it suffices to consider the finite powerset functor.

Recall from Section 4.2.3 that the final coalgebra C for Pf(A × −) is
carried by the set of all strongly extensional finitely branching (unordered)
trees with edges labeled in A, and these trees can be considered as the CCS
agents or CCS processes modulo strong bisimilarity. Observe that the functor
Pf(A × −) is finitary; the initial iterative algebra for Pf(A × −) is carried
by the set Cra of all rational trees, i. e. trees which have only finitely many
subtrees up to isomorphism, compare [AMV06b], Example 3.8. We call these
trees the rational (or regular) CCS processes modulo strong bisimilarity.

Lemma 4.50. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat equa-
tion morphisms with parameters from Cra in the initial CIA form precisely
the set of all rational trees, i. e.⋃

e:X→HX+Cra

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Cra .

Proof. We already mentioned that the initial iterative algebra is carried by
Cra. The rest of the proof uses Remark 4.39(1) and is analogous to the second
and third part of the proof of Theorem 4.41 for streams.
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Adding finite summation + and prefixing a.− does not enlarge the set
of trees which occur in the images of solutions as we show next. To this
end, let ` be the restriction of the abstract GSOS rule defined below (4.10)
in Section 4.2.3 to the coproduct components (

∐
n∈NX

n) + A × X of KX
corresponding to finite summation and prefixing.

Theorem 4.51. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms e : X → HFX + Cra in the CIA (C, k) (using the
operations + and a.− defined by `) form precisely the set of all rational
trees, i. e. ⋃

e:X→HFX+Cra

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Cra .

Proof. We prove the desired equality of sets by considering the two subset
inclusions separately:
⊆ Every finitary flat equation morphism e : X → Pf(A × FX) + Cra

with solution e† in the CIA (C, k) can be reorganized into one of the form
ē : X+Y → Pf(A× (X+Y )) +Cra with solution ē† in the CIA (C, c−1) such
that ē† · inl = e†. This is due to the fact that the operation c−1 is nothing
but summation of prefixed agents. Then the desired subset inclusion follows
from Lemma 4.50.
⊇ This inclusion is trivial, since for every rational tree t ∈ Cra we have

the finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + Cra given by X = {x}
and e(x) = t. Clearly we have e†[X] = {t}, which concludes the proof.

Agents defined by finitary flat equation morphisms e using the operations
+ and a.− are precisely the “finite state agents” from Chapter 7.5 of [Mil89].

However, adding parallel composition | results in non-rational trees as
solutions, even if we only consider the operations c−1 and |, as the following
example shows.

Example 4.52. Consider the system of recursive equations given by e(x) =
a.y and e(y) = b.(x|x). It has a unique solution e† according to Theorem 4.29,
and we shall denote e†(x) and e†(y) also by x† and y†. Let us further denote
the tree x†| . . . |x†︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

by (x†)n.

We first establish for all n ≥ 1 that (x†)n has (x†)n+1 as a subtree. To this
end, use x† = a.y† = a.b.(x†|x†) which is immediate from the system e to
see that (x†)n = a.b.(x†|x†)|(x†)n−1. Now by two applications of the first
rule for parallel composition | from (4.10) we see that from the root of the
tree (x†)n there is a path of length 2 labeled by a and then b to the subtree
(x†|x†)|(x†)n−1 = (x†)n+1. We conclude that x† has all trees (x†)n, n ≥ 1, as
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subtrees.
Second, we see that all the above trees are different as strongly extensional
trees. It suffices to exhibit for all n ≥ 1 a path (starting from the root) in
the tree (x†)n+1 which is not present in the trees (x†)i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Using
(x†)n+1 = (a.b.(x†|x†))n+1 and the rules for | from (4.10) (n + 1 times), we
find a path in (x†)n+1 starting with n + 1 edges labeled by a. But such a
path cannot exist in (x†)i = (a.b.(x†|x†))i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, which is again due to
the rules for | from (4.10) applied i times; for the only path of length i where
all edges are labeled by a the (i + 1)st application of the rules shows that
every following edge must be labeled by b.

4.3.3 Regular and Context-Free Languages

Recall from Section 4.2.4 that coalgebras for the functor HX = XA × 2 are
the (possibly infinite) deterministic automata with (finite) input alphabet A.
Further recall that the initial CIA for this functor is carried by C = P(A∗),
the set of all formal languages over A.

Regular Languages

Restricting to finite sets X, the coalgebras for HX = XA × 2 are precisely
the deterministic finite automata with input alphabet A. Let us denote the
set of all regular languages by Creg.

Lemma 4.53 ([AMV06b], Example 3.7). The union of all images of the
solutions of finitary flat equation morphisms with parameters from Creg in
the initial CIA form precisely the set of all regular languages, i. e.⋃

e:X→HX+Creg

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Creg .

Proof. Analogously to our argumentation for streams from Rω
ep in the proof of

Theorem 4.41, this follows from Remarks 4.39(1) and (2): formal languages L
can be viewed as Σ-trees for the functor HX = XA×2, which are infinite |A|-
branching trees where every node is labeled in 2; the correspondence is given
by w ∈ L if and only if the path in the tree starting at the root and labeled
by the letters of w ends in a node labeled by 1. And the rational such trees
correspond precisely to the regular languages, which can be characterized by
having only finitely many different derivatives (cf. Remark 5.43 below).

Next we show that adding the empty language ∅, the empty-word lan-
guage {ε}, the single-letter language {a} for every a ∈ A, and the operations
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union ∪, intersection ∩, complement (−) and prefixing a.− for every a ∈ A
(where a.L = {aw | w ∈ L}), does not increase expressiveness of finite recur-
sive specifications. To this end, we define them via an abstract GSOS rule
` : K(H× Id)→ HF where KX = 1+1+A+X×X+X×X+X+A×X.
According to Remark 3.18 it suffices to specify `′ : KH → HF ; for every
set X, the seven coproduct components of `′X are given by the following
assignments:

∅ 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 0)

ε 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 1)

b 7→ ((ta), 0) where ta =

{
ε a = b

∅ a 6= b

((xa), j) ∪ ((ya), k) 7→ ((xa ∪ ya), j ∨ k)

((xa), j) ∩ ((ya), k) 7→ ((xa ∩ ya), j ∧ k)

((xa), j) 7→ ((xa),¬j)
b.((xa), j) 7→ ((ta), 0)

where ta =


⋃
a∈A a.xa a = b and j = 0

(
⋃
a∈A a.xa) ∪ ε a = b and j = 1

∅ a 6= b

For the first, second and fourth component, compare the first three assign-
ments of (4.11) in Section 4.2.4, and for the fifth one compare the ini-
tial example from Section 4.2.4. It is not difficult to verify that the co-
product components of the `-interpretation b : KC → C are indeed the
desired operations. We show that every finitary flat equation morphism
e : X → HFX + Creg can be translated into a finitary flat equation mor-
phism ē : X + Y → H(X + Y ) + Creg such that ē† · inl = e† where e† is the

unique solution of e in k = c−1 ·Hb̂ (see Theorem 4.7) and ē† is the unique
solution of ē in c−1.

Construction 4.54. Given a finitary flat equation morphism e : X →
HFX + Creg, we initially set Y = ∅ and perform the following steps:

1. For the empty language, the empty-word language and every single-
letter languages we add a variable to Y , i. e. we set Y = {y∅, yε}∪{ya |
a ∈ A}. We modify e to e1 by replacing all occurrences of the languages
∅, ε and a, a ∈ A, by their variables and by adding one equation for
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every language as follows:

y∅ = ((y∅)a∈A, 0)

yε = ((y∅)a∈A, 1)

yb = ((ta), 0) for every b ∈ A where ta =

{
yε a = b

y∅ a 6= b .

2. For every occurrence of the prefixing operation b.t on the right-hand
side of equations we add a variable y to Y . We modify e1 to e2 by
replacing the subterm b.t by y and by adding the equation

y = ((ta), 0) where ta =

{
t a = b

y∅ a 6= b .

3. Observe that—due to the previous steps—on the right-hand sides of
equations from e2 only the operations ∪, ∩ and (−) can occur. Now
we repeat the following steps:

(a) Analogously to formulas from propositional logic with logical con-
nectives ∧, ∨ and ¬ we can rewrite all the right-hand side terms
which are not single variables into a conjunctive normal form
(CNF) with |X + Y | literals per clause.

(b) For every CNF γ for which no variable was introduced already in
previous runs of this loop, we add a new variable yγ to Y and add
the equation yγ = γ. If there is no such CNF, we exit the loop.

(c) Since the new right-hand sides γ from step (3b) are not elements
of H(X+Y ), for every such γ we replace all variables by the right-
hand sides of their equations (which are elements of H(X + Y )).
We use the components for ∪, ∩ and (−) of the above definition
of `′X+Y to distribute these three operations over the operation
c−1 represented by H in order to obtain the format HF (X + Y ).
Since again the operations ∪, ∩ and (−) occur on the right-hand
sides of the newly added equations, we repeat the loop.

4. When the loop has finished, for every CNF γ we replace all its oc-
currences by the corresponding variable yγ. The resulting equation
morphism is ē : X + Y → H(X + Y ) + Creg.

Lemma 4.55. For every finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX +
Creg with solution e† in the CIA (C, k), Construction 4.54 terminates and
outputs a finitary flat equation morphism ē : X+Y → H(X+Y ) +Creg with
solution ē† in the CIA (C, c−1) such that ē† · inl = e†.
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Proof. First, we see that Construction 4.54 terminates after finitely many
steps and yields a finitary flat equation morphism ē: in step (1) |A| + 2
variables and equations are added, and A is a finite alphabet. For step (2)
observe that in finitely many equations with finite terms on the right-hand
sides there can only exist finitely many occurrences of the prefixing operation,
and this is precisely the number of variables and equations that are added.
Finally, the loop in step (3) terminates since there are only finitely many
CNFs over finitely many variables, and at most that many variables and
equations are added.

Second, Construction 4.54 applied to e indeed results in ē such that ē† ·
inl = e†: all changes to the system of recursive equations in the construction
preserve the solutions of the original variables from X in the CIA k. For
substitution of a new variable y for a right-hand side term t and adding the
equation y = t this is clear for solutions in any algebra. For the variables
added in step (1) it is easy to see that that they are solved to the intended
languages. For step (2) observe that prefixing is a special case of the operation
c−1 and nothing but the corresponding embedding is performed in this step.
Forming the CNFs in step (3a) uses laws for the operations ∪, ∩ and (−) that
are well-known, and the distribution of these operations over c−1 in step (3c)
is done according to the defining laws for the three operations encoded in
`′X+Y . Finally, a solution in the CIA k where the additional operations
b : FC → C are not used, reduces to a solution in the CIA c−1.

Theorem 4.56. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms e : X → HFX+Creg in the CIA (C, k) (using the seven
operations defined by `) form precisely the set of all regular languages, i. e.⋃

e:X→HFX+Creg

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Creg .

Proof. We prove the desired equality of sets by considering the two subset
inclusions separately:
⊆ We apply Construction 4.54 and obtain for each e a finitary flat

equation morphism ē : X + Y → H(X + Y ) + Creg. We know from
Lemma 4.53 that the images of the solutions of the equation morphisms
ē : X + Y → H(X + Y ) +Creg are subsets of Creg. Since we have ē† · inl = e†

by Lemma 4.55, we conclude that also the images of the solutions of the
equation morphisms e are subsets of Creg.
⊇ This inclusion is trivial, since for every regular language L ∈ Creg we

have the finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + Creg given by
X = {x} and e(x) = L. Clearly we have e†[X] = {L}, which concludes the
proof.
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Context-Free Languages

We have already seen in Construction 4.32 of Section 4.2.4 that context-free
grammars in Greibach normal form can be translated to finitary flat equation
morphisms (using the empty language ∅, the empty-word language {ε} and
the operations of union ∪ and concatenation ·). It is not difficult to see that
these concepts essentially correspond to each other. Thus, defining the four
operations ∅, ε, ∪ and · via the abstract GSOS rule ¯̀ given by (4.11), and
denoting the set of all context-free languages over A by Ccf , we see that the
solutions of finitary flat equation morphisms e : X → HF̄X+Ccf in the CIA
(C, k̄) (using the four operations) assign to every variable from X an element
of Ccf .

The following example shows that using concatenation alone suffices to
obtain a context-free language as a solution of a variable of a finitary flat
equation morphism.

Example 4.57. Consider the alphabet A = {a1, a2}. The finitary flat equa-
tion morphism e given by the system

x = ((ta), 1) where ta1 = x · a2 and ta2 = y

y = ((y)a∈A, 0)

of recursive equations has the unique solution e† given by e†(x) = {an1an2 |
n ∈ N} and e†(y) = ∅. And {an1an2 | n ∈ N} is not regular but context-free.

However, notice that to define and use concatenation in (flat) equation
morphisms, we need union anyway, see the last equation in (4.11). Concate-
nation, in turn, can be used to define the Kleene star operation (−)∗ by the
following assignment (as part of a GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id)→ HF ):

((xa), j, x)∗ 7→ ((ta), 1) where ta = xa · x∗

Now let ` : K(H × Id)→ HF define the languages ∅, {ε} and {a} for every
a ∈ A, and the operations ∪, a.− for every a ∈ A, · and (−)∗; i. e. we have
KX = 1+1+A+X×X+A×X+X×X+X. Similar to Construction 4.54, the
following translation of finitary flat equation morphisms e : X → HFX+Ccf

to finitary flat equation morphisms ē : X+Y → HF̄ (X+Y ) +Ccf (F̄ builds
terms using only ∅, ε, ∪ and ·) shows that this choice of operations guaranties
context-free solutions.

Construction 4.58. Given a finitary flat equation morphism e : X →
HFX + Ccf , we initially set Y = ∅ and perform the following steps:

1. See step (1) of Construction 4.54 and obtain e1 from e.
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2. See step (2) of Construction 4.54 and obtain e2 from e1.

3. Observe that—due to the previous steps—the only operation on the
right-hand sides of equations from e2 that needs to be eliminated is
(−)∗. To this end, we repeat the following steps until all occurrences
of (−)∗ are eliminated:

(a) We pick a term t∗ where t is a term that only uses union and
concatenation.

(b) We add a new variable y to Y and add the equation y = t∗.

(c) Since the new right-hand side t∗ from step (3b) is no element of
HF̄ (X + Y ), we replace all variables by the right-hand sides of
their equations (which are elements of HF (X + Y )). We use the
components for ∪, · and finally (−)∗ of the above `X+Y to dis-
tribute these three operations over the operation c−1 represented
by H in order to obtain the format HF (X + Y ).

(d) We replace all occurrences of t∗ by y and start the next run of the
loop if there is still (−)∗ in the system of recursive equations.

4. The resulting equation morphism is ē : X + Y → HF̄ (X + Y ) + Ccf .

Recall the CIA (C, k̄) mentioned above Example 4.57.

Lemma 4.59. For every finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX+Ccf

with solution e† in the CIA (C, k), Construction 4.54 terminates and outputs
a finitary flat equation morphism ē : X+Y → HF̄ (X+Y )+Ccf with solution
ē† in the CIA (C, k̄) such that ē† · inl = e†.

Proof. First, we see that Construction 4.58 terminates after finitely many
steps and yields a finitary flat equation morphism ē: for step (1) and (2) see
the analysis for Construction 4.54 in the proof of Lemma 4.55 above. The
loop in step (3) terminates since every run removes one of the finitely many
occurrences of (−)∗ (and does not add a new one since the only occurrences
that are added in step (3c) have the form t∗ according to the (−)∗-component
of `X+Y and are immediately removed in step (3d)). In every run of the loop
precisely one new variable and equation is added.

Second, Construction 4.58 applied to e results in ē such that ē† · inl = e†:
again we rely on the analysis of Construction 4.54 in the proof of Lemma 4.55
for steps (1) and (2). The distribution of ∪, · and (−)∗ over c−1 in step (3c)
is done according to the defining laws for the three operations encoded in
`X+Y . Finally, a solution in the CIA (C, k) where the operations a for every
a ∈ A, a.− for every a ∈ A and (−)∗ are not used, reduces to a solution in
the CIA (C, k̄).
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Theorem 4.60. The union of all images of the solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms e : X → HFX +Ccf in the CIA (C, k) (using the seven
operations defined by `) form precisely the set of all context-free languages,
i. e. ⋃

e:X→HFX+Ccf

X finitely presentable

e†[X] = Ccf .

Proof. We prove the desired equality of sets by considering the two subset
inclusions separately:
⊆ We apply Construction 4.58 and obtain for each e a finitary flat equa-

tion morphism ē : X + Y → HF̄ (X + Y ) + Ccf . We know from our above
argumentation (the first paragraph of the context-free languages section)
that the images of the solutions of the equation morphisms ē : X + Y →
HF̄ (X+Y )+Ccf are subsets of Ccf . Since we have ē† ·inl = e† by Lemma 4.59,
we conclude that also the images of the solutions of the equation morphisms
e are subsets of Ccf .
⊇ This inclusion is trivial, since for every context-free language L ∈ Ccf

we have the finitary flat equation morphism e : X → HFX + Ccf given by
X = {x} and e(x) = L. Clearly we have e†[X] = {L}, which concludes the
proof.

Non-Context-Free Languages

Since context-free languages are not closed under intersection and comple-
ment, we clearly obtain non-context-free languages as solutions of finitary flat
equation morphisms which use concatenation and intersection/complement:

Example 4.61. Consider the alphabet A = {a1, a2, a3} and the finitary flat
equation morphism e given by the left-hand system

x = (((y1 · a2 · y2) ∩ (z1 · z2), ∅, ∅), 1) e†(x) = {an1an2an3 | n ∈ N}
y1 = ((y1 · a2, ∅, ∅), 1) e†(y1) = {an1an2 | n ∈ N}
y2 = ((∅, ∅, y2), 1) e†(y2) = c∗

z1 = ((z1, ∅, ∅), 1) e†(z1) = a∗

z2 = ((∅, z2 · a3, ∅), 1) e†(z2) = {an2an3 | n ∈ N}

of recursive equations where the families of terms (ta)a∈A are written as triples
(ta1 , ta2 , ta3) and where in particular concatenation and intersection are used.
Its unique solution e† is shown on the right-hand side; as we see, the solution
for x is not a context-free, but a recursive language.
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This immediately gives an example for complement, too, since we could
have written y1 · a2 · y2 ∪ z1 · z2 instead of the intersection but with the same
resulting solution for x.

4.4 Operations Beyond Abstract GSOS

Arbitrary Monads

Recall from Lemma 3.14 that every abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H×Id)→ HF
corresponds to a distributive law λ of the monad F over the cofree copointed
functor H × Id. But there are also distributive laws of other monads than
those free ones over H × Id.

Indeed, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 hold more generally for an arbitrary monad
M in lieu of the free one F . More detailed, recall from Construction 3.13
(and the sentence below it) that every distributive law λ of a monad M over
the cofree copointed functor H× Id induces a λ-interpretation, i. e., a unique
Eilenberg-Moore algebra b : MC → C such that

〈c, idC〉 · b = (H × Id)b · λC ·M〈c, idC〉 .

The version of Theorem 4.3 presented in [Bar03, Bar04] and dually in
[UVP01] states that for every e : X → HMX there is a unique solution
e† : X → C, i. e., e† is such that (4.4) commutes with M in lieu of F and

b : MC → C in lieu of b̂ : FC → C. Then Theorem 4.7 shows that (C, k) is
a CIA for HM . Similarly, Theorem 4.5 clearly holds for an arbitrary monad
M . Thus, Theorem 4.8 shows that (C, k′) is a CIA for MHM . Finally, the
development of Section 4.1.3 is independent of F , i. e. provided HM and
MHM are iteratable, Corollaries 4.13 and 4.14 hold with F replaced by M .
The compositionality properties of Remarks 4.9 and 4.15 and the overview
of formats given at the end of Section 4.1.3 remain valid if every occurrence
of F is replaced by the monad M .

Pointed Functors

Even more generally, observe that our proof of Theorem 4.7 only makes use
of the unit η : Id → M of the monad M . In fact, there are versions of
Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 that hold for a pointed functor M in lieu of a monad
and for a given distributive law of M over the cofree copointed functor H×Id
or the functor H, respectively. However, in this case we need to assume that
our base category is cocomplete:
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Assumption 4.62. We now assume that our base category is cocomplete.
We furthermore assume that (M, η) is a pointed functor and H is (as before)
an endofunctor with a final coalgebra (C, c).

Remarks 4.63. 1. Every distributive law λ : MH → HM gives one of the
cofree copointed functor H × Id via

MH
λ // HM

M(H × Id) //

Mπ0

OO

Mπ1
((

(H × Id)M

π0

OO

π1

��
M

(4.13)

but not conversely.

2. Recall from Construction 3.13 (and the sentence below it) that we have
for any distributive law λ of M over the cofree copointed functor H×Id
a unique λ-interpretation, i. e., a unique morphism b : MC → C such
that the diagram below commutes

MC
M〈c,idC〉 //

b
��

M(HC × C)
λC // (H × Id)MC

(H×Id)b

��
C

〈c,idC〉 // HC × C

and (C, b) is an algebra for the pointed functor M . Notice that b :

MC → C here corresponds to b̂ : FC → C in Theorem 3.17. In case
the distributive law arises from a distributive law λ of M over H as in
(4.13), the above diagram simplifies to

MC Mc //

b
��

MHC
λC // HMC

Hb
��

C c // HC .

(4.14)

So b : MC → C is both the λ-interpretation and the interpretation of
the extension of λ according to (1).

Next we shall need a version of Theorem 4.3 for a given distributive law λ
of M over H (or over the cofree copointed functor H×Id). This is a variation
of Theorem 4.2.2 of Bartels [Bar04] (see also Lemma 4.3.2 in loc. cit.) using
the cocompleteness of our base category.
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Theorem 4.64 (cf. [Bar04]). Let λ : MH → HM be a distributive law of
the pointed functor M over the functor H, and let b : MC → C be the λ-
interpretation. Then for every λ-equation e : X → HMX there exists a
unique solution, i. e., a unique morphism e† : X → C such that the diagram
below commutes:

X

e

��

e† // C

c
��

HC

HMX
HMe† // HMC

Hb

OO
(4.15)

Since one part of the proof in [Bar04] (the uniqueness part) is only pre-
sented for Set, we give a full proof in Appendix A for the convenience of the
reader.

Remark 4.65. As explained by Bartels in [Bar04], Theorem 4.64 extends to
the case where a distributive law λ of M over the cofree copointed functor
H × Id is given. We briefly explain the ideas.

Let D = H × Id and ε = π1 : D → Id.

1. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.9 that

C
〈c,idC〉 // HC × C

is the final coalgebra for the cofree copointed functor (D, ε).

2. One verifies that λ-equations e : X → HMX are in bijective corre-
spondence with morphisms f : X → DMX such that

X
f //

ηX ##

DMX

εMX

��
MX

and that solutions of e correspond bijectively to solutions of f , i. e.,
morphisms f † : X → C such that diagram (4.15) commutes with H
replaced by D and c replaced by 〈c, idC〉:

X

f

��

f† // C

〈c,idC〉
��

DC

DMX
DMf† // DMC

Db

OO
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See [Bar04], Lemma 4.3.9.

3. The same proof as the one for Theorem 4.64 shows that for every
f : X → DMX as in (2) above there exists a unique solution f †.
One only replaces H by D, c by 〈c, idC〉, and one has to verify that
the D-coalgebra ē : SX → DSX from (A.1) is a coalgebra for the
copointed endofunctor (D, ε), see [Bar04], Lemma 4.3.7.

To sum up, we obtain the following

Corollary 4.66 (cf. [Bar04]). Let λ be a distributive law of the pointed
functor M over the copointed one H × Id, and let b : MC → C be the
λ-interpretation. Then for every e : X → HMX there exists a unique solu-
tion, i. e., a unique e† : X → C such that (4.15) commutes.

Theorem 4.67. (Unique solutions of flat equation morphisms X → HMX+
C). Let λ be a distributive law of the pointed functor M over the copointed
one H × Id, and let b : MC → C be the λ-interpretation. Consider the
HM-algebra

k = ( HMC Hb // HC c−1
// C ) .

Then (C, k) is a CIA for HM .

Indeed, to prove this result copy the proof of Theorem 4.7 replacing F
by M and b̂ : FC → C by b : MC → C.

However, for our version of Theorem 4.8 in the current setting we need a
different proof. Also, we need to restrict ourselves to distributive laws of the
pointed functor M over the functor H. We start with an auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 4.68. Let λ : MH → HM be a distributive law of the pointed
functor M over the functor H, and let b : MC → C be the λ-interpretation.
Then the natural transformation λ′ = λM · Mλ : MMH → HMM is a
distributive law of the pointed functor MM over H, and Mb · b : MMC → C
is the λ′-interpretation in C.

Proof. Clearly (MM, ηM ·η = Mη ·η : Id→MM) is a pointed endofunctor.
The following commutative diagram

H
ηH

yy

Hη

%%
MH

MηH

yy MHη %%

HM

ηHMyy

HηM

%%
MMH

Mλ
//MHM

λM
// HMM
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shows that λ′ = λM ·Mλ is a distributive law of the pointed functor MM
over H. In fact, the triangles commute by the assumption on λ, and the re-
maining upper square commutes by naturality of η; thus the outside triangle
commutes.

To see that b ·Mb is the λ′-interpretation in C, consider the following
diagram:

MMC
MMc //

Mb
��

MMHC
MλC //MHMC

λMC //

MHb
��

HMMC

HMb
��

MC Mc //

b
��

MHC
λC // HMC

Hb
��

C c
// HC

It commutes since b : MC → C is the λ-interpretation in C and by the
naturality of λ. This concludes the proof.

Theorem 4.69. (Unique solutions of flat equation morphisms X →
MHMX + C). Let λ : MH → HM be a distributive law of the pointed
functor M over the functor H, and let b : MC → C be the λ-interpretation.
Consider the MHM-algebra

k′ = (MHMC
Mk //MC

b //C ) ,

where k = c−1 ·Hb. Then (C, k′) is a CIA for MHM .

Proof. We have to prove that for every flat equation morphism e : X →
MHMX + C for MHM there is a unique solution e† : X → C in k′ =
b ·Mc−1 ·MHb : MHMC → C, i. e., a unique morphism e† such that the
outside of the diagram

X

e

��

ē

  

e† // C oo

[k′,C]

HC+C

[c−1,C]

77

MC+C

[b,C]

OO

Mc+C

��
HMMX+C

HMMe†+C
''

HMC+C

Hb+C

OO

MHC+C
λC+Coo

Mc−1+C

OO

HMMC+C

HMb+C

OO

MHMX+C

λMX+C

>>

MHMe†+C
// MHMC+C

λMC+C

gg MHb+C

OO
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commutes. To this end, we define the flat equation morphism

ē = (X e //MHMX + C
λMX+C //HMMX + C )

for HMM (this is the left-hand triangle). According to Lemma 4.68 and
Theorem 4.67 (applied to the extension of λ from Remark 4.63),

HMMC
HMb //HMC

Hb //HC
c−1
//C

is a CIA for HMM . So ē has a unique solution e† in this CIA, i. e., the
big inner part of the diagram commutes. In the upper right-hand part,
b : MC → C is the λ-interpretation in C. Since that part and the two
remaining squares also commute (due to naturality of λ), the desired outside
commutes. Thus, e† also is a solution of e in the algebra k′ : MHMC → C.

This solution is unique, since any other solution s of e in k′ (i. e., the
outside of the diagram with s in lieu of e† commutes) is a solution of ē in the
CIA c−1 · Hb · HMb : HMMC → C (i. e., the inner part commutes with s
in lieu of e†), thus s = e†.

We do not see how to prove Theorem 4.69 for a distributive law λ of M
over the cofree copointed functor H×Id: in this case we cannot form an equa-
tion morphism ē as in the proof of Theorem 4.69, and also a proof via a result
analogous to Theorem 4.5 is not possible since the monad multiplication is
required in the proof.

Remarks 4.70. 1. Since the extension to infinite terms in Section 4.1.3
works for every CIA, we clearly can apply it to the CIAs from Theo-
rems 4.67 and 4.69. We obtain Corollaries analogous to Corollaries 4.13
and 4.14 which rely on distributive laws λ : M(H × Id)→ (H × Id)M
and λ : MH → HM of a pointed functor M over the copointed functor
H × Id and the functor H, respectively, instead of an abstract GSOS
rule ` : K(H × Id)→ HF .

2. Also, both compositionality principles from Remarks 4.9 and 4.15 can
be applied here since they hold true for every CIA.

We summarize and complete the results of this section in the following
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overview.

guarded equation m.

X → TH(X + C)
Thms 2.33+4.12

//

**
guarded equation m.

X → THM(X + C)

Remark 4.70(1)

guarded equation m.

X → TMHM(X + C)

Remark 4.70(1)

flat equation m.

X → HX + C
Theorem 2.33

//

**

OO

flat equation m.

X → HMX + C
Theorem 4.67

OO

flat equation m.

X →MHMX + C
Theorem 4.69

OO

H-coalgebra

X → HX
by finality

//

**

OO

λ-equation

X → HMX
Corollary 4.66

OO

sandw. λ-equation

X →MHMX
Cor of Thm 4.69

OO

This overview is similar as the one at the end of Section 4.1.3; the leftmost
column is even identical since it is independent of a GSOS rule or distributive
law. The difference for the middle and right-hand columns is that instead
of a GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HF distributive laws λ : M(H × Id) →
(H × Id)M (middle column) or λ : MH → HM (right-hand column) of a
pointed functor M over the cofree copointed functor H × Id or the functor
H are the underlying structure. The different kinds of distributive laws for
the middle and right-hand columns imply that the formats in the right-hand
column do no longer generalize the ones in the middle column. Finally keep
in mind that all formats shown in the middle and right-hand columns of this
overview require the base category to be cocomplete, cf. Assumption 4.62.

4.5 Related Work

Connections between recursive equations and distributive laws have been in-
vestigated earlier. Klin [Kli04] worked in a CPO-enriched setting in order to
obtain new distributive laws by combining given distributive laws with recur-
sive equations. Jacobs [Jac06b] showed that the coalgebraic view [AMV03]
on iterative theories fits into the bialgebraic framework of [Bar04] which uses
distributive laws.

`-equations (cf. Definition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3) were investigated by Bar-
tels ([Bar04], Definition 4.2.3) under the name “guarded recursive definition”.
Independent work in the dual setting can be found in [UVP01] and [CUV06]
as explained below Theorem 4.3. However, none of our further results seem
to be known or to be the dual of existing results. All facts about CIAs and
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(flat) equation morphisms relevant for this thesis are available in Section 2.3
of the preliminaries; for more on this topic, we refer the reader to Milius’
paper [Mil05].

Coming to the five examples of Section 4.2, streams have been ex-
tensively investigated from a coalgebraic point of view by Rutten, see
e. g. [Rut05a, Rut05b]. Later, Silva and Rutten also investigated infinite (bi-
nary) trees [SR07, SR10], where they applied similar methods. CCS processes
were invented by Milner, see [Mil89] containing many results and examples.
For an introduction to formal languages we refer to the textbook [HMU07] by
Hopcroft, Motwani and Ullman; the original paper introducing the Greibach
normal form for context-free grammars is [Gre65]. A coalgebraic description
of context-free grammars in Greibach normal form has recently been given
by Winter, Bonsangue and Rutten [WBR11], and previously, a coalgebraic
approach to context-free grammars was given by Hasuo and Jacobs [HJ05].
However, those are completely different from our approach. For non-well-
founded sets see the books by Aczel [Acz88] and Barwise and Moss [BM96].
The non-well-founded sets examples from Section 4.2.5 were provided by
Moss.

The excursion to finite systems of equations in Section 4.3 is the only place
where locally finitely presentable categories and finitely presentable objects
are needed in our work. Their definitions and several other facts about them
can be found in the book [AR94] by Adámek and Rosický. The starting point
for iterative algebras is [AMV06b] by Adámek, Milius and Velebil. The sub-
sets of final coalgebras for which we proved definability by finite systems of
equations using certain operations have all been known: for eventually peri-
odic or ultimately periodic streams (mentioned in Remark 2.4 of [Rut08]) and
rational streams see Rutten [Rut08], for rational or regular CCS processes
see Chapter 7.5 of Milner’s book [Mil89], and for regular and context-free
languages see for example the book [HMU07] by Hopcroft, Motwani and Ull-
man. A related matter is the question which abstract GSOS rules define
operations on these subsets; for the case of rational fixed points [AMV06b]
it has been settled in [BMR12] (inspired by [Ace94]), where a rational fixed
point for a set functor is the subcoalgebra of the final coalgebra given by the
behavior of all finite coalgebras (e. g. eventually periodic streams, rational
trees, rational processes or regular languages).

The results in Section 4.4 rest upon Theorem 4.64 which was stated and—
for the category Set—proved by Bartels [Bar04]. The proof for an arbitrary
cocomplete category given in Appendix A is due to Milius. The extension
of Theorem 4.64 to cofree copointed functors stated in Corollary 4.66 was
observed in full generality (for all cocomplete categories) by Bartels [Bar04].

The results of Sections 4.1 and 4.4 can also be found in our joint pa-
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per [MMS13] with Milius and Moss (the special issue version of the conference
paper [MMS10]). However, we provide more details here about composition-
ality in that we added Remarks 4.15 and 4.70, and about the relation of
our formats of recursive equations (Remarks 4.6, 4.10 and 4.16 and Lem-
mata 4.17 and 4.18 were added). Some of the examples from Section 4.2
are taken from these papers, some are new here. Section 4.3 has not been
published previously—only a remark hinting results for formal languages (cf.
Section 4.3.3) was present in the papers.
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Chapter 5

Compositionality of Recursive
Program Schemes

In Chapter 4 we have been concerned with systems of recursive equations
which define constants from a final H-coalgebra C. Compositionality of
formats for systems of recursive equations has been achieved by allowing
parameters from C in the recursive equations. Technically, we formed a
coproduct with the object C.

In the present chapter we consider recursive program schemes which de-
fine operations on a finalH-coalgebra C—one may regard this as stepping one
level up from first-order to second-order recursive definitions. We show how
compositionality of formats for recursive program schemes can be achieved
by using operations newly defined in a scheme (and represented by a func-
tor V ) as given operations in another scheme. Technically, we now form a
coproduct with the functor V .

In Section 5.1 we first prove compositionality results for the existing for-
mat of recursive program schemes. Since certain operations cannot be defined
in this format, we second present formats of recursive program schemes which
fix this problem and prove compositionality results for them. At the end of
the section we give an overview of the different program scheme formats and
their relationships. The next section (Section 5.2) provides several examples
on the five final coalgebras we have already seen in Section 4.2. These illus-
trate how concrete operations can be defined via recursive program schemes
and how this can be done in a compositional way. Moreover, they show how
our theory serves as a roof over several existing formats for the definition of
operations on final coalgebras.

For the present chapter, we make the same assumptions as in the previous
one (cf. Assumption 4.1).
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5.1 Compositional Formats of Recursive Pro-

gram Schemes

We have already seen at least two formats of recursive program schemes in
this thesis which can be used to define operations on a final H-coalgebra: the
first one is the ordinary RPS’s from Definition 2.52, and the second one is ab-
stract GSOS rules/distributive laws whose interpretations can be considered
as solutions, cf. Sections 3.3/3.2. However, in both cases no compositionality
results have been known: all operations one wants to define must be defined
in one RPS, at least if the definition of operations depends on that of other
operations.

In Section 5.1.1 we show for ordinary RPS’s that if the given operations
form a CIA, the latter is completed by the newly defined operations to a
CIA again. Since we can consider this CIA as given operations in another
RPS, we obtain an important modularity principle. Moreover, we show how
ordinary RPS’s can be composed and that modularity extends to a com-
positionality principle. In Section 5.1.2 we define two formats of recursive
program schemes where the given operations are assumed to form the inter-
pretation of an abstract GSOS rule, and show that these given operations
are completed by the newly defined operations to an interpretation of an
abstract GSOS rule again. Since we can consider this interpretation as given
operations in another scheme of either format, we obtain a further modu-
larity principle. Again it extends to a compositionality principle. For these
two formats further results are proved concerning the relationship to ordi-
nary RPS’s, the relationship to first-order recursive definitions (systems of
recursive equations), and the order in which operations are defined.

5.1.1 Ordinary RPS’s

Recall from Theorem 2.54 that every guarded recursive program scheme e :
V → TH+V has a unique interpreted solution e‡ : V A → A in every CIA
a : HA → A for H. We now extend this result by proving that [a, e‡] :
(H + V )A→ A is then a CIA for (H + V ).

Theorem 5.1 (Unique solutions of RPS’s extend CIAs). Let e : V → TH+V

be a guarded RPS, and let a : HA → A be an H-CIA. Then the interpreted
solution e‡ : V A → A extends the CIA structure on A; more precisely, the
(H + V )-algebra [a, e‡] : (H + V )A→ A is a CIA for H + V .

Remark 5.2. For the proof we need to recall some technical details. Recall
that any guarded RPS e : V → TH+V as in Definition 2.52 induces a natural
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transformation
ē : TH+V → HTH+V + Id

(see [MM06], Lemma 6.9). The component ēA of this natural transformation
at A is a flat equation morphism with parameters in A. Its unique solution in
the H-CIA (A, a) is the Eilenberg-Moore algebra structure β : TH+VA→ A
satisfying [a, e‡] = β · κH+V

A (this follows from [MM06], see Lemma 7.4 and
the proof of Theorem 7.3).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let m : X → (H + V )X + A be a flat equation
morphism. We need to prove that m has a unique solution s. As shortcut
notations we shall write T for TH+V , τX : (H + V )TX → TX for the
corresponding structure of a free CIA for H+V as well as η and µ for the unit
and multiplication of the monad T and κ = τ · (H +V )η (cf. Theorem 2.47).

(1) Existence of a solution. Since TA is the final coalgebra for (H +
V )(−)+A by Corollary 2.35, we have a unique homomorphism h : X → TA.
We show that

s = (X h //TA
β //A)

is a solution of m in the (H + V )-algebra (A, [a, e‡]). To see this, consider
the following diagram:

X
h //

m
��

TA
β // A

(H + V )X + A
(H+V )h+A

// (H + V )TA+ A

[τA,ηA]

OO

(H+V )β+A
// (H + V )A+ A

[a,e‡,A]

OO

The left-hand square commutes since h is an ((H + V )(−) + A)-coalgebra
homomorphism, and for the right-hand component of the right-hand square
use the unit law β · ηA = idA of the Eilenberg-Moore algebra β : TA → A.
It remains to prove the commutativity of the left-hand component. This is
established by inspecting the diagram below:

(H + V )TA κTA
//

(H+V )β
��

TTA

Tβ

��

µA
// TA

β

��

��

τA

(H + V )A κA
// TA

β
// AOO

[a,e‡]

(5.1)

Lemma 2.49 shows the commutativity of the upper part, for the lower one see
Remark 5.2, the left-hand inner square commutes due to naturality of κ, and
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the right-hand inner square by the multiplication law for the Eilenberg-Moore
algebra β : TA→ A.

(2) Uniqueness of solutions. Since e is a guarded RPS, it factors through
some e′ : V → HT (cf. Definition 2.52). From e′ and m we form a flat
equation morphism g : X + TX → H(X + TX) + A w. r. t. H as follows.
The left-hand component of g is

g · inl = (X m // HX + V X + A

HX+e′X+A

��
HX +HTX + A

can+A// H(X + TX) + A ) ,

and the right-hand one is

g · inr = (TX
ēX //HTX +X

[inl·H inr,g·inl]//H(X + TX) + A) .

Since (A, a) is a CIA for H there exists a unique solution g† : X + TX → A.
Now let s : X → A be any solution of the flat equation morphism m in
the (H + V )-algebra [a, e‡] : (H + V )A → A. We will show below that
[s, β · Ts] : X + TX → A is a solution of g in the H-algebra (A, a). So since
(A, a) is a CIA we have the following equation:

g† = [s, β · Ts] : X + TX → A . (5.2)

Then s is uniquely determined by g†.
In order to prove equation (5.2) we need to verify that the following square

commutes:

X + TX
[s,β·Ts] //

g

��

A

H(X + TX) + A
H[s,β·Ts]+A

// HA+ A

[a,A]

OO

(5.3)

We shall verify the commutativity of the two coproduct components sepa-
rately. For the left-hand component we consider the diagram below:

X s //

m
��

g·inl

//

A

HX + V X + A
Hs+V s+A

//

HX+e′X+A
��

HA+ V A+ A

[a,e‡,A]

OO

HA+[e‡,A]

��

HX +HTX + A

[Hs,H(β·Ts)]+A
**

can+A
��

H(X + TX) + A
H[s,β·Ts]+A

// HA+ A

[a,A]

oo

(5.4)
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The left-hand part commutes by the definition of g, the right-hand part com-
mutes trivially, the upper square commutes since s is a solution of m and
the lower triangle commutes trivially, again. It remains to verify that the
middle part commutes. We check the commutativity of this part compo-
nentwise: the left-hand and right-hand components commute trivially. We
do not claim that the middle component commutes. However, in order to
prove that the overall outside of (5.4) commutes, we need only show that
this middle component commutes when extended by [a,A] : HA + A → A.
To see this consider the next diagram:

V X

eX
��

e′X

//

V s // V A e‡ //

eA
��

A

TX
Ts

// TA
β

88

HTX

τX ·inlTX

OO

HTs
// HTA

τA·inlTA

OO

Hβ
// HA

a

OO

This diagram commutes: the left-hand part commutes since e is a guarded
RPS; the upper and lower squares in the middle commute due to the natural-
ity of e and of τ : (H + V )T → T and inlT : HT → (H + V )T , respectively;
the upper right-hand triangle commutes since e‡ is an interpreted solution
of the RPS e. Finally, to see that the lower right-hand part commutes recall
from diagram (5.1) that

[a, e‡] · (H + V )β = β · τA .

Compose this last equation with the coproduct injection inlTA : HTA →
(H + V )TA to obtain the desired commutativity.

Finally, we verify that the right-hand component of (5.3) commutes. In-
deed, consider the diagram below:

TX
Ts //

ēX
��

g·inr

//

TA
β //

ēA
��

A

HTX +X
HTs+s //

[inl·H inr,g·inl]
��

HTA+ A
Hβ+A

''
H(X + TX) + A

H[s,β·Ts]+A
// HA+ A

[a,A]

OO

The left-hand part commutes by the definition of g; the upper middle square
commutes by the naturality of ē, the right-hand part of the above diagram
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commutes since β is the solution of ēA in the CIA (A, a) (see Remark 5.2),
and for the lower middle part we consider the components separately: the
left-hand component clearly commutes by the functoriality of H, and for the
right-hand component observe that it commutes when extended by [a,A] :
HA + A → A (see diagram (5.4)). Thus, the outside of the above diagram
commutes, and this completes the proof.

Remark 5.3. The existence of a solution for m is clear: the Eilenberg-Moore
algebra β : TA→ A shows us that A is a complete Elgot algebra for H + V ,
and so A comes with a canonical choice of a solution for every flat equation
morphism m, see [AMV06a, MM06]. However, since we need parts of the
above existence proof for the uniqueness part anyway, we proved the existence
part more concretely.

Remark 5.4. From [a, e‡] being a CIA for H+V it follows that e‡ is a CIA for
V . Thus as a by-product of Theorem 5.1 we have proved interpreted solutions
of RPS’s in a CIA to be CIAs again. We remark that the copairing of two
CIAs is not necessarily a CIA, consider e. g. the unary CIAs with carrier
{1, . . . , 10,⊥} and the predecessor and successor operations, respectively.

Remark 5.5 (Compositionality of (ordinary) RPS’s). Theorem 5.1 implies
modularity of guarded RPS’s as follows: operations obtained as solutions
of guarded recursive program schemes can be used in subsequent guarded
recursive operation definitions, which will still have unique solutions.
Moreover, this modularity property extends to a compositionality property of
guarded RPS’s as follows: let two guarded RPS’s e : V → TH+V and g : W →
T (H+V )+W with factors e′ : V → HTH+V and g′ : W → (H + V )T (H+V )+W

be given. They can be composed into an RPS

h = (V +W
[inr∗ηH+V+W ,g′]// (H + V )TH+V+W

[κH+V+W ·inl,(κH+V+W ·inl)#·e]TH+V+W

��
TH+V+WTH+V+W µH+V+W

// TH+V+W )

where (κH+V+W · inl)# : TH+V → TH+V+W is the unique idealized monad
morphism between CIMs extending κH+V+W · inl : H + V → TH+V+W , see
Definition 2.46. Moreover, the composed RPS h is guarded as proved in
Lemma 5.6 below. This is slightly more general than the composition of
guarded RPS’s in [MM09], where g needs to be guarded by H instead of
H + V . Finally, the compositionality property of guarded RPS’s is also
proved in Lemma 5.6 below: one can either solve h directly or first take
the solution e‡ of e and then solve g using e‡—both ways lead to the same
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solution in the sense that h‡ = [e‡, g‡].
For the special case of interpreted RPS solutions in CIAs this strengthens
the results in [MM09] (the interpreted Bekič-Scott law).

Lemma 5.6. Let e : V → TH+V and g : W → TH+V+W be guarded RPS’s,
and let h : V + W → TH+V+W be the RPS composed from e and g as in
Remark 5.5. Then h is guarded, and its interpreted solution h‡ in a CIA
(A, a) is given by h‡ = [e‡, g‡], where e‡ is the interpreted solutions of e in
(A, a) and g‡ is the interpreted solution of g in (A, [a, e‡]).

Proof. In order to simplify notation, let us denote the monad morphism
(κH+V+W · inl)# : TH+V → TH+V+W by γ.
The composed RPS h is guarded since it factors through

h′ = (V +W
[inr∗ηH+V+W ,g′]// (H + V )TH+V+W

[HηH+V+W ,Hγ·e′]TH+V+W

��
HTH+V+WTH+V+W HµH+V+W

// HTH+V+W ) .

Indeed, we calculate

µH+V+W · (κH+V+W · inl)TH+V+W

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W ·HµH+V+W ·HηH+V+WTH+V+W
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using Lemma 2.49 and one of the unit laws for the monad TH+V+W , and

µH+V+W · (γ · e)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · (γ · τH+V · inlTH+V · e′)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · (γ · µH+V · κH+V TH+V · inlTH+V · e′)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · (µH+V+W · TH+V+Wγ · γTH+V

·κH+V TH+V · inlTH+V · e′)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · (µH+V+W · TH+V+Wγ · κH+V+WTH+V

·inlTH+V · inlTH+V · e′)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · (τH+V+W · (H + V +W )γ · inlTH+V · e′)TH+V+W

= µH+V+W · τH+V+WTH+V+W · (H + V +W )γTH+V+W

·inlTH+V TH+V+W · e′TH+V+W

= τH+V+W · (H + V +W )µH+V+W · (H + V +W )γTH+V+W

·inlTH+V TH+V+W · e′TH+V+W

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W ·HµH+V+W ·HγTH+V+W · e′TH+V+W

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W ·HµH+V+W · (Hγ · e′)TH+V+W

using the guardedness of e, Lemma 2.49, that γ is the unique idealized monad
morphism extending κH+V+W · inl, Remark 2.48 and naturality of inl : H →
H + V + W . From these two equations and the definitions of h and h′ we
infer

h = µH+V+W · [κH+V+W · inl, γ · e]TH+V+W · [inr ∗ ηH+V+W , g′]

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W ·HµH+V+W

·[HηH+V+W , Hγ · e′]TH+V+W · [inr ∗ ηH+V+W , g′]

= τH+V+W · inlTH+V+W · h′

as desired.

Now let (A, a) be a CIA for H, let e‡ be the interpreted solution of e in
(A, a) and let g‡ be the interpreted solution of g in (A, [a, e‡]) (recall from
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Theorem 5.1 that [a, e‡] is a CIA for H+V ). Consider the following diagram:

(V +W )A

[(inr∗ηH+V+W )A,g
′
A]

��

hA

//

[e‡,g‡] // A

(H + V )TH+V+WA

[κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
·inl,γ

TH+V+WA
·e
TH+V+WA

]
��

TH+V+WTH+V+WA

µH+V+W
A��

TH+V+WA

˜[a,[e‡,g‡]]

OO

The left-hand part is the definition of h. The right-hand part commutes since
both coproduct components commute: the left-hand component commutes
since we have

˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · µH+V+W
A · [κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
· inl, γTH+V+WA · eTH+V+WA]

·(inr ∗ ηH+V+W )A

= ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · µH+V+W
A · γTH+V+WA · eTH+V+WA · V ηH+V+W

A

= ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · γA · eA
= [̃a, e‡] · eA
= e‡

where we use naturality of e and γ and one of the unit laws for the monad

TH+V+W , that ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · γA = [̃a, e‡] (which holds since both sides are the
unique homomorphism between the free CIA τH+V

A : (H + V )TH+VA →
TH+VA and the CIA [a, e‡] : (H + V )A → A extending idA, cf. the proof
of Lemma 4.17), and that e‡ is a solution of e in (A, a). The right-hand
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component commutes since

˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · µH+V+W
A · [κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
· inl, γTH+V+WA · eTH+V+WA] · g′A

(∗)
= [a, e‡] · (H + V ) ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · g′A
= [[a, e‡], g‡] · (H + V +W ) ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · inl · g′A
= ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · TH+V+W ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
· inl · g′A

= ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · µH+V+W
A · κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
· inl · g′A

= ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · τH+V+W
A · inl · g′A

= ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] · gA
= g‡

where we use ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · κH+V+W
A = [a, [e‡, g‡]], that ˜[[a, e‡], g‡] is an

Eilenberg-Moore algebra, Lemma 2.49, guardedness of g and that g‡ is a
solution of g in (A, [a, e‡]). The equation marked by (∗) holds since we can
remove g′A and have

˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · µH+V+W
A · κH+V+W

TH+V+WA
· inl

= ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · TH+V+W ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · κH+V+W
TH+V+WA

· inl

= [a, e‡, g‡] · (H + V +W ) ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · inl

= a ·H ˜[[a, e‡], g‡]

for the left-hand coproduct component, where we use the properties of the

Eilenberg-Moore algebra ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]], and

˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · µH+V+W
A · γTH+V+WA · eTH+V+WA

= ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · TH+V+W ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · γTH+V+WA · eTH+V+WA

= [̃a, e‡] · TH+V ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · eTH+V+WA

= e‡ · V ˜[[a, e‡], g‡]

for the right-hand one. Here we use that ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] is an Eilenberg-Moore

algebra, naturality of γ and that we have ˜[a, [e‡, g‡]] · γA = [̃a, e‡] (which
holds since both sides are the unique homomorphism between the free CIA
τH+V
A : (H + V )TH+VA → TH+VA and the CIA [a, e‡] : (H + V )A → A
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extending idA, cf. the proof of Lemma 4.17), and naturality of e and that e‡

is a solution of e in (A, a).
Thus we proved that the above diagram commutes, i. e. that [e‡, g‡] is a
solution of h in (A, a). The uniqueness of such solutions yields h‡ = [e‡, g‡].

Coming back to our setting in Chapter 4, let ` : K(H × Id)→ HF be an
abstract GSOS rule, where F is the free monad over K (or, more generally,
let λ be a distributive law of an arbitrary monad M over the cofree copointed
functor H × Id, see Section 4.4). Assume furthermore that the composites
HM and MHM are iteratable. By applying Theorems 2.54 and 5.1 to the
CIAs k : HMC → C from Theorem 4.7 and k′ : MHMC → C from
Theorem 4.8 respectively, we get two more solution theorems for free:

Corollary 5.7. Every guarded RPS e : V → THM+V has a unique interpreted
solution in the CIA (C, k), and this solution extends the CIA structure on
C.

Corollary 5.8. Every guarded RPS e : V → TMHM+V has a unique inter-
preted solution in the CIA (C, k′), and this solution extends the CIA structure
on C.

Remark 5.9. The format of a guarded RPS V → THM+V , for which unique
solutions in the CIA (C, k) exist by Corollary 5.7, comprises (for any
` : K(H × Id)→ HF or even λ : M(H × Id)→ (H × Id)M) the format of a
guarded RPS V → TH+V , for which unique solutions in the CIA (C, c−1) exist
by Theorem 2.54: every guarded RPS e : V → TH+V can be considered as an
RPS (κHM+V ·(HηM +V ))# ·e : V → THM+V , where (κHM+V ·(HηM +V ))# :
TH+V → THM+V is the unique idealized monad morphism between CIMs ex-
tending κHM+V · (HηM + V ) : H + V → THM+V , see Definition 2.46. It is
straightforward to check that this RPS is guarded, too, and that the respec-
tive solutions coincide (i. e., the solution is preserved by the construction).
Moreover, the format of a guarded RPS V → TMHM+V , for which unique
solutions in the CIA (C, k′) exist by Corollary 5.8, comprises the format of
a guarded RPS V → THM+V : every guarded RPS e : V → THM+V can
be considered as an RPS (κMHM+V · (ηMHM + V ))# · e : V → TMHM+V ,
where (κMHM+V · (ηMHM + V ))# : THM+V → TMHM+V is the unique ide-
alized monad morphism between CIMs extending κMHM+V · (ηMHM + V ) :
HM + V → TMHM+V . Again one checks that this RPS is guarded and that
the construction preserves the solution.
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5.1.2 `-RPS’s and Sandwiched `-RPS’s

Even with all the results we have seen so far, we are still not able to obtain
operations such as the shuffle product ⊗ on streams as a unique solution
since its definition refers to the behavior of the arguments of the function: it
is given by the recursive specification

r.x⊗ s.y = (r · s).((x⊗ s.y) + (r.x⊗ y)) . (5.5)

Notice also that this specification makes use of the componentwise stream
addition +, so this operation is assumed as given or as previously specified,
and the specification of ⊗ is built on top of the specification of +.

In this section we start with an abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H×Id)→ HFK

specifying all given operations (such as the stream addition). We introduce a
special form of rule called recursive program scheme w. r. t. ` (or, `-RPS, for
short) specifying new operations in terms of given ones (such as the shuffle
product of streams). We prove that every `-RPS has a unique solution in
the final H-coalgebra C, and this solution extends the CIA structure for
HFK on C given by Theorem 4.7—this is a result similar to the one given
in Theorem 5.1 for ordinary RPS’s.

We show that every `-RPS easily gives rise to a “composed” abstract
GSOS rule, and so the results in this section are essentially an application of
the work in [Bar03, Bar04] and our results in Section 4.1.2. Based on this,
we prove a modularity and compositionality principle for `-RPS’s.

Finally, we introduce an even more general format called sandwiched `-
RPS and prove similar results as for `-RPS’s.

Assumption 5.10. In addition to Assumption 4.1 we assume that an ab-
stract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HFK is given. We shall also use free
monads of other functors than K, and we follow the convention that when-
ever we write FG for a functor G we assume that the free monad FG exists
and is given objectwise by free algebras for G, cf. Theorem 2.22.

`-RPS’s

Definition 5.11. A recursive program scheme w. r. t. ` (shortly, `-RPS ) is
a natural transformation

e : V (H × Id)→ HFK+V .

An interpreted solution of e in C is a V -algebra s : V C → C such that
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the diagram

V C s //

V 〈c,idC〉

��

C

HC

c−1

OO

V (HC × C) eC
// HFK+VC

H [̂b,s]

OO (5.6)

commutes where b : KC → C is the `-interpretation in C, cf. Theorem 3.17.

Remark 5.12. In Definition 5.11 we define `-RPS’s to have finite terms on
the right-hand side of equtations, i. e. we use the free monad FK+V instead
of TK+V as for ordinary RPS’s (see Definition 2.52). The reason is that
using finite terms allows us to prove solutions of `-RPS’s to exist uniquely in
Theorem 5.16 below. Infinite terms may lead to `-RPS’s where no solution
exists: consider e. g. V = (−)2, H = R×− and K arbitrary and the `-RPS
V (H × Id)→ HFK+V given componentwise for each set X by the equation

f((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) = (r + s, t)

where r, s ∈ R, x, x′, y, y′ ∈ X and where t is the infinite term
f(f(f(f(f(. . . ), y′), x′), y′), x′). Then f([1, 1, . . . ], [1, 1, . . . ]) is not defined
since all of its elements except the head element would have to equal ∞.

Let us justify the name “`-RPS” by relating this concept to ordinary
RPS’s. Since we use finite terms, i. e. free monads, for our `-RPS’s, we
compare them to the finite term RPS’s V → FH+V which are a subset of the
infinite term RPS’s V → TH+V from Definition 2.52 via the unique monad
morphism FH+V → TH+V extending κH+V : H + V → TH+V . And clearly,
since solutions of `-RPS’s are only defined on C, we compare to interpreted
solutions of ordinary RPS’s in a CIA on C. With these a priori restrictions,
the following lemma shows that `-RPS’s generalize ordinary RPS’s.

Lemma 5.13. Every guarded RPS e : V → FH+V with the unique interpreted
solution e‡ : V C → C in the CIA c−1 : HC → C gives rise to an `-RPS that
also has the solution e‡.

Proof. Let ` be the abstract GSOS rule HκH · Hπ0 : H(H × Id) → HFH

(where K = H). Its `-interpretation is easily seen to be c−1 : HC → C by
checking the commutativity of diagram (3.1).

Now let e : V → FH+V be a guarded RPS, i. e. we have

e = ( V e′ // HFH+V inlFH+V
// (H + V )FH+V φH+V

// FH+V )
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for some e′. Then we form the following `-RPS ē for the above abstract
GSOS rule `:

ē = ( V (H × Id)
V π1 //V

e′ //HFH+V )

Assume that e‡ : V C → C is the interpreted solution of e in the CIA c−1 :
HC → C, i. e. the triangle

V C
e‡ //

eC
��

C

FH+VC
̂[c−1,e‡]

::
(5.7)

commutes. Then we prove that e‡ also is a solution of the `-RPS ē by showing
that the outside of the diagram

V C
V 〈c,idC〉 //

eC
��

e‡

//

V (HC × C)
V π1 // V C

e′C // HFH+VC

H ̂[c−1,e‡]

��

��

ēC

inl
FH+V Cvv

FH+VC

̂[c−1,e‡]
��

(H + V )FH+VC
φH+V
Coo

C c
// HC

commutes. Indeed, the upper part is the definition of ē, the left-hand part
is (5.7), the big upper part is the guardedness of e, the upper left-hand part
commutes due to π1 · 〈c, idC〉 = idC , and we verify the commutativity of the
lower part as follows:

c · ̂[c−1, e‡] · φH+V
C · inlFH+V C

= c · ̂[c−1, e‡] · µH+V
C · κH+V

FH+V C
· inlFH+V C

= c · ̂[c−1, e‡] · FH+V ̂[c−1, e‡] · κH+V
FH+V C

· inlFH+V C

= c · [c−1, e‡] · (H + V ) ̂[c−1, e‡] · inlFH+V C

= c · c−1 ·H ̂[c−1, e‡]

= H ̂[c−1, e‡]

by Lemma 2.24, the properties of the Eilenberg-Moore algebra ̂[c−1, e‡] and
naturality of κH+V . Finally all inner parts commute, thus the outside com-
mutes as desired.
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Next we also relate `-RPS’s to `-equations (see Definition 4.2): it turns
out that the latter are a special case of `-RPS’s.

Lemma 5.14. Every `-equation is an `-RPS.

Proof. We prove that every `-equation e : X → HFKX gives rise to an `-
RPS ē : V (H × Id)→ HFK+V where V = CX is the constant functor on X
(this means that all operations newly defined by ē are constants), and that
the respective solutions coincide.

First, we show that any `-equation e : X → HFKX gives rise to a natural
transformations ē : CX → HFK(CX + Id); since the functors FK(CX + Id)
and FK+CX are naturally isomorphic as proved in Lemma 5.15 below and
since CX = CX(H × Id), ē also is an `-RPS ē : CX(H × Id)→ HFK+CX . We
define the Y -component of ē by

ēY = ( CXY = X e //HFKXHFK inl //HFK(X + Y ) = HFK(CX + Id)Y ) .

Then clearly ē is a natural transformation.

Second, we prove that the solution e† : X → C of e is an interpreted
solution of ē. Clearly, morphisms e† : X → C correspond to (or actually are)
morphisms CXC → C. Consider the following diagram:

CXC = X
e† // C

HC

c−1

OO

CX(HC × C) = X e
// HFKX

HFK inl
//

Hb̂·HFKe†
33

HFK(X + C) = HFK+CXC
OO

ēC

Hb̂·HFK [e†,idC ]=H [̂b,e†]

OO

The lower part commutes by the definition of ē, the big upper left-hand
part commutes since e† is a solution of the `-equation e, and the remaining
triangle commutes by [e†, idC ] · inl = e†. Finally, to prove the equation Hb̂ ·
HFK [e†, idC ] = H [̂b, e†] it suffices to show

b̂ · FK [e†, idC ] = [̂b, e†] . (5.8)

This equation follows from the proof of Lemma 5.15 below as we show next:
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observe from the diagram

KFK(X + C)

φKX+C
��

KFK [e†,idC ]// KFKC

φKC
��

Kb̂ // KC

b

��
FK(X + C)

FK [e†,idC ] // FKC b̂ // C

X + C
ηKX+C

ii

ηKC ·[e
†,idC ]

OO

[e†,idC ]

77

that the left-hand side of (5.8) is the unique homomorphism between the free

K-algebra on X+C and the K-algebra (C, b) such that b̂·FK [e†, idC ]·ηKX+C =
[e†, idC ]. Indeed, the left-hand parts commute by the naturality of φK and ηK ,
and the right-hand parts commute by the properties of the Eilenberg-Moore
algebra b̂ as explained below Notation 3.4. The right-hand side of (5.8) is
the unique homomorphism between the free (K +CX)-algebra on C and the

(K + CX)-algebra (C, [b, e†]) such that [̂b, e†] · ηK+CX
C = idC . This follows

from the properties of the Eilenberg-Moore algebra [̂b, e†], see again below
Notation 3.4. Setting Y = C, (A, a) = (C, [b, e†]) and u = idC in the part of
the proof of Lemma 5.15 showing that FK(X+Y ) is the free FK+CX -algebra
on Y , we conclude that both sides are the unique homomorphism h from
that proof.

Lemma 5.15. The functors FK(CX + Id) and FK+CX are naturally isomor-
phic.

Proof. Recall from Assumption 3.1 that for every object Y the free K-algebra
on Y exists. It follows that for every object Y also the free (K+CX)-algebra
on Y exists: in fact, it is given by

(FK+CXY, φK+CX
Y ) = (FK(X + Y ), [φKX+Y , η

K
X+Y · inl])

together with the universal morphism ηK+CX
Y = ηKX+Y · inr.

In order to prove this, fix some Y , let (A, a) be any (K + CX)-algebra
and let u : Y → A be any morphism. The following diagram shows that
the unique homomorphism h : FK(X + Y )→ A between the free K-algebra
(FK(X+Y ), φKX+Y ) onX+Y and theK-algebra (A, a·inl) such that h·ηKX+Y =
[a·inr, u] : X+Y → A is at the same time the unique homomorphism between
the (K + CX)-algebra (FK(X + Y ), [φKX+Y , η

K
X+Y · inl]) and the (K + CX)-
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algebra (A, a) such that h · ηKX+Y · inr = u : Y → A:

KFK(X + Y ) +X

[φKX+Y ,η
K
X+Y ·inl]

��

Kh+X// KA+X

a

��
FK(X + Y ) h // A

Y

ηKX+Y ·inr
OO

u

55 (5.9)

The left-hand coproduct component of the upper square commutes since h
is a homomorphism of K-algebras, and the right-hand one commutes since
a · inr = [a · inr, u] · inl = h · ηKX+Y · inl. The lower triangle commutes since
u = [a · inr, u] · inr = h · ηKX+Y · inr.

Conversely, any homomorphism h′ between the (K + CX)-algebras
(FK(X+Y ), [φKX+Y , η

K
X+Y · inl]) and (A, a) such that h ·ηKX+Y · inr = u is at the

same time a homomorphism between the free K-algebra (FK(X+Y ), φKX+Y )
on X + Y and the K-algebra (A, a · inl) such that h · ηKX+Y = [a · inr, u] :
X + Y → A. Indeed, then the upper and lower parts of diagram (5.9) com-
mute with h replaced by h′. Then the left-hand coproduct component of the
upper part proves h′ to be a homomorphism between the free K-algebra and
the K-algebra (A, a · inl). Moreover, taking the right-hand component of the
upper part together with the lower part, we obtain h′ · ηKX+Y = [a · inr, u].
By the uniqueness of such K-algebra homomorphisms, we conclude h′ = h.
Thus h is the unique homomorphism between the the (K + CX)-algebras
(FK(X + Y ), [φKX+Y , η

K
X+Y · inl]) and (A, a) such that h · ηKX+Y · inr = u.

This proves that (FK(X + Y ), [φKX+Y , η
K
X+Y · inl]) is the free (K + CX)-

algebra on Y with universal arrow ηKX+Y · inr : Y → FK(X + Y ).

We conclude that the functors FK(CX + Id) and FK+CX assign to every
object Y the same object FK(X + Y ) = FK+CXY . We still need to prove
that they assign to every morphism f : Y → Z the same morphism, i. e.
that FK(idX + f) = FK+CXf . We do so by observing that the left-hand
side is the unique homomorphism between the free K-algebras on X + Y
and X + Z such that FK(idX + f) · ηKX+Y = ηKX+Z · (idX + f), and that the
right-hand side is the unique homomorphism between the free (K + CX)-
algebras on Y and Z such that FK+CXf · ηK+CX

Y = ηK+CX
Z · f . Setting

(A, a) = (FK(X + Z), [φKX+Z , η
K
X+Z · inl]) and u = ηKX+Z · inr · f in our above

proof showing that FK(X+Y ) is the free FK+CX -algebra on Y , we conclude
that both sides are the unique homomorphism h from that proof.

Now we state our main result about `-RPS’s.
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Theorem 5.16. (Unique solutions of `-RPS’s extend the initial CIA). For
every `-RPS there exists a unique interpreted solution s in C. In addition, s
extends the CIA structure on C, i. e., the following is a CIA for HFK+V :

HFK+VC
H [̂b,s] //HC

c−1
//C . (5.10)

Notice that this Theorem generalizes (due to Lemma 5.14) Theorem 4.3.
Before we proceed to the proof we set up some notation, provide the con-
struction of the unique solution s and establish a technical lemma.

Notations 5.17. 1. Let G and G′ be endofunctors on our base category
such that the free monads FG, FG′ and FG+G′ exist. The coproduct
injections inl : G→ G+G′ ← G′ : inr lift to monad morphisms on the
corresponding free monads, and we denote those monad morphisms bŷinl : FG → FG+G′ ← FG′ : înr.

2. Recall from Theorem 2.22 that for a functor K on our base category we
write φK : KFK → FK and ηK : Id → FK for (the natural transfor-
mations given by) the structures and universal morphisms of the free
K-algebras as well as µK : FKFK → FK and κK : K → FK for the
multiplication and universal natural transformation of the free monad
FK on K.

Remarks 5.18. 1. Notice that the monad morphism ̂inl : FG → FG+G′ is
uniquely determined by the commutativity of the following square of
natural transformations:

G
κG //

inl
��

FG

̂inl
��

G+G′
κG+G′

// FG+G′

2. Recall from Lemma 3.3 and Notation 3.4 that for every G-algebra (A, a)
we have the corresponding Eilenberg-Moore algebra â : FGA→ A and
that a = â · κGA. Moreover, recall from Lemma 3.3 that the categories
of G-algebras and of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for FG are isomorphic;
more precisely, a 7→ â and precomposition with κGA extend to mutually
inverse functors.

3. Combining parts (1) and (2) of this remark, we see that for every

(G + G′)-algebra a : (G + G′)A → A the equation â · ̂inlA = â · inlA
holds. Indeed, both sides are equal when precomposed with κGA:

â · ̂inlA · κGA = â · κG+G′

A · inlA = a · inlA = â · inlA · κGA .
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If we make the coproduct algebra structure explicit as in a = [a0, a1] :
FA+GA→ A, we obtain

̂[a0, a1] · ̂inlA = â0 and ̂[a0, a1] · înrA = â1 .

Throughout the rest of this section we are going to write G for K + V
and F for FK+V .

Construction 5.19. Let e : V (H × Id) → HF be an `-RPS. This gives
an abstract GSOS rule n : G(H × Id) → HF defined on its coproduct
components as displayed below:

V (H × Id)

e

&&
inr(H×Id)

��
G(H × Id) n // HF

K(H × Id)
`
//

inl(H×Id)

OO

HFK

H ̂inl
OO

We write a : GC → C for the n-interpretation in C (see Theorem 3.17).
Define

s = (V C
inrC //GC

a //C ) .

We shall prove that s is the unique solution of e in C.

Lemma 5.20. Let b : KC → C be the interpretation of ` : K(H × Id) →
HFK. Then for a : GC → C from Construction 5.19 we have

b = (KC
inlC //GC

a //C ) .

Proof. Consider the diagram below:

KC

inlC
��

K〈c,idC〉 // K(H × Id)C
`C //

inl(H×Id)C

��

HFKC

H ̂inlC
��

GC
G〈c,idC〉 //

a

��

G(H × Id)C
nC // HFC

Hâ
��

C c // HC oo

H(â·inlC)

The lower square commutes since a : GC → C is the n-interpretation in C
and the upper right-hand one by the definition of n (cf. Construction 5.19).
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The upper left-hand square commutes by the naturality of inl : K → G, and
for the right-hand part we remove H and use Remark 5.18(3). Thus the
outside commutes.

Now recall that b : KC → C is uniquely determined by the commutativity
of the diagram in Theorem 3.17. Thus, a · inlC = b holds as desired.

Corollary 5.21. The n-interpretation in C is a = [b, s] : GC → C, thus

â = [̂b, s] : FC → C .

Proof of Theorem 5.16. We are ready to prove that s in Construction 5.19
is the unique interpreted solution of the `-RPS e : V (H × Id)→ HF in C.

(1) We prove that s is an interpreted solution of e in C. Indeed, consider the
diagram

V C

inrC
��

V 〈c,idC〉 // V (H × Id)C
eC

''
inr(H×Id)C

��
GC

a

��

G〈c,idC〉 // G(H × Id)C
nC // HFC

Hâ
��

C c ////

s

HC .

(5.11)

The lower square commutes since a : GC → C is the n-interpretation in
C, and the upper right-hand triangle by the definition of n (cf. Construc-
tion 5.19). The upper left-hand square commutes by naturality of inr, and
the left-hand part is the definition of s from Construction 5.19. Thus the

outside commutes, and we see that s is a solution of e since â = [̂b, s] holds
by Corollary 5.21.

(2) We now prove that s is unique. Suppose that t is any solution of e. We
will prove that

[b, t] = a, (5.12)

which implies the desired equation s = t.
In order to prove (5.12) we have to verify the commutativity of the fol-

lowing diagram (cf. Theorem 3.17):

GC
G〈c,idC〉 //

[b,t]
��

G(H × Id)C
nC // HFC

H [̂b,t]
��

C
c // HC

We verify this for the two coproduct components of GC = KC + V C sepa-
rately.
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For the right-hand component we obtain the above diagram (5.11) with
s replaced by t and a by [b, t], which commutes since t is a solution of e. For
the left-hand component we obtain the diagram below:

KC
K〈c,idC〉 //

b

��

K(H × Id)C
inl(H×Id)C//

`C ))

G(H × Id)C
nC // HFC

H [̂b,t]

��

HFKC
H ̂inlC

55

Hb̂ ))
C

c // HC

The big left-hand part commutes since b : KC → C is the `-interpretation in
C, the upper triangle commutes by the definition of n (see Construction 5.19),
and for the right-hand triangle remove H and notice that

[̂b, t] · ̂inlC = b̂

by Remark 5.18(3).

(3) To complete the proof we will show that c−1 · H [̂b, s] : HFC → C is
the structure of a CIA for HF . But this is a consequence of Theorem 4.7;
indeed, recall that [b, s] is the interpretation of the abstract GSOS rule n :
G(H × Id)→ HF in C, see Corollary 5.21.

Remarks 5.22 (Compositionality of `-RPS’s). 1. Notice that the fact that
the unique solution s of an `-RPS extends the CIA structure on C
means that the operations on C defined in this way may be part of
recursive definitions according to the Corollaries 4.13 and 5.7.

2. In addition, we have a modularity principle for solutions of `-RPS’s—
the operations provided by the unique solution s : V C → C may
occur as givens in subsequent recursive definitions of operations (and
we will make use of this feature in our applications in Section 5.2,
e. g. to derive that operations defined by stream circuits may be used
as building blocks in further stream circuits, see Remark 5.40 below).
More precisely, we have seen in Construction 5.19 that the `-RPS e
gives rise to the abstract GSOS rule n : G(H × Id) → HF , with the
interpretation [b, s] : GC → C. And by Theorem 5.16 every n-RPS
W (H × Id)→ HFG+W has a unique solution WC → C.

3. The modularity property from item (2) extends to a compositionality
property of `-RPS’s as follows: let e : V (H × Id) → HF be an `-RPS
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and let g : W (H × Id) → HFK+V+W be an n-RPS, where n arises
from e as in Construction 5.19. Then we can compose e and g into the
`-RPS h = [H ̂inl · e, g] : (V + W )(H × Id) → HFK+(V+W ). Its unique
interpreted solution h‡ : (V +W )C → C is the copairing [e‡, g‡] of the
solutions e‡ of e and g‡ of g as shown in the following diagram:

(V +W )C

(V+W )〈c,idC〉

��

[e‡,g‡] // C

HC

c−1

OO

(V +W )(HC × C)
hC=[H ̂inl·e,g]C// HFK+V+WC

H ̂[b,e‡,g‡]

OO

Its left-hand coproduct component commutes since H ̂[b, e‡, g‡]·H ̂inlC =

H [̂b, e‡] (see Remark 5.18(3)) and since e‡ is a solution of e; the right-
hand one commutes since g‡ is a solution of g. By the uniqueness result
from Theorem 5.16 we have h‡ = [e‡, g‡].

Proposition 5.23. Let ei : Vi(H × Id) → HFK+Vi, i = 1, 2, be `-RPS’s.
Then the CIA structure on C extended by the unique solutions si : ViC → C
of the ei is independent of the order of extension.

Remark 5.24. More precisely, we may first take s1 : V1C → C to obtain
an extended CIA structure as in (5.10), and then take the solution of s2 :
V2C → C in the new CIA, or vice versa. Either way, the resulting extended
CIA structure is

HFK+V1+V2C
H ̂[b,s1,s2] //HC c−1

//C .
(5.13)

Proof of Proposition 5.23. It is sufficient to prove that the CIA structure on
C obtained by extending k : HFKC → C from Theorem 4.7 first by s1 and
then by s2 is (5.13).

So take s1 and extend the CIA structure (C, k) to obtain the CIA c−1 ·
H [̂b, s1] : HFK+V1C → C (cf. (5.10)). Recall from the proof of Theorem 5.16
that this CIA structure is obtained as follows: one first forms the abstract
GSOS rule

n = [H ̂inl · `, e1] : (K + V1)(H × Id)→ HFK+V1

whose interpretation is b′ = [b, s1] : (K + V1)C → C, cf. Corollary 5.21, and
then one applies Theorem 4.7.
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Now we form the following n-RPS

V2(H × Id)
e2 //HFK+V2

H ̂[inl,inr] //HFK+V1+V2 .

Its unique solution is easily seen to be s2; indeed, consider the following

diagram (and notice that the right-hand arrow is H [̂b′, s2]):

V2C
V2〈c,idC〉 //

s2
��

V2(H × Id)C
(e2)C // HFK+V2C

H [̂b,s2] ))

H ̂[inl,inr]C// HFK+V1+V2C

H ̂[b,s1,s2]
��

C HC
c−1

oo

The left-hand part commutes since s2 is the unique solution of e2, and for
the right-hand part we remove H and then precompose with κK+V2

C to obtain

̂[b, s1, s2] · ̂[inl, inr]C · κ
K+V2
C

= ̂[b, s1, s2] · κK+V1+V2
C · [inl, inr]C (by Remark 5.18(1))

= [b, s1, s2] · [inl, inr]C (by Remark 5.18(2))

= [b, s2]

= [̂b, s2] · κK+V2
C (by Remark 5.18(2))

The desired equality now follows since precomposition with κK+V2 is an iso-
morphism of categories, see Remark 5.18(2).

Finally, the CIA structure we obtain according to Theorem 5.16 is in-
deed (5.13).

Before we turn to a “sandwiched” variant of `-RPS’s, we observe a fact
which will be useful (also later in the concrete examples of Section 5.2):

Remark 5.25. Notice that we can always consider the algebraic operation
obtained from c−1 : HC → C as a given operation in any `-RPS for an
abstract GSOS rule ` : K(H × Id) → HFK . More precisely, we can assume
that K = K ′ + H and that the `-interpretation b : KC → C has the form
b = [b′, c−1]. Indeed, given any abstract GSOS rule `′ : K ′(H × Id)→ HFK′

with `′-interpretation b′, we define the `′-RPS

e = (H(H × Id)
Hπ0 //HH H inr //H(K ′ +H)Hκ

K′+H
//HFK′+H ) .

It is easy to verify that c−1 is its solution; and, as we see from the proof of
Theorem 5.16, we obtain a new abstract GSOS rule n : (K ′+H)(H × Id)→
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HFK′+H defined as in Construction 5.19 and having the n-interpretation
[b′, c−1].
Notice that in the special case of K ′ = ∅, i. e. starting with the empty abstract
GSOS rule `′, n arises from n′ = id : HH → HH according to Remark 3.18.
n′ in turn is a trivial distributive law for which it was already shown in
Section 4.4.2 of [Bar04] that it induces the operation c−1.
Also notice that according to Proposition 5.23 we can do this construction
at any step when defining operations, the result being always a GSOS rule
` : K(H × Id) → HFK with K = K ′ + H and an `-interpretation [b′, c−1]
containing the algebraic structure c−1.

Sandwiched `-RPS’s

In Theorem 4.8 we proved that “sandwiched” flat equation morphisms X →
FKHFKX+C have unique solutions (in some algebra k′). We will now prove
a version of that theorem for `-RPS’s. The goal is to be able to uniquely
solve specifications from a wider class.

Let us explain the idea with the help of an example—streams (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.1). Here we have HX = R × X on Set. Suppose that K and V
both are polynomial functors associated to a signature of givens and newly
defined operations on the final H-coalgebra C = Rω. The inverse of the
final H-coalgebra structure c = 〈hd, tl〉 : Rω → R × Rω yields the family of
prefix operations r.(−) prepending the number r to a stream. The format
of an `-RPS means that the new operations of type V are always defined by
an equation with a prefix operation as a guard at its head, cf. for example
the specification (5.5) of the shuffle product. This guard is sufficient to en-
sure a unique solution, however its position at the head of the term on the
right-hand side is not necessary. For example, the shuffle product can also
be specified by

r.x⊗ s.y = (r · s).(x⊗ s.y) + 0.(r.x⊗ y) .

We shall provide a result which makes this precise.

Definition 5.26. A sandwiched recursive program scheme w. r. t. ` (shortly,
sandwiched `-RPS ) is a natural transformation e : V (H × Id)→ FKHF .

An interpreted solution of e in C is a V -algebra s : V C → C such that
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the diagram

V C
s //

V 〈c,idC〉

��

C

FKC

b̂

OO

FKHC

FKc−1

OO

V (HC × C) eC
// FKHFC

FKH [̂b,s]

OO

commutes.

Theorem 5.27. (Unique solutions of sandwiched `-RPS’s extend the initial
CIA). For every sandwiched `-RPS there exists a unique interpreted solution
s in C. In addition, s extends the CIA structure on C, more precisely, the
following is a CIA for FHF :

FHFC
FH [̂b,s] //FHC Fc−1

//FC
[̂b,s] //C . (5.14)

Proof. Recall from Remark 5.25 that we can assume K = K ′ + H and that
the `-interpretation has the form b = [b′, c−1]. Furthermore recall from
Lemma 3.14 that ` gives rise to a distributive law λ : FK(H × Id) →
(H × Id)FK of the free monad FK over the cofree copointed functor H × Id.

Given a sandwiched `-RPS e : V (H × Id) → FKHF , we form the (ordi-
nary) `-RPS ē : V (H × Id)→ HF by defining

ē = ( V (H × Id) e // FKHF
FK〈HF,inmF 〉// FK(HF × (K ′ +H + V )F )

FK(HF×φK′+H+V )

��
FK(HF×F )

=FK(H×Id)F

λF // (H × Id)FKF
π0FKF // HFKF

H ̂inlF
��

HFF
Hµ // HF ) .

Then we verify that solutions of e and ē are in one-to-one correspondence.
Consider the following diagram (we drop the indices denoting components of
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natural transformations):

V C
s //

V 〈c,id〉

��
(i)

C

〈c,id〉

��
(v)

V (HC×C)

e

��

ē

//

(ii)

FKHFC

FK〈id,φK
′+H+V ·inmF 〉
��

FKH [̂b,s] // FKHC
FKc−1

//

(iii)

FKC

b̂

??

FK〈c,id〉
��

(iv)

FK(H×Id)FC

λF

��

FK (H×Id)[̂b,s] //

(vi)

FK(H×Id)C

λ

��
(H×Id)FKFC

π0F
KF

��

(H×Id)FK [̂b,s] //

(vii)

(H×Id)FKC

π0F
K

��

(H×Id)b̂ // (H×Id)C

π0

��

HFKFC

H înlF

��

HFK [̂b,s] //

(ix)

HFKC

H înl

�� Hb̂

��

(viii)

HFFC

Hµ

��

HF [̂b,s] //

(xi)

HFC

H [̂b,s] ''

(x)

HFC
H [̂b,s] // HC oo

c (5.15)

We first show that all inner parts except part (i) commute: for part (ii)
use the definition of ē, part (iv) is the commutative diagram in (3.2), part
(v) trivially commutes, the parts (vi), (vii), (viii) and (ix) commute by the

naturality of λ, π0 : H× Id→ H and ̂inl : FK → F , respectively, for part (x)

use Remark 5.18(3), and part (xi) commutes since [̂b, s] is the structure of
an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for F . It remains to verify the commutativity of
part (iii); we remove FK and consider the product components separately:
the left-hand component commutes using c ·c−1 = idC and for the right-hand
one we have the diagram

HFC
H [̂b,s] //

inmF
��

HC

c−1

��

inm

uu
(K ′ +H + V )FC

(K′+H+V )[̂b,s] //

φK
′+H+V

��

(K ′ +H + V )C

[b,s]
**

FC
[̂b,s]

// C .

Its upper part commutes by the naturality of inm : H → K ′ + H + V ,

for the lower part recall from below Notation 3.4 the definition of [̂b, s] as
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a homomorphism of algebras for K ′ + H + V , and the right-hand triangle
commutes since b = [b′, c−1], see Remark 5.25.

Now if s is a solution of ē, then the outside of diagram (5.15) commutes
and therefore part (i) commutes, proving s to be a solution of e. Conversely,
if s is a solution of e, part (i) commutes and then s is also a solution of ē. By
Theorem 5.16, ē has a unique solution; thus, e has a unique solution, too.

We still need to prove that (5.14) is the structure of a CIA for FHF . But
this follows from Theorem 4.8. Indeed, from the `-RPS ē we form the abstract
GSOS rule n : G(H × Id) → HF analogously as in Construction 5.19, and
the n-interpretation is [b, s] for the unique solution s of ē (or, equivalently,
of e). Now (5.14) is the structure k′ from the statement of Theorem 4.8.

For another example of a definition in the “sandwiched” format (besides
the above mentioned definition of the shuffle product) see the definition of
the CCS combinator alt in Section 5.2.3 below.

Remark 5.28. It is not difficult to see that also b̂ · FKc−1 · FKH [̂b, s] :
FKHFC → C is the structure of a CIA: let e′ : X → FKHFX + C be
a flat equation morphism and consider the following diagram:

X

e′

��

e† // C

FKC + C

[̂b,idC ]

66

̂inlC+idC // FC + C

[[̂b,s],idC ]

OO

FKHC + C

FKc−1+idC

OO

̂inlHC+idC

((
FKHFX + C

FKHFe†+idC

//

̂inlHFX+idC
��

FKHFC + C

FKH [̂b,s]+idC

OO

̂inlHFC+idC
((

FHC + C

Fc−1+idC

OO

FHFX + C
FHFe†+idC

// FHFC + C

FH [̂b,s]+idC

OO

All small inner parts commute by naturality of ̂inl or by [̂b, s] · ̂inlC = b̂ (see
Remark 5.18(3)). So we see that e† is a solution of e′ (i. e., the big inner part

commutes) if and only if it is a solution of ( ̂inlHFX +idC) ·e′ (i. e., the outside
commutes). But for the latter flat equation morphism we know that there is
only one solution, and so we know this also for the former one.

Remark 5.29 (Compositionality of sandwiched `-RPS’s). Theorem 5.27 im-
plies modularity of sandwiched `-RPS’s as follows: operations obtained as
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solutions of sandwiched `-RPS’s can be used in subsequent recursive oper-
ation definitions, which will still have unique solutions. More precisely, we
can apply Construction 5.19 to the `-RPS ē from the proof of Theorem 5.27
to obtain an abstract GSOS rule n : G(H × Id) → HF , with the interpre-
tation [b, s] : GC → C since the solution of ē is the solution s of e. And by
Theorem 5.27 every sandwiched n-RPS has a unique solution.
Moreover, this modularity property extends to a compositionality property
of sandwiched `-RPS’s as follows: let e : V (H × Id) → FKHF be a sand-
wiched `-RPS and let g : W (H×Id)→ FHFK+V+W be a sandwiched n-RPS,
where n is the abstract GSOS rule described above. Then we can compose
e and g into the sandwiched `-RPS h = [FKH ̂inl · e, ηKHFK+V+W · ḡ] :
(V + W )(H × Id)→ FKHFK+V+W , where ḡ : W (H × Id)→ HFK+V+W is
the n-RPS constructed from the sandwiched n-RPS g according to the proof
of Theorem 5.27. The unique interpreted solution h‡ : (V + W )C → C of h
is the copairing [e‡, g‡] of the solutions e‡ of e and g‡ of g as shown in the
following diagram:

(V +W )C

(V+W )〈c,idC〉

��

[e‡,g‡] // C

FKC

b̂

OO

FKHC

FKc−1

OO

(V +W )(HC × C)
hC=[FKH ̂inlC ·eC ,ηK

HFK+V+WC
·ḡC ]

// FKHFK+V+WC

FKH ̂[b,e‡,g‡]

OO

Its left-hand coproduct component commutes since FKH ̂[b, e‡, g‡] ·
FKH ̂inlC = FKH [̂b, e‡] (see Remark 5.18(3)) and since e‡ is a solution of
e. We show that the right-hand one also commutes: first it can be simplified

using b̂ · FKc−1 · FKH ̂[b, e‡, g‡] · ηKHFK+V+WC = c−1 · H ̂[b, e‡, g‡] which holds

by naturality of ηK and the property b̂ · ηKC = idC of the Eilenberg-Moore

algebra b̂. To see that the simplified diagram commutes, we use that g‡ is
a solution of the n-RPS ḡ, which follows from the proof of Theorem 5.27
since g‡ is the solution of the sandwiched n-RPS g, and that [b, e‡] is the n-
interpretation according to Corollary 5.21. Finally, by the uniqueness result
from Theorem 5.27 we have h‡ = [e‡, g‡].
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Proposition 5.30. Let ei : Vi(H × Id) → FKHFK+Vi, i = 1, 2, be sand-
wiched `-RPS’s. Then the CIA structure on C extended by the unique solu-
tions si : ViC → C of the ei is independent of the order of extension.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.23: it is sufficient to
prove that the CIA structure on C obtained by extending k′ : FKHFKC →
C from Theorem 4.8 first by s1 and then by s2 is

FK+V1+V2HFK+V1+V2C
FK+V1+V2H ̂[b,s1,s2] //FK+V1+V2HC

FK+V1+V2c−1

��
FK+V1+V2C

̂[b,s1,s2] //C .

(5.16)

First the CIA structure (C, k′) is extended by s1 to obtain the CIA

[̂b, s1] · FK+V1c−1 · FK+V1H [̂b, s1] : FK+V1HFK+V1C → C

(cf. (5.14)). Recall from the proof of Theorem 5.27 that the solution s1 of
e1 equivalently is the solution of an (ordinary) `-RPS ē1 and that this CIA
structure is obtained as follows: first one forms the abstract GSOS rule

n = [H ̂inl · `, ē1] : (K + V1)(H × Id)→ HFK+V1 .

whose interpretation is b′ = [b, s1] : (K + V1)C → C, cf. Corollary 5.21, and
then one applies Theorem 4.8.

Now we form the following sandwiched n-RPS

V2(H × Id)
e2 //FKHFK+V2

̂inl∗H ̂[inl,inr] //FK+V1HFK+V1+V2 .

Its unique solution is easily seen to be s2; indeed, consider the following

diagram (and notice that the right-hand arrow is FK+V1H [̂b′, s2] and that

[̂b, s1] = b̂′):

V2C
V2〈c,idC〉 //

s2

��

V2(H × Id)C
(e2)C // FKHFK+V2C

FKH [̂b,s2]
��

̂inl∗H ̂[inl,inr]C// FK+V1HFK+V1+V2C

FK+V1H ̂[b,s1,s2]

��

C FKC
b̂oo ̂inlC

))

FKHC
FKc−1

oo ̂inlHC
**

FK+V1

[̂b,s1]

ll

FK+V1HCFK+V1c−1
oo

The upper left-hand part commutes since s2 is the unique solution of e2, for
the right-hand part we use parallel decomposition and use naturality of ̂inl
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for the left-hand component; from the right-hand component we remove H
and then precompose with κK+V2

C to obtain

̂[b, s1, s2] · ̂[inl, inr]C · κ
K+V2
C

= ̂[b, s1, s2] · κK+V1+V2
C · [inl, inr]C (by Remark 5.18(1))

= [b, s1, s2] · [inl, inr]C (by Remark 5.18(2))

= [b, s2]

= [̂b, s2] · κK+V2
C (by Remark 5.18(2))

The desired equality now follows since precomposition with κK+V2 is an iso-
morphism of categories, see Remark 5.18(2). The lower left-hand triangle
commutes by Remark 5.18(3), and the remaining lower part commutes due

to naturality of ̂inl.
Finally, the CIA structure we obtain according to Theorem 5.27 is in-

deed (5.16).

Remark 5.31. The format of a sandwiched `-RPS, for which unique solutions
in C exist by Theorem 5.27, comprises the format of an `-RPS, for which
unique solutions in C exist by Theorem 5.16: every `-RPS e : V (H × Id)→
HF can be considered as a sandwiched `-RPS by taking ηKHF · e : V (H ×
Id) → FKHF . It is easy to see that the respective solutions coincide (i. e.,
the solution is preserved by the construction).

Summarizing Remarks 5.9 and 5.31, we conclude this section with an
overview of the different formats of recursive program schemes for the defi-
nition of operations on a final coalgebra we have seen (arrows point to more
general formats):

guarded RPS

V → TH+V

Theorem 2.54
//

guarded RPS

V → THM+V

Corollary 5.7
//

guarded RPS

V → TMHM+V

Corollary 5.8

guarded RPS

V → F
Cor of Thm 2.54

Lemma 5.13//

OO

`-RPS

V (H × Id)→ HF
Theorem 5.16

//

sandw. `-RPS

V (H × Id)→ FKHF
Theorem 5.27

`-equation

X → HFKX
Theorem 4.3

//

Lemma 5.14

OO

sandw. `-equation

X → FKHFKX
Theorem 4.5

analogous to
Lemma 5.14

OO
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Actually, the lowest line shows no formats of recursive program schemes, but
formats of systems of recursive equations from Chapter 4. We added these
to indicate that systems of recursive equations are a special case of recursive
program schemes. However, our diagram does not capture all relations of
this kind: one can e. g. prove that guarded equation morphisms (see Defini-
tion 4.11) are a special case of guarded RPS’s (see Definition 2.52).
Also notice that the formats in the upper and middle entries in the middle
and right-hand columns are not comparable: the upper entries allow for in-
finite terms, which the middle entries do not; and the middle entries allow
for terms where given operations (corresponding to K) occur in subterms
headed by new operations (corresponding to V ) without an extra guarding
operation (corresponding to H) occurring in the subterm, which the upper
entries do not. Finally, we remark that only the upper row generalizes to
arbitrary monads (or even pointed functors) M ; for (sandwiched) `-RPS’s
we need to work with free monads by Definitions 5.11 and 5.26.

5.2 Examples

In this section we go through the example final coalgebras from Section 4.2
once again:

• streams,

• infinite trees,

• CCS processes,

• formal languages and

• non-well-founded sets.

We show that known formats for the recursive definition of operations on
streams (behavioral differential equations [Rut05a], stream circuits [Rut05b])
and on infinite trees (behavioral differential equations [SR10]) are instances
of our `-RPS format. We illustrate the modularity principle for `-RPS’s from
Remark 5.22(2) with a step-by-step definition of several operations on formal
languages. And we see in Remark 5.40 below that the compositionality
principle from Remark 5.22(3) justifies our compositional approach to the
construction of the stream circuit (I.2) from the introduction to Part I of
this thesis. We give examples for the order independence of definitions from
Proposition 5.23 (see Example 5.35 below) and for definitions by sandwiched
`-RPS’s according to Theorem 5.27 (see Example 5.36 below). Along the
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way, in this section we see lots of operations that can be defined using our
formats; but we shall also see operation that are not definable with these
(see Remark 5.43 below).

We continue writing F for the free monad FK+V on K + V .

5.2.1 Streams

Recall the setting from Section 4.2.1 where HX = R×X and C = Rω.

Behavioral Differential Equations

Further recall from [Rut05a] that stream operations are defined by behav-
ioral differential equations. For example, the componentwise addition of two
streams σ and τ is specified by

(σ + τ)0 = σ0 + τ0 (σ + τ)′ = (σ′ + τ ′) . (5.17)

And the shuffle product (cf. (5.5)) is specified by

(σ ⊗ τ)0 = σ0 · τ0 (σ ⊗ τ)′ = (σ ⊗ τ ′ + σ′ ⊗ τ) . (5.18)

Rutten gives in [Rut05a] a general theorem for the existence of the solution
of systems of behavioral differential equations. We will now recall this result
and show that it is a special instance of our Theorem 5.16. For a system of
behavioral differential equations one starts with the signature Σ of all the
operations to be specified. One uses an infinite supply of variables, and for
each variable x there is also a variable x′ and a variable x(0) (also written as
x0). For each operation symbol f from Σ one specifies

f(x1, . . . , xn)0 = hf (x1(0), . . . , xn(0)) f(x1, . . . , xn)′ = tf , (5.19)

where hf denotes a function from Rn to R and tf is a term built from oper-
ation symbols from Σ on variables xi, x

′
i and xi(0), i = 1, . . . , n. Theorem

A.1 of [Rut05a] asserts that for every f from Σ there exists a unique function
(Rω)n → Rω satisfying the equation (5.19) above.

We shall now show that a system such as (5.19) gives rise to an `-RPS for
a suitable abstract GSOS rule `. To this end let KX = R be the constant
functor and let

` = (K(H × Id) `′ //HK HκK //HFK )

with `′ given by `′X(r) = (r, 0). Then the `-interpretation b : R→ C assigns
to every r ∈ R the stream b(r) = [r, 0, 0, . . . ].
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Now given the system (5.19) let V be the polynomial functor associated
to Σ, cf. Definition 2.2. Notice that K + V is the polynomial functor of the
signature Σ extended with a constant symbol r for every real number r. We
translate the system (5.19) into an `-RPS e : V (H × Id) → HFK+V = HF
as follows. For every f from Σ the corresponding component of eX is defined
by

eX((r1, x
′
1, x1), . . . , (rn, x

′
n, xn)) = (hf (r1, . . . , rn), tf ) ,

where the term tf ∈ FX is obtained by replacing in tf all variables xi(0) by
the constant ri. Notice also, that here hf (r1, . . . , rn) is a real number (the
value of hf at (r1, . . . , rn)) whereas in (5.19) we have formal application of
hf to the variables xi(0).

It is now straightforward to verify that a solution of e in C corresponds
precisely to a solution of the system (5.19). Thus, we obtain from Theo-
rem 5.16 the

Corollary 5.32 (see also [Rut05a], Theorem A.1). Every system of behav-
ioral differential equations has a unique solution.

Example 5.33. For the system given by (5.17) and (5.18) we have V X =
X×X+X×X and e given componentwise as follows: for the + component
we have

eX((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) = (r + s, x′ + y′) (5.20)

and for the ⊗ component we have

eX((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) = (r · s, (x⊗ y′) + (x′ ⊗ y)) . (5.21)

Observe that the systems (5.19) do not distinguish between given opera-
tions and newly defined ones. However, our result in Theorem 5.16 allows to
make this distinction, and the modularity principle for solutions of `-RPS’s
(cf. Remark 5.22(2)) means that operations specified by behavioral differen-
tial equations may be used in subsequent behavioral differential equations
as given operations in the terms tf from (5.19). This modularity principle
for behavioral differential equations is a new result as well as the composi-
tionality principle for behavioral differential equations which we obtain from
Remark 5.22(3).

Example 5.34. Take V X = X ×X and the `-RPS e given by (5.20) whose
solution is the operation of stream addition. As shown in Construction 5.19,
` and e yield an abstract GSOS rule n : (K + V )(H × Id) → HF . Now let
V1X = X ×X. Then (5.21) yields an n-RPS e1 whose solution is the shuffle
product.
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Next, we present an example illustrating Proposition 5.23.

Example 5.35. Continuing the previous example, consider the convolution
product of streams specified by

(σ × τ)0 = σ0 · τ0 (σ × τ)′ = (σ′ × τ + σ0 × τ ′) ,

see [Rut05a]. Let V2X = X ×X and let the n-RPS e2 be given by

(e2)X((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) = (r · s, (x′ × y) + (r × y′)) . (5.22)

Notice that this illustrates why we introduced the constants r; in this way we
are able to deal with σ0 in the equation for (σ×τ)′. Then the unique solution
of e2 is the convolution product as expected. Proposition 5.23 asserts that
the extended CIA structure for HFK+V+V1+V2 on C does not depend on the
order of taking the solution of (5.21) and (5.22)—either way this is given by
the constants coming from b : KC = R → C and the operations of stream
addition as well as convolution and shuffle product.

Our results also allow to obtain unique solutions of specifications that go
beyond behavioral differential equations, and we now provide one example.

Example 5.36. We give a sandwiched RPS w. r. t. ` defining the binary
operation σ ◦ τ assigning to two streams σ and τ the “undersampled” zipped
stream

[0, σ0, 0, τ0, 0, σ1, 0, τ1, . . . ] .

Indeed, let KX = 1 + R + X × X + X × X be the polynomial functor
for the signature having a constant symbol c, a constant symbol for every
r ∈ R and two binary symbols + and ×. The abstract GSOS rule ` :
K(H×Id)→ HFK is given for each of the coproduct components separately
by `X(∗) = (0, 1) for the constant symbol c, `X(r) = (r, 0) for the constant
symbols for every r ∈ R, and similarly as in (5.20) and (5.22) for + and ×.
Now let V X = X ×X (i. e., V corresponds to one binary operation ◦), and
let e : V (H × Id)→ FKHF be the sandwiched `-RPS given by

eX((r, x′, x), (s, y′, y)) = c× (r, y ◦ x′) .

Then one easily verifies that the interpreted solution C × C → C of e is the
desired operation of “undersampled” zipping.

In general one can think of the right-hand sides of a sandwiched `-RPS as
terms of givens (represented by K) and newly defined operations (represented
by V ), where each newly defined operation must be guarded by a prefixing
operation r.−.
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Stream Circuits

We now turn to another method to define streams—stream circuits [Rut05b],
which are also called (signal) flow graphs in the literature. We shall demon-
strate that specifications of streams by stream circuits arise as a special case
of our results. Stream circuits are usually defined as pictorial compositions
of the following basic stream circuits:

r r-multiplier, + adder,

C copier, r register.

The r-multiplier multiplies all components of a stream by r ∈ R, the adder
performs componentwise addition, the copier yields two copies of a stream,
and the register prepends r ∈ R to a stream σ to yield r.σ. The stream
circuits are then built from the basic circuits by plugging wires together, and
there may also be feedback (loops). A stream circuit is called valid if every
loop passes through at least one register. For example the following picture
shows a simple valid stream circuit (we direct the wires to illustrate the data
flow from input to output):

σ +

1
C f(σ)// // //

oo
OO (5.23)

It defines the unary function f(σ) = (1 +σ0, 1 +σ0 +σ1, 1 +σ0 +σ1 +σ2, . . . )
on streams.

For our treatment we shall consider the operations presented by r-
multipliers, adders and registers as givens (copying will be implicit via vari-
able sharing). Thus we work with the abstract GSOS rule ` from Section 4.2.1
that defines our given operations (here defined by behavioral differential
equations):

(rσ)0 = rσ0 (rσ)′ = rσ′

(σ + τ)0 = σ0 + τ0 (σ + τ)′ = σ′ + τ ′

(r.σ)0 = r (r.σ)′ = σ

We then obtain the `-interpretation b : R× C + C × C + R× C → C.
It is well-known that every finite valid stream circuit with one input and

one output defines a unique stream function, see [Rut05b]. Of course, a
similar result holds for more than one input and output, and we present here
a new proof of this result based on our Theorem 5.16.

Theorem 5.37 (cf. [Rut05b]). Every finite valid stream circuit defines a
unique stream function at every output.
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Proof. Let a finite valid stream circuit be given. We explain how to construct
an `-RPS from the circuit. Notice first that the wires in a circuit can be
regarded as directed edges, cf. (5.23). We take for every register R in our
circuit an operation symbol gR and define its arity as the number of inputs
that can be reached by following all possible paths from R backwards through
the circuit. Similarly, we take for every output edge O of the circuit an
operation symbol fO with the arity obtained in the same way. Let Σ be
the signature of all these symbols fO and gR, let V be the corresponding
polynomial functor for Σ, and let Γ be the signature of the basic circuit
operations. To give an `-RPS e : V (H × Id) → HF it suffices to give a
natural transformation e′ : V H → HF and to define e = e′ · V π0, where
π0 : H × Id → H is the projection. To obtain e′, we give for each n-ary
symbol s from Σ an assignment

s(r1.x1, . . . , rn.xn) 7→ (r, t)

where r ∈ R and t is a term built from symbols of Σ + Γ using the variables
x1, . . . , xn. Notice that the arguments of s stand for generic elements (ri, xi)
from HX for some set X and that the r may depend on ri and t may contain
the operation symbols ri.−. We now show how to define the above assignment
for each gR. Suppose that R has the initial value r. Then

gR(r1.x1, . . . , rn.xn) 7→ (r, tR),

and we now explain how to obtain tR: one follows every possible path in the
circuit backwards that ends in R until

(i) an input edge corresponding to some argument ri.xi is met, or

(ii) some register is met.

More precisely, we construct tR as a (Σ + Γ)-tree: we follow the input edge
of R backwards until we reach either the output wire of an r-multiplier, the
output wire of an adder, an input wire of the whole circuit or the output wire
of a register. For an r-multiplier or an adder we add a node to tR labeled by
the corresponding operation symbol and continue this process for each input
node of the r-multiplier or adder constructing the corresponding subtrees
of tR. For an input wire corresponding to ri.xi add a node labeled by the
prefix operation ri.− and below that a leaf labeled by xi; for a register S
add the tree (of height 2) given by gS(ri1 .xi1 , . . . , rik .xik), where the rij .xij
correspond to those input wires of the circuit backwards reachable from the
register S. Notice that these arguments of gS form a subset of the arguments
{ r1.x1, . . . , rn.xn } of gR since every input that is backwards reachable from
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S is also backwards reachable from R. Also notice that the copiers are
ignored while forming tR. Since the given circuit C is valid, we have indeed
constructed a finite tree only, whence a term tR.

We still need to define the assignment corresponding to e′ for output
symbols fO:

fO(r1.x1, . . . , rn.xn) 7→ (r, tO) .

We first form the tree t′O in essentially the same way as tR for a register R
with the difference that for every input wire and for every register we just
insert an unlabeled leaf for the moment. To obtain r, label every leaf of
t′O corresponding to the input ri.xi by ri and every leaf corresponding to a
register by its initial value; now evaluate the corresponding term to get r.
In order to get tO one replaces leaves of t′O corresponding to inputs ri.xi by
xi, and register leaves are replaced by the second components tS from the
right-hand sides of the equations for gS(ri1 .xi1 , . . . , rik .xik).

Finally, the unique solution of e yields a unique operation fO on streams
for every output O. By construction this is the operation computing the
stream circuit.

Remark 5.38. Suppose we are given a finite valid stream circuit where, in
addition, every path from an input to an output passes through a register.
Then the construction in the above proof would not need to refer to the
behavior of the input ri.xi. That means that we could assume “structureless”
inputs x1, . . . , xn, and the above construction then even gives a guarded
(ordinary) RPS V → THF . Corollary 5.7 provides a unique solution of this
RPS, and this result even allows for the unique solution of infinite valid
stream circuits where every path from an input to an output passes through
a register.

Example 5.39. The proof of Theorem 5.37 essentially gives a translation of
an arbitrary finite valid stream circuit into an `-RPS. We demonstrate this
on the circuit given in (5.23) above. First we introduce for the output the
function symbol f and for the register output the function symbol g. To
determine their arities, we count the number of input wires which have a
(directed) path to the register and the output, respectively. In both cases
the arity is one. Now we must define f(r.x) and g(r.x) for an abstract
input stream with head r ∈ R. Each of these definitions is given by a pair
(s, t) where s ∈ R and t is a term in the one variable x over operations
corresponding to the basic circuits and f , g. We define

g(r.x) = (1, r.x+ g(r.x)) f(r.x) = (r + 1, x+ (r.x+ g(r.x))) .
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For g(r.x) we take the value 1 of the register as first component, and the
right-hand term is obtained as follows: we follow all paths from the register
backwards until we find an input or a register. So we get a finite tree or,
equivalently, the desired term. For f(r.x) we first follow all paths to inputs
and registers backwards to get the term t′ = xI + xR, where xI represents
the input and xR the register. For the first component of f(r.x) we evaluate
t′ with the head r of the input and the initial value 1 of the register, and for
the second component we replace in t′ the input by x and the register by the
second component of the right-hand side of the above definition of g(r.x). The
two equations above are easily seen to yield an `-RPS e : V (H × Id)→ HF ,
where V = Id + Id is the polynomial functor for the signature with two
unary symbols f and g. The unique solution of e gives two unary operations
(for f and g) on C, and the one for f is precisely the function computed
by the circuit (5.23). By the modularity of stream circuits which will be
explained next, we can use f (and also g) as “black boxes” in subsequent
stream circuits.

Remark 5.40. The modularity principle for the unique solution of an `-RPS
we discussed in Remark 5.22(2) yields an important modularity of stream
circuits : they can be used as building blocks as if they were basic operations
in subsequent stream circuits. And Theorem 5.37 remains valid for the ex-
tended circuits.
Moreover, according to Remark 5.22(3) we have a compositionality principle
for stream circuits in the sense that a stream circuit built in a modular way
using nested building blocks defines the same operations as one that is built
directly from the basic circuits. This principle was hinted at in [Rut05b],
Exercise 4.14(b), and it verifies our claim from the introduction to Part I of
this thesis that the stream circuit (I.2) indeed computes the stream squares.

Finally, let us consider the special case of closed stream circuits, i. e.
stream circuits which have no inputs. For example the following picture
shows a simple closed valid stream circuit:

1 C σ// //

2

OO
(5.24)

This defines the stream σ = [1, 2, 4, 8, . . . ] of all powers of 2.
It is well-known (see [Rut05b]) that every closed finite valid stream circuit

with one output defines a unique stream. This generalizes to stream circuits
with several outputs:

Theorem 5.41 (cf. [Rut05b]). Every closed finite valid stream circuit defines
a unique stream at every output.
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We can also prove Theorem 5.41 by reducing stream circuits to our for-
mats of systems of recursive equations or RPS’s. We can choose one of
the following methods: either we write down a direct construction of an `-
equation from a given closed finite valid stream circuit; then Theorem 5.41
follows from Theorem 4.3. Or we use Theorem 5.37 and see in the proof
that the functor V of the constructed `-RPS is a constant functor; thus we
can apply Lemma 5.14 to break this `-RPS down to an `-equation and use
Theorem 4.3 again.

5.2.2 Infinite Trees

Recall the setting of Section 4.2.2 where HX = X × R×X and where C is
the set of all (complete) infinite binary trees with node labels in R.

Silva and Rutten [SR10] define single trees (constants) and operations on
trees by behavioral differential equations. For example,

pi(ε) = π
piL = pi

piR = pi

specifies the tree pi with every node labeled by the number π. For every real
number r we have the constant [r] specified by

[r](ε) = r
[r]L = [0]

[r]R = [0] .

This generalizes to the definition of operations on infinite trees by behavioral
differential equations, and Silva and Rutten [SR10] proved a theorem assert-
ing that these have indeed unique solutions. Here we shall show that, similar
to Corollary 5.32 for streams, we obtain that theorem as a special instance
of our Theorem 5.16.

Let us start by giving an example of an operation on infinite trees de-
fined by behavioral differential equations: the nodewise addition of numbers
stored in the nodes of the trees t and s (cf. the abstract GSOS rule ` from
Section 4.2.2) is defined by

(t+ s)(ε) = t(ε) + s(ε)
(t+ s)L = tL + sL
(t+ s)R = tR + sR .

See [SR10] for further and more exciting examples.
In general a system of behavioral differential equations is specified as

follows. Let W be an infinite set of syntactic variables. For every x ∈ W we
have the notational variants xL, xR and also x(ε). Furthermore, let Σ be a
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signature of operations to be specified. For each operation symbol f from Σ
of arity n we provide equations of the form

initial value differential equations

(f(x1, . . . , xn))(ε) = cf (x1(ε), . . . , xn(ε))
f(x1, . . . , xn)L = t1
f(x1, . . . , xn)R = t2

(5.25)

where cf denotes a function Rn → R and t1 and t2 are Σ-terms on the
variables x1, . . . , xn and their three notational variants.

From Theorem 5.16 we obtain the

Corollary 5.42 (see also [SR10], Theorem 2). Every system (5.25) of be-
havioral differential equations has a unique solution, i. e., for every f from
Σ there exists a unique function f : Cn → C satisfying (5.25).

Proof. Let KX = R be the constant functor, and let the abstract GSOS rule
` be given, according to Remark 3.18, by `′ : K(H × Id) → HK defined by
`′X(r) = (0, r, 0). Then the `-interpretation is b : R → C with b(r) = [r].
Now every system (5.25) gives an `-RPS e : V (H × Id) → HF as follows:
let V be the polynomial functor associated to Σ and let e be given on each
component corresponding to f from Σ by

eX(((x1)L, r1, (x1)R, x1), . . . , ((xn)L, rn, (xn)R, xn)) = (t1, cf (r1, . . . , rn), t2) ,

where ti is obtained from ti by replacing each xi(ε) by the corresponding
constant ri. By construction, the solutions of e in C correspond precisely to
solutions of (5.25); thus, Corollary 5.42 follows from Theorem 5.16.

In addition, we have again a modularity principle (cf. Remark 5.22(2)):
operations specified by behavioral differential equations may be used as
givens in subsequent behavioral differential equations. And again, this ex-
tends to a compositionality principle for behavioral differential equations for
infinite trees, see Remark 5.22(3).

5.2.3 CCS Processes

Recall the setting from Section 4.2.3 where HX = Pκ(A×X) and where C
is the set of all strongly extensional κ-branching trees with edges labeled in
A, and these trees can be considered as the CCS agents or CCS processes
modulo strong bisimilarity.

Suppose we want to define the binary combinator “alt” which performs
alternation of two processes. For its definition we shall need another binary
combinator, sequential composition of two processes (denoted by the infix
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“;”). Here we suppose that the latter combinator is already included in
our basic calculus—more precisely, we could have added a sixth coproduct
component X × X to K for sequential composition in the definition of the
abstract GSOS rule ` in Section 4.2.3 and could have completed ` by

`X(S1, x1, S2, x2) =

{
{(a, x;x2) | (a, x) ∈ S1} if S1 6= ∅
S2 if S1 = ∅

for this coproduct component. This gives indeed the desired combinator for
sequential composition as part of the `-interpretation. Observe in particular
that Theorem 4.29 still holds for the calculus including this sixth combinator.
Now for this extended ` we give a sandwiched `-RPS e : V (H×Id)→ FKHF ,
where V X = X ×X, in order to define the combinator alt:

eX(S1, x1, S2, x2) =


S1; {(a, x; alt(x1, x2)) | (a, x) ∈ S2} if S2 6= ∅
{(a, x; alt(x2, x1)) | (a, x) ∈ S1} if S1 6= ∅, S2 = ∅
∅ if S1 = S2 = ∅ .

Notice that the term in the first line of this definition does not lie in HF , so
Theorem 5.16 cannot be applied. But it does lie in FKHF , so Theorem 5.27
tells us that e has a unique solution s : C × C → C. It is not difficult to
see that this is alternation of processes indeed. Furthermore, Theorem 5.27
tells us that s extends the CIA structure from Theorem 4.8 applied to the
extended abstract GSOS rule `. This means that Theorem 4.29 remains
true for the calculus extended by sequential composition and alternation of
processes, without further work.

Finally, suppose we want to define two unary combinators op1 and op2

by the SOS rule (cf. (4.10) in Section 4.2.3)

E
a→ F

op1(E)
a→ F |op2(F + E) op2(E)

a→ F + op1(F |E)
.

Then Theorem 5.16 tells us that this rule uniquely determines the two com-
binators. Indeed, we translate the rule into an `-RPS: let V = Id + Id (two
unary combinators are specified) and let e : V (H × Id)→ HF be given by

e(S, x) = {(a, y|op2(y + x)) | (a, y) ∈ S}

on the first component and

e(S, x) = {(a, y + op1(y|x)) | (a, y) ∈ S}

on the second one. The unique solution of e gives us two new unary combina-
tors on C extending its CIA structure. Again this means that Theorem 4.29
remains true for the extended calculus, without further work.
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5.2.4 Formal Languages

Recall the setting of Section 4.2.4 where HX = XA × 2 and C = P(A∗).
We shall now show how various operations on formal languages can be

defined in a modular way using Theorem 5.16. It is well-known that such
operations can be defined as interpretations of one abstract GSOS rule (or
distributive law) in C, see e. g. the paper [Jac06a] of Jacobs. However, this
paper does not explain why one may define these operations in a step-by-
step fashion by subsequent recursive definitions. This is the added value of
Theorem 5.16.

We start with the functor K0 = C∅ (that means, we start from scratch
with no given operations) and with the obvious `0 : C∅(H×Id)→ HFC∅ = H
given by the empty maps. The corresponding interpretation is the empty
map b : ∅ → C, and b̂ is then the identity on C. Thus, the CIA structure for
HFK0 on C given by Theorem 4.7 is simply the initial CIA (C, c−1) for H. At
each subsequent step we are given a functor Ki and an abstract GSOS rule
`i : Ki(H × Id)→ HFKi with its interpretation bi : KiC → C. We then give
an `i-RPS ei : Vi(H × Id)→ HFKi+Vi , and its unique solution si : ViC → C
extends the CIA structure as follows: let Ki+1 = Ki + Vi and let `i+1 =
[H ̂inl ·`i, ei] : Ki+1(H×Id)→ HFKi+1 , where ̂inl : FKi → FKi+1 is the monad
morphism induced by inl : Ki → Ki+1 (cf. Notation 5.17(1)). By induction it
is easy to see that the `i+1-interpretation is bi+1 = [sj]j=0,...,i : Ki+1C → C (cf.

Corollary 5.21). And this gives an extended CIA c−1 ·Hb̂i+1 : HFKi+1C → C
by Theorem 4.7.

As a first step we define constants in C for ∅, {ε}, and {a}, a ∈ A, as
solutions of an `0-RPS. We express this as an `0-RPS as follows: take the
functor V0X = 1 + 1 + A corresponding to the above constants. We define
e0 : V0(H × Id)→ HFK0+V0 = HF V0 componentwise. We write for every set
X, ∅ for inj1(∗) ∈ V0X and ε for inj2(∗) ∈ V0X. Then (e0)X is given by the
assignments

∅ 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 0)

ε 7→ ((∅)a∈A, 1)

b 7→ ((ta), 0) where ta =

{
ε if a = b

∅ if a 6= b ,

cf. Section 4.3.3. It is now straightforward to check that the unique solution
s0 of e0 yields the desired constants in C extending the CIA structure.

Next we add the operations of union, intersection and language comple-
ment to the CIA structure. Let K1 = K0 + V0 and let `1 = [H ̂inl · `0, e0]
as above with interpretation b1 = s0. Let V1X = X × X + X × X + X be
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the polynomial functor corresponding to two binary symbols ∪ and ∩ and
one unary one (−). We give the `1-RPS e1 : V1(H × Id) → HFK1+V1 com-
ponentwise in the form of the three assignments in (5.26) below. We write
((xa), j, x) for elements of HX×X, where (xa) is an A-tuple, i. e., an element
of XA. We also write elements of V1Z, Z = HX ×X, as flat terms z1 ∪ z2,
z1 ∩ z2 and z for the three components:

((xa), j, x) ∪ ((ya), k, y) 7→ ((xa ∪ ya), j ∨ k)

((xa), j, x) ∩ ((ya), k, y) 7→ ((xa ∩ ya), j ∧ k)

((xa), j, x) 7→ ((xa),¬j)
(5.26)

where ∨, ∧ and ¬ are the evident operations on 2 = {0, 1}, cf. Section 4.3.3.
The corresponding unique solution s1 : V1C → C is easily checked to provide
the desired operations extending the CIA structure on C.

The next step adds concatenation to the CIA structure on C. For this
let V2X = X ×X and e2 is given by the assignment

((xa), j, x) ·((ya), k, y) 7→ ((ta), j∧k) where ta =

{
(xa · y) ∪ ya if j = 1

xa · y else .

Its unique solution s2 : C × C → C is the concatenation operation, cf. the
last equation in (4.11).

As the final step we add the Kleene star operation by taking V3X = X
and e3 given by

e3((xa), j, x) = ((xa · x∗), 1) ,

cf. Section 4.3.3. Notice that this definition makes use of concatenation which
was a solution at the previous stage and concatenation makes use of union
which was a solution at stage 1.

Remark 5.43. Most of the common operations on formal languages like union,
concatenation or Kleene star are definable by `-RPS’s as we have seen above.
This is also true for the following further examples of operations:

• prefixing a.L = {aw | w ∈ L}, a ∈ A, cf. Section 4.3.3;

• the operation given by c−1 : CA × 2→ C (see Remark 5.25)

((La), j) 7→

{⋃
a∈A a.La if j = 0⋃
a∈A a.La ∪ {ε} else ;

• zip(L1, L2) =
⋃
w1∈L1,w2∈L2

zip(w1, w2) where zip(w1, w2) is the usual
operation zipping the words w1 and w2;
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• shuffle(L1, L2) =
⋃
w1∈L1,w2∈L2

shuffle(w1, w2) where shuffle(w1, w2) is
the usual operation merging the words w1 and w2.

We leave it to the reader to work out the details. Notice, however, that there
exist operations that cannot be defined by `-RPS’s (or abstract GSOS rules).
An example is the language derivative La = {w | aw ∈ L} for some a ∈ A.
Indeed, if this was definable by an `-RPS, Theorem 5.16 would yield a CIA
structure on C for the functor HFK+V , where V X = X corresponds to the
unary operation (−)a. For a term t in FK+VX, we shall use the notation a.t
as a shortcut for ((tb), 0) ∈ HFK+VX for the A-tuple (tb) with ta = t and
tb = ∅ for every b ∈ A \ {a}. Thus, for X = {x} the flat equation morphism
e : X → HFK+VX + C given by e(x) = a.xa would have a unique solution.
But this is clearly not the case: every formal language L whose words all
start with a gives a solution e†(x) = L of the flat equation morphism e.

5.2.5 Non-well-founded Sets

Recall the setting from Section 4.2.5 where HX = PX is an endofunctor on
Class and where C = V is the class of all non-well-founded sets. The results
of Section 5.1.2 hold true for Class since every endofunctor of Class has final
coalgebras and free algebras, see [AMV04].

Remark 5.44. Recall the (first) abstract GSOS rule ` defined in Section 4.2.5.
We now can obtain the various operations on V defined by ` in a step-by-
step fashion starting with b4 and b5 and then defining b1, b2, b3 by successive
applications of Theorem 5.16 as we did in the previous section on formal
languages.

Now one may uniquely solve recursive function definitions such as

g(x) = {g(P(x))× x, x} .

Indeed, for W = Id this recursive equation yields an `-RPS e : W (P ×
Id) → PFK+W whose unique solution given by Theorem 5.16 is a function
gV : V → V behaving as specified.

5.3 Related Work

A category theoretic notion of recursive program schemes has been developed
by Ghani, Lüth and De Marchi [GLM03] and by Milius and Moss [MM06],
the latter being the paper on which our Section 5.1.1 builds. We also showed
in Lemma 5.13 how our `-RPS’s are related to this notion of an “ordinary”
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RPS. But the `-RPS’s and the techniques used in this context have more in
common with the abstract GSOS rules of Bartels [Bar03, Bar04]: they can
be viewed as “half an abstract GSOS rule”, namely for the second coproduct
half of K + V , cf. Construction 5.19. Whereas Bartels develops a whole
framework for different variants of distributive laws, the distributive laws
corresponding to abstract GSOS rules have been recognized earlier as an
important definition format by Turi and Plotkin [TP97] and the subsequent
work of Lenisa, Power and Watanabe [LPW00].

Modularity (cf. Remarks 5.5, 5.22(2) and 5.29) in mathematical opera-
tional semantics has been studied before in [Pow03, LPW04]. These papers
show how to combine two different specifications of operations over the same
behavior by performing constructions at the level of distributive laws. This
gives an abstract explanation of adding operations to a process calculus. At
the heart of our proof of Theorem 5.16 lies a construction similar to the
combination of two distributive laws that arises by taking the coproduct of
the corresponding monads. However, while in the coproduct construction
of [Pow03, LPW04] the two distributive laws are independent of each other,
our case is different because the operations specified by the second distribu-
tive law interact with the operations specified by the first one. The same
difference applies to the work of Jaskelioff, Ghani and Hutton [JGH11], who
presented modular syntax in the programming language Haskell by taking
coproducts of free monads.

Much less related to our work is the work of Kick and Power [KP04,
KPS06] who show how to combine distributive laws of one monad over two
sorts of behavior possibly interacting with one another. Technically, they
compose coalgebra functors (actually their free comonads) using products
instead of algebra functors using coproducts.

Concerning our Examples in Section 5.2, behavioral differential equations
for streams have been developed by Rutten [Rut05a, Rut05b]; and behavioral
differential equations for infinite trees by Silva and Rutten [SR07, SR10]. It
is clear from these two similar examples of recursive definition formats that
the idea to work with an abstract coalgebra functor H is not new. However,
the advantages of our approach are that (a) it provides a generic format
from which concrete formats for different functors H are easily derived with-
out further proofs that definitions in these concrete formats have unique
solutions, and (b) it gives a mathematical foundation for the modular and
compositional use of behavioral differential equations. The format of stream
circuits is also due to Rutten [Rut08]; again the advantages (a) and (b)
apply, showing moreover that one can generalize the results to open valid
stream circuits. The definition format for CCS agents was invented by Mil-
ner [Mil89]. For formal languages (see e. g. [HMU07]) and non-well-founded
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sets (see [Acz88, BM96]) we are not aware of general definition formats for
operations on them. The examples from Section 5.2.5 were provided by Moss.

Most of the results from Section 5.1 can be found in our joint pa-
per [MMS13] with Milius and Moss (the special issue version of the con-
ference paper [MMS10]). Exceptions are Lemmata 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 and
Proposition 5.30 which were not proved there. The compositionality results
from Remarks 5.5, 5.22 and 5.29 as well as Lemma 5.6 are new here. Finally,
nearly all of the examples from Section 5.2 can also be found in [MMS13].
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Part II

Effectful Computations in
Recursive Specifications
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This second part of the thesis is concerned with computational effects in
recursive specifications. Next we illustrate what we understand by “effects”
on the example of nondeterminism. Recall the terminology introduced in
Section 1.1.

Nondeterministic Recursive Equations

A nondeterministic computation is a computation whose result is taken from
a set of possible results but cannot be foreseen: we say that the result is
chosen nondeterministically. Nondeterministic computations serve as an ab-
straction in modeling systems: for example, modeling a board game we ab-
stract away from a concrete play with concrete players and next moves, and
only describe a play abstractly by giving a set of possible next moves, i. e.
we view the decision of a player for a next move as a nondeterministic com-
putation.

As an example for a nondeterministic computation consider the function
next which computes the next position of a knight on the chessboard. Recall
that a chessboard is an (8× 8)-matrix of squares and a knight’s move is one
square in horizontal and two squares in vertical direction or vice versa. Thus
there are several possible next positions from which the player may choose.

Our function next acts on the set A = {CR | a ≤ C ≤ h and 1 ≤ R ≤ 8}
of squares a1 to h8 on the chessboard. We model nondeterminism by giving
the set of all possible choices, i. e. we have next : A→ PA given by

next(C0R0) = {CR ∈ A | 1 ≤ |C−C0|, |R−R0| ≤ 2 and |C−C0| 6= |R−R0|} .

8 0Z0Z0Z0Z
7 Z0Z0Z0Z0
6 0Z0Z0Z0Z
5 Z0Z0Z0Z0
4 0Z0Z0Z0Z
3 Z0Z0Z0Z0
2 0Z0Z0Z0Z
1 ZNZ0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h

Figure II.1: knight’s moves

For example, for the initial position b1 of
the left white knight the function yields
next(b1) = {a3, c3, d2} as shown in Fig-
ure II.1.

Now consider the variant next+ : A →
PA of the function next where only forward
moves (to rows with greater row number)
are permitted, i. e. next+(C0R0) = {CR ∈
next(C0R0) | R−R0 > 0}. We would like to
model the set K ⊆ A of all squares which
can be reached by forward moves of the left
white knight from its initial position. It is
shown in Figure II.2.
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8 0Z0Z0Z0Z
7 Z0Z0Z0Z0
6 0Z0Z0Z0Z
5 Z0Z0Z0Z0
4 0Z0Z0Z0Z
3 Z0Z0Z0Z0
2 0Z0Z0Z0Z
1 ZNZ0Z0Z0

a b c d e f g h

Figure II.2: the set K

K should satisfy the equation K =
{b1, next+(K)} where next+ applied to a
subset S of A denotes the extension of next+

to sets by applying it to each element and
taking the union of all resulting sets; the set
braces with elements and sets inside mean
the “flattened” set which contains all ele-
ments and all elements from the sets. In-
deed, this equation states that K contains
the initial position b1 (reachable in zero for-
ward moves) and all the squares reachable
in one forward move from any square in K.
As we shall see in Example 7.52(3) below, this equation suffices to charac-
terize the set K—in fact, K is the unique solution of the nondeterministic
recursive equation x = {b1, op(x)} in the nondeterministic algebra (A, next+).
Moreover, we shall give a characterization of the algebras in which all sys-
tems of flat nondeterministic recursive equations have a unique solution in
Theorem 7.50.

Nondeterministic Recursive Program Schemes

One may also investigate nondeterministic recursive program schemes—in
fact, this was the topic of several publications in the 1970’s and 80’s (see
e. g. [Bou80, AN80, Poi82]). More recently, a category theoretic semantics for
deterministic recursive program schemes has been developed by Ghani et al.
[GLM03] and by Milius and Moss [MM06]. However, no category theoretic
semantics for nondeterministic schemes has been presented so far. We shall
fill this gap, which turns out to be a technically challenging task.

Let us come back to our example above, but instead of the constant set K
we would now like to characterize the function knight : A→ PA which takes
an arbitrary initial position of a knight on the chessboard and returns all the
squares that can be reached by forward moves. It should satisfy the equation
knight(a) = {a, next+(knight(a))} for every a ∈ A, where next+ applied to a
subset S of A and the set braces are interpreted as in the above equation for
K. Indeed, this equation states that knight(a) contains the initial position a
and all squares reachable in one forward move from any square in knight(a).
This equation gives rise to the nondeterministic recursive program scheme
(written in the classical notation using or)

φ(x) = x or op(φ(x)) . (II.1)

Here φ is a new function symbol of arity one, op a given function symbol of
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arity one and x a variable. Interpreting the scheme in the algebra (A, next+)
and the operation symbol or as nondeterministic choice we see that the func-
tion knight is an interpreted solution of the scheme.

However, we shall not consider interpreted solutions of nondeterministic
schemes in this thesis but only the more basic notion of an uninterpreted
solution. An uninterpreted solution of a nondeterministic scheme assigns to
every new function symbol a set of possibly infinite trees with nodes labeled
by the given function symbols or the variables, which solves the scheme. For
our example scheme (II.1) the following infinite set

{
x,

op

x

,

op

op

x

,

op

op

op

x

, . . . ,

op

op

op

...

}
(II.2)

of trees, where the right-hand tree is infinite, is an uninterpreted solution:
substituting this set for φ(x) on the right-hand side of (II.1), extending op to
sets by applying it to each element, and interpreting the operation symbol or
as the nondeterministic choice, we get this set back. But removing the infi-
nite tree from this set also gives a solution—unlike for deterministic recursive
program schemes we must make a decision when giving a semantics to non-
deterministic schemes. In our main result about nondeterministic schemes
(Theorem 8.60 below) we prove that there always is a greatest uninterpreted
solution, and it can be chosen canonically.

A Framework for Several Computational Effects

We shall not restrict ourselves to nondeterminism—our category theoreti-
cal approach gives us a framework in which different computational effects
can be treated as well: we shall consider partial, probabilistic and composite
computations in recursive equations and in recursive program schemes. In
order to obtain nondeterministic computations, we have added the powerset
functor in the codomain as for the function next+ : A → PA. This functor
extends to a monad , and similarly we use different monads to model different
effects, an idea which goes back to Moggi [Mog91]. In addition, distributive
laws of functors over these monads are a basic ingredient: they model the
extension of effectful computations to results of other effectful computations
(cf. our above extension of next+ to sets). In conclusion, we provide a frame-
work which is parametric in certain monads and distributive laws, but we
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also state results which hold for combinations of particular monads and dis-
tributive laws.

Overview of Part II

The introduction to this part placed emphasis on the computational ef-
fect “nondeterminism”—and so do the following chapters since it seems to
be the most important one and the only one for which there exists some
work [Bou80, AN80, Poi82] in the classical recursive program scheme set-
ting. However, all other effects mentioned above are examined, too.

We give a brief overview of this part which consists of Chapters 6 to 8.
In Chapter 6 we see how the effects under consideration are formalized using
monads, how effectful computations are formalized and how algebras with
effects are composed. For the latter, we shall utilize distributive laws. This
serves as a foundation for Chapter 7 which is concerned with two kinds of
recursive equations with effects which are solved in algebras with effects.
Moreover, the concepts from Chapter 6 are the basis for Chapter 8 where we
investigate uninterpreted solutions of recursive program schemes with effects.

Throughout these chapters we mainly work in the category Set of sets
and functions and related categories; only a few general definitions are given
for an arbitrary category.
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Chapter 6

Several Effects and Distributive
Laws

The present chapter contains the concepts which are important for both
the recursive equations with effects in Chapter 7 and the recursive program
schemes with effects in Chapter 8. In Section 6.1 we see how effects and
effectful computations are modeled using monads. We introduce five con-
crete monads which correspond to five effects we shall investigate throughout
Part II of this thesis. We also recall that effectful computations form a Kleisli
category. In Section 6.2 we then see how distributive laws can be utilized
to compose algebras with effects. We prove the existence and give concrete
examples of such distributive laws for all five effects.

6.1 Monads for Effectful Computations

Our aim is to allow computations with effects like termination, nondetermin-
ism, probabilistic or composed results in connection with recursive specifica-
tions. An evident idea is to allow the algebras in which recursive equations
or recursive program schemes are solved to include operations having such
effects. This then affects the solutions of the recursive specifications: they
must be capable of expressing the same effects. And if effects appear in solu-
tions, there should be no drawback using them in the recursive specifications,
too.

In our category theoretic view, algebras, systems of recursive equations
and their solutions all are morphisms in a category C (cf. Definitions 2.16(1),
2.30 and 2.45); recursive program schemes and their (uninterpreted) solu-
tions are natural transformations (cf. Definition 2.52), i. e. morphisms in the
functor category [C, C]. We exploit the idea of Moggi [Mog91] and use mon-
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ads in the codomains of morphisms in order to model effectful computations:
the type of the effect is represented by a particular monad M , and effectful
computations are given by morphisms X →MY .

Next we present some concrete monads on Set and briefly explain to which
types of effects they give rise. These are the effects we shall investigate in
recursive equations and recursive program schemes throughout Part II of this
thesis.

Examples 6.1. In the following examples X and Y are arbitrary sets and
f : X → Y is an arbitrary function. We present the monads in the order in
which we deal with them most often.

1. The maybe monad (Id + 1, η, µ) is given as follows:

• (Id + 1)(X) = X + 1 (where 1 = {⊥});
• (Id + 1)(f) = f + id1 : X + 1→ Y + 1;

• ηX = inlX : X → X + 1;

• µX = idX+∇1 : X+1+1→ X+1 (where∇1 = [id1, id1] : 1+1→ 1
is the codiagonal).

Morphisms X → Y +1 are partial functions in the sense that they map
x ∈ X to ⊥ precisely if the partial function is undefined on x.

2. The powerset monad (P , η, µ) is given as follows:

• PX is the powerset of X;

• Pf : PX → PY is defined by (Pf)(X ′) = f [X ′], X ′ ∈ PX;

• η : Id→ P is given by ηX(x) = {x}, x ∈ X;

• µ : PP → P is given by µX(S) =
⋃
S′∈S S

′, S ∈ PPX.

Morphisms X → PY are nondeterministic functions in the sense that
they map x ∈ X to the set of possible choices.

3. The subdistribution monad (D, η, µ) is given as follows:

• DX is the set of functions d : X → [0, 1] with
∑

x∈X d(x) ≤ 1 (the
subdistributions on X);

• Df : DX → DY is defined by (Df)(d)(y) =
∑

x∈f−1(y) d(x), d ∈
DX, y ∈ Y (where the sum is 0 if f−1(y) = ∅);
• η : Id→ D is given by ηX(x) = d with d(x) = 1 and d(x′) = 0 for
x′ 6= x, x, x′ ∈ X, i. e. by forming Dirac distributions;
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• µ : DD → D is given by µX(d) = e with e(x) =
∑

d′∈DX d(d′) ·
d′(x), d ∈ DDX, x ∈ X, performing the flattening of nested
probability distributions.

Morphisms X → DY are probabilistic functions: they map x ∈ X to
a (sub-)probability distribution on Y .

4. The nonempty powerset monad (P+, η+, µ+) is similar to the powerset
monad from item (2) but leaves out the empty set in powersets:

• P+X is the set of all nonempty subsets of X;

• P+f : P+X → P+Y is defined by (P+f)(X ′) = f [X ′], X ′ ∈
P+X;

• η+ : Id→ P+ is given by η+
X(x) = {x}, x ∈ X;

• µ+ : P+P+ → P+ is given by µ+
X(S) =

⋃
S′∈S S

′, S ∈ P+P+X.

Morphisms X → P+Y are proper nondeterministic functions where
“proper” refers to the fact the set of possible choices must be nonempty.

5. The environment monad ((−)E, η, µ) (where E is a fixed set) is given
as follows:

• XE is the set of functions E → X, i. e. an element of XE is an
E-indexed family of elements of X;

• fE : XE → Y E is defined by fE((xe)e∈E) = (f(xe))e∈E, xe ∈ X
for all e ∈ E;

• η : Id → (−)E is given by ηX(x) = cx, x ∈ X, the constant
function;

• µ : ((−)E)E → (−)E is given by µX(((xe,e′)e′∈E)e∈E) = (xe,e)e∈E,
xe,e′ ∈ X for all e, e′ ∈ E (i. e., the diagonal of an (E ×E)-matrix
is taken).

Morphisms X → Y E are composite functions: they equivalently are
families of functions X → Y indexed by E.

Remarks 6.2. 1. Notice that the identity monad (Id, id, id) is the special
case of the environment monad where E = 1. Morphisms X → Id(Y )
simply are (plain) functions X → Y , so the effect associated with the
identity monad is the “empty effect” or, to put it differently, there is
no effect.
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2. The first three monads M of Example 6.1 have a property in common
which makes it possible to treat them in large parts of our thesis in
a common framework: the sets MX carry the structure of a complete
partial order with a least element (CPO, for short), see Example 7.18(1)
below. This also explains why we chose the subdistribution monad
rather than the more usual distribution monad where the probabilities
of a distribution need to sum up to 1: we obtain CPO structures on
the sets DX as explained in Example 7.18(1) below.

3. The reader may inquire about the choice of the five monads. There
are two reasons for our choice that will become clearer as Part II of
our thesis develops: first, all five monads are so-called “commutative
monads” and thus admit canonical distributive laws we shall need, see
Section 6.2 below. And second, either free H-algebras or free com-
pletely iterative algebras for H give rise to final or at least weakly final
coalgebras for certain functors related to H, see Section 8.3. For the
first three monads, this second fact is due to the CPOs mentioned in
item (2). For the other two monads, it is due to the fact that there
exist decomposition procedures (determinization for P+ and projection
for (−)E, which amounts to “doing nothing” in the special case of Id)
which make it possible to eliminate the monad from certain diagrams
and use results for the diagrams without effects to assemble results for
the original diagrams.

4. As the reader may notice from the lengthy and abstract explanations
in item (3), although all five monads have similar properties, there are
technical differences in handling them. Indeed, in Part II of our thesis
we build up a common framework for the monads, but also prove several
results on the level of the particular monads.

For every monad M there is a category whose morphisms are precisely
the effectful computations X →MY :

Definition 6.3 (see [Kle65]). The Kleisli category CM of a monad (M, η, µ)
on a category C is given as follows:

• the objects of CM are the same objects as the ones of C;

• the morphisms of CM between X and Y are all morphisms X → MY
from C;

• the identity morphism on X is ηX : X →MX;
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• composition of f : X →MY and g : Y →MZ is given by

X
f //MY

Mg //MMZ
µZ //MZ .

We set up some notation in connection with Kleisli categories.

Notation 6.4. When convenient, we shall draw arrows in Kleisli categories.
To indicate this, we place a filled circle on the arrow stem center, i. e. an

arrow X
f //MY in C is drawn as X •

f //Y in CM .
Furthermore, for every monad M on C there is a canonical adjunction

CM
V
		
a

C
J

II

between the base category C and the Kleisli category CM . The left adjoint
J : C → CM is the inclusion functor given by the identity on objects and by
Jf = ηY · f : X → MY on morphisms f : X → Y . The right adjoint V :
CM → C is given by MX on objects X and by V f = µY ·Mf : MX →MY
on morphisms f : X → MY . The unit of the adjunction is the monad unit
η, and the counit ε is given componentwise by the identity maps idMX in C
considered as morphisms εX in CM .

Definition 6.5. A lifting of an endofunctor H on C to CM is an endofunctor
H̄ on CM such that H̄J = JH.

Proposition 6.6 ([Mul94]). For any functor H on C and monad M on C
the following are equivalent:

1. there is a distributive law λ : HM → MH of the functor over the
monad;

2. H lifts to CM .

Remark 6.7. For a given distributive law λ : HM →MH, the corresponding
lifting H̄ to CM is given by H̄X = HX on objects X of CM and by H̄f =
λY ·Hf : HX →MHY on morphisms f : X →MY of CM .

6.2 Distributive Laws as Policies for Effect-

Handling

If we try to work with effectful computations in recursive specifications, we
encounter the following problem: solutions of recursive specifications are
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always defined as morphisms which can be decomposed into (1) the recursive
specification morphism and (2) applications of the solution morphism and the
algebra, see e. g. the Definitions 2.30 and 2.52 of CIAs and RPS’s. Unfolding
this definition which is recursive in step (2), recursive specification morphisms
or algebras are applied to the results of recursive specification morphisms or
algebras again. But how can this work in case the specification morphisms
and algebras are effectful computations? For example, it is not possible to
apply an effectful H-algebra a : HA → MA directly to HMA (where the
inner MA results from previous effectful computations).

Our solution to this problem is to use a distributive law λ : HM →MH
of the (algebra) functor H over the monad (M, η, µ) (the type of effect), see
below Definition 2.15. It allows us to apply the effectful algebra a : HA →
MA to HMA as follows:

HMA
λA //MHA Ma //MMA

µA //MA (6.1)

Observe that

• this construct is an H-algebra with carrier MA;

• in case of no previous effectful computations (i. e. precomposition with
HηA) this is a “normal” application of the algebra a : HA→MA due
to the unit law for λ, as the following commutative diagram shows:

HMA
λA //

(unit λ)

MHA
Ma //

(nat. η)

MMA
µA //MA

(unit M)

HA

HηA

OO

ηHA

99

a
//MA

ηMA

dd

• the sequential composition of such constructs can be reformulated into
a nested application of the construction due to the multiplication law
for λ, as the following commutative diagram shows:

HHMA
HλA // HMHA

HMa//

λHA

��
(nat. λ)

HMMA
HµA //

λMA

��
(mult. λ)

HMA
λA // MHA

Ma //

(nat. µ)

MMA
µA //

(mult. M)

MA

MHHA
MHa
// MHMA

MλA

//

M(µA·Ma·λA)

OOMMHA
MMa
//

µHA

OO

MMMA
MµA

//

µMA

OO

MMA

µA

OO

• due to naturality of λ this approach does not depend on the algebra
carrier but only on the algebra functor: this is purely syntactic and
thus can also be used in case of uninterpreted solutions of recursive
program schemes as we will see in Chapter 8.
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To summarize, distributive laws of functors over monads can be viewed as
“policies for effect-handling”.

The next questions are, of course: do there exist distributive laws of alge-
bra functors over the monads from Example 6.1? And are they “reasonable”
policies for effect-handling? Moreover, do we need to find a new distributive
law for every combination of algebra functor and monad? We shall answer
these questions in the remainder of this section.

Canonical Distributive Laws for Polynomial Functors

In Remark 6.2(3) we stated that our monads of interest are all commutative.
We shall explain this next.

Definition 6.8 (see [Mac98]). A monoidal category (C, I,⊗) consists of a
category C, a bifunctor ⊗ : C × C → C and an object I ∈ C as well as three
natural isomorphisms

ulX :I ⊗X → X

urX :X ⊗ I → X

aX,Y,Z :(X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z → X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)

such that the following diagrams commute:

(X⊗I)⊗Y
aX,I,Y //

urX⊗idY %%

X⊗(I⊗Y )

idX⊗ulYyy
X⊗Y

((W⊗X)⊗Y )⊗Z
aW,X,Y ⊗idZ//

aW⊗X,Y,Z

��

(W⊗(X⊗Y ))⊗Z
aW,X⊗Y,Z // W⊗((X⊗Y )⊗Z)

idW⊗aX,Y,Z

��
(W⊗X)⊗(Y⊗Z) aW,X,Y⊗Z

// W⊗(X⊗(Y⊗Z)) .

If there is furthermore a natural isomorphism cX,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X which
makes the diagrams

(X⊗Y )⊗Z
aX,Y,Z //

cX,Y ⊗idZ

��

X⊗(Y⊗Z)

cX,Y⊗Z

��
(Y⊗X)⊗Z

aY,X,Z

��

(Y⊗Z)⊗X

aY,Z,X

��
Y⊗(X⊗Z)

idY ⊗cX,Z

// Y⊗(Z⊗X)

X⊗(Y⊗Z)

a−1
X,Y,Z //

idX⊗cY,Z

��

(X⊗Y )⊗Z

cX⊗Y,Z

��
X⊗(Z⊗Y )

a−1
X,Z,Y

��

Z⊗(X⊗Y )

a−1
Z,X,Y

��
(X⊗Z)⊗Y

cX,Z⊗idY

// (Z⊗X)⊗Y
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commute and for which we have cY,X · cX,Y = idX⊗Y for all objects X, Y , it
is called symmetric monoidal.

Definition 6.9. A symmetric monoidal monad on a symmetric monoidal
category (C, I,⊗, ul, ur, a, c) is a monad (M, η, µ) together with a transfor-
mation mX,Y : MX ×MY →M(X × Y ) natural in X and Y (called double
strength) such that the following diagrams commute:

X⊗Y
ηX⊗ηY

yy

ηX⊗Y

%%
MX⊗MY mX,Y

// M(X⊗Y )

MMX⊗MMY
µX⊗µY//

mMX,MY

��

MX⊗MY

mX,Y

��

M(MX⊗MY )

MmX,Y

��
MM(X⊗Y ) µX⊗Y

// M(X⊗Y )

(MX⊗MY )⊗MZ

mX,Y ⊗idMZ

��

aMX,MY,MZ// MX⊗(MY⊗MZ)

idMX⊗mY,Z

��
M(X⊗Y )⊗MZ

mX⊗Y,Z

��

MX⊗M(Y⊗Z)

mX,Y⊗Z

��
M((X⊗Y )⊗Z)

MaX,Y,Z

// M(X⊗(Y⊗Z))

MX⊗MY
mX,Y //

cMX,MY

��

M(X⊗Y )

McX,Y

��
MY⊗MX mY,X

// M(Y⊗X)

To simplify the law for a we just write mX⊗Y,Z · (mX,Y ⊗ idMZ) = mX,Y⊗Z ·
(idMX ⊗mY,Z).

We do not present the formal definition of a commutative monad since
we shall not need it. Instead, we work with the following characterization by
Kock:

Theorem 6.10 ([Koc70, Koc72]). A monad is commutative if and only if it
has the structure of a symmetric monoidal monad.

In the remainder of this thesis, we shall use the term “commutative
monad” rather than “symmetric monoidal monad”. We are only interested
in commutative monads on Set considered as a symmetric monoidal category
(Set, 1,×, ul, ur, a, c) with the singleton set 1 and the cartesian product ×.

Examples 6.11. All five monads from Example 6.1 are commutative monads
with a (unique) double strength mX,Y : MX×MY →M(X×Y ) (cf. [HJS07]
for the first three examples):

1. For the maybe monad we have mX,Y (x, y) =

{
(x, y) x ∈ X, y ∈ Y
⊥ x = ⊥ or y = ⊥ ;
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2. for the powerset monad mX,Y (S, T ) = S × T is the cartesian product;

3. for the subdistribution monad we have mX,Y (d, e) = f where f(x, y) =
d(x) · e(y);

4. for the nonempty powerset monad mX,Y (S, T ) = S×T is similar to the
powerset monad; and

5. for the environment monad mX,Y ((xe)e∈E, (ye)e∈E) = ((xe, ye))e∈E is an
isomorphism (for the special case E = 1 of the identity monad this
simply is mX,Y = idX×Y ).

Lemma 6.12 ([HJS07]). There exist canonical distributive laws λ : HM →
MH of every finitary polynomial endofunctor H on Set over every commu-
tative monad M on Set.

Remark 6.13. The proof of Lemma 6.12 is given in [HJS07] by induction on
the structure of a finitary polynomial set functor H. In fact, any such functor
is built from constant functors and the identity functor using finite products
and possibly infinite coproducts. We recall the respective constructions of
the canonical distributive laws of such H over any commutative monad M :

1. Let H = CA be the constant functor with value A. A distributive law
λ : CAM → MCA of H over M is given by λX = ηA for every object
X.

2. Let H = Id be the identity functor. Clearly λ = id : IdM → MId is a
distributive law of H over M .

3. Let H = H1 × H2 where H1 and H2 are functors with distributive
laws λ1 : H1M → MH1 and λ2 : H2M → MH2. Then we have a
distributive law λ of H1 ×H2 over M given by

(H1 ×H2)M = H1M ×H2M
λ1×λ2 //MH1 ×MH2

m //M(H1 ×H2) .

Here we abuse notation and write m for the natural transformation
with components mH1X,H2X : MH1X × MH2X → M(H1X × H2X)
arising from the double strength m of the commutative monad M , see
Theorem 6.10 and Definition 6.9.

4. Let H =
∐

i∈I Hi where each endofunctor Hi has a distributive law
λi : HiM →MHi over the monad M . Then we have a distributive law
of H over M as follows:

(
∐

i∈I Hi)M =
∐

i∈I HiM

∐
i∈I λi //

∐
i∈IMHi

[M inji] //M(
∐

i∈I Hi)
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where inji : Hi →
∐

i∈I Hi denote the coproduct injections and [M inji]
is the unique natural transformation with [M inji] · injj = M injj for all
j ∈ I.

Examples 6.14. Let H be a finitary polynomial set functor associated to a
signature Σ. We make the distributive law λ of Lemma 6.12 explicit for our
five monads from Example 6.1 and verify that they are “reasonable” policies
for effect handling.

1. For the maybe monad M = Id + 1, λX : H(X + 1)→ HX + 1 is given
by

λX(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) =

{
σ(x1, . . . , xn) xi ∈ X for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n

⊥ else

for every n-ary operation symbol σ ∈ Σn. According to (6.1), a partial
algebra (for a finitary polynomial set functor) is strictly extended to
possibly undefined (⊥) arguments, i. e. it yields the undefined result ⊥
whenever at least one argument is undefined. This matches the idea of
composing partial computations.

2. For the powerset monad M = P , λX : HPX → PHX acts as follows:

λX(σ(X1, . . . , Xn)) = {σ(x1, . . . , xn) | xi ∈ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

for every σ ∈ Σn and Xi ∈ PX, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. According to (6.1),
a nondeterministic algebra is applied to arguments which are sets of
possible choices by applying it to each combination of possible choices
from the arguments, resulting in a set of all possible results. This
matches the idea of composing nondeterministic computations.

3. For M = D, λX : HDX → DHX is given by

λX(σ(d1, . . . , dn)) = f

for every σ ∈ Σn and di ∈ DX, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where

f(τ(x1, . . . , xm)) =

{
d1(x1) · · · · · dn(xm) τ = σ

0 τ 6= σ .

According to (6.1), a probabilistic algebra is applied to arguments
which are subdistributions on A by applying it to each combination
of elements from A and computing the overall probabilities for every
result from A. This matches the idea of composing probabilistic com-
putations.
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4. For M = P+, λX : HP+X → P+HX acts similar as for P :

λX(σ(X1, . . . , Xn)) = {σ(x1, . . . , xn) | xi ∈ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

for every σ ∈ Σn and Xi ∈ P+X, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The only difference is
that all arguments and results are nonempty.

5. For the environment monad M = (−)E, the distributive law λX :
HXE → (HX)E is given by

λX(σ((x1,e)e∈E, . . . , (xn,e)e∈E)) = (σ(x1,e, . . . , xn,e))e∈E

for every σ ∈ Σn. According to (6.1), an E-composite algebra is ap-
plied to E-composite arguments by applying its e-component to the
e-components of the arguments for every e ∈ E. This matches the idea
of composing composite computations.
For the special case E = 1 of the identity monad M = Id we ob-
tain from Lemma 6.12 the identity transformation λ = id : H → H.
Then the extended algebra (6.1) is just the original plain algebra. This
matches the fact that plain algebras can be composed without using
distributive laws.

Canonical Distributive Laws for Analytic Functors

Next we shall generalize Lemma 6.12 from finitary polynomial set functors
to analytic functors.

Notation 6.15. We denote by NatB the category of natural numbers and
bijections, and by E : NatB→ Set the (non-full) embedding.

Definition 6.16 ([Joy81, Joy86]). An endofunctorH on Set is called analytic
provided that it is the left Kan extension of a functor NatB→ Set along E .

Remarks 6.17. 1. In fact, Joyal defined analytic functors by explicitly
stating what these Kan extensions are. Let Sn be the symmetric
group of all permutations of n. For every subgroup G of Sn the
symmetrized representable functor sends each set X to the set Xn/G
of orbits under the action of G on Xn by coordinate interchange,
i. e., Xn/G is the quotient of Xn modulo the equivalence ∼G with
(x1, . . . , xn) ∼G (y1, . . . , yn) iff (xp(1), . . . , xp(n)) = (y1, . . . , yn) for some
p ∈ G. It is straightforward to work out that an endofunctor on Set is
analytic iff it is a coproduct of symmetrized representables. So every
analytic functor H can be written in the form

HX =
∐

n∈N, G≤Sn

An,G ×Xn/G . (6.2)
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2. Notice that by (6.2) an analytic functor is a quotient of the correspond-
ing polynomial functor P with PX =

∐
n,GAn,G ×Xn.

3. Clearly every analytic functor is finitary. Joyal proved in [Joy81, Joy86]
that a finitary endofunctor on Set is analytic iff it weakly preserves wide
pullbacks.

Examples 6.18. 1. Let Σ be a finitary signature of operation symbols.
Clearly the associated polynomial functor HΣ is analytic (take An,G =
Σn for the trivial subgroup G = {id} ≤ Sn and An,G = 0 else).

2. The functor H assigning to a set X the set of finite multisets over X
is analytic since it has the form HX =

∐
n∈NX

n/Sn.

3. The functor H assigning to a set X the set of (rooted and ordered)
trees with nodes labeled in X is analytic. In fact, H is the left Kan
extension of t : NatB→ Set assigning to the natural number n the set
t(n) of trees with {0, . . . , n− 1} as the set of nodes.

4. The finite powerset functor Pf is not analytic as it does not preserve
weak wide pullbacks.

Theorem 6.19. Let H be an analytic functor and let M be a commutative
monad on Set. Then there exists a canonical distributive law λ of H over M .

For the proof of Theorem 6.19 we need the following

Lemma 6.20. Let H be a quotient of the functor P via ε : P → H. Let
λ̃ : PM → MP be a distributive law of P over the monad M and let λ :
HM →MH be a natural transformation such that Mε · λ̃ = λ · εM . Then λ
is a distributive law of H over the monad M .

Proof. We verify the unit and multiplication laws for λ. For the unit law
consider the diagram below:

PM

εM

��

λ̃ //MP

Mε

��

P

ε

��

ηP

44
Pη

<<

HM λ //MH

H
ηH

44
Hη

<<
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The upper triangle commutes by the unit law for λ̃. The squares commute
by naturality of η, by naturality of ε and by the assumption Mε · λ̃ = λ · εM .
Hence, the desired lower triangle commutes when precomposed with ε. Thus,
this triangle commutes since ε is epimorphic.

For the multiplication law consider the following diagram

PM

εM

��

λ̃ //MP

Mε

��

PMM

εMM

��

λ̃M //

Pµ
99

MPM

MεM

��

Mλ̃ //MMP

MMε

��

µP

99

HM
λ

//MH

HMM
λM

//

Hµ
99

MHM
Mλ
//MMH

µH

99

Here the upper square commutes by the multiplication law for λ̃. The squares
forming the cuboid sides commute due to naturality of µ (right-hand side),
to naturality of ε (left-hand side) and due to the assumption Mε · λ̃ = λ · εM
(the other sides). This proves that the desired lower square commutes when
precomposed with the epimorphism εMM , whence this square commutes.

Proof of Theorem 6.19. We construct a canonical distributive law of any
symmetrized representable endofunctor over any commutative monad M .
Then by using Remark 6.13, items (1), (3) and (4) we obtain a distributive
law for every endofunctor of the form (6.2) over M , which is the desired
result.

Let H be the symmetrized representable functor HX = Xn/G for some
natural number n and some subgroup G of Sn. Recall that each permutation
p ∈ G is a composite of transpositions (i i+ 1) of neighboring elements. Let
γpX denote the bijection Xn → Xn corresponding to p. For p = (i i + 1)
this is the map swapping the i-th and (i+ 1)-st components of the product,
and we simply write γiX . For the endofunctor QnX = Xn on Set we see that
γp, γi : Qn → Qn are natural transformations. Moreover, H is a quotient of
Qn via ε : Qn → H, where each component εX is the coequalizer of all the
automorphisms γpX , p ∈ G, on Xn.

We have distributive laws λn : QnM →MQn of the functors Qn over the
monad M defined by induction on n as follows: λ1 = id : IdM →MId is the
trivial distributive law from Remark 6.13(2) and

λn+1 = (Qn+1M = QnM ×M
λn×id //MQn ×M m //M(Qn × Id) = MQn+1 )
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is a distributive law by Remark 6.13(3) above.

We prove that for any n and any γp the following square commutes:

QnM

γpM

��

λn //MQn

Mγp
��

QnM
λn //MQn .

(6.3)

In fact, it is sufficient to prove this for each γi, 1 ≤ i < n, because every γp
is a composite of maps of the form γi. Notice that each component of γi is
of the form idi−1 × c × idn−i−1. We prove that diagram (6.3) commutes for
each γi by induction on n.

Base cases: for n = 1 there is nothing to prove; for n = 2 there are
two cases: the case γi = id is obvious, and for γiX = cX,X on X × X
we simply use that M is symmetric monoidal (cf. Definition 6.9): we have
λ2 = m : M(−) ×M(−) → M(− × −) and so the desired square in (6.3)
simply is the commutative diagram

Q2M

cM
��

m //MQ2

Mc
��

Q2M
m //MQ2 .

Induction step (from n to n + 1, n ≥ 2): here we distinguish two cases. For
the case i < n consider the diagram

Qn+1M

γiM

��

QnM ×M
γiM×idM

��

λn×id //MQn ×M
Mγi×M id

��

m //M(Qn × Id)

M(γi×id)

��

MQn+1

Mγi
��

��

λn+1

Qn+1M QnM ×M λn×id
//MQn ×M m

//M(Qn × Id) MQn+1 .
OO

λn+1

The left-hand square in the middle commutes by the induction hypothesis,
the right-hand one by naturality of m and the upper and lower parts by the
definition of λn+1.
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For the case i = n consider the diagram

Qn+1M
λn×id //

γnM=

idn−1M×cM

��

λn−1×id×id

))

MQn ×M m //MQn+1

M(idn−1×c)=
Mγn

��

��

λn+1

MQn−1 ×M ×M
M idn−1×m

//

M idn−1×cM
��

m×id

44

MQn−1 ×MQ2

M idn−1×Mc
��

m

55

MQn−1 ×M ×M
M idn−1×m//

m×id

**

MQn−1 ×MQ2

m

))
Qn+1M λn×id

//
λn−1×id×id

55

MQn ×M m
//MQn+1 .

OO

λn+1

The upper and lower parts as well as the two triangles commute by the
definition of λn. The left-hand square trivially commutes, the middle one
commutes due to symmetric monoidality of M and the right-hand one due to
naturality of m. The remaining two squares commute since m is associative,
see Definition 6.9. This completes the verification of (6.3).

To complete the proof as well consider the diagram

QnM

γpM

��

λn //MQn

Mγp
��

QnM

εM
��

λn //MQn

Mε
��

HM
λ

//MH .

The upper squares are instances of the commutative squares in (6.3) for each
permutation p ∈ G. Thus from the universality of the coequalizer εMX we
obtain the unique map λX such that the lower square commutes. It is not
difficult to see that λ is a natural transformation, whence it is a distributive
law by Lemma 6.20.

Remark 6.21. Let M be a commutative monad and let H be an analytic
endofunctor. Write H as a quotient of the polynomial functor P , see Re-
mark 6.17(2), and denote by ε : P → H the natural transformation formed
by the canonical surjections. It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.19 that
for the canonical distributive laws λ̃ : PM → MP and λ : HM → MH we
have

Mε · λ̃ = λ · εM : PM →MH . (6.4)
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Example 6.22. Let H be the finite multiset functor of Example 6.18(2). Its
canonical distributive law λ over the powerset monad M = P is given by

λX(〈X1, . . . , Xn〉) = {〈x1, . . . , xn〉 | xi ∈ Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

for Xj ⊆ X, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where the angular brackets denote multisets. In
fact, this follows from equation (6.4) and Example 6.14(2) above, applied to
the polynomial functor PX =

∐
n∈NX

n.

Further Canonical and Non-Canonical Distributive Laws

Specializing to fixed functors H or monads M , Theorem 6.19 may be ex-
tended to obtain further canonical distributive laws. This is demonstrated
in the following

Examples 6.23. 1. For the powerset monad M = P and nonempty pow-
erset monad M = P+, there exist canonical distributive laws of every
endofunctor H which weakly preserves pullbacks over M . This was
proved directly in [Jac04], but for M = P it already follows from the
result that H lifts to SetM (the category of sets and relations) iff H
weakly preserves pullbacks which was proved in [Trn77] and [CKW90].
This includes e. g. the finite powerset functor H = Pf which is not
analytic as we have seen in Example 6.18(4).

2. For the environment monad M = (−)E, there exists a canonical dis-
tributive law of every endofunctor H over M as follows: observe that
XE ∼=

∏
i∈E X with projections πXi : XE → X for each i ∈ E.

Define λX : H(XE) → (HX)E as the unique morphism such that
πHXi · λX = HπXi for every i ∈ E. It is easy to prove that λ is a
distributive law of H over M and that this generalizes the canonical
distributive laws from Theorem 6.19. For the special case E = 1 of
the identity monad M = Id, the canonical distributive law of every
endofunctor H over M simply is λ = id.

3. For the identity functor H = Id, distributive laws of H over M are
precisely the monad endomorphisms on M . For example, id : M →M
clearly is a monad morphism on M for every monad M .

Distributive laws of functors over monads seem to be rather rare. For
example, there are no further distributive laws of functors over the power-
set/nonempty powerset monads than the canonical ones from Theorem 6.19.
This follows from [Trn77, CKW90] as explained in Example 6.23(1). How-
ever, for other commutative monads further distributive laws can be found:
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Examples 6.24. Let us come back to Example 6.23(3). Besides the identity
monad endomorphisms we mentioned there, there may be further monad
endomorphisms:

1. Consider the environment monad M = (−)E for |E| = 2, i. e. MX =
X×X. Then c : M →M is a monad endomorphism where we abuse no-
tation and write c for the natural transformation with components cX,X
arising from the symmetry isomorphism c of the symmetric monoidal
category Set.

2. For any monoid (O, e,m) the output monad (M, η, µ) is given by MX =
X × O, ηX(x) = (x, e) and µX(((x, o1), o2)) = (x,m(o1, o2)). This is
a commutative monad precisely if the monoid is commutative. Every
monoid endomorphism h : O → O extends to a monad endomorphism
id × h : M → M , and in general there may be more than one monoid
endomorphism: consider e. g. the commutative monoid (N, 0,+). Here
for every n ∈ N multiplication with n is a monoid endomorphism since 0
is an absorbing element for multiplication and we have the distributive
law of multiplication over addition.

6.3 Related Work

The idea to model computational effects with monads is due to
Moggi [Mog91]. This proved to be a successful concept and was implemented
in several programming languages, see e. g. Wadler’s paper [Wad95]. Mon-
ads, however, have been invented much earlier, see [HP07] for a historical
overview.

Another approach to effects is Lawvere theories which are related to mon-
ads [Pow06]. This approach was taken by Abou-Saleh and Pattinson [ASP11]
who extend a programming language syntax by effects and accordingly ex-
tend the operational semantics. As we do for some effects in Chapter 8, they
explore final coalgebras in CPO-enriched Kleisli categories for a denotational
semantics. However, both their and our approach seem to work for different
effects.

Kleisli categories are named after their inventor [Kle65]. Whereas other
types of distributive laws have been proved equivalent to certain liftings of
functors since distributive laws have been invented by Beck (cf. [Bec69] page
122), Mulry [Mul94] seems to be the first one to relate distributive laws and
liftings to Kleisli categories.

Analytic functors have been defined and explored by Joyal [Joy81, Joy86,
JS93]. Hasuo, Jacobs and Sokolova described how to construct canonical dis-
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tributive laws of polynomial functors over commutative monads in [HJS07];
their result was extended from polynomial to analytic functors in our joint
work [MPS09] with Milius and Palm.
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Chapter 7

Recursive Equations and
Effects

In this chapter, we introduce and investigate two formats of (systems of)
recursive equations and the algebras with effects in which they have unique
solutions. Whereas their definitions and first results are uniform, we need to
consider the effects corresponding to the monads from Example 6.1 separately
as we proceed.

We give a brief overview of the present chapter. In Section 7.1 we intro-
duce Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs and prove basic results about the categories
they form. Section 7.2 is concerned with the free Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs.
A characterization of Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs is provided in Section 7.3 for
the effects given by the maybe monad Id + 1, the powerset monad P and the
environment monad (−)E.

Assumption 7.1. Throughout the rest of Part II of this thesis we assume
that λ : HM → MH is a distributive law of a functor H over a monad
(M, η, µ). The corresponding lifting of H to CM (cf. Proposition 6.6) is
denoted by H̄.

7.1 Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs

We consider CIAs in the two categories Set and SetM . To distinguish CIAs
for an endofunctor H on Set from those for a lifting H̄ we have the following

Definition 7.2. We call a CIA for a lifting H̄ : SetM → SetM a Kleisli-CIA.

Remark 7.3. If we spell out the definition of a CIA in SetM , we see that a
flat equation morphism is a map e : X → M(HX + A), and a solution of e
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in the algebra a : HA→MA is a map e† : X →MA such that the diagram

X e† //

e

��

MA

MMA

µA

OO

M(HX + A)
M(He†+idA)

//M(HMA+ A)

M [µA·Ma·λA,ηA]

OO

commutes. This means that the algebra (A, a) as well as the recursive equa-
tion e and its solution are “effectful”.

Example 7.4. Let M = P and let H = HΣ be the polynomial functor for a
signature Σ with two binary operation symbols + and ∗. The nondetermin-
istic recursive equation

x = {x+ x, x ∗ x, a0} where x ∈ X and a0 ∈ A (7.1)

gives rise to a flat equation morphism. As we shall see in Example 7.52(2),
the set A = {2, 3, . . . , 100} ⊂ N together with the operations +, ∗ : A ×
A → PA returning the sum and product, respectively, as a singleton set
if this is less than or equal to 100 and ∅ otherwise, is a Kleisli-CIA. If we
choose a0 = 10 in the above equation (7.1), the unique solution of x is
{10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100} ⊆ A.

Observe that, in general, the notion of a Kleisli-CIA automatically con-
nects effectful operations of an algebra with effectful recursive equations. One
might want to consider these two separately. To this end we propose the fol-
lowing concept of λ-CIAs as a notion of algebras with effectful operations,
where effects in recursive equations are allowed in the parameters only. As
we shall see, an H̄-algebra on A is a λ-CIA iff its related H-algebra on MA
is an “ordinary” CIA.

Recall Notation 6.4 for Kleisli categories.

Definition 7.5. For the monad M on Set a (flat) M-equation morphism
(with parameters in A) is a morphism e : X → HX + MA. A solution of
e in the H̄-algebra a : HA //• A is a morphism e† : X //• A such that the
diagram

X •e
†

//

•Je
��

A

HX +MA •
H̄e†+εA

// HA+ A

•[a,idA]

OO

(7.2)
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commutes in SetM . A completely λ-iterative algebra (or λ-CIA, for short)
for H is an H̄-algebra (A, a) in which every M -equation morphism with
parameters in A has a unique solution.

Remark 7.6. Observe that an H̄-algebra (A, a) is a λ-CIA iff µA ·Ma · λA :
HMA → MA is an (ordinary) CIA for the endofunctor H on Set. In fact,
this is trivial to see by writing diagram (7.2) in Set:

X e† //

e
��

MA

HX +MA
He†+idMA

// HMA+MA

[µA·Ma·λA,idMA]

OO

Also notice that in e the monad M is applied only to the second component
of the coproduct in the codomain, whereas in a flat equation morphism with
respect to a Kleisli-CIA M is applied to the whole coproduct, cf. Remark 7.3.

Example 7.7. Continuing Example 7.4 for M = P , we see that the for-
mal equation in (7.1) does not give rise to an M -equation morphism with
parameters in A, but the system

x = y ∗ z
y = {2, 3}
z = {4, 5}

does. Its unique solution assigns to x the set {8, 10, 12, 15}. In fact, as we
shall see in Proposition 7.12, A also is a λ-CIA. However, as we shall see
in Example 7.13, the concepts of Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs are different in
general.

Notation 7.8. Let HΣ be a finitary polynomial functor, and let a : HΣA →
MA be an H̄Σ-algebra. We denote by σA : An → MA the component of
a : HΣA→MA corresponding to the n-ary operation symbol σ of Σ.

Remark 7.9. We analyze the meaning of diagram (7.2) for a finitary polyno-
mial functor and the distributive laws of Examples 6.14, (1)–(5). Notice that
in this case an M -equation morphism e corresponds to a system of equations
where the right-hand sides are of the form σ(xi1 , . . . , xik), σ ∈ Σk, or are ele-
ments of MA. Further notice that we always have e†(x) = e(x) if e(x) ∈MA.
We describe the meaning of a solution of an equation x = σ(x1, . . . , xk).

1. For the maybe monad MX = X+{⊥}, we have e†(x) = ⊥ if e†(xi) = ⊥
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k, otherwise e†(x) = σA(e†(x1), . . . , e†(xk)) ∈ A+{⊥}.
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2. For the powerset monad M = P , we have

e†(x) =
⋃
{σA(a1, . . . , ak) | ai ∈ e†(xi)} .

3. For the subdistribution monad M = D, we have e†(x) = d where

d(b) =
∑

d′=σA(a1,...,ak)

e†(x1)(a1) · · · · · e†(xk)(ak) · d′(b) .

4. For the nonempty powerset monad M = P+, the equation has the
analogous meaning as for M = P in item (2), the only difference is
that all sets occurring in the equation are nonempty.

5. For the environment monad MX = XE, we have

e†(x)(i) = σA(e†(x1)(i), . . . , e†(xk)(i))(i)

for all i ∈ E.
For the special case E = 1 (i. e. the identity monad M = Id), we obtain
e†(x) = σA(e†(x1), . . . , e†(xk)) as for ordinary CIAs (cf. diagram (2.1)).

We give further examples of λ-CIAs:

Examples 7.10. 1. Consider the maybe monad MX = X + {⊥} and
the distributive law λ of a finitary polynomial functor HΣ over M of
Example 6.14(1). Let FY be the algebra of finite Σ-trees on Y from
Example 2.21. Consider its structure map as partial, so that it becomes
an H̄-algebra. As such, it is a λ-CIA—in fact, the unique solution of an
M -equation morphism e : X → HΣX+FY +{⊥} gives its operational
semantics, i. e., each variable in X is mapped to the tree unfolding of
its recursive definition if this unfolding is finite, and to ⊥ otherwise.

2. Analogously, FY becomes a λ-CIA for the distributive law λ of HΣ over
P of Example 6.14(2). The unique solution of e : X → HΣX + PFY
assigns to a variable x the set of all possible tree unfoldings (taking
into account that e(x′) ⊆ FY for some variables x′) of the recursive
definition of x if all these unfoldings are finite and ∅ else. For example,
for the signature with one binary operation symbol ∗ the system

x = x1 ∗ x2 x′ = x′ ∗ x2 x1 = {
∗

y1 y2

, y3} x2 = {
∗

y3 y4

}

has the unique solution with e†(x) given by the set of trees with ele-
ments
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∗

∗

y1 y2

∗

y3 y4

and

∗

y3 ∗

y3 y4

and with e†(x′) = ∅.

3. Let H be an analytic functor and let λ be the distributive law over
one of the monads M = Id + 1, P or D according to Theorem 6.19.
Then the initial H-algebra i : HI → I exists (since H is finitary) and
Ji : HI → MI is a λ-CIA. In fact, we prove in Section 7.2 that I is
the initial λ-CIA.

For the following examples of unary λ-CIAs recall Definition 2.31.

Examples 7.11. Here we consider H = Id and λ = id : M → M . From
Remark 7.6 we see that a : A → MA is a λ-CIA iff µA ·Ma : MA → MA
is a CIA for H, i. e., iff µA · Ma has a unique fixed point a0 and MA \
{a0} has a well-founded order for which µA ·Ma is strictly increasing (see
Example 2.32(4)).

1. ηA : A → MA is a λ-CIA iff MA is a singleton set since µA ·MηA =
idMA.

2. For the maybe monad MX = X+{⊥}, the fixed point of MA must be
⊥. Thus, a : A → A + {⊥} is a λ-CIA iff A has a well-founded order
for which a : A→ A+ {⊥} is strictly increasing, i. e., a(b) 6= ⊥ implies
b < a(b).

3. For M = P , an H̄-algebra a : A→ PA can be considered as a directed
graph with node set A (i. e., a binary relation on A) where there is an
edge from v to w iff v ∈ a(w), and vice versa. Then (A, a) is a λ-CIA
iff this graph is well-founded, see Corollary 7.51 below. We could add
two equivalent formulations; cf. Example 2.32(4).

4. For the environment monad MX = XE, a : A → AE is a λ-CIA iff
for each i ∈ E the map πi · a : A → A is a unary CIA. In fact, this
is easy to see by extending (the appropriately simplified version of)
diagram (7.2) by each πi, see also Theorem 7.53.

5. Let M = F be the free monad on HΣ assigning to a set X the set
of all finite Σ-trees on X where Σ contains operations of arity ≥ 1.
Then there are no unary λ-CIAs. In order to see this, assume that
a : A → MA is a λ-CIA. Then µA ·Ma has a unique fixed point t.
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Observe that the action of µA ·Ma is that of replacing in all trees of
MA each leaf labeled by b ∈ A with a(b). This implies that for every
leaf of the tree t labeled by an element b ∈ A we have that a(b) is the
single-node tree labeled by b. But then every Σ-tree whose leaves have
labels that also appear as leaf labels of t is a fixed point of µA ·Ma.
Hence, t does not contain a leaf labeled in A. On the other hand, each
tree with no such leaves is a fixed point of µA ·Ma. Thus there must
be a unique constant in Σ and no other operation symbols, and so M
is the maybe monad.

Proposition 7.12. Every Kleisli-CIA is a λ-CIA.

Proof. Let a : HA→MA be a Kleisli-CIA and let e : X → HX+MA be an
M -equation morphism. We form a flat equation morphism ē : X //• H̄X+A
as follows:

ē = (X •Je //H̄X +MA •
idH̄X+εA //H̄X + A)

It is clear from the definitions of solutions (see Definitions 7.2/2.30 and 7.5)
that a morphism s : X //• A is a solution of ē in the Kleisli-CIA A iff it is a
solution of e. Since the former exists uniquely, so does the latter; thus (A, a)
is a λ-CIA.

The following example demonstrates that the converse of Proposition 7.12
does not hold in general.

Example 7.13. The finite-list monad MX = X∗ has the unit given by
singleton lists and the multiplication by flattening a list of lists. Let H = Id,
let MX = X∗ and let λ = id : M → M . Consider the algebra A =
{0, 1} with the structure a : A → A∗ given by a(0) = [1] and a(1) = [1, 1],
where the square brackets denote lists. Then (A, a) is a (unary) λ-CIA (cf.
Example 7.11); in fact, µA ·Ma has as its unique fixed point the empty list,
every list starting with 0 is mapped to a list starting with 1, and every list
starting with 1 is mapped to a longer list. So an appropriate well-founded
order on A∗ such that µA ·Ma is strictly increasing on nonempty lists is given
by putting v < w if either v is shorter than w or the lengths agree and v goes
before w lexicographically (this is even a well-order on A∗).

To see that (A, a) is not a Kleisli-CIA, consider the equation x = [x, 1] as
a flat equation morphism e : X → (X +A)∗. It is not difficult to check that
for a solution e†(x) = [a1, . . . , an] we have [a1, . . . , an] = a(a1) · · · · · a(an) · [1]
where · denotes concatenation of lists. Thus an = 1, and therefore, since
a(an) = [1, 1] we have an−1 = 1 etc., so that we have ai = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
But then the two sides of the above equation are lists of different length, a
contradiction. So there is no solution of e in A, and A is no Kleisli-CIA.
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The λ-CIAs for the endofunctor H together with the usual H̄-algebra ho-
momorphisms form a category, which we denote by H-CIAλ; and Kleisli-CIAs
and H̄-algebra homomorphisms form the category H̄-CIA. From Proposi-
tion 7.12 we see that H̄-CIA is a full subcategory of H-CIAλ which in turn is
a full subcategory of the category H̄-Alg of all algebras for H̄:

H̄-CIA ↪→ H-CIAλ ↪→ H̄-Alg .

Our next result is that our choice of morphisms for λ-CIAs is appropriate.
A similar result holds for CIAs, see [Mil05], Proposition 2.3.

Notation 7.14. For any M -equation morphism e : X → HX +MA and any
morphism f : A→MB we denote by f•e the M -equation morphism (idHX+
V f) · e : X → HX +MB (see Notation 6.4 for V ), where the parameters in
e are “renamed by f”. Here we abuse notation, cf. Notation 2.36.

Proposition 7.15. Let f : A //• B be a morphism, and let a : H̄A //• A
and b : H̄B //• B be λ-CIAs. Then the following statements are equivalent:

1. f is an H̄-algebra homomorphism from (A, a) to (B, b).

2. f preserves solutions, i. e., for all M-equation morphisms e : X →
HX +MA we have (f • e)† = f · e† (here · is composition in SetM).

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Consider an H̄-algebra homomorphism f : A //• B from
a : H̄A //• A to b : H̄B //• B. To prove that f preserves solutions we must
show that the outside of the diagram

X

•Je
��

•e
†

//

J(f•e)•

//

A •
f // B

H̄X +MA

•idH̄X+JVf
��

•
H̄e†+εA // H̄A+ A

•[a,idA]

OO

•H̄f+f

&&
H̄X +MB •

H̄(f ·e†)+εB
// H̄B +B

•[b,idB ]

OO

commutes. The right-hand part commutes since f is an H̄-algebra homomor-
phism, and the upper square does since e† is a solution of the M -equation
morphism e. The left-hand part commutes since J preserves composition
and coproducts. Finally, consider the lower part componentwise: the left-
hand component clearly commutes and the right-hand one does due to the
naturality of ε.
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(2) ⇒ (1): Let f be solution preserving and recall that for the lifting H̄
of H we have H̄J = JH. Consider the M -equation morphism

e = (HA+ A
H inr+ηA//H(HA+ A) +MA) .

Its unique solution is displayed in the diagram

H̄A+ A

•H̄ inr+JηA

		

•
[a,idA] //

Je•

��

A

H̄(H̄A+ A) +MA •
H̄[a,idA]+εA

// H̄A+ A

•[a,idA]

OO

which commutes: for the equality of the two left-hand arrows use that J
preserves coproducts and that H̄J = JH, for the nontrivial component of the
lower left-hand triangle use that J is identity-on-objects and the adjunction
law εJA · JηA = idJA, and the remaining triangle is trivial. This proves
e† = [a, idA], and since f is solution preserving we get

(f • e)† = f · e† = [f · a, f ] . (7.3)

Next we show that [b · H̄f, f ] : HA + A → B is a solution of f • e. To
this end we establish that the diagram

H̄A+ A

•H̄ inr+JηA

��

•
H̄f+f

//

J(f•e)•

//

H̄B +B •
[b,idB ]

// B
��

[b·H̄f,f ]
•

H̄(H̄A+ A) +MA •
H̄[b·H̄f,f ]+εA//

•idH̄(H̄A+A)+JVf

��

H̄B + A

•idH̄B+f

OO

•
idH̄B+f

""
H̄(H̄A+ A) +MB •

H̄[b·H̄f,f ]+εB

// H̄B +B

•[b,idB ]

OO

commutes. For the commutativity of the lower part use for the right-hand
component the naturality of ε, the left-hand one is trivial. The upper left-
hand square commutes by the adjunction law εJ · Jη = idJ . The left-hand
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part is again due to J preserving coproducts, and the remaining triangles
commute obviously. Thus

(f • e)† = [b · H̄f, f ] . (7.4)

We complete the proof by observing that by the uniqueness of solutions of
f • e, the left-hand components of (7.3) and (7.4) give f · a = b · H̄f as
desired.

7.2 Free Kleisli-CIAs and Free λ-CIAs

The free Kleisli-CIAs and free λ-CIAs for liftings H̄ on SetM differ in their
shape, depending on the monad M as well as on the lifting H̄. They may
even not exist. Thus our approach in this section is as follows: we go through
the five monads from Example 6.1 and prove, for suitable classes of liftings
and using different techniques, what the free Kleisli-CIAs and free λ-CIAs
are. The first three monads Id + 1, P and D all have CPO-enriched Kleisli
categories which makes it possible to handle them in common. For the monad
P+ we do not succeed in finding free Kleisli-CIAs or free λ-CIAs, but we check
possible candidates and prove a result about them we shall need in Chapter 8.
We give an overview over the cases investigated in this section:

• monads with CPO-enriched Kleisli categories (including Id + 1, P and
D) and locally monotone liftings,

• (−)E and canonical liftings, and

• P+ and canonical liftings.

Monads with CPO-enriched Kleisli Categories and Locally Mono-
tone Liftings

We have already stated in Example 7.10(3) that in a number of concrete cases
an initial algebra for the functor H is an initial λ-CIA. In the first part of this
section we shall establish that free H-algebras yield free λ-CIAs whenever
SetM is suitably CPO-enriched and the lifting H̄ is locally monotone. Our
results here are an application of the work of Hasuo, Jacobs and Sokolova
[HJS07] and of the work in [Mil05].

Recall that a CPO is a partially ordered set with a least element and
with joins of ω-chains. A category C is CPO-enriched if each hom-set carries
the structure of a CPO such that composition is continuous (i. e., preserves
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joins of ω-chains). Furthermore, recall that an endofunctor H on the CPO-
enriched category C is locally monotone (locally continuous) if each derived
function C(X, Y )→ C(HX,HY ) is monotone (continuous).

Assumption 7.16. In the first part of this section we assume that

1. H is a finitary endofunctor on Set,

2. λ is a distributive law of H over the monad M (equivalently, H̄ is a
lifting of H to SetM),

3. SetM is CPO-enriched and the composition in SetM is left-strict, i. e.,
for each f : X //• Y the maps − · f preserve the least element,

4. H̄ is locally monotone.

Remark 7.17. 1. Notice that the coproducts of SetM are CPO-enriched.
In fact, it is easy to see that the copairing map

[−,−] : SetM(X,Z)× SetM(Y, Z)→ SetM(X + Y, Z)

is continuous (and hence monotone). Clearly, for every object X we
have the distributive law can · (λ+ ηX) : HXM →MHX , where HX =
H(−) +X. It follows that HX = H̄X = H̄(−) +X is locally monotone
(locally continuous) whenever H̄ itself is.

2. Since the functor H is finitary, it has free algebras. We denote by
φX : HFX → FX the structure of a free H-algebra on X and by
ηX : X → FX the universal map. Recall from Remark 2.20, items (1)
and (2) that a free H-algebra on X is the same as an initial algebra for
the functor HX and that [φX , ηX ] is an isomorphism. Finally, for the
initial H-algebra we use the notation i : HI → I.

Examples 7.18. In this example, we let M be one of the monads Id + 1, P
or D.

1. Assume that P is a finitary polynomial functor; then, as shown in
[HJS07], Assumption 7.16 is satisfied. In fact, SetM is CPO-enriched
with a left-strict composition since in all three cases we have a CPO
structure v on each MY : for Id + 1 take the flat CPO structure (i. e.,
x v y iff x = ⊥ or x = y), for P take inclusion, and for D take the
pointwise order (d v d′ iff d(x) ≤ d′(x) for all x ∈ Y ). This yields a
CPO structure v on SetM(X, Y ) in a pointwise fashion: f v g iff for
all x ∈ X we have f(x) v g(x). It is proved in [HJS07] that the lifting
P̄ corresponding to the canonical distributive law λ : PM →MP from
Lemma 6.12 is locally continuous.
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2. The lifting of every analytic functor H corresponding to the canonical
distributive law λ : HM → MH from Theorem 6.19 is locally contin-
uous. Indeed, recall that H is the quotient of a polynomial functor P
via some ε : P → H such that equation (6.4) holds. Then it is easy to
see that H̄ is locally continuous: in fact, due to the naturality of ε and
equation (6.4) we have for every f : X //• Y in SetM a commutative
square (written in Set)

PX
Pf
//

εX
��

P̄ f

**
PMY

λ̃Y

//

εMY

��

MPY

MεY
��

HX
Hf //

H̄f

55HMY
λY //MHY

(7.5)

showing that ε amounts to a natural transformation ε̄ : P̄ → H̄ with
the components ε̄X = JεX : P̄X → H̄X. Suppose that (fn)n∈N is an
ω-chain in SetM(X, Y ). Then we have

H̄(
⊔

fn) · ε̄X = ε̄Y · P̄ (
⊔

fn) (naturality of ε̄)

= ε̄Y ·
⊔

P̄ fn (local continuity of P̄ )

=
⊔

(ε̄Y · P̄ fn) (continuity of · )

=
⊔

(H̄fn · ε̄X) (naturality of ε̄)

=
⊔

H̄fn · ε̄X (continuity of · ).

Since εX is a surjective map and the left adjoint J preserves epimor-
phisms, we can cancel ε̄X to obtain H̄(

⊔
fn) =

⊔
H̄fn, as desired.

Theorem 7.19. ([HJS07], Theorem 3.3) Under Assumption 7.16, the initial
H-algebra i : HI → I yields a final H̄-coalgebra J(i−1) : I //• H̄I and an
initial H̄-algebra Ji : H̄I //• I.

Theorem 7.20. Under Assumption 7.16, the free H-algebra φX : HFX →
FX on X with universal map ηX : X → FX yields a free H̄-algebra JφX :
H̄FX //• FX on X with universal map JηX : X //• FX, and this is a
Kleisli-CIA.

Proof. By Remark 7.17(2), [φX , ηX ] : HFX +X → FX is an initial algebra
for HX = H(−) + X. Since H̄X = H̄(−) + X is locally monotone (see
Remark 7.17(1)), we can apply Theorem 7.19 to see that J([φX , ηX ]−1) is
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a final coalgebra for H̄X on SetM . Then from Example 2.32(1) we see that
(FX, JφX) is a (free) Kleisli-CIA on X with universal map JηX .

Corollary 7.21. Under Assumption 7.16, a free H-algebra yields a free
Kleisli-CIA and a free λ-CIA.

Proof. We complete the proof of Theorem 7.20 by observing that every
Kleisli-CIA also is a λ-CIA by Proposition 7.12 and the freeness among λ-
CIAs follows from freeness among H̄-algebras. In fact, Theorem 7.19 also
yields that J [φX , ηX ] : H̄FX + X //• FX is an initial algebra, thus a free
H̄-algebra on X.

Example 7.22. Let M be one of the monads Id + 1, P or D. For a finitary
polynomial functor HΣ, the free algebra FX of all finite Σ-trees on X yields
a free H̄Σ-algebra on X and also a free Kleisli-CIA and a free λ-CIA on X,
see Example 2.21.

Environment Monad and Canonical Liftings

Next we turn to the environment monad; as we shall see, in this case the free
λ-CIAs for canonical liftings of H do not arise from the free H-algebra.

Assumption 7.23. We now assume that

1. H is an iteratable endofunctor on Set (see Definition 2.50),

2. λ is the canonical distributive law of H over the environment monad
M = (−)E from Example 6.23(2) (equivalently, H̄ is the canonical
lifting of H to SetM).

We first prove a lemma fundamental for working with the environment
monad and canonical liftings. Recall from Examples 6.1(5) and 6.23(2) that
the multiplication µX of the environment monad and the canonical distribu-
tive law λX make the following squares commute for every i ∈ E:

(XE)E
µX //

πX
E

i ��

XE

πXi
��

XE
πXi // X

HXE λX //

HπXi ##

(HX)E

πHXizz
HX

Lemma 7.24. An H̄-algebra is, equivalently, a pair (A, (ai)i∈E) where each
ai : HA → A is an H-algebra. Also, an H̄-algebra homomorphism from
(A, (ai)i∈E) to (B, (bi)i∈E) is, equivalently, a family (fi)i∈E of H-algebra ho-
momorphisms from (A, ai) to (B, bi), i ∈ E.
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Proof. Given an H̄-algebra a : HA→ AE, we put ai = πi ·a : HA→ A, and,
conversely, every family (ai)i∈E : HA → A induces a unique a : HA → AE.
Also, we shall now prove that every H̄-algebra homomorphism f from (A, a)
to (B, b) induces a family (fi)i∈E of homomorphisms, and conversely. Indeed,
given the homomorphism f , big inner square in the diagram

HA a
//

Hf
��

ai

**

Hfi

""

AE πi
//

fE

��

A

f
��

fi

		

HBE

λB
��Hπi

��

(BE)E
πi //

µB
��

BE

πi

��

(HB)E bE //

πi

��

(BE)E
µB //

πi
��

BE

πi

##
HB b //

bi

44BE πi // B

commutes. Then the outside commutes for every i ∈ E, and so (πi · f)i∈E
is the desired family. Conversely, the family (fi)i∈E such that the outside
commutes for each i ∈ E induces the unique morphism f into the product
BE, and then the inner square commutes.

Corollary 7.25. Under Assumption 7.23, the final coalgebra TX for H(−)+
X yields a free λ-CIA (and a free Kleisli-CIA) on X. More precisely, the
inverse of the coalgebra structure yields an H-algebra structure τX : HTX →
TX and a map ηX : X → TX, and (TX, JτX) is a free λ-CIA for H (and a
free Kleisli-CIA for H̄) with universal arrow JηX .

Proof. Since (TX, τX) is a (free) CIA for H by Corollary 2.35, it follows from
Theorem 7.53 which we shall prove below that (TX, JτX) is a Kleisli-CIA
and a λ-CIA.

The freeness follows from the facts that, firstly, again TX is a free CIA
on X for H with universal arrow ηX , and that, secondly, H̄-algebras are
families (ai : HA → A)i∈E of H-algebras with the same carrier A, and
similarly, H̄-algebra homomorphisms are E-indexed families of H-algebra
homomorphisms (see Lemma 7.24).

Example 7.26. In case of a polynomial functor HΣ the free λ-CIA and free
Kleisli-CIA on X for the canonical lifting H̄Σ is carried by the set TX of all
finite and infinite Σ-trees on X, see Example 2.29.
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For the special case E = 1 the environment monad just is the identity
monad M = Id. The canonical distributive laws of every endofunctor H over
M are given by λ = id, see Example 6.23(2). Here we have J = Id, thus
Corollary 7.25 states that the free λ-CIAs and Kleisli-CIAs are given by the
free CIAs. This is in accordance with the observation (from Remarks 7.6
and 7.3) that for those distributive laws λ-CIAs, Kleisli-CIAs and ordinary
CIAs are all the same, or, more precisely, the categories H-CIAλ and H̄-CIA
coincide with the category H-CIA.

Nonempty Powerset Monad and Canonical Liftings

For the nonempty powerset monad P+ neither the free H-algebra FY on
Y nor the final (H(−) + Y )-coalgebra TY yields a free λ-CIA. We give
corresponding counterexamples which show that these are not even λ-CIAs:

Example 7.27. Consider the identity functor H = Id and its canonical
distributive law λ = id over P+. Assume that JφY = η+

FY ·φY : FY → P+FY
is a λ-CIA. Then, as explained in Example 7.11, µ+

FY ·P+(η+
FY ·φY ) = P+φY :

P+IdF → P+F must have a unique fixed point. But since it maps every
nonempty set of trees to a different set (the minimum tree depth is increased
by 1), there is no such fixed point. Thus JφY is no λ-CIA.

Example 7.28. Consider the polynomial functor HX = X × X corre-
sponding to the signature with one binary operation ∗ and the canoni-
cal distributive law over P+ from Example 6.14(4). Assume that JτY =
η+
TY · τY : HTY → P+TY is a λ-CIA. Then, according to Remark 7.6,
µ+
TY · P+(η+

TY · τY ) · λTY = P+τY · λTY : HP+TY → P+TY is an ordinary
CIA for H. To reach a contradiction and thus the conclusion that JτY is no
λ-CIA, we show that in general the H-algebras P+τY ·λTY are no CIAs. More
precisely, we show that solutions in the H-algebras P+τY · λTY need not be
unique: consider some nonempty set Y , so we have at least two different trees
t1 6= t2 in TY . We form the flat equation morphism e : X → HX + P+TY
by giving the following system of recursive equations where X = {x, y}:

x = x ∗ y
y = {t1, t2}

It has several solutions that differ in what is assigned to the variable x (clearly
y is always solved to {t1, t2}): according to Proposition 7.33 below, there is
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a greatest solution which is given by the set e†(x) of all trees

∗

∗

∗

... z3

z2

z1

(7.6)

with zn ∈ {t1, t2} for all n ≥ 1. It is easily checked that this is indeed a
solution, i. e. that the square (7.8) (in the proof of Proposition 7.33 below)
commutes. Moreover, every tree in every solution must be (7.6) with zn ∈
{t1, t2} for all n ≥ 1 which is easily proved by induction, so this is indeed the
greatest solution. Another solution is given by the set s1(x) of all trees (7.6)
where finitely many zn are taken to be t2 (and all others to be t1). Again
(7.8) commutes since adding a new root and one child tree t1 or t2 gives again
all the trees (7.6) where finitely many zn are taken to be t2. This clearly is a
proper subset of e†(x) since for example the tree where all zn are taken to be
t2 is no longer in s1(x). Let us consider a third solution given by the set s2(x)
of all trees (7.6) where finitely many zn are taken to be t1 (and all others to
be t2). The arguments that it is a solution different from e† are symmetric
to the ones for s1. Comparing s1 and s2, we see that these solutions are also
different from each other, in fact we have s1(x) ∩ s2(x) = ∅. This implies
that in general there exists no smallest solution since a solution must assign
to every variable a nonempty set.

In fact, we do not know in general what the free λ-CIA is or whether
it exists. In Example 7.28 we showed that JτY is no λ-CIA by proving
P+τY ·λTY to be no CIA. However, we next prove (in Proposition 7.36) that
P+τY · λTY is a complete Elgot algebra (or CEA, for short, but not the free
one in general), since we shall exploit this result in Chapter 8 in order to
prove Proposition 8.12.

Assumption 7.29. Here we assume that

1. H is a finitary polynomial endofunctor on Set,

2. λ is the canonical distributive law of H over the nonempty powerset
monad M = P+ from Example 6.14(4) (equivalently, H̄ is the canonical
lifting of H to SetM).
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In the following definitions, we prepare the proof of Proposition 7.33,
where we shall see that taking the solutions of all determinizations of a
(nonempty) nondeterministic equation e yields a greatest solution of e. The
first definition formalizes the “determinizations” of e; the second one shows
how a solution of e is assembled from the solutions of the determinizations.

Definition 7.30. Let e : X → HX + P+Z be a flat equation morphism
with parameters in P+Z and let f : X̄ → X be a function. A flat equation
morphism ē : X̄ → HX̄ +Z with parameters in Z is said to be over e via f ,
if ((Hf + Z) · ē)(x̄) ∈ (can · (η+

HX + P+Z) · e · f)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄.

Definition 7.31. Let Y be any set. For every flat equation morphism ē :
X̄ → HX̄ + TY with parameters in TY , we denote by ē† : X̄ → TY its
unique solution in the free H-CIA, i. e. ē† is the unique map making the
diagram

X̄

ē
��

ē† // TY

HX̄ + TY
Hē†+TY

// HTY + TY

[τY ,TY ]

OO

(7.7)

commute. We define the operation (−)† which maps flat equation morphisms
e : X → HX + P+TY to morphisms e† : X → P+TY by

e†(x) = {ē†(x̄) | ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x} .

Remark 7.32. Notice that (−)† is well-defined since the sets e†(x) are
nonempty: there always exists a flat equation morphism ē over e. To see
this, choose

X̄ = X, f = id and ē(x) =

{
e(x) e(x) ∈ HX
t ∈ e(x) e(x) ∈ P+TY .

Observe in the definition of ē that since every set e(x) ∈ P+TY is nonempty,
there always exists a tree t ∈ e(x). Then clearly ē is over e via f .

In the following Proposition, we need to compare solutions of flat equation
morphisms. To be able to do so, we now define a partial order on all hom-
sets Set(X,P+Z); moreover, this order nearly is a CPOop (having a greatest
element) except that in some cases meets of descending ω-chains may not
exist.
We start by observing that for all sets Z 6= ∅, P+Z carries the partial order
⊆ with greatest element > = Z. For every descending ω-chain Z0 ⊇ Z1 ⊇
Z2 ⊇ · · · with Zn ∈ P+Z for all n ∈ N, its meet is given by

⋂
n∈N Zn ∈ P+Z
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provided that this intersection is nonempty.
This structure lifts pointwise to the hom-sets Set(X,P+Z) with Z 6= ∅: we
define the partial order≤ by f ≤ g ⇔ ∀x ∈ X : f(x) ⊆ g(x), and the greatest
element const> by const>(x) = > for all x ∈ X. For every descending ω-
chain f0 ≥ f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · with fn ∈ Set(X,P+Z) for all n ∈ N, its meet∧
n∈N fn is given by (

∧
n∈N fn)(x) =

⋂
n∈N fn(x) for all x ∈ X provided that

the intersection
⋂
n∈N fn(x) is nonempty for every x ∈ X.

In the sequel, we shall work with Z = TY which is the empty set iff the
signature Σ corresponding to the polynomial functor H is empty and Y = ∅.
This is an easy to handle (and uninteresting) special case.

The first step in order to prove JτY to be a CEA is to exhibit a solution
assignment. To show that the operation (−)† from Definition 7.31 assigns so-
lutions to P+-equation morphisms (or equivalently, flat equation morphisms
with parameters in P+TY ) e, one relies on the fact that e† is built from the
solutions of the determinizations of e. This is the overall idea behind the
technical proof of the following

Proposition 7.33. For every set Y , the operation (−)† from Definition 7.31
assigns to every flat equation morphism its greatest solution in the algebra
P+τY · λTY : HP+TY → P+TY .

Proof. Given any set Y and any flat equation morphism e : X → HX +
P+TY with parameters in P+TY , we must prove that e† as in Definition 7.31
is the greatest solution of e in the H-algebra P+τY · λTY .

(1) e† is a solution, i. e., the diagram

X

e

��

e† // P+TY

P+HTY + P+TY

[P+τY ,P+TY ]

OO

HX + P+TY
He†+P+TY

// HP+TY + P+TY

λTY +P+TY

OO (7.8)

commutes. We consider it elementwise, i. e. we prove

e†(x) = ([P+τY ,P+TY ] · (λTY + P+TY ) · (He† + P+TY ) · e)(x)

for every x ∈ X. We prove the two subset inclusions:
⊆ Here we assume t ∈ e†(x), i. e. there exist ē : X̄ → HX̄+TY , f : X̄ →

X and x̄ ∈ X̄ such that ē is over e via f , f(x̄) = x and t = ē†(x̄). Using
diagram (7.7), the latter equation expands to t = ([τY , TY ]·(Hē†+TY )·ē)(x̄).
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We distinguish two cases:
(a) ē(x̄) ∈ HX̄. In this case we have ē(x̄) = σ(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) for some operation
symbol σ from the signature corresponding to the polynomial functor H and
for some x̄1, . . . , x̄n ∈ X̄. Let x1 = f(x̄1), . . . , xn = f(x̄n). Since ē is over e
via f , we know

σ(x1, . . . , xn) = σ(f(x̄1), . . . , f(x̄n))

= ((Hf + TY ) · ē)(x̄)

∈ (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e · f)(x̄)

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e)(x)

and since σ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ HX this implies σ(x1, . . . , xn) = e(x). Moreover,
from

t = ([τY , TY ] · (Hē† + TY ) · ē)(x̄)

= (τY ·Hē†)(σ(x̄1, . . . , x̄n))

= τY (σ(ē†(x̄1), . . . , ē†(x̄n)))

we see that t has σ as its root label and n child trees t1, . . . , tn given by
ē†(x̄1), . . . , ē†(x̄n). So clearly for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have

ti = ē†(x̄i) ∈ {ē†(x̄i) | ē is over e via f and f(x̄i) = xi} = e†(xi) .

From this and the action of λ described in Example 6.14(4) we finally derive

t = τY (σ(t1, . . . , tn))

∈ (P+τY · λTY )(σ(e†(x1), . . . , e†(xn)))

= (P+τY · λTY ·He†)(σ(x1, . . . , xn))

which implies t ∈ ([P+τY ,P+TY ] · (λTY +P+TY ) · (He†+P+TY ) · e)(x) as
desired.
(b) ē(x̄) ∈ TY . In this case we have ē(x̄) = t. Since ē is over e via f , see
Definition 7.30, we know

t = ((Hf + TY ) · ē)(x̄)

∈ (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e · f)(x̄)

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e)(x)

and since t ∈ TY this implies t ∈ e(x). Moreover, t ∈ ([P+τY ,P+TY ] ·
(λTY + P+TY ) · (He† + P+TY ) · e)(x) holds as desired.
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⊇ Here we assume t ∈ ([P+τY ,P+TY ] · (λTY +P+TY ) · (He†+P+TY ) ·
e)(x). We distinguish two cases:
(a) e(x) ∈ HX. In this case we have e(x) = σ(x1, . . . , xn) and thus t ∈
(P+τY ·λTY ·He†)(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) = (P+τY ·λTY )(σ(e†(x1), . . . , e†(xn))), i. e.,
taking the action of λ described in Example 6.14(4) into account, t has root
label σ and child trees t1 ∈ e†(x1), . . . , tn ∈ e†(xn). This means that for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have ti = ē†i (x̄i) for some ēi : X̄i → HX̄i + TY over
e : X → HX + P+TY via fi : X̄i → X with fi(x̄i) = xi. We form X̄ =
X̄1 + · · ·+ X̄n + {x̄} and define f : X̄ → X by

f(y) =

{
x if y = x̄

fi(y) if y ∈ X̄i

and ē : X̄ → HX̄ + TY by

ē(y) =

{
σ(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) if y = x̄

ēi(y) if y ∈ X̄i .

To verify that ē is over e via f we only need to check

((Hf + TY ) · ē)(x̄) = Hf(σ(x̄1, . . . , x̄n))

= σ(f(x̄1), . . . , f(x̄n))

= σ(f1(x̄1), . . . , fn(x̄n))

= σ(x1, . . . , xn)

= e(x)

= (e · f)(x̄)

∈ (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e · f)(x̄)

since for all other y ∈ X̄ this follows from the ēi being over e via fi. Since
the injections ∈i: X̄i → X̄ are H-coalgebra homomorphisms between ēi and
ē by the definition of ē, the left-hand parts of the diagrams

X̄i
∈i //

ēi
��

X̄ ē† //

ē
��

TY

HX̄i + TY
H∈i+TY

// HX̄ + TY
Hē†+TY

// HTY + TY

[τY ,TY ]

OO

commute, and the right-hand part commutes since ē† is the unique solution
of ē. So the outside commutes, and since τY is a CIA we conclude ē†i = ē†· ∈i
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for the unique solution of ēi. In particular this means ē†i (x̄i) = ē†(x̄i) which
we use to verify that

t = τY (σ(t1, . . . , tn))

= τY (σ(ē†1(x̄1), . . . , ē†n(x̄n)))

= τY (σ(ē†(x̄1), . . . , ē†(x̄n)))

= (τY ·Hē†)(σ(x̄1, . . . , x̄n))

= ([τY , TY ] · (Hē† + TY ) · ē)(x̄)

= ē†(x̄) .

Finally, since ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x, we know that t ∈ e†(x) as
desired.
(b) e(x) ∈ P+TY . In this case we have t ∈ e(x). We form X̄ = {x̄} and
define f(x̄) = x and ē(x̄) = t. To verify that ē is over e via f we only need
to check

((Hf + TY ) · ē)(x̄) = t ∈ e(x) = (e · f)(x̄)

from which it follows that ((Hf+TY ) · ē)(x̄) ∈ (can ·(η+
HX+P+TY ) ·e ·f)(x̄).

Since ē(x̄) ∈ TY we conclude ē†(x̄) = ē(x̄) = t from diagram (7.7). Finally,
since ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x, we know that t ∈ e†(x) as desired.

(2) e† is the greatest solution. To show this, suppose that s : X → P+TY
is any solution of e; we prove s ≤ e† elementwise, i. e. for every x ∈ X we
show s(x) ⊆ e†(x).

Assume t ∈ s(x). To show that t ∈ e†(x), we have to define some
ē : X̄ → HX̄ + TY over e via f : X̄ → X with f(x̄) = x and t = ē†(x̄). To
this end, we use induction over the natural numbers; we start with an empty
set of variables and add new variables in each induction step for which we
define f and a map s̄ : X̄ → TY immediately and ē one step later.
Base case (m = 0): we add one variable x̄ to X̄ and define f(x̄) = x and
s̄(x̄) = t.
Induction precondition: for all ȳ ∈ X̄ defined in step m, u = s̄(ȳ) is a subtree
of t rooted at level m such that u ∈ s(y) where y = f(ȳ).
Induction step (m → m + 1): For every ȳ ∈ X̄ defined in step m we have
some y = f(ȳ) and distinguish two cases:
(a) e(y) ∈ HX. Then we have e(y) = σ(y1, . . . , yn) and add fresh vari-
ables ȳ1, . . . , ȳn to X̄; we define ē(ȳ) = σ(ȳ1, . . . , ȳn). Furthermore we define
f(ȳi) = yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let u = s̄(ȳ) and observe that from u ∈ s(y) it
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follows, since s is a solution,

u ∈ ((P+τY + P+TY ) · (λTY + P+TY ) · (Hs+ P+TY ) · e)(y)

= (P+τY · λTY ·Hs)(σ(y1, . . . , yn))

= (P+τY · λTY )(σ(s(y1), . . . , s(yn)))

which means that u has root operation symbol σ and child trees u1 ∈
s(y1), . . . , un ∈ s(yn). From u being a subtree of t rooted at level m we
conclude that the u1, . . . , un are subtrees of t rooted at level m + 1, and we
define s̄(ȳi) = ui for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(b) e(y) ∈ P+TY . Then we add no variables to X̄; only for u = s̄(ȳ) we
define ē(ȳ) = u.
This induction completely defines X̄, ē, f and s̄. We first show that s̄ = ē†,
i. e. that s̄ is the unique solution of ē in the CIA τY . We have to show
s̄(ȳ) = ([τY , TY ] · (Hs̄ + TY ) · ē)(ȳ) for every ȳ ∈ X̄; let y = f(ȳ), then we
distinguish two cases: if e(y) ∈ HX we get

([τY , TY ] · (Hs̄+ TY ) · ē)(ȳ) = ([τY , TY ] · (Hs̄+ TY ))(σ(ȳ1, . . . , ȳn))

= τY (σ(s̄(ȳ1), . . . , s̄(ȳn)))

= τY (σ(u1, . . . , un))

= u

= s̄(ȳ) ,

and if e(y) ∈ P+TY we directly get ([τY , TY ] · (Hs̄+TY ) · ē)(ȳ) = u = s̄(ȳ).
Next we prove that ē is over e via f ; to this end let y = f(ȳ) and distinguish
two cases: if e(y) ∈ HX we get

((Hf + TY ) · ē)(ȳ) = Hf(σ(ȳ1, . . . , ȳn))

= σ(f(ȳ1), . . . , f(ȳn))

= σ(y1, . . . , yn)

∈ (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ))(σ(y1, . . . , yn))

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e)(y)

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e · f)(ȳ) ,
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and if e(y) ∈ P+TY we get

((Hf + TY ) · ē)(ȳ) = u

∈ (P+inr · s)(y)

= (P+inr · [P+τY ,P+TY ]

· (λTY + P+TY ) · (Hs+ P+TY ) · e)(y)

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e)(y)

= (can · (η+
HX + P+TY ) · e · f)(ȳ) .

Since by definition we have f(x̄) = x and ē†(x̄) = s̄(x̄) = t, we have proved
t ∈ e†(x) as desired.

Next we give a different characterization of the operation (−)† from Def-
inition 7.31 as a greatest fixed point. It is based on a variant of the dual
of Kleene’s fixed-point theorem: instead of arbitrary ascending ω-chains in
a CPO (with least element), we consider a special class of descending ω-
chains whose meets exist in the nearly CPOop’s (with greatest element) on
the hom-sets Set(X,P+Z) defined above right before Proposition 7.33.

For every equation morphism e : X → HX + P+Z and H-algebra a :
HZ → Z we define the operator ΦX,Z on SetP+(X,Z) by the diagram for
solutions of e in P+a · λZ : given a function f : X → P+Z, we set Φ(f) =
[P+a, id] · (λZ + id) · (Hf + id) · e. We can rewrite the right-hand side to
obtain

Φ(f) = [P+a · H̄f, id] · e (7.9)

where H̄ is the lifting of H to SetP+ via the canonical distributive law λ. To
prove that Φ is continuous, we need the following

Lemma 7.34. Liftings H̄ of finitary polynomial endofunctors H on Set to
SetP+ via the canonical distributive law are locally continuous. And postcom-
position with maps P+g where g is monomorphic, copairing and precomposi-
tion in Set are continuous.

Proof. Throughout the whole proof, let fn : X → P+Y , n ∈ N, denote a
descending ω-chain f0 ≥ f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · .

(1) H̄ is locally continuous. Recall that H̄f = λY · Hf for morphisms
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f : X → P+Y . Then we have

(H̄(
∧
n∈N

fn))(σ(x1, . . . , xm)) = (λY ·H(
∧
n∈N

fn))(σ(x1, . . . , xm))

= λY (σ((
∧
n∈N

fn)(x1), . . . , (
∧
n∈N

fn)(xm)))

= λY (σ(
⋂
n∈N

fn(x1), . . . ,
⋂
n∈N

fn(xm)))

(∗)
=

⋂
n∈N

λY (σ(fn(x1), . . . , fn(xm)))

=
⋂
n∈N

(λY ·Hfn)(σ(x1, . . . , xm))

=
⋂
n∈N

(H̄fn)(σ(x1, . . . , xm))

= (
∧
n∈N

(H̄fn))(σ(x1, . . . , xm))

for all σ(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ HX where the equality marked by (∗) holds indeed:
we have

σ(y1, . . . , ym) ∈ λY (σ(
⋂
n∈N

fn(x1), . . . ,
⋂
n∈N

fn(xm)))

⇐⇒ yi ∈
⋂
n∈N

fn(xi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m

⇐⇒ yi ∈ fn(xi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and all n ∈ N
⇐⇒ σ(y1, . . . , ym) ∈ λY (σ(fn(x1), . . . , fn(xm))) for all n ∈ N

⇐⇒ σ(y1, . . . , ym) ∈
⋂
n∈N

λY (σ(fn(x1), . . . , fn(xm)))

where we use the concrete description of λ from Example 6.14(4).

(2) Postcomposition with P+g where g is monomorphic is continuous.
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Let g : Y → Z be a monomorphism. Then we have

(P+g · (
∧
n∈N

fn))(x) = P+g(
⋂
n∈N

fn(x))

= {g(y) | y ∈
⋂
n∈N

fn(x)}

= {g(y) | y ∈ fn(x) for all n ∈ N}
(∗)
= {z | z ∈ (P+g · fn)(x) for all n ∈ N}

=
⋂
n∈N

(P+g · fn)(x)

= (
∧
n∈N

(P+g · fn))(x)

for all x ∈ X where the equation marked by (∗) holds indeed: the subset
inclusion ⊆ is easy to see, and for the other one ⊇ use that g is a monomor-
phism.

(3) Copairing is continuous. Let h : Z → P+Y be a map. Then we have

[
∧
n∈N

fn, h](x) = (
∧
n∈N

fn)(x) =
⋂
n∈N

fn(x) =
⋂
n∈N

[fn, h](x) = (
∧
n∈N

[fn, h])(x)

for all x ∈ X and similarly

[
∧
n∈N

fn, h](z) = h(z) =
⋂
n∈N

h(z) =
⋂
n∈N

[fn, h](z) = (
∧
n∈N

[fn, h])(z)

for all z ∈ Z.
(4) Precomposition is continuous. Let d : W → X be a map. Then we

have

((
∧
n∈N

fn) · d)(w) = (
∧
n∈N

fn)(d(w)) =
⋂
n∈N

(fn · d)(w) = (
∧
n∈N

(fn · d))(w)

for all w ∈ W .

Corollary 7.35. For every set Y , the operation (−)† from Definition 7.31
is equivalently given by

e† =
∧
n∈N

e†n

where the e†n are defined by induction on n as in e†0 = const> and e†n+1 =
Φ(e†n).
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Proof. Let e : X → HX + P+TY be a flat equation morphism. In Proposi-
tion 7.33 we have already shown that a greatest solution (which is a greatest
fixed point of Φ by the definition of Φ) exists. From equation (7.9) for Φ
with a = τY and Lemma 7.34 we conclude, since τY is monomorphic, that the
function Φ on Set(X,P+TY ) is continuous (and thus monotone). From the
dual of the Kleene fixed-point theorem the desired result follows immediately:
although we have no CPOop, the Kleene Theorem can be applied since we
know the existence of the greatest fixed point already from Proposition 7.33
(together with the well-definedness shown in Remark 7.32).

We are now ready to prove

Proposition 7.36. For the canonical distributive law λ of a finitary poly-
nomial endofunctor H on Set over the monad P+, the algebra P+τY · λTY :
HP+TY → P+TY is a complete Elgot algebra for every set Y .

Proof. We already know from Proposition 7.33 that the operation (−)† from
Definition 7.31 assigns to every equation morphism e a (greatest) solution e†

in P+τY · λTY ; moreover, from Corollary 7.35 we have e† =
∧
n∈N e

†
n. We use

this latter characterization of the operation (−)† to prove functoriality and
compositionality (see Definition 2.37), adapting the proof of Proposition 3.5
from [AMV06a].

(1) The operation (−)† is functorial. Consider a homomorphism h : X →
Z between the coalgebras e : X → HX +P+TY and g : Z → HZ +P+TY ,
i. e. the left-hand square of the diagram

X
h //

e
��

Z
g†n+1 //

g
��

P+TY

HX + P+TY
Hh+id

// HZ + P+TY
Hg†n+id

// HP+TY + P+TY

[P+τY ·λTY ,id]

OO

commutes. We also know that the right-hand square commutes for every
n ∈ N. We clearly have e†0 = const> = const> · h = g†0 · h since composition
is left-strict for const>. And whenever e†n = g†n · h, from the commutative
diagram above it follows e†n+1 = g†n+1·h. Thus by induction we have e†n = g†n·h
for all n ∈ N, and since precomposition is continuous by Lemma 7.34, we get

e† =
∧
n∈N

e†n =
∧
n∈N

(g†n · h) = (
∧
n∈N

g†n) · h = g† · h .

(2) The operation (−)† is compositional. Consider equation morphisms
e : X → HX + Z and g : Z → HZ + P+TY and recall Notation 2.36.
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We show (g e)† · inl = (g† • e)† by proving (g† • e)† ≤ (g e)†n · inl and
(g e)† · inl ≤ (g† • e)†n for all n ∈ N. This implies

(g† • e)† ≤
∧
n∈N

((g e)†n · inl) =
∧
n∈N

((g e)†n) · inl = (g e)† · inl

using continuity of precomposition and also

(g e)† · inl ≤
∧
n∈N

(g† • e)†n = (g† • e)† ,

thus the desired equation holds. Before we prove both inequalities by induc-
tion on n, observe that by the definition of g e, inr is a coalgebra homomor-
phism from g to g e, thus functoriality yields g† = (g e)† · inr.

For the first inequality, the base case (g† • e)† ≤ const> = const> · inl =
(g e)†0 · inl follows from left-strictness of composition. For the induction step,
consider the following diagram:

X

e

��

(g†•e)† //

inl

,,
∧

P+TY

HX+Z

HX+g†

��

HX+g

((

X+P+TY

(g e)
†
n+1

55

g e

��

P+HTY+P+TY

[P+τY ,P
+TY ]

OO

HX+HZ+P+TY
can+P+TY//

[H(g†•e)†,Hg†]+P+TY ,,

H(X+Z)+P+TY

H(g e)
†
n+P+TY

))
HX+P+TY

H(g†•e)†+P+TY

//

∨

HP+TY+P+TY

λTY +P+TY

OO

The outer square commutes since (g† • e)† is a solution of g† • e. We want
to show the inequality indicated in the upper triangle, so we check that all
other inner parts commute: for the parts below the upper triangle, use the
definition of g e and the definition of (g e)†n+1. For the little triangle com-
posed with [P+τY ,P+TY ] · (λTY + P+TY ) we use the induction hypothesis
(g† • e)† ≤ (g e)†n · inl and g† = (g e)† · inr ≤ (g e)†n · inr as well as lo-
cal monotonicity H̄ and monotonicity of coproducts in SetP+ which follow
from Lemma 7.34. For the lower part the left-hand coproduct component
is trivial, and the right-hand component commutes when composed with
[P+τY ,P+TY ] · (λTY + P+TY ) since g† is a solution of g.

For the second inequality, the base case (g e)† · inl ≤ const> = (g† • e)†0
is immediate. For the induction step, consider a similar diagram as for the
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first inequality:

X

e

��

(g†•e)†n+1 //

inl

,,
∨

P+TY

HX+Z

HX+g†

��

HX+g

((

X+P+TY

(g e)†
55

g e

��

P+HTY+P+TY

[P+τY ,P
+TY ]

OO

HX+HZ+P+TY
can+P+TY//

[H(g†•e)†n,Hg
†]+P+TY ,,

H(X+Z)+P+TY

H(g e)†+P+TY

))
HX+P+TY

H(g†•e)†n+P+TY

//

∧

HP+TY+P+TY

λTY +P+TY

OO

The outer square commutes by the definition of (g†•e)†n+1 and the right-hand
square since (g e)† is a solution of g e. The other parts are similar as above,
so the desired inequality as indicated in the upper triangle holds.

7.3 Characterization of Kleisli-CIAs and λ-

CIAs

In this section we consider three of our five concrete examples of monads: the
maybe monad M = Id+1, the powerset monad M = P and the environment
monad MX = XE. We show that for these monads the Kleisli-CIAs and the
λ-CIAs for a finitary polynomial functorHΣ coincide, where λ is the canonical
distributive law of Example 6.14. In fact, in the case of the environment
monad we allow arbitrary endofunctors H on Set, where λ is the canonical
distributive law of Example 6.23(2). In each case we give a characterization
of the Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs.

We first state some results in a more general setting which is common
for the maybe and powerset monads. Using these results, we then prove
a characterization of λ-CIAs where HΣ is a finitary polynomial functor and
M = Id+1 is the maybe monad and a characterization of λ-CIAs where HΣ is
a finitary polynomial functor and M = P is the powerset monad separately.

Common Results for Partial and Nondeterministic CIAs

Notation 7.37. For any set A we denote by !A : A→ 1 the unique map from
A to the singleton set and by ¡A : ∅ → A the unique map from the empty set
to A.

Assumption 7.38. Throughout the following part of this chapter let
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1. HΣ be a finitary polynomial functor on Set,

2. (M, η, µ) be a nontrivial monad (i. e., not the monad (C1, !, id1)),

3. MA carry a CPO-structure (vA,⊥A), for each set A, such that for the
least elements we have ⊥A = M ¡A(⊥∅),

4. (vX,A,⊥X,A) be the CPO-structure on Set(X,MA) that arises from
the CPO-structure (vA,⊥A) on MA by pointwise definition, for each
pair of sets X,A,

5. λ be a distributive law of HΣ over the monad M which is strict w. r. t.
the CPOs (vA,⊥A), i. e., for all A and terms σ(. . . ,⊥A, . . . ) ∈ HΣMA
we have

λA(σ(. . . ,⊥A, . . . )) = ⊥HΣA , (7.10)

6. the map (cf. diagram (7.2))

F : s 7→ [a, idA] · (H̄Σs+ εA) · Je (7.11)

on Set(X,MA) be continuous w. r. t. the CPO (vX,A,⊥X,A), for each
H̄Σ-algebra a : H̄ΣA //• A and each M -equation morphisms e : X →
HΣX +MA.

Remark 7.39. Assumption 7.38 holds for the maybe and powerset monads
M = Id + 1 and M = P : both are nontrivial, and the sets A + 1 and PA
carry the flat and subset CPO-structures vA, respectively. The canonical
distributive laws of finitary polynomial functors over both of those monads
from Examples 6.14(1) and (2) are easily seen to be strict. And for both
monads the map F of (7.11) is continuous since H̄Σ is locally continuous (cf.
Assumption 7.16 and Example 7.18(1)).

Notation 7.40. From now on we shall drop the subscripts of orders and least
elements and simply write v and ⊥.

Lemma 7.41. For any map f : A → B the map Mf preserves the least
element. Furthermore, for all sets A the map µA preserves the least element
and ⊥ 6∈ ηA[A].

Proof. For every f : A→ B initiality of ∅ makes the left-hand one of the two
triangles

∅
¡
A //

¡
B ��

A

f
��
B

M∅ M¡
A //

M¡
B ##

MA

Mf
��

MB
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commute. Applying M yields the commutativity of the right-hand trian-
gle, and this yields Mf(⊥) = ⊥, as desired.

Next, for all A the left-hand triangle in the diagram

M∅ M¡
A //

M¡
MA $$

MA

MηA
��

MMA µA
//MA

commutes since it is the special case of the previous one with f = ηA. The
right-hand triangle exhibits one of the unit laws of the monad M . Thus the
outside of the diagram commutes. This implies µA(⊥) = ⊥.

Assume⊥ ∈ ηA[A] for some set A, i. e., there exists a ∈ A with ηA(a) = ⊥.
Then ηB(b) = ⊥ for all sets B and all b ∈ B: in fact, let cb : A → B be
the constant function with value b; by naturality of η and the fact that Mcb
preserves the least element we have

⊥ = (Mcb)(⊥) = (Mcb · ηA)(a) = (ηB · cb)(a) = ηB(b) .

From the unit law µB · ηMB = idMB it follows MB ∼= 1 and µB ∼= id1 for
all nonempty sets B. For B = M∅ (which is nonempty since ⊥ ∈ M∅)
this yields MM∅ ∼= 1, and using the unit law again we conclude M∅ ∼= 1
and µ∅ ∼= id1. Altogether this means that (M, η, µ) is the trivial monad
(C1, !, id1), a contradiction to our assumptions. Thus, finally, ⊥ 6∈ ηA[A] for
all sets A.

Definition 7.42. Let e : X → HΣX + MA be an M -equation morphism.
A variable x ∈ X is called infinitely unfolding if there exists an infinite list
x0, x1, . . . of variables xi ∈ X with x0 = x and with xj+1 appearing in the
term e(xj) ∈ HΣX for all j ∈ N.

Lemma 7.43. In every H̄Σ-algebra every M-equation morphism e has the
least solution s, and this satisfies s(x) = ⊥ for every infinitely unfolding
variable x of e.

Proof. By continuity of F (cf. Assumption 7.38) it follows from the Kleene
fixpoint theorem that F has a least fixed point s, i. e., a solution of e in a :
HΣA→MA, and we have s =

⊔
i<ω si, where s0 = ⊥ and si+1 = Fsi. Since

the CPO-structure on Set(X,MA) is pointwise, we have s(x) =
⊔
i<ω si(x)

for all x ∈ X. We now prove that si(x) = ⊥ for every infinitely unfolding
variable x and every i < ω; then s(x) = ⊥ follows as desired.

We use induction on i. The base case is obvious. For the induction step
we assume that si(y) = ⊥ for all infinitely unfolding variables y. Now let
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x be an infinitely unfolding variable. Then e(x) = σ(. . . , y, . . . ) ∈ HΣX for
another one, y. We obtain

si+1(x) = (Fsi)(x)

= ([µA, idMA] · (Ma+ idMA) · (λA + idMA) · (HΣsi + idMA) · e)(x)

= ([µA ·Ma · λA, idMA] · (HΣsi + idMA))(σ(. . . , y, . . . ))

= [µA ·Ma · λA, idMA](σ(. . . , si(y), . . . ))

= [µA ·Ma · λA, idMA](σ(. . . ,⊥, . . . ))
= (µA ·Ma)(⊥)

= ⊥

The second equation holds by the definition of F written in Set, the last but
one equation holds by (7.10), and the last equation holds since Ma and µA
(by Lemma 7.41) preserve the least element.

Theorem 7.44. Under Assumption 7.38 there exists for every λ-CIA a :
HΣA → MA a well-founded order > on A such that all operations of a :
HΣA → MA are strictly increasing in the sense that a0 > a1 whenever
ηA(a0) v σA(. . . , a1, . . . ) for some algebra operation σA.

Proof. Let a : HΣA→MA be a λ-CIA. From the CPO-structure on MA we
construct a well-founded order > on A in two steps:

1. Whenever ηA(a0) v σA(b1, . . . , bn) for some algebra operation σA and
some values a0, b1, . . . , bn ∈ A we let a0 > bi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

2. We take the reflexive transitive closure.

We only need to verify that the relation defined in (1) is well-founded, i. e.,
there exists no infinitely descending chain a0 > a1 > a2 > · · · . Then it
follows that > is a well-founded order.

Suppose that we have an infinitely descending chain a0 > a1 > a2 > · · · .
This means that we have an infinite list

ηA(a0) v σA0 (b0,1, . . . , a1, . . . , b0,n0)

ηA(a1) v σA1 (b1,1, . . . , a2, . . . , b1,n1)

ηA(a2) v σA2 (b2,1, . . . , a3, . . . , b2,n2)

...
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From this list we construct an M -equation morphism e : X → HΣX + MA
(written as a system of equations) as follows:

x0 = σ0(xb0,1 , . . . , x1, . . . , xb0,n0
) xb0,1 = ηA(b0,1) xb1,1 = ηA(b1,1)

x1 = σ1(xb1,1 , . . . , x2, . . . , xb1,n1
) ...

... · · ·
x2 = σ2(xb2,1 , . . . , x3, . . . , xb2,n2

) xb0,n0
= ηA(b0,n0) xb1,n1

= ηA(b1,n1)

...

Observe that in this system the variable x0 is infinitely unfolding (note that
one may have bi,j = bi′,j′ where i 6= i′ or j 6= j′; in this case we have
xbi,j = xbi′,j′ ). We obtain a solution s′ of e in a : HΣA→MA as follows: we
define a function s′0 : X → MA by s′0(xi) = ηA(ai) for every i ∈ N and by
s′0(xbi,j) = ηA(bi,j) for all other variables. We have s′0 v Fs′0 since for every
i ∈ N we have

(Fs′0)(xi) = (µA ·Ma · λA)(σi(s
′
0(xbi,1), . . . , s′0(xi+1), . . . , s′0(xbi,ni )))

= (µA ·Ma · λA)(σi(ηA(bi,1), . . . , ηA(ai+1), . . . , ηA(bi,ni)))

= (µA ·Ma · λA ·HΣηA)(σi(bi,1, . . . , ai+1, . . . , bi,ni))

= (µA ·Ma · ηHΣA)(σi(bi,1, . . . , ai+1, . . . , bi,ni))

= σAi (bi,1, . . . , ai+1, . . . , bi,ni)

w ηA(ai)

= s′0(xi)

and for all other variables we have Fs′0(xbi,j) = ηA(bi,j) = s′0(xbi,j) ∈ MA.
By assumption, F is continuous, hence monotone, thus we have the chain
s′0 v Fs′0 v F 2s′0 v · · · and can define s′ to be its join. Then s′ is a fixed
point for F , and consequently s′ is a solution of e in a : HΣA→MA. Notice
that ηA(a0) v s′(x0), and since we have ηA(a0) 6= ⊥ by Lemma 7.41, we see
that s′(x0) 6= ⊥. By Lemma 7.43 the least solution s of e in a : HΣA→MA
has s(x) = ⊥ for every infinitely unfolding variable. So we have s(x0) = ⊥.
Thus there are two different solutions s and s′ of e in a : HΣA→MA, which
is a contradiction to (A, a) being a λ-CIA. So the assumption that there exists
an infinitely descending chain is false, and we have proved well-foundedness
of the order >.

Characterization of Partial CIAs

We now turn to the characterization of λ-CIAs for the maybe monad and a
polynomial functor H. First we need the following
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Lemma 7.45. Let H be an endofunctor with a distributive law λ over the
maybe monad M = Id + 1. Then an H̄-algebra is a λ-CIA iff it is a Kleisli-
CIA.

Proof. Let (A, a) be an H̄-algebra. Observe that for the maybe monad M
we have

M(HX + A) = HX + A+ 1 = HX +MA ,

and so M -equation morphisms (cf. Definition 7.5) and flat equation mor-
phisms in SetM (cf. Definition 2.30) coincide. Now it is straightforward to
verify that diagram (7.2) commutes for a map e† : X //• A iff diagram (2.1)
commutes for e†: consider the diagram

X

e

��

e† // A+ 1

(A+ 1 + 1) + A+ 1
[µA,idA+1]

33

A+ 1 + 1

µA

OO

(HA+ 1) + A+ 1

(a+id1)+idA+1

OO

can // (HA+ A) + 1

[a,ηA]+id1

OO

(HA+ A) + 1 + 1

µHA+A

OO

HX + A+ 1
He†+idA+1

// H(A+ 1) + A+ 1
λA+ηA+id1

//

λA+idA+1

OO

(HA+ 1) + (A+ 1) + 1

can+id1

OO

The outside square is diagram (2.1), and the left-hand part is diagram (7.2)
(both written in Set). The two right-hand parts are easily seen to commute
using µY = idY +∇1 and ηY = inl : Y → Y + 1, see Example 6.1(1). Thus,
e† is a solution of the M -equation morphism e : X → HX + MA iff e† is a
solution of (the same) flat equation morphism e : X →M(HX + A).

Notation 7.46. Let a : HΣA→ A+1 be an H̄Σ-algebra. We extend σA : An →
A+1 from Notation 7.8 to A+1 strictly, that means that σA(s1, . . . , sn) = ⊥
if si = ⊥ for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n (this is the component of µA ·Ma·λA : HΣMA→
MA corresponding to σ ∈ Σn, where λ is the canonical distributive law of
Example 6.14(1)).

Theorem 7.47. Let MX = X + 1 be the maybe monad, let HΣ be a finitary
polynomial functor, and let λ : HΣM → MHΣ be the distributive law of
Example 6.14(1). Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
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1. (A, a) is λ-CIA,

2. (A, a) is Kleisli-CIA,

3. (A, a) is an H̄Σ-algebra, and there exists a well-founded order > on
A such that every n-ary algebra operation σA is strictly increasing in
the sense that for all a1, . . . , an ∈ A with σA(a1, . . . , an) 6= ⊥ we have
σA(a1, . . . , an) > ai for i = 1, . . . , n.

Proof. From Lemma 7.45 we obtain (1) ⇔ (2). Furthermore, in the cur-
rent setting Assumption 7.38 is fulfilled with vA taken to be the flat CPO-
structure, see Remark 7.39. Clearly, the conditions on the orders of Theo-
rems 7.47(3) and 7.44 are the same: in fact, ηA(a0) v σA(. . . , a1, . . . ) means
a0 = σA(. . . , a1, . . . ) here. Thus, we have (1) ⇒ (3) by Theorem 7.44.

It remains to prove (3) ⇒ (1). So let (A, a) be an H̄Σ-algebra satisfying
(3), and let e : X → HΣX + MA be an M -equation morphism. Next we
prove that the least solution s of e in (A, a), which exists by Lemma 7.43, is
the only solution of e in (A, a). So suppose we have another solution s′ 6= s.
Since s v s′, there exists a variable x with s(x) = ⊥ and s′(x) = a0 for some
a0 ∈ A. We must have e(x) ∈ HΣX, since otherwise diagram (7.2), applied
to the solutions s and s′, would yield s(x) = e(x) = s′(x). Thus e(x) =
σ(x1, . . . , xn) for some σ ∈ Σn, and hence we obtain from diagram (7.2)

s(x) = (µA · (a+ id1) · λA ·HΣs)(σ(x1, . . . , xn))

= σA(s(x1), . . . , s(xn)) ;

and analogously for s′. Thus we have

a0 = σA(s′(x1), . . . , s′(xn)) and ⊥ = σA(s(x1), . . . , s(xn)) .

This implies that there exists a variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with s(xi) 6= s′(xi).
Moreover, s′(xi) 6= ⊥ because otherwise we would have

a0 = σA(s′(x1), . . . , s′(xn)) = σA(. . . ,⊥, . . . ) = ⊥ .

Thus s′(xi) = a1 for some a1 ∈ A, and a0 = σA(. . . , a1, . . . ) yields a0 > a1,
because the algebra operations are all strictly increasing.

Having s(xi) 6= s′(xi), we can repeat the whole argument with xi in lieu of
x; continuing in this way we obtain an infinite sequence a0 > a1 > a2 > · · · ,
a contradiction to our assumption of well-foundedness of the order >. We
conclude that s is indeed the only solution of e in (A, a). Thus (A, a) is a
λ-CIA.
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Characterization of Nondeterministic CIAs

Next we turn to a characterization of λ-CIAs for the powerset monad M = P ,
a finitary polynomial functor HΣ and the corresponding canonical distribu-
tive law λ.

Notation 7.48. Let a : HΣA→ PA be an H̄Σ-algebra. We extend σA : An →
PA from Notation 7.8 to subsets of A as usual: for subsets A1, . . . , An ⊆ A
we write

σA(A1, . . . , An) =
⋃
{σA(a1, . . . , an) | ai ∈ Ai for all i = 1, . . . , n} .

Notice that for each σ ∈ Σn the extended σA is the component of µA ·Ma·λA :
HΣMA→MA corresponding to σ.

Remark 7.49. Observe that for a flat equation morphism e : X //• H̄ΣX+A,
diagram (2.1) yields the following commutative diagram for a solution e† :
X //• A in the H̄Σ-algebra (A, a):

X

e

��

e† // PA

PPA

µA

OO

P(HΣX + A)

P(HΣe
†+idA)

��

P(HΣA+ A)

P[a,ηA]

OO

P(HΣPA+ A)
P(λA+ηA)

// P(PHΣA+ PA)
Pcan

// PP(HΣA+ A)

µHΣA+A

OO

The commutativity of this diagram is equivalent to the following equation
for every variable x ∈ X:

e†(x) = (e(x) ∩ A) ∪
⋃

σ(x1,...,xn)
∈(e(x)∩HΣX)

σA(e†(x1), . . . , e†(xn)) (7.12)

Theorem 7.50. Let M = P be the powerset monad, let HΣ be a finitary
polynomial functor, and let λ : HΣM → MHΣ be the distributive law of
Example 6.14(2). Then the following three conditions are equivalent:

1. (A, a) is λ-CIA,

2. (A, a) is Kleisli-CIA,
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3. (A, a) is an H̄Σ-algebra, and there exists a well-founded order > on
A such that every n-ary algebra operation σA is strictly increasing in
the sense that for all a1, . . . , an ∈ A with σA(a1, . . . , an) = B we have
b > ai for all b ∈ B and i = 1, . . . , n.

Proof. We have (2) ⇒ (1) by Proposition 7.12. Furthermore, in the current
setting Assumption 7.38 is fulfilled with vA taken to be set inclusion, see Re-
mark 7.39. Clearly, the conditions on the orders of Theorems 7.50(3) and 7.44
are the same: in fact, ηA(a0) v σA(. . . , a1, . . . ) means a0 ∈ σA(. . . , a1, . . . )
here. Thus, we have (1) ⇒ (3) by Theorem 7.44.

It remains to prove (3) ⇒ (2). So let a : H̄ΣA //• A be an H̄Σ-algebra
satisfying (3), and let e : X //• H̄ΣX + A be a flat equation morphism (in
SetP). Analogously to the map F of (7.11) we obtain from diagram (2.1) a
map

G : f 7→ [a, idA] · (H̄Σf + idA) · e
on Set(X,PA), which is clearly continuous. Let s : X → PA be the least
fixed point of G, i. e., s is the least solution of e in A. We shall prove that
s is the only solution of e in A. So suppose we have another solution with
s′ 6= s. Since s v s′, there exists a variable x and an element a0 ∈ A such
that a0 6∈ s(x) but a0 ∈ s′(x). From equation (7.12) we obtain

s(x) = (e(x) ∩ A) ∪
⋃

σ(x1,...,xn)
∈(e(x)∩HΣX)

σA(s(x1), . . . , s(xn))

for s, and analogously for s′. Thus,

a0 ∈
⋃

σ(x1,...,xn)
∈(e(x)∩HΣX)

σA(s′(x1), . . . , s′(xn))

and
a0 6∈

⋃
σ(x1,...,xn)
∈(e(x)∩HΣX)

σA(s(x1), . . . , s(xn)) .

From these equations we know that there must be some σ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
e(x) ∩ HΣX with a0 ∈ σA(s′(x1), . . . , s′(xn)) but a0 6∈ σA(s(x1), . . . , s(xn)).
Consequently, we have some variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that there exists
an element a1 ∈ A with a1 ∈ s′(xi) and a1 6∈ s(xi) which causes a0 ∈
σA(s′(x1), . . . , s′(xn)), i. e. a0 ∈ σA(. . . , a1, . . . ). From the latter we conclude
a0 > a1, because the algebra operations are all strictly increasing.

We can repeat the argument for a1 and xi in lieu of a0 and x and obtain
an infinite sequence a0 > a1 > a2 > · · · . This is a contradiction to our
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assumption of well-foundedness of the order >. Thus A is a Kleisli-CIA,
which completes the proof.

Corollary 7.51. For M = P, an Id-algebra is a λ-CIA (or, equivalently,
a Kleisli-CIA) iff the corresponding graph (cf. Example 7.11(3)) is well-
founded.

In fact, if a graph is well-founded, then the induced (strict) order is; and
conversely, a subgraph (corresponding to the Id-algebra) of a well-founded
graph (constructed from a well-founded order) is well-founded.

Notice that this result also shows that even though Kleisli- and λ-CIAs
coincide, and free λ-CIAs (and Kleisli-CIAs) coincide with free H̄-algebras,
not every H̄-algebra needs to be a λ-CIA; in fact, every directed graph yields
an Id-algebra, and clearly there are non-well-founded such graphs.

Examples 7.52. 1. Let A = {a0, a1, a2}, and define a binary operation
∗ by

a0 ∗ a0 = {a1, a2} a1 ∗ a0 = ∅ a2 ∗ a0 = ∅
a0 ∗ a1 = {a2} a1 ∗ a1 = {a2} a2 ∗ a1 = ∅
a0 ∗ a2 = ∅ a1 ∗ a2 = ∅ a2 ∗ a2 = ∅

Here we have the well-founded order a2 > a1 > a0 for which the oper-
ation ∗ is strictly increasing, thus A is a λ-CIA and a Kleisli-CIA by
Theorem 7.50.

2. Let A = {2, 3, . . . , 100} ⊂ N be the H̄-algebra of Example 7.4. For
the usual order on A the operations are clearly strictly increasing, and
well-foundedness follows from finiteness of A, i. e., A satisfies condi-
tion (3) in Theorem 7.50 and hence is a λ-CIA and a Kleisli-CIA.
Observe that for P-equation morphisms e : X → HX + PA an in-
finitely unfolding variable x, i. e., one for which there exists an infinite
sequence x0, x1, x2, . . . with x0 = x and each xi+1 appearing in a flat
term e(xi) ∈ HX, is always solved to ∅ in a λ-CIA. However, for flat
equation morphisms e′ : X //• HX + A infinitely unfolding variables
may be solved to nonempty sets, see Example 7.4.

3. Consider the nondeterministic algebra (A, next+) from the introduction
to Part II. The corresponding graph
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a1

a2

a3

a4

b1

b2

b3

b4

c1

c2

c3

c4

d1

d2

d3

d4

...

· · ·

a8

h1

h8

...

· · ·

is well-founded since its paths have length 7 at most. By Corollary 7.51,
(A, next+) is a Kleisli-CIA, i. e. the equation morphism e corresponding
to the equation x = {b1, op(x)} from the introduction has indeed the
unique solution e† in the nondeterministic algebra (A, next+) given by
e†(x) = K, where K is the set displayed in Figure II.2.

Characterization of Composite CIAs

We turn to a characterization of λ-CIAs for the environment monad and for
arbitrary endofunctors H on Set. Here λ : HM → MH is the distributive
law of Example 6.23(2). Recall from Example 6.1(5) that for the unit of
M = (−)E we have πXi ·ηX = idX for every i ∈ E and that the multiplication
µX makes the following squares commute for every i ∈ E:

(XE)E
µX //

πX
E

i ��

XE

πXi
��

XE
πXi // X

Furthermore recall from Example 6.23(2) that πHXi · λX = HπXi for every
i ∈ E.

Theorem 7.53. Let MX = XE be the environment monad, let H be an
endofunctor on Set, and let λ : HM →MH be the distributive law of Exam-
ple 6.23(2). Then the following three conditions are equivalent:

1. (A, a) is a λ-CIA,

2. (A, a) is a Kleisli-CIA,
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3. (A, a) is an H̄-algebra such that for every i ∈ E the H-algebra (A, πi ·a)
is a CIA in Set.

Proof. The implication (2) ⇒ (1) is settled by Proposition 7.12.
We prove (1)⇒ (3): let a : HA→ AE be a λ-CIA. We are going to show

that each ai = πi · a : HA → A is a CIA for H. Let e : X → HX + A be
a flat equation morphism. Form the M -equation morphism (idHX + ηA) · e :
X → HX + AE and take its unique solution s : X → AE. Then the outside
of the diagram below commutes:

X •s //

•Je
��

J((idHX+ηA)·e)•

//

A

H̄X + A

•idH̄X+JηA
��

H̄s+idA
•

��
H̄X + AE •

H̄s+εA

// H̄A+ A

•[a,idA]

OO

(7.13)

Observe that the left-hand part commutes by the fact that J preserves co-
products and composition, and the lower triangle commutes by the adjunc-
tion law εJA · JηA = id. Thus the upper right-hand part commutes. We
define for each i ∈ E

si = (X
s−→ AE

πi−→ A)

and prove that si is a solution of e in (A, ai) for all i ∈ E. To this end
consider the following diagram:

X

e

��

s
//

si

��
AE πi

// A

(AE)E + A

[µA,ηA]

OO

πi+idA
// AE + A

[πi,idA]

OO

HAE + A
λA+idA//

Hπi+idA ++

(HA)E + A

aE+idA

OO

πi+idA

''
HX + A

Hs+idA

77

Hsi+idA
// HA+ A

a+idA

OO

[ai,idA]

oo

(7.14)

The big inner part is the upper right-hand part of (7.13) written in Set, so
it commutes. All other inner parts are also easily seen to commute; use the
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definitions of µ, η, λ, ai and si and naturality of πi. Thus the outside of
(7.14) commutes, showing si to be a solution of e in (A, ai).

To prove the uniqueness, suppose that s′j is one particular solution of e
in (A, aj) for some j ∈ E. Define a morphism s : X → AE by

πj · s = s′j and πi · s = si for all i 6= j .

Then for each i ∈ E the outside of diagram (7.14) commutes (with sj sub-
stituted by s′j). Hence, the big inner part commutes which is the upper
right-hand part of diagram (7.13). Thus the outside of diagram (7.13) com-
mutes, too, and so s is the unique solution of (idHX + ηA) · e in the λ-CIA
(A, a). Thus, we have s′j = πj · s = sj, as desired.

Finally, we prove (3) ⇒ (2): let each ai = πi · a : HA→ A be a CIA. We
are going to show that a : HA→ AE is a Kleisli-CIA. Let e : X //• HX +A
be a flat equation morphism (in SetM), i. e., e : X → (HX + A)E. Then
for every i ∈ E we have the flat equation morphism πi · e : X → HX + A
which has the unique solution si : X → A in the CIA (A, ai). We define s by
πi · s = si for all i ∈ E and prove that s is a unique solution of e in (A, a).
We first show that [a, idA] · (H̄s+ idA) · e = s in SetM . This means, we show
that the big upper left-hand square in the diagram below commutes:

X

e

��

s // AE
πi // A

(AE)E

µA

OO

πi // AE

πi

OO

(HA+A)E

[a,ηA]E

OO

πi

��

(HX+A)E
(Hs+idA)E//

πi

��

(HAE+A)E
(λA+ηA)E//

πi

��

((HA)E+AE)E
canE //

πi

��

((HA+A)E)E

µHA+A

OO

πi

��
(HA)E+AE

can //

πi+πi
++

(HA+A)E

πi

&&
HX+A

Hs+idA

// HAE+A
Hπi+idA

//

λA+ηA

66

HA+A

[a,ηA]

OO

[ai,idA]

TT

The outside commutes for each i ∈ E since si = πi · s solves πi · e, and
all the other inner parts also commute (by the definitions of µ, η, λ and ai
and the naturality of πi). Thus the desired big inner square commutes when
composed with any πi, hence it commutes.

If s is any solution of e in (A, a), then the upper left-hand square com-
mutes, whence the outside commutes for each i ∈ E. This means that πi · s
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is a solution of πi · e, thus we have si = πi · s by the uniqueness of solutions
in (A, ai). This shows the uniqueness of s and thus completes the proof.

7.4 Related Work

Since Kleisli CIAs are ordinary CIAs in a Kleisli category and λ-CIAs are a
related concept, our approach and results are sometimes related to those from
Milius’ paper [Mil05] about CIAs. This applies to the choice of morphisms
between λ-CIAs (see Proposition 7.15) and the characterization of unary
λ-CIAs (see Examples 7.11).

Our most general result on free λ-CIAs and Kleisli-CIAs (Corollary 7.21)
is based on the work [HJS07] of Hasuo, Jacobs and Sokolova. The proof
of Proposition 7.36 dualizes a proof from the paper [AMV06a] by Adámek,
Milius and Velebil.

Most of the contents of Chapter 7 were published in the joint pa-
per [MPS09] with Milius and Palm. However, the full proofs were not in-
cluded in that conference paper and are added here. Also the parts of Sec-
tion 7.2 dealing with the nonempty powerset monad and canonical liftings
(which can be found in our paper [Sch11]) were not in the paper [MPS09].
Finally, we added to Remark 7.9 and added Example 7.52(3).
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Chapter 8

Recursive Program Schemes
and Effects

In Chapter 7 we were concerned with systems of equations with effects which
were solved in algebras with effects. We found that for the maybe monad, the
powerset monad and the environment monad Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs are
reasonable notions of algebras with effects in which systems of equations have
unique solutions. We also saw in Section 7.2 that the subdistribution monad
can be handled analogously to the maybe and powerset monads, and that the
environment monad specializes to the identity monad in case E = 1, which
leads back to the simpler case without effects. However, Kleisli-CIAs or λ-
CIAs for the nonempty powerset monad were missing—we only obtained the
weaker result of Proposition 7.36, for which we needed techniques specific
for nondeterminism (see e. g. Definitions 7.30 and 7.31) in addition to the
methods from our category theoretic framework.

The present chapter confirms this exceptional position of the nonempty
powerset monad on the level of recursive program schemes: we shall establish
a framework of techniques and a notion of a recursive program scheme with
effects which has, provided that it is guarded, unique uninterpreted solutions
in case of all monads from Example 6.1 except the nonempty powerset monad.
However, here we make the effort to show that this monad yet fits into our
framework if this is completed by techniques specific for nondeterminism:
analyzing the effect of “nonempty nondeterminism” we shall find that there
are no unique, but canonical solutions.

In this chapter partial, nondeterministic and probabilistic RPS’s (M =
Id + 1, M = P , M = D) are treated together; nonempty nondeterministic
(M = P+) and compositional (M = (−)E which includes M = Id as the spe-
cial case E = 1) RPS’s are dealt with separately. The chapter is structured
as follows: in Section 8.1 we see how distributive laws of (algebra) functors
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H over monads M (cf. Section 6.2) can be extended to distributive laws of
free monads FH or sometimes even free CIMs TH over monads M . These
distributive laws induce composite monads which are shown to be weak CIMs
for M = P+ and CIMs for M = (−)E in Section 8.2. A central technical
result is reached in Section 8.3 where certain final coalgebras (or weakly final
coalgebras for M = P+) are exhibited. In Section 8.4 special morphisms into
these (weakly) final coalgebras are proved to be monad morphisms. This pre-
pares us to prove our main results in Section 8.5, namely that every guarded
RPS with one of the effects under consideration has a unique uninterpreted
solution—except for the effect of “nonempty nondeterminism”, where we
obtain canonical uninterpreted solutions.

8.1 Extending to Distributive Laws of Mon-

ads

In Section 6.2 we have seen that distributive laws of functors H over monads
M allow to apply an algebra to results of effectful computations as in (6.1). In
the present chapter, where we investigate uninterpreted solutions of recursive
program schemes, we are not concerned with the application of algebras, but
with purely syntactic manipulations. We have argued above (the last item
below (6.1)) that distributive laws λ : HM → MH are appropriate also for
this purpose due to their naturality. In fact, they rewrite operation symbols
applied to effect-structured arguments to effect-structured operation symbols
applied to plain arguments.

We shall also need such a rewriting mechanism which deals with arbitrary
terms instead of operation symbols (which are flat terms). Clearly (at least
for finite terms) this can be achieved by repeated application of λ. More
elegantly, we use again distributive laws, this time of the free monad F on H
over the monad M . Indeed, recall that for a polynomial endofunctor H on Set
the free monad (F, ηH , µH) gives the sets FX of (finite) terms over variables
from X built up from operation symbols according to H, where ηHX : X →
FX considers variables as terms of depth 0 and µHX : FFX → FX flattens
terms with terms as variables to a single term. Then a distributive law
λ′ : FM →MF of monads is precisely the right notion: it rewrites terms of
operation symbols applied to effect-structured variables to effect-structured
terms applied to plain variables. In addition to the unit and multiplication
laws for M which we already explained for λ above (see below (6.1)), we have
unit and multiplication laws for F :

• in the case of a term of depth 0 (i. e. an effect-structured variable) appli-
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cation of the distributive law just considers this as an effect-structured
term of depth 0: this follows from the unit law λ′X · ηHMX = MηHX ;

• due to the multiplication law λ′X ·µHMX = MµHX ·λ′FX ·Fλ′X , it does not
matter whether the effect-structure is drawn outside a term at once or
step by step for subterms.

Extending to Finite Terms

Although we explained distributive laws λ′ : FM →MF only for polynomial
functors H, we shall not require H to be polynomial but work with arbitrary
functors H for which free algebras exist. Recall from Theorem 2.22 that
in this case the free monad (F, ηH , µH) on H exists; also recall the natural
transformations φ and κ from this theorem.

Definition 8.1. Given a distributive law λ : HM →MH of a functor H over
the monad M , we define for every set X the morphism λ′X : FMX →MFX
to be the unique homomorphism to the H-algebra MφX · λFX extending
MηHX . That is, λ′X is uniquely determined by the following commutative
diagram:

HFMX

φMX

��

Hλ′X // HMFX

λFX
��

MHFX

MφX
��

FMX
λ′X //MFX

MX
ηHMX

ee

MηHX

99

(8.1)

Proposition 8.2. The morphisms λ′X from Definition 8.1 constitute a dis-
tributive law λ′ : FM →MF of monads.

Proof. To prove the proposition we need to verify naturality of λ′ and the
four laws for a distributive law of monads.

(1) The morphisms λ′X form a natural transformation λ′. To prove this,
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let f : X → Y be an arbitrary morphism and consider the following diagram:

HFMX
HFMf

ww

Hλ′X //

φMX

��

HMFX
HMFf

ww
λFX
��

HFMY
Hλ′Y //

φMY

��

HMFY

λFY
��

MHFX
MHFf

ww
MφX
��

FMX
FMf

ww

λ′X
MHFY

MφY
��

//MFX
MFf

ww
FMY

λ′Y //MFY

Both paths of the bottom square are homomorphisms between H-algebras
as we can see from the commuting “walls”: the left-hand wall commutes
by naturality of φ, the right-hand wall by naturality of λ and φ, and the
remaining walls by the definition of λ′X and λ′Y . Furthermore both paths are
the unique homomorphism extending M(ηHY · f) as we check in

MFf · λ′X · ηHMX = MFf ·MηHX = M(ηHY · f)

and

λ′Y · FMf · ηHMX = λ′Y · ηHMY ·Mf = MηHY ·Mf = M(ηHY · f) .

Thus the desired bottom square commutes.
(2) The unit law involving ηH holds by the definition of λ′, see the lower

part of (8.1).
(3) The multiplication law involving µH holds. Consider the following

diagram:

HFFM HFλ′ //

HµHM

xx φFM

��

HFMF Hλ′F //

φMF

��

HMFF
HMµH

xx
λFF
��

HFM
Hλ′ //

φM

��

HMF

λF
��

MHFF
MHµH

xx
MφF
��

FFM
Fλ′ //

µHM

xx

FMF
λ′F

MHF //

Mφ
��

MFF
MµH

xx
FM

λ′ //MF

We need to show that the bottom square commutes. To this end we con-
sider it componentwise and see that for every set X both paths in the bot-
tom square are the unique homomorphism to the H-algebra MφX · λFX :
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HMFX →MFX extending λ′X : the homomorphism property is established
for each component by the commuting “walls”: commutativity of the left-
hand wall and the lower part of the right-hand wall is due to Remark 2.23,
the upper part of the right-hand wall is due to naturality of λ, and the re-
maining walls are due to naturality of φ and the definition of λ′. Furthermore
we calculate

λ′X · µHMX · ηHFMX = λ′X

and

MµHX · λ′FX · Fλ′X · ηHFMX = MµHX · λ′FX · ηHMFX · λ′X
= MµHX ·MηHFX · λ′X
= λ′X .

(4) The unit law involving ηM holds. Consider the following diagram:

HF
HFηM

zz

HηMF

$$

φ

��

HFM
Hλ′ //

φM

��

HMF

Mφ·λF

��

F
FηM

zz

ηMF

$$
FM λ′ //MF

We need to show that the bottom triangle commutes. To this end we con-
sider it componentwise and see that for every set X both paths in the bot-
tom triangle are the unique homomorphism to the H-algebra MφX · λFX :
HMFX →MFX extending ηMFX · ηHX : ηMFX is a homomorphism by the unit
law for λ and naturality of ηM , and it trivially extends ηMFX · ηHX . The other
path is a homomorphism by naturality of φ and by the definition of λ′, and
we calculate

λ′X · FηMX · ηHX = λ′X · ηHMX · ηMX = MηHX · ηMX = ηMFX · ηHX .

(5) The multiplication law involving µM holds. Consider the following
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diagram:

HFM
Hλ′ //

φM

��

HMF

λF

��

HFMM
Hλ′M //

HFµM
88

φMM

��

HMFM
HMλ′ //

λFM
��

HMMF

HµMF
88

λMF
��

MHFM MHλ′ //

MφM

��

MHMF

MλF
��

MHF

Mφ
��

FM
λ′

MMHF

µMHF
88

//

MMφ
��

MF

FMM
λ′M //

FµM
88

MFM
Mλ′ //MMF

µMF
88

We need to show that the bottom square commutes. To this end we consider
it componentwise and see that for every set X both paths in the bottom
square are the unique homomorphism to the H-algebra MφX ·λFX extending
MηHX · µMX : the homomorphism property is established by the commuting
“walls” of the diagram. The left-hand wall commutes due to naturality of
φ, the right-hand wall due to the multiplication law for λ and naturality of
µM , and for the remaining walls use the definition of λ′ and naturality of λ.
Furthermore we calculate

λ′X · FµMX · ηHMMX = λ′X · ηHMX · µMX = MηHX · µMX
and

µMFX ·Mλ′X · λ′MX · ηHMMX = µMFX ·Mλ′X ·MηHMX

= µMFX ·MMηHX

= MηHX · µMX .

We did not make any assumption except for the existence of free algebras
for the functor H. Thus most of the distributive laws we have seen in Sec-
tion 6.2 can be extended this way; in particular, we can apply Proposition 8.2
to all canonical distributive laws from Theorem 6.19.

Examples 8.3. We describe the extension λ′ : FM →MF of the canonical
distributive laws λ : HM →MH from Examples 6.14.

1. For the maybe monad M = Id+1, λ′X maps a finite term over variables
from X+{⊥} to itself if ⊥ does not appear in the term; otherwise, the
term is mapped to ⊥.
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2. For the powerset monad M = P , λ′X maps a finite term over “variable
sets” from PX to the set of all terms over X which have the same shape
as the original term, but where from each variable set one variable is
chosen.

3. For the subdistribution monad M = D, λ′X maps a finite term over
subdistributions on X to the subdistribution on terms over X which
assigns to each term with the same shape as the original term the
product of the probabilities of all the variables used in the term; to all
other terms it assigns 0.

4. For the nonempty powerset monad M = P+, λ′X is defined as for the
powerset monad above, but no empty sets occur.

5. For the environment monad M = (−)E, λ′X maps a finite term over
E-indexed families from XE to the E-indexed family of terms over X
where for every i ∈ E the i-component is given by choosing the i-
components in the variables. For the special case E = 1 of the identity
monad M = Id, λ′X is just idFX .

Lemma 8.4. The distributive law λ′ of Proposition 8.2 fulfils λ′ · κM =
Mκ · λ.

Proof. In the diagram

HM λ //

HMηH

%%
HηHM
��

MH

MHηH

��
HFM

Hλ′
//

φM
��

HMF
λF
//MHF

Mφ
��

FM
λ′

////

κM

MF oo

Mκ

all inner parts commute: the left-hand and right-hand parts are the definition
of κ (see Theorem 2.22), the upper triangle and the lower square are the
definition of λ′ in diagram (8.1) and the remaining upper square commutes
due to naturality of λ. Thus the outside commutes.

Extending to Infinite Terms: Environment Monad

As we shall see next, for some monads we can even extend distributive laws to
infinite terms. Instead of the existence of free H-algebras φY we require the
existence of final coalgebras for the functorsH(−)+Y (or, equivalently, of free
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CIAs τY on Y for H), i. e. we require H to be iteratable, see Definition 2.50.
Recall from Theorem 2.47 that in this case the free CIM (T, ηH , µH) on H
exists; also recall the natural transformations τ and κ from this theorem.

We rephrase Definition 8.1 for H-CIAs in place of H-algebras.

Definition 8.5. Let λ : HM → MH be a distributive law of a functor H
over the monad M . Let MτY · λTY : HMTY → MTY be an H-CIA for
every set Y . We define for every set Y the morphism λ′Y : TMY → MTY
to be the unique homomorphism to the H-CIA MτY · λTY extending MηHY .
That is, λ′Y is uniquely determined by the following commutative diagram:

HTMY

τMY

��

Hλ′Y // HMTY

λTY
��

MHTY

MτY
��

TMY
λ′Y //MTY

MY
ηHMY

ee

MηHY

99

(8.2)

Proposition 8.6. The morphisms λ′Y from Definition 8.5 constitute a dis-
tributive law λ′ : TM →MT of monads.

Proof. Since the homomorphisms between CIAs simply are H-algebra homo-
morphisms, the proof is the same as for Proposition 8.2 with the free monad
(F, ηH , µH) replaced by the free CIM (T, ηH , µH) and with φ replaced by τ .
Instead of Remark 2.23 use Remark 2.48, and instead of diagram (8.1) use
diagram (8.2) with M = (−)E, of course.

Corollary 8.7. The canonical distributive law λ of an iteratable functor H
over the environment monad M = (−)E from Example 6.23(2) induces a
distributive law λ′ : TM →MT of monads.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 8.6 applied to M = (−)E since MτY ·
λTY is an H-CIA for every set Y by Corollary 7.25 and Remark 7.6.

Observation 8.8. For the special case of E = 1, we have M = Id and we have
for any iteratable endofunctor H the canonical distributive law λ = id over
M , see Example 6.23(2). Definition 8.5 yields the identity maps λ′Y = idHY
and thus trivially the distributive law λ′ = id of the monad T over the monad
Id.
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Remark 8.9. Lemma 8.4 still holds for the distributive laws obtained from
Proposition 8.6: just replace (F, ηH , µH) by (T, ηH , µH) and φ by τ . Instead
of Theorem 2.22 see Theorem 2.47 for the definition of κ, and instead of
diagram (8.1) use diagram (8.2) with M = (−)E, of course.

Extending to Infinite Terms: Nonempty Powerset Monad

Here we require H to be a finitary polynomial functor. In particular this im-
plies that a set TY consists of rooted, ordered, finitely branching trees which
may have leaves labeled in Y , see Theorem 2.47 together with Example 2.29.

On the sets P+Y we have the partial order ⊆. This induces a partial
order v on TP+Y as follows:

t1 v t2 ⇐⇒
t1 and t2 have the same shape and for every leaf labeled
by a set Y1 ∈ P+Y in t1 and by a set Y2 ∈ P+Y in t2 we
have Y1 ⊆ Y2.

The partial orderv in turn lifts pointwise to a partial order on Set(X,TP+Y )
for every set X which we again denote by v, i. e. f v g ⇔ ∀x ∈ X : f(x) v
g(x).

Recall from Proposition 7.36 that for canonical distributive laws λ of a
finitary polynomial set functor H over P+, the algebra P+τY · λTY is an H-
CEA for every set Y . Since τY is not only the free H-CIA, but also the free
H-CEA (see Theorem 2.40 and Corollary 2.35), we can apply Definition 8.5
to the nonempty powerset monad M = P+ to obtain unique homomorphisms
λ′Y between CEAs for every set Y .

We are now going to prove that the λ′Y constitute a distributive law
λ′ : TP+ → P+T of monads (see Proposition 8.12 below). But different
from Propositions 8.2 and 8.6, we need to work with homomorphisms between
CEAs instead of algebras or CIAs which are not just algebra homomorphisms,
but solution preserving algebra homomorphisms (see Definition 2.38). In
order to prove some of the morphisms relevant for a proof analogous to
Propositions 8.2 and 8.6 to be homomorphisms between CEAs, we shall use
Lemma 8.11 below. However, for other relevant morphisms it seems difficult
to prove that they are homomorphisms between CEAs. But we are still
able to prove the remaining axioms for λ′ by hand, i. e. by arguing how the
involved morphisms act. To this end, we prove a description of the action of
λ′Y in the following

Lemma 8.10. The maps λ′Y : TP+Y → P+TY from Definition 8.5 (applied
to the canonical distributive law λ of a finitary polynomial functor H over
the monad M = P+ from Example 6.14(4)) act as follows: given a tree
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t ∈ TP+Y where leaves may be labeled by nonempty subsets of Y , λ′Y (t) is
the set of all trees obtained by choosing in each of these leaves one element
from the labeling set.

Proof. Let us denote the maps described in the statement of the lemma by
αY : TP+Y → P+TY . To show αY = λ′Y for every set Y it suffices to prove
for every set Y that αY is the unique homomorphism between the free CEA
τP+Y and the CEA P+τY · λTY from Proposition 7.36 extending P+ηHY .

It is easy to check that αY extends P+ηHY , i. e. that we have αY · ηHP+Y =
P+ηHY : to consider a nonempty subset of Y as a label of a singleton tree and
then taking the set of all (singleton) trees labeled by an element from this
set obviously is the same as to make every element of the nonempty set into
a singleton tree labeled by this element.

In order to show that αY is a homomorphism of CEAs it suffices to
prove that it is solution preserving; from this it follow that αY is an H-
algebra homomorphism as shown in [AMV06a], Lemma 5.2. Let e : X →
HX + TP+Y be a flat equation morphism with parameters in TP+Y . We
need to prove αY · e† = (αY • e)†; since the right-hand side is the greatest
solution of αY • e in the CEA P+τY · λTY by Proposition 7.33, it suffices to
prove that the left-hand side also is a greatest solution in this CEA.

(1) αY · e† is a solution. Consider the following diagram:

X

e
��

e† // TP+Y
αY // P+TY

HX + TP+Y

HX+αY
��

He†+TP+Y// HTP+Y + TP+Y

[τP+Y ,TP
+Y ]

OO

HαY +αY **
HX + P+TY

He†+P+TY
////

αY •e

HTP+Y + P+TY
HαY +P+TY

// HP+TY + P+TY

[P+τY ·λTY ,P+TY ]

OO

The left-hand part commutes by the definition of •; the upper left-hand
square commutes since e† is the (unique) solution of e in the free CEA τP+Y .
The lower part is trivial, and the remaining right-hand part commutes since
αY is a homomorphism between the H-algebras τP+Y and P+τY · λTY . In
fact, the equation P+τY ·λTY ·HαY = αY · τP+Y holds since it is the same for
an element from HTP+Y to take all choices of leaf labels in the child trees
and then taking all choices at the root as to take all choices immediately.
Thus, the outside commutes showing αY · e† to be a solution of αY • e.

(2) αY ·e† is a greatest solution. We prove αY ·e† w (αY •e)† elementwise,
i. e. we prove (αY ·e†)(x) ⊇ (αY •e)†(x) for every x ∈ X. Let t ∈ (αY •e)†(x),
i. e. we have αY • e : X̄ → HX̄ + TY over αY • e via f : X̄ → X such that
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f(x̄) = x and t = (αY • e)†(x̄). More concrete, splitting X = X0 + X1 with
e[X0] ⊆ HX and e[X1] ⊆ TP+Y , splitting X̄ = X̄0 + X̄1 with f [X̄0] ⊆ X0

and f [X̄1] ⊆ X1 and splitting morphisms with domain X or X̄ accordingly,
this means

(Hf · αY • e0)(x̄) = ((αY • e)0 · f0)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄0

and
αY • e1(x̄) ∈ ((αY • e)1 · f1)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 .

Consider the following diagram:

X=X0+X1

e0+ηHX1

��

(e0+ηHX1
)†
// TX1

Te1 // TTP+Y

µH
P+Y // TP+Y

HX+TX1

id+Te1

��

H(e0+ηHX1
)†+id

// HTX1+TX1

[τX1
,id]

OO

HTe1+Te1

))
HX+TTP+Y

id+µH
P+Y

��

H(e0+ηHX1
)†+id

// HTX1+TTP+Y
HTe1+id// HTTP+Y+TTP+Y

[τ
TP+Y

,id]

OO

HµH
P+Y

+µH
P+Y

))
HX+TP+Y

H(e0+ηHX1
)†+id

////

e

HTX1+TP+Y
HTe1+id// HTTP+Y+TP+Y

HµH
P+Y

+id
// HTP+Y+TP+Y

[τP+Y
,id]

OO

The left-hand part commutes by one of the monad unit laws for T ; the upper
left-hand square commutes since (e0+ηHX1

)† is the (unique) solution of e0+ηHX1

in τX1 ; the two lower left-hand parts trivially commute and for the two upper
right-hand squares use naturality of τ and Remark 2.48. Thus all inner parts
commute, and so does the outside which shows that e† = µHP+Y ·Te1·(e0+ηHX1

)†

for the unique solution of e in τP+Y .
We have a similar diagram for the solution of Tη+

Y • αY • e showing that
(Tη+

Y • αY • e)† = µHP+Y · T (Tη+
Y · αY • e1) · (αY • e0 + ηH

X̄1
)†.

Recall from right before this lemma that for every set Z we have a partial
order v on Set(Z, TP+Y ). Let d : V → TW be a function and define the
function ψ : Set(W,TP+Y ) → Set(V, TP+Y ) by ψ(g) = µHP+Y · Tg · d for
every g : W → TP+Y . It is not difficult to see that ψ is monotone: g v h
means g(w) v h(w) for every w ∈ W which means that the trees g(w) and
h(w) have the same shape and the sets labeling leaves of g(w) are subsets of
the sets labeling the corresponding leaves of h(w). For every v ∈ V , we need
to prove that ψ(g)(v) = (µHP+Y ·Tg ·d)(v) v (µHP+Y ·Th ·d)(v) = ψ(h)(v). But
both sides just substitute trees that are related by v for variables of the tree
d(v) and consider the results as trees again; thus these trees have the same
shape and the sets in corresponding leaves are related by ⊆, so the trees are
related by v.
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We apply this monotonicity result to V = X̄, W = X̄1, d = (αY • e0 +
ηH
X̄1

)† : X̄ → TX̄1, g = Tη+
Y ·αY • e1 and h = e1·f1, where Tη+

Y ·αY • e1 v e1·f1

follows from the above result αY • e1(x̄) ∈ ((αY •e)1 ·f1)(x̄) = (αY ·e1 ·f1)(x̄)
for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 and the concrete description of αY . Then we see that the
inequality

Tη+
Y · (αY • e)

† (∗)
= (Tη+

Y • αY • e)
†

= µHP+Y · T (Tη+
Y · αY • e1) · (αY • e0 + ηHX̄1

)†

v µHP+Y · T (e1 · f1) · (αY • e0 + ηHX̄1
)†

= µHP+Y · Te1 · Tf1 · (αY • e0 + ηHX̄1
)†

(∗)
= µHP+Y · Te1 · (αY • e0 + Tf1 · ηHX̄1

)†

(?)
= µHP+Y · Te1 · (e0 + ηHX1

)† · f
= e† · f

holds where the equations marked by (∗) are true since Tη+
Y and Tf1 are

H-algebra homomorphisms between CIAs and thus are solution preserving,
see [Mil05], Proposition 2.3; and the equation marked by (?) is proved by the
commutative diagram

X̄

αY •e0+Tf1·ηHX̄1 ��

f // X

e0+ηHX1
��

(e0+ηHX1
)†

// TX1

HX̄ + TX1 Hf+id
// HX + TX1

H(e0+ηHX1
)†+id
// HTX1 + TX1

[τX1
,id]

OO

where the left-hand square is due to (Hf ·αY • e0)(x̄) = ((αY • e)0 · f0)(x̄) =
(e0·f0)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄0 and the right-hand square commutes since (e0+ηHX1

)†

is the (unique) solution of e0+ηHX1
in τX1 . Thus the outside commutes proving

(αY • e0 + Tf1 · ηHX̄1
)† = (e0 + ηHX1

)† · f by the uniqueness of solutions in τX1 .
Applying the above inequality to x̄, we obtain

Tη+
Y (t) = (Tη+

Y · (αY • e)
†)(x̄) v (e† · f)(x̄) = e†(x)

which implies the desired result t ∈ (αY · e†)(x).

For the following lemma, recall from before Proposition 7.33 that the sets
Set(X,P+V ) carry a partial order ≤.

Lemma 8.11. Let h : TY → TZ be a homomorphism between the H-
algebras τY : HTY → TY and τZ : HTZ → TZ. Then P+h is a
homomorphism between the CEAs P+τY · λTY : HP+TY → P+TY and
P+τZ · λTZ : HP+TZ → P+TZ from Proposition 7.36.
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Proof. Given any flat equation morphism e : X → HX + P+TY and the
H-algebra homomorphism h as in the statement, we must prove that P+h
preserves solutions, i. e. that P+h · e† = (P+h • e)†. We already know that
the right-hand side is the greatest solution of P+h•e, thus it suffices to show
that the left-hand side is a solution of P+h • e with P+h · e† ≥ (P+h • e)†.

(1) P+h · e† is a solution. Consider the following diagram:

X

e
��

e† // P+TY P+h // P+TZ

HX + P+TY

HX+P+h
��

He†+P+TY// HP+TY + P+TY

[P+τY ·λTY ,P+TY ]

OO

HP+h+P+h **
HX + P+TZ

He†+P+TZ
////

P+h•e

HP+TY + P+TZ
HP+h+P+TZ

// HP+TZ + P+TZ

[P+τZ ·λTZ ,P+TZ]

OO

The left-hand part is the definition of •, the upper left-hand square commutes
since e† is a solution of e; the lower part trivially commutes, and for the right-
hand part use naturality of λ and that h is an H-algebra homomorphism.
Thus the outside commutes showing that P+h · e† is a solution of P+h • e.

(2) We prove P+h · e† ≥ (P+h• e)†. We do so by showing (P+h · e†)(x) ⊇
(P+h • e)†(x) for all x ∈ X. To show this, let t ∈ (P+h • e)†(x). This means
that we have P+h • e : X̄ → HX̄ + TZ over P+h • e via fP

+h•e : X̄ → X
and some x̄ ∈ X̄ with fP

+h•e(x̄) = x and (P+h • e)†(x̄) = t. We make this
property more explicit by splitting X = X0 + X1 where e[X0] ⊆ HX and
e[X1] ⊆ P+TY and splitting X̄ = X̄0 + X̄1 where fP

+h•e[X̄0] ⊆ X0 and
fP

+h•e[X̄1] ⊆ X1. Accordingly we split morphisms with domain X or X̄ into
coproducts. Then the fact that P+h • e is over P+h • e via fP

+h•e can be
expressed in the two formulas

(HfP
+h•e · (P+h • e)0)(x̄) = ((P+h • e)0 · fP

+h•e
0 )(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄0

and

((P+h • e)1)(x̄) ∈ ((P+h • e)1 · fP
+h•e

1 )(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 .

We need to show t ∈ (P+h · e†)(x). To this end we define f e : X̄ → X by
f e = fP

+h•e and ē : X̄ → HX̄ + TY by

ē0(x̄) = (P+h • e)0(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄0

and

ē1(x̄) = s ∈ (e1 · f e1 )(x̄) such that (P+h • e)1(x̄) = h(s) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 .
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Such trees s always exist since (P+h • e)1(x̄) ∈ ((P+h • e)1 · fP
+h•e

1 )(x̄) =
(P+h · e1 · f e1 )(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1, so ē is well-defined. We show that ē is over
e via f e: clearly we have

(Hf e·ē0)(x̄) = (HfP
+h•e·(P+h • e)0)(x̄) = ((P+h•e)0·fP

+h•e
0 )(x̄) = (e0·f e0 )(x̄)

for all x̄ ∈ X̄0; we also have

ē1(x̄) = s ∈ (e1 · f e1 )(x̄)

for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 by definition. Now consider the following diagram:

X̄

ē
��

ē† // TY
h // TZ

HX̄ + TY

HX̄+h
��

Hē†+TY// HTY + TY

[τY ,TY ]

OO

Hh+h ((
HX̄ + TZ

Hē†+TZ
////

P+h•e

HTY + TZ
Hh+TZ

// HTZ + TZ

[τZ ,TZ]

OO

The left-hand part commutes by the definition of ē; the upper left-hand
square commutes since ē† is the (unique) solution of ē in the free CEA τY ;
the lower part trivially commutes, and for the right-hand part use that h
is an H-algebra homomorphism. Thus the outside commutes showing that
h · ē† is a solution of P+h • e. By the uniqueness of such solutions we have
h · ē† = (P+h • e)†.
To finish our proof, we see that t = (P+h • e)†(x̄) = (h· ē†)(x̄). This gives the
desired result since from the fact that ē is over e it follows t = (h · ē†)(x̄) ∈
(P+h · e†)(x).

Proposition 8.12. The canonical distributive law λ : HP+ → P+H of a
finitary polynomial set functor H over the monad P+ extends to a distributive
law λ′ : TP+ → P+T of monads.

Proof. We prove that the maps λ′Y from Definition 8.5 (applied to the canon-
ical distributive law λ of a finitary polynomial set functor H over the monad
M = P+ as explained above Lemma 8.10) form a distributive law of monads.
In large parts (items (1)–(3) below) the proof is similar to the one of Propo-
sition 8.2; we only replace F by T and φ by τ and additionally prove that all
homomorphisms involved are solution preserving using Lemma 8.11. In items
(4)–(5) below we provide direct proofs of two laws for λ′ using Lemma 8.10.

(1) The maps λ′Y form a natural transformation λ′. Here we need to check
that TP+f and P+Tf are solution preserving for every map f : X → Y (for
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λ′X and λ′Y this is immediate from their definition). For TP+f this follows
from [Mil05], Proposition 2.3, since this is a homomorphism between CIAs.
For P+Tf , apply Lemma 8.11 to the H-algebra homomorphism Tf .

(2) The unit law for λ′ involving ηH holds. This is immediate from the
definition of λ′.

(3) The multiplication law for λ′ involving µH holds. Here we need to
check that Tλ′, µHP+ and P+µH are componentwise solution preserving
(for λ′ and λ′T this is immediate from their definition). For Tλ′ this follows
since its components are homomorphisms between CIAs; the same is true for
µHP+, see Remark 2.48. For P+µH , apply Lemma 8.11 to the components
of µH which are H-algebra homomorphisms (again by Remark 2.48).

(4) The unit law for λ′ involving η+ holds. We use Lemma 8.10 and
Example 6.1(4) to verify that the desired diagram

T
Tη+

||

η+T

""
TP+ λ′ // P+T

commutes. From those we see that the diagram just states that to make the
leaf labels of a tree singleton sets and then taking the set of all trees where
for every such leaf an element of the set is chosen as a label results in the
singleton set containing the original tree, which is obviously right.

(5) The multiplication law for λ′ involving µ+ holds. We use Lemma 8.10
and Example 6.1(4) to verify that the desired diagram

TP+ λ′ // P+T

TP+P+ λ′P+
//

Tµ+

OO

P+TP+ P+λ′ // P+P+T

µ+T

OO

commutes. To this end, consider its Y -component and let s ∈ TP+P+Y and
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t ∈ TY be trees. It holds

t ∈ (µ+TY · P+λ′Y · λ′P+Y )(s)

⇐⇒ t lies in a set that lies in (P+λ′Y · λ′P+Y )(s)

⇐⇒
there is a tree with the same shape as t in λ′P+Y (s) such that
every set by which a leaf is labeled contains the corresponding
leaf label of t

⇐⇒
s has the same shape as t, and for every leaf of t its label lies
in a set that lies in the set by which the corresponding leaf of
s is labeled

⇐⇒ for every leaf of t its label lies in the set by which the corre-
sponding leaf of Tµ+(s) is labeled

⇐⇒ t ∈ (λ′Y · Tµ+)(s)

which proves the desired law.

Remark 8.13. Lemma 8.4 also holds for the distributive laws obtained from
Proposition 8.12: just replace (F, ηH , µH) by (T, ηH , µH) and φ by τ . Instead
of Theorem 2.22 see Theorem 2.47 for the definition of κ, and instead of
diagram (8.1) use diagram (8.2) with M = P+, of course.

Remark 8.14. From Lemma 8.11 and Proposition 8.12 we obtain a third char-
acterization of the operation (−)† from Definition 7.31 (besides its definition
and the second characterization given in Corollary 7.35): any flat equation
morphism e : X → HX+P+TY can be decomposed into e0 : X0 → HX and
e1 : X1 → P+TY where X = X0 +X1. We form the flat equation morphism
e0 +ηHX1

: X → HX+TX1 which has a unique solution (e0 +ηHX1
)† in the free

CIA τX1 meaning that the upper left-hand square in the following diagram
commutes:
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X
=
X

0
+
X

1

e
0
+
η
H X

1

��

(e
0
+
η
H X

1
)†
// T
X

1

T
e
1

// T
P

+
T
Y

λ
′ T
Y

// P
+
T
T
Y

P
+
µ
H Y

// P
+
T
Y

H
X

+
T
X

1

id
+
T
e
1

��

H
(e

0
+
η
H X

1
)†

+
id // H
T
X

1
+
T
X

1

[τ
X

1
,i

d
]

OO

H
T
e
1
+
T
e
1

''

P
+
H
T
T
Y

+
P

+
T
T
Y

[P
+
τ
T
Y
,i

d
]

OO

P
+
H
µ
H Y

+
P

+
µ
H Y ''

H
X

+
T
P

+
T
Y

id
+
λ
′ T
Y

��

H
(e

0
+
η
H X

1
)†

+
id

// H
T
X

1
+
T
P

+
T
Y
H
T
e
1
+

id //
H
T
P

+
T
Y

+
T
P

+
T
Y

[τ
P

+
T
Y
,i

d
]

OO

H
λ
′ T
Y

+
λ
′ T
Y

''

P
+
H
T
Y

+
P

+
T
Y

[P
+
τ
Y
,i

d
]

OO

H
X

+
P

+
T
T
Y

id
+
P

+
µ
H Y

��

H
(e

0
+
η
H X

1
)†

+
id

// H
T
X

1
+
P

+
T
T
Y
H
T
e
1
+

id //
H
T
P

+
T
Y

+
P

+
T
T
Y
H
λ
′ T
Y

+
id // H
P

+
T
T
Y

+
P

+
T
T
Y

λ
T
T
Y

+
id

OO

H
P

+
µ
H Y

+
P

+
µ
H Y ''

H
X

+
P

+
T
YH
(e

0
+
η
H X

1
)†

+
id

//
//

e

H
T
X

1
+
P

+
T
Y
H
T
e
1
+

id
// H
T
P

+
T
Y

+
P

+
T
Y
H
λ
′ T
Y

+
id
// H
P

+
T
T
Y

+
P

+
T
YH
P

+
µ
H Y

+
id // H
P

+
T
Y

+
P

+
T
Y

λ
T
Y

+
id

OO

The left-hand part commutes by one of the unit laws for the distributive
law λ′ and one of the unit laws for the monad T ; the three lower left-hand
parts commute trivially; and for the four parts in the upper right-hand area
use naturality of τ , the upper square of diagram (8.2) with M = P+, and
naturality of λ and Remark 2.48. Since all inner parts commutes so does
the outside showing P+µHY · λ′TY · Te1 · (e0 + ηHX1

)† to be a solution of e.
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Moreover, this is the greatest solution: Te1 · (e0 + ηHX1
)† is a unique solution,

λ′TY preserves greatest solutions by its definition and P+µHY preserves them
by Lemma 8.11 since µHY is an H-algebra homomorphism between τTY and
τY by Remark 2.48. Thus we have e† = P+µHY ·λ′TY ·Te1 ·(e0 +ηHX1

)† meaning
that taking the greatest solution can be done by unfolding the recursive
definition given by e first without the parameters and then plugging the
parameter sets in the leaves of the resulting tree and taking the set of trees
of all combinations of leaves, cf. the description of λ′ in the statement of
Lemma 8.10.

8.2 Composite Monads

We start this section with the basic fact that distributive laws of monads
give rise to composite monads:

Lemma 8.15 ([Bec69]). Given a distributive law δ : NM →MN of monads,
(MN, ηM ∗ ηN , (µM ∗ µN) ·MδN) is again a (composite) monad.

Using the extensions (Proposition 8.2) of the canonical distributive laws
from Theorem 6.19, we see that for every analytic functor H and every
commutative monad M on Set we canonically obtain composite monads MF ,
where F is the free monad on H. In particular this applies to the maybe
monad M = Id + 1, the powerset monad M = P and the subdistribution
monad M = D.

For the environment monad M = (−)E and the nonempty powerset
monad M = P+, we canonically obtain composite monads MT , where T
is the free CIM on H. This follows from Corollary 8.7 and Proposition 8.12.
For M = (−)E this even holds for arbitrary iteratable set functors H, for
M = P+ we are restricted to finitary polynomial set functors H. But in both
cases the composite monads have more structure as we prove next. We start
with results which are common for both cases. Recall from Definition 2.41
the notion of a module for a monad.

Definition 8.16. Given a distributive law δ : NM → MN of monads, by
a δ-distributive law of an N -module (N̄ , µ̄N) over the monad M is meant
a natural transformation δ̄ : N̄M → MN̄ making the following diagrams
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commute:

N̄
N̄ηM

}}

ηM N̄

!!
N̄M

δ̄
//MN̄

N̄MM
N̄µM //

δ̄M
��

N̄M

δ̄

��

MN̄M

Mδ̄
��

MMN̄
µM N̄

//MN̄

N̄NM
µ̄NM //

N̄δ
��

N̄M

δ̄

��

N̄MN

δ̄N
��

MN̄N
Mµ̄N

//MN̄

Lemma 8.17. Given a distributive law λ : GM →MG of a functor G over
the monad M and a distributive law δ : NM → MN of monads, λN · Gδ :
GNM →MGN is a δ-distributive law of the N-module (GN,GµN) over the
monad M .

Proof. From Example 2.42 we know that (GN,GµN) is an N -module. We
check the three diagrams for a δ-distributive law. The one for ηM follows
from the respective unit laws for the distributive laws δ and λ as shown in
the following commutative diagram:

GN
GNηM

yy GηMN ��

ηMGN

%%
GNM

Gδ
// GMN

λN
//MGN

Likewise, the diagram for µM follows from the respective multiplication laws
for the distributive laws δ and λ (and naturality of λ) as shown in the fol-
lowing commutative diagram:

GNMM
GNµM //

GδM
��

GNM

Gδ

��

GMNM

λNM
��

GMδ

''
MGNM

MGδ
��

GMMN

λMNww

GµMN// GMN

λN

��

MGMN

MλN
��

MMGN
µMGN

//MGN
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For the last diagram for GµN consider the diagram

GNNM
GµNM//

GNδ
��

GNM

Gδ

��

GNMN

GδN
��

GMNN

λNN
��

GMµN// GMN

λN
��

MGNN
MGµN

//MGN

which commutes by one of the multiplication laws for δ and by naturality of
λ.

Example 8.18. Using Lemma 8.17 we see that for the extensions λ′ :
TM → MT of the canonical distributive laws λ : HM → MH ob-
tained in Proposition 8.12 (M = P+) and Corollary 8.7 (M = (−)E),
λT ·Hλ′ : HTM →MHT is a λ′-distributive law.

Recall from Definition 2.43 the notion of an idealized monad.

Lemma 8.19. Let δ : NM → MN be a distributive law of the ide-
alized monad (N, ηN , µN , N̄ , µ̄N , ϑ) over the monad (M, ηM , µM), and let
δ̄ : N̄M →MN̄ be a δ-distributive law such that Mϑ · δ̄ = δ · ϑM . Then the
composite monad induced by δ is an idealized monad

(MN, ηM ∗ ηN , (µM ∗ µN) ·MδN,MN̄, (µM ∗ µ̄N) ·Mδ̄N,Mϑ) .

Proof. We know from Lemma 8.15 that (MN, ηM ∗ ηN , (µM ∗ µN) ·MδN) is
a (composite) monad. We show that (MN̄, (µM ∗ µ̄N) ·Mδ̄N) is an MN -
module: the first module diagram

MN̄
MN̄ηN //MN̄N

MN̄ηMN//

MηM N̄N ''

MN̄MN

Mδ̄N
��

MMN̄N

µM∗µ̄N
��

MN̄

commutes due to one of the laws for δ̄, one of the unit laws of the monad M
and the first module diagram for the module (N̄ , µ̄N). The second module
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diagram

MN̄MNMN Mδ̄NMN //

MN̄MδN
��

MMN̄NMN
(µM∗µ̄N )MN//

MMN̄δN
��

MN̄MN

Mδ̄N

��

MN̄MMNN Mδ̄MNN //

MN̄(µM∗µN )

��

MMN̄MNN

MMδ̄NN
��

MMMN̄NN
µMM∗µ̄NN //

MµM∗N̄µN
��

MMN̄N

µM∗µ̄N
��

MN̄MN
Mδ̄N

//MMN̄N
µM∗µ̄N

//MN̄

commutes due to naturality of δ̄, the remaining two laws for δ̄, the multipli-
cation law for M and the second module diagram for (N̄ , µ̄N). Finally we
check that Mϑ is a module homomorphism: the diagram

MN̄MN MϑMN //

Mδ̄N
��

MNMN

MδN
��

MMN̄N
MMϑN //

µM∗µ̄N
��

MMNN

µM∗µN
��

MN̄
Mϑ

//MN

commutes due to the assumed equation for δ̄ and δ, and due to ϑ : N̄ → N
being a module homomorphism.

Example 8.20. Recall from Theorem 2.47 that the free CIM T on H is an
idealized monad (T, ηH , µH , HT,HµH , τ). The distributive laws λ′ : TM →
MT from Example 8.18 arise from λ : HM →MH via the defining commu-
tative diagram (8.2). Thus the preconditions of Lemma 8.19 are satisfied and
(MT, ηM ∗ ηH , (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′T,MHT, (µM ∗HµH) ·MλTT ·MHλ′T,Mτ)
is an idealized composite monad.

Composite Monads P+T

Definition 8.21. A weak completely iterative monad (or weak CIM, for
short) is an idealized monad where every guarded equation morphism has
a solution (cf. Definition 2.45).

Definition 8.22. Let e : X → P+T (X + Y ) be an equation morphism for
the composite monad P+T and let f : X̄ → X be a morphism. An equation
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morphism ē : X̄ → T (X̄ + Y ) for the monad T is said to be over e via f , if
(T (f + id) · ē)(x̄) ∈ (e · f)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄.

Theorem 8.23. Let H be a finitary polynomial endofunctor on Set. For the
extension λ′ : TP+ → P+T of the canonical distributive law λ : HP+ →
P+H, the composite monad

(P+T, η+∗ηH , (µ+∗µH)·P+λ′T,P+HT, (µ+∗HµH)·P+λTT ·P+Hλ′T,P+τ)

is a weak CIM.

Proof. We know from Example 8.20 that the six-tuple in the statement of
the theorem is indeed an idealized monad.

We still have to check that guarded equation morphisms have a solution.
To this end let e : X → P+T (X + Y ) be any guarded equation morphism,
i. e.

e = (X e′ //(P+HT )(X + Y ) + Y
[P+τHX+Y ,η

+
T (X+Y )

·ηHX+Y ·inr] //P+T (X + Y )) .

We prove that there is a solution e† : X → P+TY of e, i. e. the diagram

X

e

��

e† // P+TY

P+P+TTY

(µ+∗µH)Y

OO

P+T (X + Y )
P+T [e†,η+

TY ·η
H
Y ]

// P+TP+TY

P+λ′TY

OO (8.3)

commutes. To this end, we consider all equation morphisms ē that are over
e. Such equation morphisms have unique solutions ē† : X̄ → TY , i. e. the
diagram

X̄

ē
��

ē† // TY

T (X̄ + Y )
T [ē†,ηHY ]

// TTY

µHY

OO

commutes. In fact, since e is guarded, so are all the ē as we see from (T (f +
id)·ē)(x̄) ∈ (e·f)(x̄). Then the unique solutions are provided by the complete
iterativity of T .

We define

e†(x) = {ē†(x̄) | ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x} (8.4)
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and prove that this is a solution of e. Observe that e† is well-defined since
the set e†(x) is nonempty: there always exists a map ē over e. To see this,
choose X̄ = X, f = id and ē(x) = t ∈ e(x). Observe in the definition of ē
that since every set e(x) ∈ P+T (X + Y ) is nonempty, there always exists a
tree t ∈ e(x). Then clearly ē is over e via f .

We prove that e† is a solution, i. e. diagram (8.3) commutes. We do so
pointwise, i. e. we show that for every x ∈ X we have e†(x) = ((µ+ ∗ µH)Y ·
P+λ′TY · P+T [e†, η+

TY · ηHY ] · e)(x). We prove the two subset inclusions.
⊆ Let t ∈ e†(x). By (8.4) this means that there exists ē : X̄ → T (X̄ +Y )

over e via some f : X̄ → X and x̄ ∈ X̄ such that f(x̄) = x and t = ē†(x̄).
By the solution diagram for ē we can rewrite the latter equation to t =
(µHY · T [ē†, ηHY ] · ē)(x̄). We argue that from this it follows t ∈ (P+µHY · λ′TY ·
T [e† · f, η+

TY · ηHY ] · ē)(x̄): in both formulas, ē(x̄) gives the same tree that may
have several nodes labeled by elements from X̄ or Y . Whereas the nodes
with labels in Y are then considered as subtrees in the original equation,
they are considered as singleton sets of a subtree in the new formula. And
whereas the nodes with labels in X̄ are replaced by trees according to ē† in
the original equation, they are replaced by sets of trees according to e† · f in
the new formula. Notice that these sets contain the corresponding trees that
are substituted in the original equation since for every z̄ ∈ X̄ with z = f(z̄)
we have

ē†(z̄) ∈ e†(z) = (e† · f)(z̄)

by (8.4) since ē is over e via f . Now in the new formula λ′ makes the tree
with sets of trees in its leaves the set of all trees where one tree per leaf is
chosen from the (nonempty) set (see Lemma 8.10), so clearly the tree with
trees in its leaves from the original equation appears in this set. Finally,
µH glues this tree with trees in its leaves into one tree in both cases, so the
desired new formula holds. Now we easily rewrite it to finish this direction
of the proof:

t ∈ (P+µHY · λ′TY · T [e† · f, η+
TY · η

H
Y ] · ē)(x̄)

⇐⇒ t ∈ (P+µHY · λ′TY · T [e†, η+
TY · η

H
Y ] · T (f + id) · ē)(x̄)

=⇒ t ∈ (µ+
TY · P

+P+µHY · P+λ′TY · P+T [e†, η+
TY · η

H
Y ] · e · f)(x̄)

⇐⇒ t ∈ ((µ+ ∗ µH)Y · P+λ′TY · P+T [e†, η+
TY · η

H
Y ] · e)(x)

⊇ Let t ∈ ((µ+∗µH)Y ·P+λ′TY ·P+T [e†, η+
TY ·ηHY ]·e)(x). Since t is an element

of a union (performed by µ+), it must be an element of one of the given sets,
i. e. there exists s ∈ e(x) such that t ∈ (P+µHY · λ′TY · T [e†, η+

TY · ηHY ])(s).
Thus t is constructed from s as follows: every xi-labeled leaf is replaced by
the set e†(xi) = {ē†(x̄i) | ē over e via f and f(x̄i) = xi} from which a tree is
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then chosen to be the subtree ti of t replacing the xi-labeled leaf (recall the
meaning of λ′ and µH). This means that we have for every xi-labeled leaf
some ēi over e via fi with fi(x̄i) = xi and ē†i (x̄i) = ti. We form the disjoint
union of all fi and add f(x̄) = x to obtain f . Also, we form the disjoint
union of all ēi and add ē(x̄) = s′ where T (f + id)(s′) = s to obtain ē. The
existence of such an s′ is clear since we can choose s with the xi replaced by
the x̄i. Then it is easy to see that ē is over e via f and that ē†(x̄i) = ē†i (x̄i).
We finally see that

t = s[ti/xi] = s′[ti/x̄i] = s′[ē†i (x̄i)/x̄i] = s′[ē†(x̄i)/x̄i]

= (µHY · T [ē†, ηHY ])(s′)

= (µHY · T [ē†, ηHY ] · ē)(x̄)

= ē†(x̄) .

Since ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x, we obtain t ∈ e†(x) as desired.

Remark 8.24. The part of the proof of Theorem 8.23 showing that all guarded
equation morphisms have a solution even works for the (non-guarded) equa-
tion morphisms e : X → P+T (X + Y ) that factor as follows:

e ≡ (X e′ //P+(HX + Y )
P+(κHX+ηHY )

//P+(TX + TY )P
+can//P+T (X + Y )) .

The reason is that although the equation morphism e is not necessarily
guarded, the equation morphisms ē : X → T (X + Y ) that are over e via
some f always are; the rest of the proof remains the same.

Definition 8.25. We shall call morphisms e which factor as shown in Re-
mark 8.24 almost guarded .

Observe (similar as above Proposition 7.33) that for every set Y , P+Y
carries the partial order ⊆. This extends pointwise to a partial order ≤ on
all sets Set(X,P+Y ) of functions. In this sense we use the term “greatest
solution/homomorphism” in the following lemma and in Lemma 8.34 below
as well as in Section 8.5. We also make use of the term “cutting of a tree”. We
think that our use of it should be unambiguous; however, for one possible
precise definition of a cutting of a tree at some level we refer the reader
to [AM06].

Lemma 8.26. The solutions e† of (almost) guarded equation morphisms e
from the proof of Theorem 8.23 and Remark 8.24 are greatest solutions; more-
over, for all solutions s of an (almost) guarded equation morphism e the sets
of all finite cuttings of the trees from e†(x) and s(x) are the same for every
x ∈ X.
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Proof. Let e : X → P+T (X+Y ) be an (almost) guarded equation morphism.
Recall from the proof of Theorem 8.23 that it has the solution e† : X →
P+TY given by e†(x) = {ē†(x̄) | ē is over e via f and f(x̄) = x}.

(1) e† is a greatest solution. Assume s to be any solution of e, i. e.
diagram (8.3) commutes with e† replaced by s. Then we have to show s ≤ e†,
i. e. s(x) ⊆ e†(x) for every x ∈ X.
Let t ∈ s(x); according to diagram (8.3) this means t ∈ ((µ+ ∗µH)Y ·P+λ′TY ·
P+T [s, η+

TY · ηHY ] · e)(x). If t is a singleton tree labeled by some y ∈ Y then
e(x) must contain this singleton tree since e is guarded or almost guarded. If
t is a singleton tree labeled by a constant operation, the same is true. If the
root of t is labeled by some operation symbol with arity ≥ 1, then we have a
tree in e(x) with at most countably many variables xi (or parameters from
Y ) in its leaves (to have no leaves labeled in X is also possible), which has
depth ≥ 1 and which equals t except that t has subtrees ti instead of the xi
where ti ∈ s(xi). Since the xi have depth at least 1 in this tree, and we have
the original condition again, we can apply our argument inductively.
Let us now construct an equation morphism as follows: X̄ initially contains a
variable x̄ and we let f(x̄) = x. In every step of the above induction we set for
all variables z̄ ∈ X̄ for which ē is still undefined ē(z̄) to be the corresponding
tree from e(z), z = f(z̄) ∈ X we found, where every variable zi is replaced
by a fresh one z̄i we add to X̄; according to this replacement we define f on
the newly introduced variables by f(z̄i) = zi. At step n it is already clear
that the solution ē†(x̄) of ē (which is not completely defined yet) must equal
t at least up to level n. Thus the solution ē†(x̄) of the completely defined ē
equals t up to every level which means ē†(x̄) = t.
Furthermore, we see that ē is over e via f since by its definition we have
(T (f +Y ) · ē)(x̄) ∈ (e ·f)(x̄) for every x̄ ∈ X̄. Thus we finally have t ∈ e†(x).

(2) For all solutions of an (almost) guarded equation morphism the set
of all finite cuttings of the trees from the solution is the same. Let t ∈
e†(x) = ((µ+ ∗ µH)Y · P+λ′TY · P+T [e†, η+

TY · ηHY ] · e)(x) be a tree from the
greatest solution. The (almost) guardedness of e and the concrete actions
of λ′ (see Lemma 8.10), µ+ (see Example 6.1(4)) and µH (flattening of trees
with trees in their leaves) imply that there exists a tree t0 ∈ e(x) all of whose
leaves labeled by variables xi ∈ X are at levels ≥ 1, and t arises from t0 by
substituting each xi by some tree from e†(xi). Notice that this includes the
special case where t0 has zero leaves labeled by variables from X.
Now assume s to be any solution of e, i. e. s(x) = ((µ+ ∗ µH)Y · P+λ′TY ·
P+T [s, η+

TY · ηHY ] · e)(x). By the concrete actions of λ′, µ+ and µH and since
t0 ∈ e(x), this means that s(x) contains all trees that arise by substituting
in t0 the xi with a tree from s(xi). And there is at least one such tree in s(x)
since the s(xi) are all nonempty. This tree must have the same shape as t up
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to the substitutions, i. e. at least up to level 0, because λ′ does not change
this shape. Thus we have a tree in s(x) whose cutting at level 0 equals the
cutting of t at level 0.
We can repeat our argument at the xi instead of x and so on to see that
for every n ∈ N we have a tree in s(x) whose cutting at level n equals the
cutting of t at level n. Thus we have proved that every finite cutting of a
tree from the greatest solution can also be obtained as a cutting of a tree
from any solution. This concludes our proof since the other subset inclusion
is immediate: e† is the greatest solution the finite cuttings of whose trees are
a superset of the finite cuttings of any other solution.

Composite Monads TE

We shall not need it in the sequel, but for the sake of completeness we prove

Theorem 8.27. Let H be any iteratable endofunctor and let ((−)E, η, µ) be
the environment monad. For the extension λ′ : T (−)E → TE of the canonical
distributive law λ : H(−)E → HE, the composite monad

(TE, η ∗ ηH , (µ ∗ µH) · (λ′T )E, (HT )E, (µ ∗HµH) · (λTT )E · (Hλ′T )E, τE)

is a CIM.

Proof. The six-tuple in the statement is indeed an idealized monad, see Ex-
ample 8.20.

Let e : X → (T (X + Y ))E be an equation morphism. We prove that
e† : X → (TY )E is a solution of e precisely if πi · e† : X → TY is a solution
of πi · e : X → T (X + Y ) for all i ∈ E. To this end, consider the following
diagram:

X
e† //

e

��

(TY )E
πi // TY

((TTY )E)E

(µ∗µH)Y

OO

(πi)
E

**
(T (X + Y ))E

(T [e†,ηT ·ηH ])E //

πi
��

(T (TY )E)E

(λ′TY )E

OO

(Tπi)
E

// (TTY )E

πi

��
T (X + Y )

T [πi·e†,ηH ]
// TTY

µHY

oo

The upper right-hand part commutes since πi · µ = πi · (πi)E (see above
Lemma 7.24), the triangle commutes by the concrete action of λ′ (forming
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the i-th tree by using the i-th projection in each leaf) and the lower square
commutes since πi · η = id (see above Lemma 7.24) and by naturality of πi.
Thus the remaining upper left-hand square commutes precisely if the outside
commutes for every i ∈ E as desired (for one direction one uses that the πi
can be jointly canceled).

Now every guarded equation morphism

e = (X e′ //(HT (X + Y ))E + Y
[τEX+Y ,(η∗η

H)X+Y ·inr] //(T (X + Y ))E )

has a unique solution: in fact, for every i ∈ E the equation morphisms
πi · e = πi · [τEX+Y , (η ∗ ηH)X+Y · inr] · e′ = [τX+Y ·πi, ηHX+Y · inr] · e′ are guarded
by (πi + id) · e′ : X → HT (X +Y ) +Y and thus have a unique solution since
T is the free CIM. From the equivalence proved above we conclude that e
has a unique solution.

Observation 8.28. It is trivial to observe that the idealized composite monads
from Example 8.20 for the special case E = 1 (i. e. M = Id) are CIMs: since
the canonical distributive laws and their extensions are the identities λ = id
and λ′ = id, these monads collapse to the free CIMs T on H.

8.3 (Weakly) Final Coalgebras

As in Section 8.2 we start with a part which is common for all effects or
monads under consideration. In this first part we explain for which endo-
functor on which category we then investigate the final coalgebra (or weakly
final coalgebra in case of “nonempty nondeterminism”). The (weakly) final
coalgebras play an important role in defining certain morphisms and proving
them to be monad morphisms (in Section 8.4) and in proving guarded RPS’s
with effects to have unique uninterpreted solutions (or canonical solutions in
case of “nonempty nondeterminism”, in Section 8.5).

This first part even works for arbitrary categories C with finite coproducts.
Let us denote by [C, C] the category of all endofunctors on C (the morphisms
are the natural transformations between them). This category also has finite
coproducts which are formed componentwise. Any functor H : C → C gives
rise to the functor H : [C, C]→ [C, C] defined on objects (i. e. functors G) and
morphisms (i. e. natural transformations α : G→ G′) by

HG = HG+ Id and Hα = Hα + id .

And any monad (M, ηM , µM) on C gives rise to a monad (M, ηM, µM) on
[C, C] as follows: the functor M is defined by

MG = MG and Mα = Mα ,
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and the G-components of unit and multiplication are given by ηMG = ηMG
and µMG = µMG. The monad laws follow straight from the ones for
(M, ηM , µM).

Lemma 8.29. Any distributive law λ of a functor H over a monad M in C
induces a distributive law Λ of the functor H over the monad M in [C, C].

Proof. For every object from [C, C] (i. e. every functor G : C → C) we define
ΛG = can ·(λG+ηM). Naturality of Λ is proved by the commutative diagram

HMG = HMG+ Id
λG+ηM//

HMα=HMα+id
��

MHG+M
can //

MHα+M id
��

M(HG+ Id) =MHG
M(Hα+id)=MHα

��

��

ΛG

HMG′ = HMG′ + Id
λG′+ηM

//MHG′ +M can
//M(HG′ + Id) =MHG′

OO

Λ′G

for every morphism from [C, C] (i. e. every natural transformation α : G →
G′ in C): the left-hand part commutes by naturality of λ, and the right-
hand part by naturality of can in C. The two laws for Λ are easily checked
componentwise for every object of [C, C] (i. e. for every functor G) in

ΛG · HηMG = can · (λG+ ηM) · (HηMG+ id)

= can · (ηMHG+ ηM)

= ηM(HG+ Id)

= ηMHG

and

ΛG · HµMG = can · (λG+ ηM) · (HµMG+ id)

= can · (µMHG+ µM) · (MλG+MηM) · (λMG+ ηM)

= µM(HG+ Id) ·Mcan · can · (MλG+MηM) · (λMG+ ηM)

= µM(HG+ Id) ·Mcan ·M(λG+ ηM) · can · (λMG+ ηM)

= µMHG · MΛG · ΛMG .

It follows from Proposition 6.6 that H lifts to a functor H̄ on [C, C]M.
By Remark 6.7 H̄ is given on objects (i. e. functors G) and morphisms (i. e.
natural transformations α : G→MG′) by

H̄G = HG+ Id and H̄α = can · (λG′ + ηM) · (Hα + id) .
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Observe that writing the X-component of the latter equation in the Kleisli
category CM yields (H̄α)X = H̄αX + idX , where H̄ is the lifting of H to CM
induced by λ (see Proposition 6.6).

We now turn back to the category C = Set and the monads M from
Example 6.1.

Final Coalgebras for H̄ under Assumption 7.16

Let H be finitary and recall the natural transformations φ : HF → F and
η : Id → F given componentwise by the free H-algebras and their universal
morphisms. Notice that [φ, η] : HF = HF + Id → F is the initial H-
algebra; the proof is simple and therefore left to the reader. Recall that
J : Set→ SetM denotes the inclusion functor from the Kleisli adjunction.

Theorem 8.30 (cf. [HJS07]). Under Assumption 7.16, F •
J [φ,η]−1

//H̄F is a final
H̄-coalgebra.

Proof. We first prove that from Assumption 7.16 on H and M it follows that
the same assumption holds true for H and M:

1. Since H is finitary, so is H. This follows from the fact that colimits in
the functor category [Set, Set] are taken objectwise.

2. We have seen in Lemma 8.29 that λ induces a distributive law Λ of the
functor H over the monad M.

3. A CPO v on every hom-set [Set, Set]M(G,G′) is given componentwise
by the CPOs ≤ on SetM(GX,G′X): the morphisms α : G //• G′ from
[Set, Set]M are natural transformations α : G → MG′ in Set whose
components αX : GX → MG′X are morphisms αX : GX //• G′X
in SetM . We define α v β iff αX ≤ βX for all objects X of Set,
then the least element and the suprema of ω-chains are simply formed
componentwise. That [Set, Set]M is CPO-enriched and composition is
left-strict follows along this definition from the fact that SetM is CPO-
enriched and composition is left-strict.

4. Local monotonicity of H̄ w. r. t. v follows from local monotonicity
of H̄ w. r. t. ≤. To see this, consider consider α v β with α, β ∈
[Set, Set]M(G,G′), i. e. αX ≤ βX for all X. From local monotonicity
of H̄ we have H̄αX ≤ H̄βX for all X and due to monotonicity of the
coproduct in SetM we conclude H̄αX + idX ≤ H̄βX + idX (written in
SetM). It follows (still written in SetM)

(H̄α)X = H̄αX + idX ≤ H̄βX + idX = (H̄β)X
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for all sets X which means H̄α v H̄β.

Since [φ, η] is the initial H-algebra, the proof of Theorem 7.19 (which can
be found in [HJS07]) can be carried out in the functor category [Set, Set]
instead of Set, replacing H by H and M by M. Thus we obtain the desired
result.

Corollary 8.31. Let λ be the canonical distributive law of an analytic functor
H over one of the monads Id+1, P or D from Theorem 6.19. Then J [φ, η]−1

is the final H̄-coalgebra.

Proof. Recall from Example 7.18 that for the canonical distributive law of
an analytic functor H over one of the monads M = Id+1, M = P or M = D
Assumption 7.16 is satisfied. Then the statement follows from Theorem 8.30.

Weakly Final Coalgebras for H̄ in case M = P+

Definition 8.32. Given a functor G, a G-coalgebra (W,w) is called weakly
final if for every G-coalgebra (S, s) there exists a homomorphism from (S, s)
to (W,w).

Let H be finitary polynomial; then H is iteratable. Recall from [MM06],
Theorem 5.1 that [τ, ηH ]−1 : T → HT + Id = HT is the final coalgebra for
H, where τX is the free CIA on X with universal arrow ηHX .

Let furthermore H̄ arise from the canonical distributive law λ of H over
P+. As we shall prove next, J [τ, ηH ]−1 is a weakly final H̄-coalgebra. This
implies that unlike under Assumption 7.16 (see Theorem 8.30), J [φ, ηH ]−1 is
not the final H̄-coalgebra since it is not difficult to see that it is no quotient of
the weakly final one J [τ, ηH ]−1. Also J [τ, ηH ]−1 is not the final H̄-coalgebra:
if it was, this result would propagate through the rest of this chapter and
would yield unique instead of greatest solutions in Theorem 8.60. But as
demonstrated on the NNRPS (II.1) in the introduction to Part II, there may
be more than one solution in general.

The proof of weak finality of J [τ, ηH ]−1 exploits that P+T is a weak CIM
(see Theorem 8.23) and that even almost guarded equation morphisms can
be solved (see Remark 8.24). To this end, it establishes a relation between
solutions of equation morphisms for the weak CIM P+T and homomorphisms
into the H̄-coalgebra J [τ, ηH ]−1.

Theorem 8.33. Let λ be the canonical distributive law of a finitary polyno-
mial functor H over the nonempty powerset monad M = P+ from Exam-

ple 6.14(4). Then T •
J [τ,ηH ]−1

//H̄T is a weakly final H̄-coalgebra.
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Proof. Given any H̄-coalgebra d : G → P+(HG + Id) we prove that there
is a homomorphism h : G → P+T into the coalgebra J [τ, ηH ]−1 : T →
P+(HT + Id), i. e. we prove that the diagram

G
h //

d

��

P+T

P+J[τ,ηH ]−1

��
P+P+(HT+Id)

µ+(HT+Id)

��
P+(HG+Id)

P+(Hh+id)

// P+(HP+T+Id)
P+(λT+η+)

// P+(P+HT+P+)
µ+(HT+Id)·P+can

// P+(HT+Id)

(8.5)

in [Set, Set] commutes. It suffices to prove that (1) for every set X there
is a map hX : GX → P+TX such that the X-component of the diagram
commutes, and (2) the hX form a natural transformation.

(1) We consider the X-component of diagram (8.5) and show that it
commutes precisely if the diagram

GX

dX
��

hX // P+TX

P+(HGX +X)

P+(κGX+ηHX )
��

P+(TGX + TX)

P+can
��

P+P+TTX

(µ+∗µH)X

OO

P+T (GX +X)
P+T [hX ,η

+
TX ·η

H
X ]

// P+TP+TX

P+λ′TX

OO

(8.6)

commutes. It follows from Theorem 8.23 and Remark 8.24 that there is an
hX making diagram (8.6) commute.
So we are left to show the equivalence of the two diagrams (8.5) and (8.6)
above. We start by observing that the right-hand outside of diagram (8.5) is
P+[τ, η]−1 and that we can reverse this isomorphism. So the X-component
of diagram (8.5) equivalently is

GX
hX //

dX

��

P+TX

P+(HGX+X)
P+(HhX+idX )

// P+(HP+TX+X)
P+(λTX+η+

X
)

// P+(P+HTX+P+X)
µ+
HTX+X

·P+can

// P+(HTX+X) .

P+[τX,η
H
X ]

OO
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We rewrite the last two arrows of the lower part as in

P+[τX , η
H
X ] · µ+

HTX+X · P
+can

= µ+
TX · P

+P+[µHX · κTX , µHX · ηHTX · ηHX ] · P+can

(by naturality of µ+, Lemma 2.49 and one of the unit laws for T )

= µ+
TX · P

+P+µHX · P+P+[κTX , η
H
TX · ηHX ] · P+can

= (µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+P+[idTTX , η
H
TX · ηHX ] · P+can · P+(P+κTX + idP+X)

= (µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+[idP+TTX ,P+ηHTX · P+ηHX ] · P+(P+κTX + idP+X)

= (µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+[idP+TTX , λ
′
TX · ηHP+TX · P+ηHX ] · P+(P+κTX + idP+X)

(by one of the laws for λ′)

to obtain the diagram

GX
hX //

dX

��

P+TX

P+(HGX+X)
P+(HhX+idX )

// P+(HP+TX+X)
P+(P+κTX ·λTX+η+

X
)

// P+(P+TTX+P+X)
P+[idP+TTX

,λ′TX ·η
H
P+TX

·P+ηHX ]

// P+P+TTX

(µ+∗µH )X

OO

We rewrite the second, third and fourth arrow of the the lower part as in

P+[idP+TTX , λ
′
TX · ηHP+TX · P+ηHX ] · P+(P+κTX · λTX + η+

X)

· P+(HhX + idX)

= P+[idP+TTX , λ
′
TX · ηHP+TX · P+ηHX ] · P+(λ′TX · κP+TX + η+

X)

· P+(HhX + idX) (by Remark 8.13)

= P+[idP+TTX , λ
′
TX · ηHP+TX · P+ηHX ] · P+(λ′TX + η+

X) · P+(ThX + idX)

· P+(κGX + idX) (by naturality of κ)

= P+λ′TX · P+[idTP+TX + ηHP+TX · P+ηHX · η+
X ] · P+(ThX + idX)

· P+(κGX + idX)

= P+λ′TX · P+[idTP+TX + TP+ηHX · Tη+
X ] · P+(ThX + idTX)

· P+(κGX + ηHX )

= P+λ′TX · P+T [idP+TX + P+ηHX · η+
X ] · P+T (hX + idX) · P+can

· P+(κGX + ηHX )

= P+λ′TX · P+T [hX + η+
TX · η

H
X ] · P+can · P+(κGX + ηHX )

(by naturality of η+)

So finally we have shown that the diagrams (8.5) and (8.6) are equivalent.
Thus for every set X there is a map hX that makes the X-component of
diagram (8.5) commute.
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(2) The maps hX form a natural transformation. From part (1) together
with Theorem 8.23 and Remark 8.24 we know that for every set X we can
choose hX = e†X where eX = P+can·P+(κGX+ηHX )·dX . Recall from the proof
of Theorem 8.23 that e†X(z) = {ē†X(x̄) | ēX over eX via f and f(x̄) = z}.
Now let g : X → Y be any map. To prove that the desired square

GX
e†X //

Gg
��

P+TX

P+Tg
��

GY
e†Y

// P+TY

commutes, we consider it pointwise and show the equality

(P+Tg · e†X)(z) = (e†Y ·Gg)(z)

of sets for every z ∈ GX. Consider the two inclusions separately:
⊆ Assume t ∈ (P+Tg · e†X)(z). Then by the definition of e†X there exists

ēX : X̄ → T (X̄ + X) over eX via fX : X̄ → GX with the unique solution
ē†X : X̄ → TX such that t = (Tg · ē†X)(x̄) and fX(x̄) = z. We can form ēY =
T (idX̄ + g) · ēX : X̄ → T (X̄ +Y ); this is over eY via fY = Gg · fX : X̄ → GY
since for every x̄ ∈ X̄ we have

(T (fY + idY ) · ēY )(x̄)

= (T (Gg · fX + idY ) · ēY )(x̄)

= (T (Gg · fX + idY ) · T (idX̄ + g) · ēX)(x̄)

= T (Gg + g) · T (fX + idX) · ēX)(x̄)

∈ (P+T (Gg + g) · eX · fX)(x̄) (since ēX is over eX via fX)

= (eY ·Gg · fX)(x̄) (by naturality of e)

= (eY · fY )(x̄) .

We have the unique solution ē†Y : X̄ → TY of ēY for which we prove ē†Y =
Tg · ē†X using the following diagram:

X̄

ēX
��

ē†X // TX
Tg // TY

T (X̄ +X)

T (X̄+g)
��

T [ē†X ,η
H
X ]
// TTX

TTg

%%

µHX

OO

T (X̄ + Y )
T [Tg·ē†X ,η

H
Y ]

////

ēY

TTY

µHY

OO

(8.7)
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The left-hand part is the definition of ēY , the upper square is the solution di-
agram for ēX , the right-hand part commutes due to naturality of µH , and for
the lower part remove T and consider the coproduct components separately:
the left-hand component trivially commutes, and the right-hand one com-
mutes due to naturality of ηH . Thus the outside commutes, proving Tg · ē†X
to be a solution of ēY ; since this solution is unique, we have ē†Y = Tg · ē†X .
From this we conclude

t = (Tg · ē†X)(x̄) = ē†Y (x̄) ,

and notice that fY (x̄) = (Gg · fX)(x̄) = Gg(z). This means t ∈ e†Y (Gg(z))
which is t ∈ (e†Y ·Gg)(z) as desired.
⊇ Assume t ∈ (e†Y ·Gg)(z). This means there exists ēY : Ȳ → T (Ȳ + Y )

over eY via fY : Ȳ → GY with the unique solution ē†Y : Ȳ → TY such
that fY (ȳ) = Gg(z) and t = ē†Y (ȳ). We want to define a suitable ēX : X̄ →
T (X̄ +X) over eX via some fX : X̄ → GX. We start by taking the pullback
of fY and Gg:

X̄y
fX //

ḡ
��

GX

Gg

��
Ȳ

fY
// GY

(8.8)

We define x̄ ∈ X̄ as the unique element with ḡ(x̄) = ȳ and fX(x̄) = z—this
exists uniquely since fY (ȳ) = Gg(z).
Now we define a map ē′X : X̄ → T (GX + X) as follows: for every w ∈ X̄
we choose as ē′X(w) an element u ∈ (eX · fX)(w) with T (Gg + g)(u) =
(T (fY +Y ) · ēY · ḡ)(w). This is well-defined since such elements always exist:
since ēY is over eY via fY , we know

(T (fY + Y ) · ēY · ḡ)(w) ∈ (eY · fY · ḡ)(w)

= (eY ·Gg · fX)(w)

= (P+T (Gg + g) · eX · fX)(w) .

So there clearly is an element u ∈ (eX · fX)(w) that is mapped by T (Gg+ g)
to the element (T (fY +Y ) · ēY · ḡ)(w). According to our definition of ē′X , the
outside of the diagram

X̄

ḡ

��

ēX
//

ē′X
++

T (X̄ +X)y
T (fX+X)

//

T (ḡ+g)
��

T (GX +X)

T (Gg+g)

��
Ȳ

ēY
// T (Ȳ + Y )

T (fY +Y )
// T (GY + Y )
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commutes. Observe that the right-hand square is a pullback: indeed, dia-
gram (8.8) is one, and its coproduct in Set with the pullback g ·idX = idY ·g is
a pullback again which is preserved by the functor T . Thus (X̄, ē′X , ēY · ḡ) be-
comes a competitor for the pullback (T (X̄+X), T (fX +X), T (ḡ+g)) and we
define ēX : X̄ → T (X̄ +X) to be the unique mediating map as shown in the
diagram. By the definitions of ēX and ē′X it is easy to show that ēX is over eX
via fX : for every w ∈ X̄ we have (T (fX+X)·ēX)(w) = ē′X(w) ∈ (eX ·fX)(w).
Next we show Tg · ē†X = ē†Y · ḡ. First recall that Tg · ē†X is the unique solution
of T (X̄ + g) · ēX as shown in diagram (8.7). We show that also ē†Y · ḡ is
this unique solution and thus is equal to Tg · ē†X . To this end, consider the
diagram

X̄
ḡ //

ēX
��

Ȳ
ē†Y //

ēY

��

TY

T (X̄ +X)

T (X̄+g)
��

T (X̄ + Y )
T (ḡ+Y )//

T [ē†Y ·ḡ,η
H
Y ]

OOT (Ȳ + Y )
T [ē†Y ,η

H
Y ]
// TTY

µHY

OO

The right-hand square is the solution diagram for ēY , the left-hand square
commutes by the definition of ēX , and the lower part is trivial. Thus the
outside commutes showing ē†Y · ḡ to be a solution of T (X̄ + g) · ēX as desired.
Now we see that (Tg · ē†X)(x̄) = (ē†Y · ḡ)(x̄) = ē†Y (ȳ) = t. Since fX(x̄) = z this
means t ∈ (P+Tg · e†X)(z) as desired.

Recall the partial orders and the term “cutting of a tree” from above
Lemma 8.26.

Lemma 8.34. The H̄-coalgebra homomorphisms h : G → P+T into the
weakly final H̄-coalgebra from the proof of Theorem 8.33 are (component-
wise) the greatest such homomorphisms; moreover, for every H̄-coalgebra
homomorphism α : G → P+T the sets of all finite cuttings of trees from
αX(z) and hX(z) are the same for every set X and every z ∈ GX.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.26 and the proof of Theorem 8.33. More
detailed, according to part (1) of the proof of Theorem 8.33 the components
of H̄-coalgebra homomorphisms into the weakly final coalgebra from this the-
orem equivalently are solutions of equation morphisms from Theorem 8.23
or Remark 8.24. From the choice of the hX in part (2) of the proof of Theo-
rem 8.33 we see that these are the greatest solutions as proved in Lemma 8.26.
The same lemma also asserts the second part of the statement.
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Final Coalgebras for H̄ in case M = (−)E

Let ((−)E, η, µ) denote the environment monad. Recall again from [MM06],
Theorem 5.1 that—provided H is iteratable—[τ, ηH ]−1 : T → HT +Id = HT
is the final H-coalgebra.

Theorem 8.35. Let λ be the canonical distributive law of any iteratable set
functor H over the environment monad M = (−)E from Example 6.23(2).

Then T •
J [τ,ηH ]−1

//H̄T is the final H̄-coalgebra.

Proof. Given any H̄-coalgebra d : G → (HG + Id)E we prove that there is
a unique homomorphism G → TE into the H̄-coalgebra J [τ, ηH ]−1 : T →
(HT + Id)E, i. e. we prove that the upper left-hand square in the diagram

G
h //

d

��

TE

(J[τ,ηH ]−1)E

��

πi // T

[τ,ηH ]−1

��

��

πi·h

((HT+Id)E)E

µ(HT+Id)

��
(HG+Id)E

(Hh+id)E//

πi

��

(HTE+Id)E
(λT+η)E//

πi·(Hπi+id)E ((

((HT )E+IdE)E
µ(HT+Id)·canE//

πi·(πi+πi)
E

��

(HT+Id)E

πi

''
HG+Id

H(πi·h+id)

// HT+Id HT+Id

in [Set, Set] commutes. To this end we show that h is an H̄-coalgebra ho-
momorphism (the upper left-hand square commutes) precisely if πi · h is an
H-coalgebra homomorphism for every i ∈ E (the outside commutes for ev-
ery i ∈ E). Then it follows from finality of [τ, ηH ]−1 for the functor H that
J [τ, ηH ]−1 is final for the functor H̄.

In fact, all inner parts of the above diagram except the upper left-hand
part commute: the upper part is trivial, for the lower left-hand part we
use naturality of πi, and for the triangle use that we have πi · λ = Hπi
and πi · η = id by the definitions of λ and η (see Example 6.23(2) and
Example 6.1(5)). For the lower right-hand part use that πi · µ = πi · πEi by
the definition of µ (see Example 6.1(5)), and the remaining right-hand part
commutes by

µ(HT+Id)·(J [τ, ηH ]−1)E = µ(HT+Id)·(η(HT+Id)·[τ, ηH ]−1)E = ([τ, ηH ]−1)E

and naturality of πi. Thus the upper left-hand square commutes precisely if
the outside commutes for every i ∈ E.
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For the special case of E = 1, i. e. M = Id, Theorem 8.35 states that
for the canonical distributive law λ = id of any iteratable set endofunctor H
over M (see Example 6.23(2)), J [τ, ηH ]−1 = [τ, ηH ]−1 is the final coalgebra
for H̄ = H; thus we get back Theorem 5.1 from [MM06].

8.4 Monad Morphisms

In this section, we establish that certain coalgebra homomorphisms into the
(weakly) final H̄-coalgebras from Section 8.3 are monad morphisms. This is
important for proving recursive program schemes with effects to have unique
or—in case of P+—canonical greatest solutions (Section 8.5). The proofs for
the different cases according to the monads M are similar, so we start with
the most complicated case which is the nonempty powerset monad M = P+

since here we have no final but only weakly final coalgebras. For all other
cases we then explain how the proof can be simplified and adapted.

To simplify notation, for the rest of Chapter 8 we use the following nota-
tional convention:

Notation 8.36. F denotes the free monad FH+V on H + V . For all other
free monads or free CIMs we explicitly add the functor on which they are
free as in FH and TH . We assume that M is one of the monads Id + 1,
P , D, P+ or (−)E from Example 6.1. By λ : HM → MH we denote from
now on a canonical distributive law (see Theorem 6.19 and Example 6.23,
(1)–(2)) and by λ′ : FHM → MFH or λ′ : THM → MTH its extension
(see Propositions 8.2 and 8.12 and Corollary 8.7). Whenever we write H̄, we
mean the functor induced by a canonical distributive law λ (see Lemma 8.29
and below this lemma).

Monad Morphisms in case M = P+

Definition 8.37. Given a natural transformation e′ : V → P+HF where H
and V are finitary polynomial endofunctors on Set, we define the following
H̄-coalgebra:

p = (F
[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

// (H + V )F + Id
[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+η+

��
P+HFF + P+ P

+HµH+V +id // P+HF + P+ can // P+(HF + Id) ) .

(8.9)
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By Theorem 8.33 there is a (componentwise greatest) natural transformation
h such that the diagram

F •h //

•p
��

TH

•J [τH ,ηH ]−1

��
HF + Id •

H̄h
// HTH + Id

(8.10)

commutes (in [Set, Set]M). Observe that diagram (8.10) translates to

h = P+[τH , ηH ]·µ+(HTH+Id)·P+can·P+(λTH+η+)·P+(Hh+id)·p (8.11)

in [Set, Set].

Remarks 8.38. 1. We give a concrete description of the natural transfor-
mation h: let Σ and Γ be the signatures associated with H and V .
Given a tree from FY , hY substitutes level by level all subtrees headed
by operation symbols from Γ by the sets of trees given by e′, and all
subtrees headed by operation symbols from Σ or leaves labeled by a
variable from Y by the singleton set containing this subtree or variable.
Then it continues the same way for all child trees of all trees inside the
substituted sets. Although the original tree is finite, this might be an
infinite process since for every level there might be a set plugged in
the tree which contains again a tree having an operation symbol from
Γ. The resulting set from P+THY contains all those (possibly infinite)
trees that are built by starting at the root and choosing an element
whenever a set is hit.

2. Comparing our definition of h with the approach in [MM06] (see the
natural transformation h defined in the proof of Theorem 6.5), the
definition of h in loc. cit. is given in two steps, first by a second-order
substitution once over the whole tree and then repeating this in the
definition of h. This causes problems in the case of nondeterministic
natural transformations e′ since we did not assume a distributive law
of V over P+; even if we took the canonical one (see Example 6.14(4)),
applying it before substitutions in subtrees are performed, one may
“loose” trees, see the following Example 8.39. So the order in which
substitutions and nondeterministic choices are made matters. However,
one can use second-order substitution also here in case e′ only involves
finite sets: then we can regard the nondeterministic choice “or” as a
given operation first and use repeated second-order substitution; in
a second step we interpret the or making it into a two-element set
everywhere and using λ and µ+ afterwards repeatedly.
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Example 8.39. If we defined h as in [MM06], during the levelwise execution
of h we may encounter trees with sets of trees at a level below some operation
symbol v ∈ Γ, for example the following tree:

v

{y1, y2}{y3}

Now consider the (part of a) natural transformation e′X : V X → P+HFX
given by the assignment

v

x1 x2

7→
{ h1

x1 h2

x2 x1

}

where v ∈ Γ and h1, h2 ∈ Σ are binary operations. If we apply this first to
the above tree from FP+Y , we obtain the left-hand tree

h1

{y1, y2} h2

{y3}{y1, y2}

7→
{ h1

y1 h2

y3 y1

,

h1

y1 h2

y3 y2

,

h1

y2 h2

y3 y1

,

h1

y2 h2

y3 y2

}

from THP+Y ; and the repeated application of the canonical distributive law
λ (which is an application of λ′) gives the right-hand set from P+THY . On
the other hand, applying first the canonical distributive law of V over P+

(which acts the same way as λ), we obtain the left-hand set

{ v

y1 y3

,
v

y2 y3

}
7→

{ h1

y1 h2

y3 y1

,

h1

y2 h2

y3 y2

}

from P+FY ; but the following substitution according to e′ only results in a
two-element subset of the four-element set of trees above.

Proposition 8.40. The natural transformation h : F → P+TH from Defi-
nition 8.37 is a monad morphism.
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Proof. We prove that h is a monad morphism between the free monad
(F, ηH+V , µH+V ) and the composite monad (P+TH , η+ ∗ ηH , (µ+ ∗ µH) ·
P+λ′TH).

(1) We start with the first monad morphism law h · ηH+V = η+ ∗ ηH for
h. First we see that

p · ηH+V = can · (P+HµH+V + id) · ([η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F + η+)

· [φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 · ηH+V (by (8.9))

= can · (P+HµH+V + id) · ([η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F + η+) · inr

= P+inr · η+

and then have

h · ηH+V = P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+can · P+(λTH + η+)

· P+(Hh+ id) · p · ηH+V (by (8.11))

= P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+can · P+(λTH + η+)

· P+(Hh+ id) · P+inr · η+ (by the above equation)

= P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+P+inr · P+η+ · η+

= P+ηH · µ+ · P+η+ · η+

= P+ηH · η+ (by one of the unit laws for P+)

= η+ ∗ ηH .

(8.12)

(2) We prepare the proof of the second monad morphism law by calcu-
lating

p · φH+V = can · (P+HµH+V + id) · ([η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F + η+)

· [φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 · φH+V (by (8.9))

= can · (P+HµH+V + id) · ([η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F + η+) · inl

= P+inl · P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F
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and then

h · φH+V = P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+can · P+(λTH + η+)

· P+(Hh+ id) · p · φH+V (by (8.11))

= P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+can · P+(λTH + η+)

· P+(Hh+ id) · P+inl · P+HµH+V

· [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by the above equation)

= P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH + Id) · P+P+inl · P+λTH

· P+Hh · P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F

= P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+Hh · P+HµH+V

· [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F .

(8.13)

(3) We prove the second monad morphism law h · µH+V = (µ+ ∗ µH) ·
P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) for h. Consider the H̄-coalgebra q : FF → P+(HFF + Id)
given by

FF

[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1F

��
((H + V )F + Id)F =

(H + V )FF + F

(H+V )FF+[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

��
(H + V )FF + (H + V )F + Id

[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]FF+[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+η+

��
P+HFFF + P+HFF + P+

P+HµH+V F+P+HµH+V +P+

��
P+HFF + P+HF + P+

P+HFF+can
��

P+HFF + P+(HF + Id)

[P+inl,P+(HηH+V F+id)]
��

P+(HFF + Id) .

We show that both sides of

h · µH+V = (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) (8.14)

are the componentwise greatest H̄-coalgebra homomorphism from q into the
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weakly final coalgebra J [τH , ηH ]−1, see Theorem 8.33 and Lemma 8.34, and
thus prove the second monad morphism law.

(a) The left-hand side of (8.14) is a homomorphism. We need to show
commutativity of the following diagram:

FF

[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1F
��

µH+V
// F

h //

[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

�� p

��

P+TH

P+[τH ,ηH ]−1

��((H + V )F + Id)F =

(H + V )FF + F

(H+V )FF+[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

��

P+(HTH + Id)

P+η+(HTH+Id)

��
(H + V )FF + (H + V )F + Id

[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]FF
+[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+η+�� [inl·(H+V )µH+V ,id]

))

P+P+(HTH + Id)

µ+(HTH+Id)

��P+HFFF

+P+HFF + P+

P+HµH+V F+P+HµH+V +P+

��

(H + V )F + Id

[η+HF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+η+

��

P+(HTH + Id)

P+[τH ,ηH ]

::

P+HFF + P+HF + P+

P+HFF+can
��

P+HFF + P+

(P+HµH+V +P+)
��

P+P+(HTH + Id)

µ+(HTH+Id)

OO

P+HFF + P+(HF + Id)

[P+inl,P+(HηH+V F+id)]
��

P+HF + P+

can

��

P+(P+HTH + P+)

P+can

OO

P+(HFF + Id)
P+(HµH+V +id)

// P+(HF + Id)
P+(Hh+id)

// P+(HP+TH + Id)

P+(λTH+η+)

OO

The small upper right-hand part uses one of the monad unit laws and then
reverses the isomorphism [τH , ηH ]; the squeezed right-hand part between the
two bent arrows is the definition of h, see (8.11). The diagram on the other
side of the big bent arrow p is the definition of p, see (8.9); for the upper left-
hand part reverse all isomorphisms [φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 and consider the three
coproduct components of (H + V )FF + (H + V )F + Id separately: for the
left-hand component we see that µH+V ·φH+V F = φH+V · (H +V )µH+V (see
Remark 2.23), the middle component commutes since µH+V ·ηH+V F ·φH+V =
φH+V and for the right-hand component we have µH+V · ηH+V F · ηH+V =
ηH+V . For the remaining lower left-hand part of the above diagram we again
consider the coproduct components of (H+V )FF+(H+V )F+Id separately:
for the left-hand component we have

P+HµH+V · P+HµH+V F · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]FF

= P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F · (H + V )µH+V
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due to the multiplication law for F and naturality of [η+HF · HηH+V , e′],
and for the middle and right-hand component taken together we see that the
diagram commutes since P+(HµH+V + id) · P+(HηH+V F + id) = id. Thus
h ·µH+V is an H̄-coalgebra homomorphism between q and the final coalgebra.

(b) Next we show that the left-hand side of (8.14) is the componentwise
greatest such homomorphism. We already know from part (1) the proof
of Theorem 8.33 that the component hX · µH+V

X of the H̄-coalgebra homo-
morphism into the final coalgebra equivalently is a solution of the equation
morphism qX = P+can · P+(κHFFX + ηHX ) · qX . Let q†X : FFX → P+THX be
the greatest solution of qX , then we show hX · µH+V

X ≥ q†X elementwise, i. e.
we show

(hX · µH+V
X )(v) ⊇ q†X(v)

for every v ∈ FFX. To this end let t ∈ q†X(v), i. e. by Lemma 8.26 and (8.4)
we have q̄X : X̄ → TH(X̄ + X) over qX via f : X̄ → FFX such that
f(x̄) = v and t = q̄†X(x̄). It is not difficult to see that q̄X is also over
pX = P+can · P+(κHFX + ηHX ) · pX but this time via µH+V

X · f : X̄ → FX:
first we see that pX ·µH+V

X = P+(HµH+V
X +X) · qX (the left-hand half of the

diagram from part (a) of the proof) implies, together with naturality of κH

and can, commutativity of the following diagram:

FFX

qX
��

µH+V
// FX

pX
��

P+(HFFX +X)

P+(κHFFX+ηHX )
��

P+(HµH+V
X +X)

// P+(HFX +X)

P+(κHFX+ηHX )
��

P+(THFFX + THX)

P+can
��

P+(THµH+V
X +THX)

// P+(THFX + THX)

P+can
��

P+TH(FFX +X)
P+TH(µH+V

X +X)
////

qX

P+TH(FX +X) oo

pX (8.15)

Using this, we have

(TH(µH+V
X · f +X) · q̄X)(x̄)

= (TH(µH+V
X +X) · TH(f +X) · q̄X)(x̄)

∈ (P+TH(µH+V
X +X) · qX · f)(x̄) (since q̄X is over qX via f)

= (pX · µH+V
X · f)(x̄) (by diagram (8.15))

for every x̄ ∈ X̄. From f(x̄) = v we get (µH+V
X · f)(x̄) = µH+V

X (v) and
thus t = q̄†X(x̄) ∈ hX(µH+V

X (v)) = (hX · µH+V
X )(v) as desired since hX is the

greatest solution of pX and thus is characterized by (8.4).
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(c) We show that the right-hand side of (8.14) is a coalgebra homomor-
phism between the same coalgebras q and J [τH , ηH ]−1 as the left-hand side.
We need to show that the diagram

F
F

[φ
H

+
V
,η
H

+
V

]−
1
F

��

h
∗h

// P
+
T
H
P

+
T
H

P
+
λ
′ T
H

// P
+
P

+
T
H
T
H

µ
+
∗µ
H

// P
+
T
H P
+

[τ
H
,η
H

]−
1

��
((
H

+
V

)F
+

Id
)F

=
(H

+
V

)F
F

+
F

(H
+
V

)F
F

+
[φ
H

+
V
,η
H

+
V

]−
1

��

P
+

(H
T
H

+
Id

)

P
+
η
+

(H
T
H

+
Id

)

��
(H

+
V

)F
F

+
(H

+
V

)F
+

Id

[η
+
H
F
·H
η
H

+
V
,e
′ ]
F
F

+
[η

+
H
F
·H
η
H

+
V
,e
′ ]
F

+
η
+

��

P
+
P

+
(H
T
H

+
Id

)

µ
+

(H
T
H

+
Id

)

��
P

+
H
F
F
F

+
P

+
H
F
F

+
P

+

P
+
H
µ
H

+
V
F

+
P

+
H
µ
H

+
V

+
P

+

��

P
+

(H
T
H

+
Id

)

P
+

[τ
H
,η
H

]

::

P
+
H
F
F

+
P

+
H
F

+
P

+

P
+
H
F
F

+
ca
n

��

P
+
P

+
(H
T
H

+
Id

)

µ
+

(H
T
H

+
Id

)

OO

P
+
H
F
F

+
P

+
(H
F

+
Id

)

[P
+

in
l,
P

+
(H
η
H

+
V
F

+
id

)]

��

P
+

(P
+
H
T
H

+
P

+
)

P
+

ca
n

OO

P
+

(H
F
F

+
Id

) P
+

(H
(h
∗h

)+
id

)// P
+

(H
P

+
T
H
P

+
T
H

+
Id

)
P

+
(H
P

+
λ
′ T
H

+
id

)

// P
+

(H
P

+
P

+
T
H
T
H

+
Id

)
P

+
(H

(µ
+
∗µ
H

)+
id

)

// P
+

(H
P

+
T
H

+
Id

)

P
+

(λ
T
H

+
η
+

)

OO

commutes. To this end, we use the same small upper right-hand part as
in the diagram from part (a) of the proof and reverse the isomorphisms
[φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 (the first two downwards arrows on the left-hand side). Then
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we consider the three coproduct components of (H+V )FF + (H+V )F + Id
separately. For the left-hand component we first establish

P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+H(µ+ ∗ µH) · P+HP+λ′TH

= µ+TH · P+P+τH · P+λTH · P+Hµ+TH · P+HP+P+µH · P+HP+λ′TH

(by naturality of µ+)

= µ+TH · P+P+τH · P+µ+HTH · P+P+λTH · P+λP+TH · P+HP+P+µH

· P+HP+λ′TH (by the axiom for λ and µ+)

= µ+TH · P+P+τH · P+P+HµH · P+µ+HTHTH · P+P+λTHTH

· P+λP+THTH · P+HP+λ′TH (by naturality of λ and µ+)

= µ+TH · P+P+µH · P+P+τHTH · P+µ+HTHTH · P+P+λTHTH

· P+P+Hλ′TH · P+λTHP+TH (by Remark 2.48 and naturality of λ)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+µ+THTH · P+P+P+τHTH · P+P+λTHTH

· P+P+Hλ′TH · P+λTHP+TH (by naturality of µ+)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · µ+P+THTH · P+P+λ′TH · P+P+τHP+TH · P+λTHP+TH

(by the multiplication law for P+ and (8.2) with M = P+)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · P+τHP+TH · µ+HTHP+TH · P+λTHP+TH

(by naturality of µ+).

This yields the desired equality for the left-hand component:

P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+H(µ+ ∗ µH) · P+HP+λ′TH · P+H(h ∗ h)

· P+HµH+V F · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]FF

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · P+τHP+TH · µ+HTHP+TH · P+λTHP+TH

· P+H(h ∗ h) · P+HµH+V F · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]FF

(by the above equation)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) · φH+V F (by (8.13))
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For the middle component we have

P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+H(µ+ ∗ µH) · P+HP+λ′TH · P+H(h ∗ h)

· P+HηH+V F · P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F

= P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+H(µ+ ∗ µH) · P+HP+λ′TH

· P+Hη+THP+TH · P+HηHP+TH · P+Hh · P+HµH+V

· [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by (8.12))

= P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+HP+µH · P+Hλ′TH · P+HηHP+TH

· P+Hh · P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by naturality of η+ and one of the unit laws for P+)

= P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+HP+µH · P+HP+ηHTH · P+Hh

· P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by the axiom for λ′ and η+)

= P+τH · µ+HTH · P+λTH · P+Hh · P+HµH+V · [η+HF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by one of the unit laws for TH)

= h · φH+V (by (8.13))

= P+µH · P+ηHTH · h · φH+V (by one of the unit laws for TH)

= P+µH · λ′TH · ηHP+TH · h · φH+V (by the axiom for λ′ and ηH)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · η+THP+TH · ηHP+TH · h · φH+V

(by one of the unit laws for P+ and naturality of η+)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) · ηH+V F · φH+V (by (8.12)).

For the right-hand component we have

P+ηH · µ+ · P+η+ · η+

= P+ηH · η+ (by one of the unit laws for P+)

= η+TH · ηH (by naturality of η+)

= P+µH · P+ηHTH · h · ηH+V (by (8.12) and one of the unit laws for TH)

= P+µH · λ′TH · ηHP+TH · h · ηH+V (by the axiom for λ′ and ηH)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · η+THP+TH · ηHP+TH · h · ηH+V

(by one of the unit laws for P+ and naturality of η+)

= (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) · ηH+V F · ηH+V

(by (8.12) and naturality of ηH+V ).

Thus the above diagram commutes and (µ+ ∗ µH) · P+λ′TH · (h ∗ h) is an
H̄-coalgebra homomorphism.
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(d) Finally we prove that the right-hand side of (8.14) is the compo-
nentwise greatest homomorphism. We already know from part (1) of the
proof of Theorem 8.33 that the component (µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+λ′THX · (h ∗ h)X
of the H̄-coalgebra homomorphism into the final coalgebra equivalently is
a solution of the equation morphism qX = P+can · P+(κHFFX + ηHX ) · qX .
Let q†X : FFX → P+THY be the greatest solution of qX , then we show
(µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+λ′THX · (h ∗ h)X ≥ q†X elementwise, i. e. we show

((µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+λ′THX · (h ∗ h)X)(v) ⊇ q†X(v)

for every v ∈ FFX. To this end let t ∈ q†X(v), i. e. by Lemma 8.26 and (8.4)
we have q̄X : X̄ → TH(X̄+X) over qX via f : X̄ → FFX such that f(x̄) = v
and t = q̄†X(x̄).

We start by observing that the fact that the equation morphism q̄X is
over qX breaks down, along the structure of qX , to the fact that q̄X =
can · (κH

X̄
+ ηHX ) · q̄X where q̄X : X̄ → HX̄ + X is a flat equation morphism

such that ((Hf+X) · q̄X)(x̄) ∈ (qX ·f)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄: consider the diagram

X̄

q̄X
��

f // FFX

qX
��

HX̄ +X

κH
X̄

+ηHX
��

Hf+X // HFFX +X
∈ // P+(HFFX +X)

P+(κHFFX+ηHX )
��

THX̄ + THX

can
��

THf+THX// THFFX + THX
∈ // P+(THFFX + THX)

P+can
��

TH(X̄ +X)
TH(f+X)////

q̄X

TH(FFX +X)
∈ // P+TH(FFX +X) oo

qX (8.16)

to see this, where the arrows labeled by ∈ stand for the membership rela-
tion: the outside “commutes” since q̄X is over qX and the right-hand part
commutes by the definition of qX . Since the center and lower squares also
“commute”, we see that there is q̄X as desired.
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Next recall Notation 2.36 and consider the following diagram:

X̄

q̄X
��

(ηHX•q̄X)†
// THX

HX̄ +X

HX̄+ηHX
��

HX̄ + THX

κH
X̄

+THX
��

H(ηH•q̄X)†+THX// HTHX + THX

[τHX ,T
HX]

99

[κH
THX

,THηHX ]

%%

THX̄ + THX

can
��

TH(X̄ +X)
TH [(ηHX•q̄X)†+ηHX ]

////

q̄X

THTHX

µHX

OO

(8.17)

All inner parts commute: the left-hand part commutes by the definition of q̄X
(see diagram (8.16)), the upper part since (ηHX • q̄X)† is the unique solution of
ηHX • q̄X in the (free) CIA τHX , for the lower part use naturality of κH , and for
the right-hand part use Lemma 2.49 and one of the unit laws for the monad
TH . Thus the outside commutes showing q̄†X = (ηHX • q̄X)† for the unique
solution of q̄X .

Next we split X̄ = X̄0 + X̄1 such that ([φH+V , ηH+V ]−1
FX · f)[X̄0] ⊆ (H +

V )FFX and ([φH+V , ηH+V ]−1
FX ·f)[X̄1] ⊆ FX. Observe that by the definition

of qX in the beginning of part (3) of the proof (see the ηH+V F in the end) qX
has a restriction to the right-hand component of FFX ∼= (H+V )FFX+FX
via ηH+V F ; moreover, this restriction is pX : FX → P+(HFX + X) from
Definition 8.37, i. e. qX ·ηH+V

FX = P+(HηH+V
FX +X) ·pX . Thus also q̄X restricts

to X̄1 via inr : X̄1 → X̄, i. e. we have p̄X : X̄1 → HX̄1 +X such that

(H inr +X) · p̄X = q̄X · inr ; (8.18)

moreover, we have ((Hf1 + X) · p̄X)(x̄) ∈ (pX · f1)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1 where
f1 : X̄1 → FX is the restriction of f to X̄1, i. e. ηH+V

FX · f1 = f · inr.
We form p̄X = can · (κH

X̄1
+ ηHX ) · p̄X and use a diagram similar to (8.16)

to see that p̄X is over pX via f1. Also a diagram similar to (8.17) shows
p̄†X = (ηHX • p̄X)†.

Observe from the definition of qX that it restricts to a map oFX : (H +
V )FFX → P+HFFX when we consider only the left-hand component of
FFX ∼= (H+V )FFX+FX; moreover, o : (H+V )F → P+HF is a natural
transformation. Thus also q̄X restricts to a map ōFX : X̄0 → HX̄ when we
consider only X̄0, i. e.

inl · ōFX = q̄X · inl ; (8.19)
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and we have (Hf · ōFX)(x̄) ∈ (oX · f0)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄0, where f0 : X̄0 →
(H + V )FFX is the restriction of f to X̄0, i. e. φH+V

FX · f0 = f · inl.

In order to use the compositionality property of flat equation morphisms
w. r. t. solutions in CIAs (see Remark 4.9) we form the following flat equation
morphisms

d = (X̄ = X̄0 + X̄1
ōFX+X̄1//HX̄ + X̄1 ) and e = (X̄1

ηHX•p̄X//HX̄1 + THX ) .

The composite e d is the map

X̄ + X̄1
[(ōFX+X̄1),inr] // HX̄ + X̄1

HX̄+(ηHX•p̄X)
��

HX̄ +HX̄1 + THX
can+THX // H(X̄ + X̄1) + THX

and we immediately see that (e d)·inr = (e d)·inl·inr; let (e d)† be the unique
solution of e d in the CIA τHX , i. e. (e d)† = [τHX , T

HX]·(H(e d)†+THX)·(e d).
Consequently, we have (e d)† · inr = (e d)† · inl · inr which makes the lower
triangle of the following diagram commute:

X̄
(e d)†·inl //

inl
��

THX

X̄ + X̄1

(e d)†

33

e d
��

H(X̄ + X̄1) + THX
H(e d)†+THX

++
H[X̄,inr]+THX

��
HX̄ + THX

H((e d)†·inl)+THX
////

ηHX•q̄X

HTHX + THX

[τHX ,T
HX]

OO

The upper triangle trivially commutes, the right-hand part commutes since
(e d)† is the unique solution of e d, and for the remaining left-hand part we
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calculate

ηHX • q̄X = (HX̄ + ηHX ) · [inl · ōFX , (H inr +X) · p̄X ]

(by the definition of • , by (8.18) and (8.19))

= (HX̄ + ηHX ) · [inl, H inr +X] · (ōFX + p̄X)

= (HX̄ + ηHX ) · (H[X̄, inr] +X) · (can +X) · (ōFX + p̄X)

= (H[X̄, inr] + THX) · (can + THX) · (HX̄ + (ηHX • p̄X))

· (ōFX + X̄1)

= (H[X̄, inr] + THX) · (e d) · inl

(by the definition of e d).

Thus the outside commutes showing

(ηHX • q̄X)† = (e d)† · inl (8.20)

by the uniqueness of solutions of flat equation morphisms in the (free) CIA
τHX . But by the compositionality property in the same CIA we also know
that (e d)† · inl = (e† • d)†, where the right-hand side is (by the definition of
d and e and the above equality for p̄†X)

((ηHX • p̄X)† • (ōFX + X̄1))† = (p̄†X • (ōFX + X̄1))† = (ōFX + p̄†X)† . (8.21)

Since p̄X is over pX via f1, and we know p†X = hX for the greatest solution
of pX by the definition of hX (Definition 8.37) and part (1) of the proof
of Theorem 8.33, we have p̄†X(x̄) ∈ (hX · f1)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄1, cf. (8.4).
Thus, the flat equation morphism ōFX + p̄†X : X̄ → HX̄ + THX is over
ōFX + hX · f1 : X̄ → HX̄ + P+THX via idX̄ (cf. Definition 7.30) which
implies

(ōFX + p̄†X)†(x̄) ∈ (ōFX + hX · f1)†(x̄) (8.22)

for every x̄ ∈ X̄, where we have the greatest solution in the H-algebra
P+τHX ·λTHX on the right-hand side (cf. Definition 7.31 and Proposition 7.33).
Applying Remark 8.14, we see that

(ōFX + hX · f1)† = P+µHX · λ′THX · T
H(hX · f1) · (ōFX + ηHX̄1

)†

= P+µHX · λ′THX · (η
H
P+THX • (ōFX + hX · f1))† ;

(8.23)
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for the last equation consider the following commutative diagram:

X̄

ōFX+ηH
X̄1

��

(ōFX+ηH
X̄1

)†

// THX̄1

TH (hX ·f1) // THP+THX

HX̄+THX̄1

HX̄+TH (hX ·f1)

��

H(ōFX+ηH
X̄1

)†+THX̄1
// HTHX̄1+THX̄1

[τH
X̄1

,THX̄1]

OO

HTH (hX ·f1)+TH (hX ·f1)
++

HX̄+THP+THX
H(ōFX+ηH

X̄1
)†+THP+THX

////

ηH
P+THX

•
(ōFX+hX ·f1)

HTHX̄1+THP+THX
HTH (hX ·f1)+THP+THX

// HTHP+THX+THP+THX

[τH
P+THX

,THP+THX]

OO

The left-hand part commutes by the definition of •, the upper left-hand
square since (ōFX + ηH

X̄1
)† is the (unique) solution of ōFX + ηH

X̄1
, the right-

hand part commutes due to naturality of τH and the lower part is trivial.
Thus the outside commutes and uniqueness of solutions in the (free) CIA
τHP+THX yields TH(hX · f1) · (ōFX + ηH

X̄1
)† = (ηHP+THX • (ōFX + hX · f1))† as

desired.
Let us denote the morphism ōFX + hX · f1 : X̄ → HX̄ + P+THX by r̄X .

We show that for all x̄ ∈ X̄ we have

((H(FhX · f) + P+THX) · r̄X)(x̄) ∈ (pP+THX · FhX · f)(x̄) .

To this end, consider the coproduct components of X̄ = X̄0 + X̄1 separately:
for every x̄ ∈ X̄0, by the above equation for oFX and ōFX and naturality of
o we obtain

(H(FhX · f) · ōFX)(x̄) ∈ (P+HFhX · oFX · f0)(x̄)

= (oP+THX · (H + V )FhX · f0)(x̄) ;

and for every x̄ ∈ X̄1 we trivially obtain (hX · f1)(x̄) ∈ (η+
P+THX

· hX · f1)(x̄)
where the right-hand side is indeed as desired since

pP+THX · FhX · f · inr

= pP+THX · FhX · ηH+V
FX · f1 (by the above equation for f and f1)

= pP+THX · ηH+V
P+THX

· hX · f1 (by naturality of ηH+V )

= P+inr · η+
P+THX

· hX · f1 (see part (1) of the proof).

We form r̄X = can · (κH
X̄

+ ηHP+THX) · r̄X and see that again by a diagram
similar to (8.16), r̄X is over pP+THX via FhX · f . Also a diagram similar to
(8.17) shows

r̄†X = (ηHP+THX • r̄X)† . (8.24)
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We are now ready to prove the desired result t ∈ ((µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+λ′THX ·
(h ∗ h)X)(v); recall that t = q̄†X(x̄) and f(x̄) = v. We start with

t = q̄†X(x̄)

= (ηHX • q̄X)†(x̄) (by (8.17))

= ((e d)† · inl)(x̄) (by (8.20))

= (e† • d)†(x̄) (by compositionality of d and e)

= (ōFX + p̄†X)†(x̄) (by (8.21))

and continue with

t = (ōFX + p̄†X)†(x̄) (see above)

∈ (ōFX + hX · f1)†(x̄) (by (8.22))

= (P+µHX · λ′THX · (η
H
P+THX • (ōFX + hX · f1))†)(x̄) (by (8.23))

= (P+µHX · λ′THX · (η
H
P+THX • r̄X)†)(x̄) (definition of r̄X)

= (P+µHX · λ′THX · r̄
†
X)(x̄) (by (8.24)).

Finally, since r̄X is over pP+THX via FhX ·f which implies r̄†X(x̄) ∈ (p†P+THX
·

FhX · f)(x̄) for all x̄ ∈ X̄ for the greatest solution p†P+THX
of pP+THX (cf.

(8.4) and Lemma 8.26), and since we know p†P+THX
= hP+THX from the

definition of h (Definition 8.37) and part (1) of the proof of Theorem 8.33,
we obtain

t ∈ (µ+
THX
· P+P+µHX · P+λ′THX · p

†
P+THX

· FhX · f)(x̄)

= ((µ+ ∗ µH)X · P+λ′THX · (h ∗ h)X)(v)

as desired.

Monad Morphisms in case M = (−)E

The following definition is a variant of Definition 8.37 for the environment
monad ((−)E, η, µ) instead of the nonempty powerset monad (P+, η+, µ+).

Definition 8.41. Given a natural transformation e′ : V → (HF )E where H
is an iteratable functor, we define an H̄-coalgebra

p = (F
[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

// (H + V )F + Id
[ηHF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+η

��

(HFF )E + IdE
(HµH+V )E+id // (HF )E + IdE can // (HF + Id)E ) .
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By Theorem 8.35 there is a unique natural transformation h such that the
diagram

F •h //

•p
��

TH

•J [τH ,ηH ]−1

��
HF + Id •

H̄h
// HTH + Id

(8.25)

commutes (in [Set, Set]M).

Proposition 8.42. The natural transformation h : F → (TH)E from Defi-
nition 8.41 is a monad morphism.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 8.40 can be adapted as follows: the
nonempty powerset monad (P+, η+, µ+) is replaced by the environment
monad ((−)E, η, µ) and the parts (3b) and (3d) are omitted. In fact, these
parts are no longer needed due to the uniqueness of coalgebra homomor-
phisms into the final H̄-coalgebra (see Theorem 8.35). Furthermore, re-
place (8.9) and (8.11) from Definition 8.37 by Definition 8.41, Theorem 8.33
and Lemma 8.34 by Theorem 8.35 and (8.2) with M = P+ by (8.2) with
M = (−)E.

Corollary 8.43. The natural transformation h : F → TH from Defini-
tion 8.41 in case E = 1 is a monad morphism.

Remark 8.44. Since the monad morphisms h from Definition 8.41 in case
E = 1 have the free monad F as their domain, they are uniquely determined
by h · κH+V . We will see later in the proof of Theorem 8.63 that h · κH+V =
[κH , e†] for a natural transformation e† : V → TH . Now Corollary 8.43
follows from the more general result from [MM06] that h′ : TH+V → TH ,
uniquely determined by h′ · κH+V = [κH , e†] for the same e†, is a monad
morphism: we have h = h′ · (κH+V )# where (κH+V )# : F → TH+V is the
unique monad morphism extending κH+V (cf. Definition 2.8).

Monad Morphisms under Assumption 7.16

We can also vary Definition 8.37 for the setting from Assumption 7.16 which
includes the maybe monad M = Id + 1, the powerset monad M = P and the
subdistribution monad M = D.
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Definition 8.45. Let Assumption 7.16 hold true. Given a natural transfor-
mation e′ : V →MHF , we define an H̄-coalgebra

p = (F
[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

// (H + V )F + Id
[ηMHF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+ηM

��
MHFF +M

MHµH+V +id //MHF +M can //M(HF + Id) ) .

By Theorem 8.30 there is a unique natural transformation h such that the
diagram

F •h //

•p
��

FH

•J [φH ,ηH ]−1

��
HF + Id •

H̄h
// HFH + Id

(8.26)

commutes (in [Set, Set]M).

Proposition 8.46. The natural transformation h : F →MFH from Defini-
tion 8.45 is a monad morphism.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 8.40 can be adapted as follows: the
nonempty powerset monad (P+, η+, µ+) is replaced by the monad
(M, ηM , µM) and the parts (3b) and (3d) are omitted. In fact, these parts
are no longer needed due to the uniqueness of coalgebra homomorphisms into
the final H̄-coalgebra (see Theorem 8.30). Furthermore, replace the free CIM
TH by the free monad FH , τH by φH and Remark 2.48 by Remark 2.23; also
replace (8.9) and (8.11) from Definition 8.37 by Definition 8.45, Theorem 8.33
and Lemma 8.34 by Theorem 8.30 and (8.2) with M = P+ by (8.1).

Remark 8.47. The distributive law λ : HM → MH induced by Assump-
tion 7.16 in Definition 8.45 and Proposition 8.46 needs not necessarily be
the canonical one from Theorem 6.19. Indeed, different from the results for
the monads P+ (Proposition 8.40) and (−)E (Proposition 8.42), where we
needed to specialize to the canonical ones already in Section 7.2, we never
needed to add such a condition to Assumption 7.16.

8.5 Uninterpreted Solutions of RPS’s with

Effects

This Section contains the main results of Chapter 8: for the five monads
from Example 6.1 we define RPS’s with the respective effects, introduce
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the notion of guarded such RPS’s and say what uninterpreted solutions are.
We then prove that guarded RPS’s with effects have unique uninterpreted
solutions (except for the effect of “nonempty nondeterminism” where we
obtain canonical uninterpreted solutions). However, one has to say that we
restrict the solution space to MFH when we look at partial, nondeterministic
and probabilistic RPS’s (M = Id + 1, M = P and M = D); in case of
nonempty nondeterministic and composite RPS’s (M = P+ and M = (−)E)
we consider solutions in MTH . The proofs make use of the technical results
from Sections 8.1 to 8.4.

Recall Notation 8.36 from Section 8.4.

8.5.1 Partial, Nondeterministic and Probabilistic
RPS’s

Definition 8.48. Let H and V be analytic functors and let (M, ηM , µM)
be a commutative monad. A recursive program scheme with M-effects (or
M-RPS, for short) is a natural transformation e : V → MF . It is called
guarded if it factors as follows:

e ≡ (V e′ //MHF
M inlF //M(H + V )F

MφH+V
//MF ) .

An uninterpreted solution of e is a natural transformation e† : V → MFH

such that the diagram

V e† //

e
��

MFH

MF
M [ηMFH ·κH ,e†]#

//MMFH

µMFH

OO

(8.27)

commutes. Here [ηMFH ·κH , e†]# is the unique monad morphism into MFH

extending [ηMFH · κH , e†] (see Definition 2.8), where the composite monad
MFH is induced by the extension (see Proposition 8.2) of the canonical
distributive law (see Theorem 6.19).

The following Lemma is a variant of Lemma 4.7 from [MM06].

Lemma 8.49 (cf. [MM06], Lemma 4.7). Let K be a set functor and let
α : K → MFH be a natural transformation which factors as α = MφH · ᾱ
for some ᾱ : K → MHFH . Then the following diagram commutes for the
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unique monad morphism α# : FK →MFH with α# · κK = α:

KFK

φK

��

ᾱ∗α#
// MHFHMFH

MHλ′FH // MHMFHFH
MλFHFH// MMHFHFH

µM∗HµH // MHFH

MφH

��
FK

α#
// MFH

Proof. The diagram

KFK

φK

��

κKFK

��

ᾱ∗α#
// MHFHMFH

MHλ′FH//

MφHMFH

&&

MκHFHMFH

��

MHMFHFH
MλFHFH//

MκHMFHFH

��

MMHFHFH
µM∗HµH//

MMφHFH

xx

MMκHFHFH

��

MHFH

MφH

��

MFHFHMFH
MFHλ′FH//

MµHMFH

��

MFHMFHFH
Mλ′FHFH// MMFHFHFH

MMµHFH

��
FKFK

µK

��

α#∗α#
// MFHMFH

Mλ′FH // MMFHFH

µM∗µH

''
FK

α#
// MFH

commutes since all inner parts commute: the three curved arrows are just
decomposed according to Lemma 2.24; the upper left-hand part commutes
by α# · κK = α = MφH · ᾱ, the lower part since α# is a monad morphism
and the right-hand part since φH ·HµH = µH ·φHFH (see Remark 2.23). For
the remaining three small parts use naturality of κH , Lemma 8.4 and one of
the axioms for λ′.

Theorem 8.50. Under Assumption 7.16, every guarded M-RPS has a
unique uninterpreted solution.

Proof. The proof uses similar ideas as the one of Theorem 6.5 from [MM06].
The given guarded M -RPS e : V → MF factors through a natural trans-
formation e′ : V → MHF , thus we obtain a natural transformation
h : F →MFH as in Definition 8.45. We define

e† = ( V inr // H + V
κH+V

// F
h //MFH ) (8.28)

and prove that this is the unique solution of e.
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(1) e† solves e. First we compute

p · κH+V = can · (MHµH+V + id) · ([ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F + ηM)

·[φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 · κH+V

(by the definition of p from Definition 8.45)

= can · (MHµH+V + id) · ([ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F + ηM) · inl

·(H + V )ηH+V

(by the definition of κH+V , see Theorem 2.22)

= M inl ·MHµH+V · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F · (H + V )ηH+V

= M inl · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′] (by naturality of

[ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′] and one of the unit laws for F )

and

h · κH+V = M [φH , ηH ] · µM(HFH + Id) ·Mcan ·M(λFH + ηM)

·M(Hh+ id) · p · κH+V

(by the definition of h from Definition 8.45)

= M [φH , ηH ] · µM(HFH + Id) ·Mcan ·M(λFH + ηM)

·M(Hh+ id) ·M inl · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]

(by the above equation)

= M [φH , ηH ] · µM(HFH + Id) ·MM inl ·MλFH ·MHh

·[ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]

= MφH · µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]

= MφH · [µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · ηMHF ·HηH+V ,

µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · e′]
= MφH · [λFH ·Hh ·HηH+V , µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh

·e′]
(by naturality of ηM and one of the unit laws for M)

= MφH · [λFH ·HηMFH ·HηH , µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh

·e′] (by the first monad morphism

law for h, see Proposition 8.46)

= MφH · [ηMHFH ·HηH , µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · e′]
(by the law for λ and ηM).

(8.29)
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From (8.29) we see that it holds

h · κH+V · inl = MφH · [ηMHFH ·HηH , µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · e′] · inl

= MφH · ηMHFH ·HηH

= ηMFH · κH (by naturality of ηM and the

definition of κH , see Theorem 2.22).

Together with (8.28) it follows h · κH+V = [ηMFH · κH , e†], thus h is the
unique monad morphism [ηMFH · κH , e†]# with that property. From (8.28)
and (8.29) we also get

e† = h · κH+V · inr

= MφH · [ηMHFH ·HηH , µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · e′] · inr

= MφH · µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHh · e′

which makes the upper part of the diagram

V
e† //

e′

��

MFH

MHF
MHh //

M inlF

��

MHMFH
MλFH //

M(ηMHFH ·HηH )MFH

��

MMHFH
µMHFH // MHFH

MφH

OO

M(H+V )F
M [ηMHFH ·HηH,... ]∗h//

MφH+V

��

MMHFHMFH
MM(λFH ·Hλ′)FH// MMMHFHFH

MµM∗HµH// MMHFH

MMφH

��
MF

Mh=M [ηMFH ·κH,e†]#
////

e

MMFH

µMFH

^^

commute. The left-hand part is the guardedness of e, the square in the
left center is trivial, and for the lower part (the dots in the right copair-
ing component stand for µMHFH · MλFH · MHh · e′) remove M and
use Lemma 8.49 where K = H + V , α = [ηMFH · κH , e†] and ᾱ =
[ηMHFH , µMHFH ] · (HηH + MλFH · MHh · e′). Finally, commutativity
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of the right-hand part is not difficult to see:

µMFH ·MMφH ·MµMHFH ·MMMHµH ·MMλFHFH

·MMHλ′FH ·MηMHFHMFH ·MHηHMFH

= µMFH ·MMφH ·MMHµH ·MλFHFH ·MHλ′FH ·MHηHMFH

(by naturality of ηM and one of the unit laws for M)

= µMFH ·MMφH ·MMHµH ·MλFHFH ·MHMηHFH

(by the axiom for λ′ and ηH)

= µMFH ·MMφH ·MλFH

(by naturality of λ and one of the unit laws for FH)

= MφH · µMHFH ·MλFH (by Remark 2.23)

Thus the outside of the diagram commutes proving e† to be a solution of e.
(2) e† is the unique solution. Suppose s : V → MFH is any solution

of e and form x = [ηMFH · κH , s]# : F → MFH . It suffices to show that
x is a coalgebra homomorphism between p and the final H̄-coalgebra from
Theorem 8.30. Since h is known to be the unique such homomorphism, we
have h = x and conclude

e† = µMFH ·M [ηMFH · κH , e†]# · e (since e† is a solution of e)

= µMFH ·Mh · e (from part (1) of the proof)

= µMFH ·Mx · e (since h = x)

= s (since s is a solution of e)

using the definition of an uninterpreted solution (see Definition 8.48) twice.
Clearly x is a morphism from [Set, Set]M. We only have to show that dia-
gram (8.26) commutes with h replaced by x. In [Set, Set] this diagram is

F
x //

[φH+V ,ηH+V ]−1

��

MFH

(H+V )F+Id

[ηMHF ·HηH+V ,e′]F+ηM

��

[φH+V ,ηH+V ]

OO

M(HFH+Id)

M [φH,ηH ]

OO

MHFF+M

MHµH+V +id

��

MM(HFH+Id)

µM (HFH+Id)

OO

MHF+M can
// M(HF+Id)

M(Hx+id)
// M(HMFH+Id)

M(λFH+ηM )

// M(MHFH+M)

Mcan

OO

according to the definitions of h and p in Definition 8.45. We reverse the
isomorphism [φH+V , ηH+V ]−1 as shown in the diagram and consider both co-
product components of (H+V )F +Id separately: the right-hand component
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commutes due to the first law x ·ηH+V = ηMFH ·ηH for the monad morphism
x, one of the unit laws for M and naturality of ηM . For the left-hand com-
ponent we start our calculation with the longer lower path in the diagram
and use the second law for the monad morphism x:

MφH · µMHFH ·MλFH ·MHx ·MHµH+V · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F

= MφH · µMHFH ·MλFH ·MH(µM ∗ µH) ·MHMλ′FH ·MH(x ∗ x)

·[ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by the second monad morphism law for x)

= MφH · µMHFH ·MµMHFH ·MMλFH ·MλMFH ·MHMMµH

·MHMλ′FH ·MH(x ∗ x) · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by the axiom for λ and µM)

= µMFH ·MµMFH ·MMMφH ·MMλFH ·MMHMµH ·MMHλ′FH

·MMHFHx ·MλFHF ·MHxF · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by naturality of µM and λ)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·MµMFHFH ·MMMφHFH ·MMλFHFH ·MMHλ′FH

·MMHFHx ·MλFHF ·MHxF · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by naturality of λ, Remark 2.23 and naturality of µM)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·MµMFHFH ·MMλ′FH ·MMφHMFH ·MMHFHx

·MλFHF ·MHxF · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by (8.1))

= (µM ∗ µH) · µMMFHFH ·MMλ′FH ·MMFHx ·MMφHF ·MλFHF

·MHxF · [ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F

(by the multiplication law for M and naturality of φH)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · µMFHF ·MMφHF ·MλFHF ·MHxF

·[ηMHF ·HηH+V , e′]F (by naturality of µM)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · [µMFH ·MMφH ·MλFH ·MHx

·ηMHF ·HηH+V , µMFH ·MMφH ·MλFH ·MHx · e′]F
(∗)
= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · [MφH · λFH ·Hx ·HηH+V , s]F

(see below)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · [MφH · λFH ·HηMFH ·HηH , s]F
(by the first monad morphism law for x)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · [ηMFH · φH ·HηH , s]F
(by the axiom for λ and ηM and naturality of ηM)
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= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · [ηMFH · κH , s]F
(by the definition of κH , see Theorem 2.22)

= (µM ∗ µH) ·Mλ′FH ·MFHx · xF · κH+V F

(by its definition x extends [ηMFH · κH , s])
= x · µH+V · κH+V F (by the second monad morphism law for x)

= x · φH+V (by Lemma 2.24)

For the equality marked with (∗) we use the equation s = µMFH ·MMφH ·
MλFH · MHx · e′ which follows from the fact that s is a solution of the
guarded M -RPS e as we see in

s = µMFH ·Mx · e (since s is a solution of e)

= µMFH ·Mx ·MφH+V ·M inlF · e′ (by guardedness of e)

= µMFH ·Mx ·MµH+V ·MκH+V F ·M inlF · e′ (by Lemma 2.24)

= µMFH ·M(µM ∗ µH) ·MMλ′FH ·M(x ∗ x) ·MκH+V F ·M inlF · e′

(by the second monad morphism law for x)

= µMFH ·M(µM ∗ µH) ·MMλ′FH ·M [ηMFH · κH , s]MFH ·M(H + V )x

·M inlF · e′ (by its definition x extends[ηMFH · κH , s])
= µMFH ·M(µM ∗ µH) ·MMλ′FH ·MηMFHMFH ·MκHMFH ·MHx

·e′

= µMFH ·MMµH ·Mλ′FH ·MκHMFH ·MHx · e′

(by naturality of ηM and one of the unit laws for M)

= µMFH ·MMφH ·MλFH ·MHx · e′ (by Lemmata 8.4 and 2.24).

Finally, the whole diagram commutes showing that x is an H̄-coalgebra ho-
momorphism between p and the final coalgebra from Theorem 8.30 as de-
sired.

Since Assumption 7.16 holds true for any combination of a finitary poly-
nomial functor H and one of the monads M = Id + 1, M = P or M = D as
explained in Example 7.18(1), we obtain the following

Corollary 8.51. Every guarded (Id + 1)-RPS (partial RPS), P-RPS (non-
deterministic RPS) and D-RPS (probabilistic RPS) where H is finitary poly-
nomial has a unique uninterpreted solution.
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Notice that by the use of the free monad FH in Definition 8.48, for finitary
polynomial functors H this means that uninterpreted solutions are unique
w. r. t. finite trees—there may be further solutions that contain infinite trees.
In the remainder of Section 8.5 we shall use the free CIM TH instead of FH

which means for finitary polynomial functors H that we consider uninter-
preted solutions w. r. t. possibly infinite trees.

Remark 8.52. For the definitions and results in Section 8.5.1 the underlying
distributive law λ does not necessarily need to be the canonical one, cf. Re-
mark 8.47. It would be sufficient to require in Definition 8.48 an arbitrary
distributive law of H over the monad M and that H and H + V have free
algebras. However, widening Definition 8.48 in this respect, one would have
to consider “λ-RPS’s” instead of “M -RPS’s” since there might be several
distributive laws of a functor H over a monad M . For simplicity of pre-
sentation and since we have seen (Example 6.14,(1)–(3)) that the canonical
distributive laws are the desired “effect handlers”, we restricted ourselves to
those. Moreover, as remarked below Example 6.23, distributive laws other
than the canonical ones seem to be rare.

8.5.2 Nonempty Nondeterministic, Composite and
Plain RPS’s

Definition 8.53. Let H and V be endofunctors on Set. A nonempty nonde-
terministic recursive program scheme (composite recursive program scheme)
is a natural transformation e : V → MF where M = P+ (M = (−)E) and
where H and V must be finitary polynomial functors (H must be iteratable
and H + V must have free algebras). It is called guarded if it factors as
follows:

e ≡ (V e′ //MHF
M inlF //M(H + V )F

MφH+V
//MF ) .

An uninterpreted solution of e is a natural transformation e† : V → MTH

such that the diagram

V e† //

e
��

MTH

MF
M [ηMTH ·κH ,e†]#

//MMTH

µMTH

OO

(8.30)

commutes. Here [ηMTH · κH , e†]# is the unique monad morphism into MTH

extending [ηMTH · κH , e†] (see Definition 2.8) where the composite monad
MTH is induced by the extension (see Proposition 8.12 for P+ and Corol-
lary 8.7 for (−)E) of the canonical distributive law (see Example 6.23,(1)–(2)).
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Remarks 8.54. 1. Definition 8.53 mainly is a Kleisli category variant of
Definition 2.52 of “ordinary RPS’s”. However, notice that TH+V and
τH+V are replaced by F and φH+V here.

2. For polynomial functors H and V and any set X, FX is the set of all fi-
nite trees or terms built from the operation symbols from the signatures
corresponding to H and V and the variables from X (see Example 2.9).
Explicitly, [η+TH ·κH , e†]#X performs a nondeterministic (compositional)
variant of second-order substitution in trees (cf. [MM06], Section 4.1).

Remark 8.55. In case E = 1 (i. e. M = Id), we speak about plain recursive
program schemes . We compare the plain RPS’s from Definition 8.53 with
the existing notion of RPS’s from Definition 2.52:

1. Plain RPS’s are a special case of the RPS’s from Definition 2.52 where
we restrict to C = Set and to finite terms on the right-hand sides
of RPS’s. More precisely, a plain RPS is a natural transformation
e : V → F which can be viewed as a RPS in ·e : V → TH+V where in =
(κH+V )# : F → TH+V . If e is guarded in the sense of Definition 8.53
(using M = Id), then in · e is guarded in the sense of Definition 2.52.

2. Since the “composite monad” Id · TH is the CIM TH (see Observa-
tion 8.28), the notion of an uninterpreted solution also becomes a
special case of the one from Definition 2.52 (as far as ideal natural
transformations e† are concerned). In fact, it holds [κH , e†]# · in =
[κH , e†]# : F → TH by the uniqueness of such monad morphisms ex-
tending κH+V : H + V → F .

3. The assumption on uninterpreted solutions of RPS’s to be ideal is nec-
essary to ensure the existence of [κH , e†]# : TH+V → TH . Working with
finite terms in Definition 8.53 has the advantage that we can drop this
assumption. In case of a guarded plain RPS e : V → F uninterpreted
solutions automatically are ideal.

4. Technically, the restriction to finite terms on the right-hand sides of
nonempty nondeterministic, composite or plain RPS’s is due to the fact
that the monad P+TH is not a CIM and we thus cannot exploit freeness
of the CIM TH+V . However, since by Theorem 8.23 (and Lemma 8.26)
P+TH is an idealized monad together with a solution operation (−)†

giving canonical (greatest) solutions for guarded equation morphisms,
it comes close to a CIM. In order to capture infinite terms, it would be
interesting to see whether P+TH is something like a “complete Elgot
monad” and whether the free CIM TH+V also is the “free complete
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Elgot monad”. But whereas the concept of Elgot monads has recently
been investigated [AMV11], there exist no results for complete Elgot
monads.

Nonempty Nondeterministic RPS’s

We shall first treat nonempty nondeterministic RPS’s (or NNRPS, for short).
Unlike nondeterministic RPS’s (or P-RPS’s, see Definition 8.48) NNRPS do
not allow empty sets on the right-hand sides of equations or in solutions.
It follows that they form a subset of P-RPS’s and that certain NNRPS’s
(like for example the one given by v(x) = {h(v(x))}) lack an uninterpreted
solution in finite trees. Indeed, this is always the case if the unique un-
interpreted solution according to Corollary 8.51 (viewing the NNRPS as a
P-RPS) involves the empty set. As we shall see in Theorem 8.60 below,
this lack is remedied by using the free CIM TH in Definition 8.53, i. e. by
taking solutions in possibly infinite trees. We shall also see in Remark 8.57
that NNRPS’s come closer to classical nondeterministic recursive program
schemes than P-RPS’s.

Example 8.56. Consider the NNRPS (II.1) from the introduction to Part II.
It is formulated in the classical way using the special binary function symbol
or, see e. g. [AN80], Section II. This can be viewed as a natural transfor-
mation e : V → P+TH+V as follows: according to the signatures of new
and given function symbols, we choose the finitary polynomial set functors
V X = X and HX = X. We translate the symbol or into a two-element
set containing the two arguments of the symbol and abstract away from
a concrete variable set, obtaining the natural transformation e given by
eX(φ(x)) = {x, op(φ(x))} for every set X. The naturality states that it
is invariant under renaming of the variable x.
In classical terms, the NNRPS (II.1) is a Greibach scheme since every new
function symbol that occurs on the right-hand side of the equation is part
of a term headed by a given function symbol, see e. g. [AN80], Section IV.
Correspondingly, the natural transformation e is (nearly) guarded since every
element (except the variable x) of the right-hand set is a term headed by a
given operation symbol. In Remark 8.57 we explain how a guarded natural
transformation can be achieved.
Let us denote the infinite set (II.2) from the introduction to Part II by SX .
We obtain the natural transformation e† given by e†X(φ(x)) = SX for every
set X. Using Remark 8.54(2), we see that diagram (8.30) commutes; thus
e† is an uninterpreted solution of e. Similarly, the natural transformation s
given by sX(φ(x)) = SX \ {t} for every set X is an uninterpreted solution of
e, where t is the only infinite tree from SX (the rightmost one in (II.2)).
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Remark 8.57. More generally, every classical NNRPS in the sense of Arnold
and Nivat [AN80] can be translated into a NNRPS in the sense of Defini-
tion 8.53, using the following ideas:

• the set functors V andH are the finitary polynomial functors expressing
the signatures of new and given function symbols;

• every occurrence of the function symbol or is translated to a two-
element set;

• the given function symbols are distributed over sets using the canonical
distributive law λ : HP+ → P+H;

• nested sets are flattened using µ+ : P+P+ → P+;

• for every set S occurring in a term headed by a new function symbol, an
additional new function symbol φS(x1, . . . , xn) of arity according to the
number n of variables in S is introduced, S is replaced by φS(x1, . . . , xn)
and the equation φS(x1, . . . , xn) = S is added to the NNRPS;

• occurrences of single variables xi in sets are replaced by πi(x1, . . . , xn)
where πi is an additional given function symbol and the x1, . . . , xn are
all variables occurring in the elements of the set (the idea is of course
that πi denotes the i-th projection);

• the natural transformation e : V → P+F constituting the NNRPS is
given for every set X and every element from V X by the right-hand
side of the equation for the corresponding new function symbol.

In order to obtain a guarded NNRPS from a classical Greibach scheme, it
might be necessary to substitute some new function symbols by the right-
hand sides of their equations. In conclusion, our notion of a NNRPS cov-
ers the classical one, and classical Greibach schemes translate to guarded
NNRPS’s. Moreover, our notion generalizes the classical one: whereas the
classical NNRPS’s from [AN80] define finitely many new operations, and,
more important, only allow for finite (nonempty) sets of finite terms on
the right-hand sides, our approach also captures infinitely many newly de-
fined operations and arbitrary (nonempty) sets. It might even be possible
to generalize our approach to infinite terms on the right-hand sides, see Re-
mark 8.55(4).
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Example 8.58. We illustrate the translation of a classical NNRPS to a
NNRPS in our sense. Consider the following classical NNRPS:

φ(x, y) = f(x, y) or g(φ(y, x) or f(y, x))

ψ(x, y) = g(φ(x or ψ(g(x) or y, f(x, x)), f(y, x)))

First, every occurrence of or is substituted by the two-element set containing
the operands:

φ(x, y) = {f(x, y), g({φ(y, x), f(y, x)})}
ψ(x, y) = g(φ({x, ψ({g(x), y}, f(x, x))}, f(y, x)))

Since in the second equation sets appear twice in terms headed by new func-
tion symbols, we introduce two new function symbols:

φ(x, y) = {f(x, y), g({φ(y, x), f(y, x)})}
ψ(x, y) = g(φ(χ(x, y), f(y, x)))

χ(x, y) = {x, ψ(ρ(x, y), f(x, x))}
ρ(x, y) = {g(x), y}

Next we make all right-hand sides sets of terms that contain no sets. For
the first equation, we use λ to distribute the given function symbol g over
the inner set and then flatten the nested set by making f(x, y) a singleton
set and using µ+. For the second equation, we make the right-hand term a
singleton set. And the third and fourth equation already are in the desired
form.

φ(x, y) = {f(x, y), g(φ(y, x)), g(f(y, x))}
ψ(x, y) = {g(φ(χ(x, y), f(y, x)))}
χ(x, y) = {x, ψ(ρ(x, y), f(x, x))}
ρ(x, y) = {g(x), y}

The original NNRPS is a Greibach scheme; in order to obtain a guarded
NNRPS, we substitute the elements x and y in the third and fourth equation
by π1(x, y) and π2(x, y), and use the second equation to rewrite the element
ψ(ρ(x, y), f(x, x)) starting with a new function symbol in the third equation
(and then flatten the nested set on the right-hand side of the third equation).

φ(x, y) = {f(x, y), g(φ(y, x)), g(f(y, x))}
ψ(x, y) = {g(φ(χ(x, y), f(y, x)))}
χ(x, y) = {π1(x, y), g(φ(χ(ρ(x, y), f(x, x)), f(f(x, x), ρ(x, y))))}
ρ(x, y) = {g(x), π2(x, y)}
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According the signature of the new function symbols φ, ψ, χ and ρ (all
binary) we choose the finitary polynomial set functor V X = (X × X)4;
according to the signature of the given function symbols f , g, π1 and π2

(g unary, all others binary) we choose the finitary polynomial set functor
HX = X × X + X + X × X + X × X. Now we can read off the natural
transformation e : V → P+F from the above equations for each coproduct
component of V separately, e. g. for the first component corresponding to φ,
e is given by eX(φ(x, y)) = {f(x, y), g(φ(y, x)), g(f(y, x))} for every set X.

Lemma 8.59 (cf. [MM06], Lemma 4.7). Let K be a set functor and let
α : K → P+TH be an ideal natural transformation, i. e. α = P+τH · ᾱ
for some ᾱ : K → P+HTH . Then the following diagram commutes for the
unique monad morphism α# : FK → P+TH with α# · κK = α:

KFK

φK

��

ᾱ∗α#
// P+HTHP+TH

P+Hλ′TH// P+HP+THTH
P+λTHTH// P+P+HTHTH

µ+∗HµH// P+HTH

P+τH

��
FK

α#
// P+TH

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 8.49 except that M is replaced
by P+, FH and φH are replaced by TH and τH and instead of Lemma 2.24
and Remark 2.23, Lemma 2.49 and Remark 2.48 are invoked. Instead of
Lemma 8.4 use Remark 8.13.

Theorem 8.60. Every guarded NNRPS has a canonical greatest uninter-
preted solution.

Proof. The proof is a variant of the above proof of Theorem 8.50 where
instead of a guarded M -RPS, a guarded NNRPS e : V → P+F is considered.
In the proof M is replaced by P+, FH and φH are replaced by TH and τH .
Instead of Definition 8.45 including (8.26), Proposition 8.46 and Lemma 8.49,
we use Definition 8.37 including (8.10), Proposition 8.40 and Lemma 8.59.
Lemma 8.4 is replaced by Remark 8.13, Theorem 2.22 by Theorem 2.47,
Remark 2.23 by Remark 2.48, Definition 8.48 by Definition 8.53, (8.1) by
(8.2) with M = P+ and Lemma 2.24 by Lemma 2.49.

Part (2) of the proof no longer shows uniqueness of solutions, but that the
solution e† defined in the existence part (1) of the proof is a (componentwise)
greatest solution. Indeed, weak finality of J [τH , ηH ]−1 (Theorem 8.33) is in-
voked instead of finality of J [φH , ηH ]−1 (Theorem 8.30), thus for any solution
s : V → P+TH of e it suffices to show that x = [η+TH ·κH , s]# : F → P+TH

is a coalgebra homomorphism between p and the weakly final H̄-coalgebra:
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since h is known to be the componentwise greatest such homomorphism, it
follows hX ≥ xX for every set X and we conclude

e†X = µ+
THX
·P+[η+TH ·κH , e†]#X ·eX = µ+

THX
·P+hX ·eX ≥ µ+

THX
·P+xX ·eX = sX

for every set X using Definition 8.53 (for M = P+) and monotonicity of
composition in SetP+ .

Finally, we know from part (1) of the proof of Theorem 8.33 that the
components of h are given canonically by (8.4) where the e in (8.4) is taken
to be pX from (8.9), for the construction of which the factor e′ of the given
guarded NNRPS is used. It follows from (8.28) that also the solution e† of
the NNRPS is given canonically.

Corollary 8.61. For every uninterpreted solution s : V → P+TH of a
NNRPS the sets of all finite cuttings of trees from sX(z) and e†X(z) are the
same for every set X and every z ∈ V X.

Proof. In the second part of the proof of Theorem 8.60 we prove that for every
solution s of every guarded NNRPS e the monad morphism [η+TH · κH , s]#
is an H̄-coalgebra homomorphism. According to Lemma 8.34, we have the
desired property from the statement for this H̄-coalgebra homomorphism
and the H̄-coalgebra homomorphism h; this implies that this property also
holds for their respective restrictions s = [η+TH · κH , s]# · κH+V · inr and
e† = h · κH+V · inr.

Remark 8.62. The main result of Arnold and Nivat [AN80] is that greatest
solutions of Greibach schemes give the “right” semantics of NNRPS’s and
can be computed as greatest fixed points. We confirmed the former in The-
orem 8.60 and generalized it to a wider class of NNRPS’s (cf. Remark 8.57).
From our results we also easily recover the latter: restricting to finite sets on
the right-hand sides of NNRPS’s, the operator h 7→ P+[τH , ηH ] · µ+(HTH +
Id) ·P+can ·P+(λTH +η+) ·P+(Hh+ id) ·p on Set(F,P+TH) given by equa-
tion (8.11) or equivalently by diagram (8.10) is componentwise continuous;
since we know from Theorem 8.33 and Lemma 8.34 that the greatest fixed
point of this operator exists, the second part of Arnold’s and Nivat’s result
follows from (the dual of) Kleene’s fixed point theorem. However, the op-
erator is no longer continuous if we allow for infinite sets on the right-hand
sides of NNRPS’s.

Composite RPS’s

Theorem 8.63. Every guarded composite RPS has a unique uninterpreted
solution.
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Proof. The proof is a variant of the above proof of Theorem 8.50 where
instead of a guarded M -RPS, a guarded composite RPS e : V → FE is
considered. In the proof M is replaced by (−)E, FH and φH are replaced
by TH and τH . Instead of Definition 8.45 including (8.26), Proposition 8.46
and Lemma 8.49, we use Definition 8.41 including (8.25), Proposition 8.42
and Lemma 8.59 (with P+ replaced by (−)E and referring to Remark 8.9 in-
stead of Remark 8.13). Lemma 8.4 is replaced by Remark 8.9, Theorem 2.22
by Theorem 2.47, Remark 2.23 by Remark 2.48, Definition 8.48 by Defini-
tion 8.53, (8.1) by (8.2) with M = (−)E and Lemma 2.24 by Lemma 2.49.

In the uniqueness part of the proof finality of J [τH , ηH ]−1 (Theorem 8.35)
is invoked instead of finality of J [φH , ηH ]−1 (Theorem 8.30).

For the special case E = 1 (i. e. M = Id) of plain RPS’s it follows

Corollary 8.64 (also follows from [MM06]). Every guarded plain RPS has
a unique uninterpreted solution.

Remark 8.65. Recall from Remark 8.55 that plain RPS’s are a subset of
RPS’s as defined in Definition 2.52. The latter possess unique uninterpreted
solutions by Theorem 2.53. Thus Corollary 8.64 is no new result but shows
that our framework recovers parts of the existing results on RPS’s when
applied to the identity monad M = Id, i. e. when we consider plain RPS’s.

8.6 Related Work

Different semantics of RPS’s were investigated in the 1970’s and 80’s: for
deterministic RPS’s see for example Courcelle [Cou83], Guessarian [Gue81]
and Nivat [Niv75]; for nondeterministic RPS’s we mention Boudol [Bou80],
Arnold and Nivat [AN80] and Poigné [Poi82]. We used [AN80] as a classical
definition and result on NNRPS’s to compare our definition and results with.
A category theoretic approach to deterministic RPS’s was given by Ghani,
Lüth and De Marchi [GLM03] and by Milius and Moss [MM06]. We made
use of several techniques from [MM06], especially in Section 8.5. However,
in order to account for the effects, we could neither use the whole approach
from loc. cit. nor were the existing techniques sufficient for our purposes.
Goncharov and Schröder [GS13] present an approach parametric in a wide
range of effects and obtain a unique solution result for their guarded core-
cursive schemes. However, besides a structure different to our schemes from
Section 8.5, their schemes do not allow for arbitrary given operations.

Except for Lemma 8.15, which is a well-known result by Beck [Bec69],
Chapter 8 contains results from our paper [Sch11], the short abstract [Sch10b]
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and new material: nearly all parts dealing with the nonempty powerset
monad P+ were published in [Sch11] without the full proofs. Also Defini-
tion 8.16, Lemma 8.19 (without full proof), Lemma 8.29 (with full proof), Re-
mark 8.54(2) and Remark 8.55 can already be found in [Sch11]. Remark 8.14,
Remarks 8.38, Example 8.39, Example 8.58 and Lemma 8.59 are inside parts
dealing with P+ but were added. Proposition 8.2 (without proof) and a slight
variant of Definition 8.48 were published in [Sch10b]. Also Lemma 8.29 and
Theorem 8.30 were hinted in loc. cit.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Summary

In this thesis, we presented many new category theoretic formats of recursive
specifications. In order to define the corresponding notions of solutions and
to prove that solutions uniquely exist, we combined algebras and coalgebras
for a functor with distributive laws. We were able to demonstrate that several
know results from different areas of computer science arise as special cases
from our work. We dealt with systems of recursive equations as well as
recursive program schemes, both of them in two different flavors according
to which the thesis was split in two parts.

In the first part (Chapters 3 to 5) we used distributive laws of an algebra
functor (possibly a pointed functor or a monad) over a coalgebra functor to
define algebraic operations on final coalgebras; in particular we worked with
abstract GSOS rules. This approach goes back to Turi and Plotkin [TP97],
and Bartels [Bar04] has first results about unique solutions of a simple format
of recursive specifications using such operations. We developed this further
and presented here in a systematic way several formats of recursive systems
of equations and of recursive program schemes using such operations. Most
prominently, we introduced sandwiched recursive program schemes w. r. t. an
abstract GSOS rule ` (or sandwiched `-RPS’s, for short). We showed how
our formats capture and extend recursive specification formats from the lit-
erature such as Milner’s CCS and Rutten’s behavioral differential equations
for streams. Our approach via CIAs enabled us to state our main result: we
proved the highly desirable property of compositionality of the specification
formats, thereby giving a formal explanation why such recursive specifica-
tions can be solved in a step-by-step manner.

In the second part (Chapters 6 to 8) we used distributive laws of algebra
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functors over monads exhibiting different computational effects in the sense
of Moggi [Mog91]. This way we were able to deal with five concrete computa-
tional effects in recursive specifications. This use of distributive laws seems to
be new. We considered two notions of algebras with effects in which systems
of recursive equations have unique solutions and characterized these algebras
for three concrete effects. For all five effects, we worked out unique or canon-
ical solution results for recursive program schemes with these effects. We
put emphasis on the most interesting case of the “nonempty nondetermin-
ism” effect. We saw how our results extend classical work on such recursive
program schemes by Arnold and Nivat [AN80] and how they relate to the
work of Milius and Moss [MM06] who investigated deterministic recursive
program schemes category theoretically.

9.2 Future Work

Future Work: Part I

Part I of this thesis seems to us quite comprehensive when it comes to for-
mats of recursive specifications on final coalgebras. However, there remains
the question whether our results can be generalized to other algebras than
the initial CIAs (alias final coalgebras) along the lines of Capretta, Uustalu
and Vene [CUV06] who generalized Bartels’ results from [Bar03, Bar04]. A
different kind of generalization to be investigated concerns the step from us-
ing free monads in the definition of `-(S)RPS’s to arbitrary monads. And
third, it would be of interest to extend the results of [MM09] on properties
of recursive program scheme solutions to the richer settings of Chapter 5.

Besides the investigation of those general questions, our work in Part I
obviously can be applied to arbitrary further final coalgebras than the five
ones from Sections 4.2 and 5.2. For example, it is clear that our results can
be used to obtain unique solutions of recursive specifications on weighted
transition systems [Kli09]. It should also be interesting to investigate whether
our results yield unique solution theorems for name and value passing process
calculi as considered by Fiore and Turi [FT01].

As another task towards the practical application of our results it should
be interesting to identify for the various final coalgebras concrete syntactic
formats of operational rules that correspond to `-(S)RPS’s. For example,
in the case of CCS processes, Turi and Plotkin [TP97] proved that abstract
GSOS rules correspond precisely to transition system specifications with op-
erational rules in the GSOS format of [BIM95]. Bartels gave in his the-
sis [Bar04] concrete syntactic rule formats for abstract GSOS rules in several
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other concrete cases and Klin [Kli09] studied the instantiation of abstract
GSOS rules for weighted transition systems. This existing body of work
should be completed by spelling out concrete syntactic formats and proving
that they are equivalently characterized by `-(S)RPS’s.

Finally, our excursion in Section 4.3 leaves some questions for future work:
again it should be interesting to extend our work by considering further final
coalgebras, e. g. infinite trees and non-well-founded sets. A starting point
would be the notion of a rational infinite tree which can be found in Silva’s
and Rutten’s paper [SR10] under the name “rational binary tree”. And there
are two concrete questions about classes of languages which can be defined
by using different sets of operations in recursive specifications: (1) can non-
regular languages be defined if the Kleene star operation is added to the
regular language setting from Section 4.3.3 with the constant languages ∅,
{ε} and {a} for every a ∈ A as well as the operations of union, intersection,
complement and prefixing; and (2) what languages can be defined by adding
intersection or complement to the context free setting from Section 4.3.3
with the constant languages ∅, {ε} and {a} for every a ∈ A as well as the
operations of union, prefixing, concatenation and Kleene star.

Future Work: Part II

In Part II we see several possibilities for future work. Many of them are gen-
eralizations which appear due to the abstract category theoretic framework.

In Chapter 7, it is an open question whether the coincidence of Kleisli-
CIAs and λ-CIAs for the maybe and powerset monads stated in Theo-
rems 7.47 and 7.50 can be extended to non-polynomial functors; in particular
taking analytic functors may be the next step. It would also be desirable to
have a completely uniform proof of these two theorems (the proof already
is uniform in part). A characterization of Kleisli-CIAs and λ-CIAs for the
subdistribution monad may be possible by similar means as for the maybe
and powerset monads; a characterization for the nonempty powerset monad
remains an open issue.

We have seen how the important class of analytic functors yields results
previously known only for finitary polynomial functors, for example in The-
orem 6.19. It is an urgent open question whether the results of Chapter 8, in
particular Definition 8.53 and Theorem 8.60 for NNRPS’s, can be extended
to analytic functors or even to weak pullback preserving functors; a starting
point is given in Example 6.23(1).

An open topic of great relevance is to develop a theory of “complete
Elgot monads”. As explained in Remark 8.55(4), this is a missing part in the
published literature which would allow for infinite terms in RPS’s with effects.
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Since we proved J [τ, η]−1 to be a weakly final coalgebra for the functor H̄
in Theorem 8.33, the question arises whether there is a final coalgebra and
what it is. And clearly Chapter 8 leaves the question for a category theoretic
semantics of interpreted RPS’s with effects open for future research. Since
this will involve algebras with effects, perhaps Kleisli-CIAs or λ-CIAs can be
used which would strengthen the connection between systems of equations
with effects and RPS’s with effects.

Reviewing Part II as a whole, one may ask for effects other than the
ones corresponding to the five monads from Example 6.1. In particular, in
Moggi’s work [Mog91] there can be found computational effects like excep-
tions, side-effects, continuations, input or output. However, our framework
does not seem to fit for the analysis of RPS’s with these effects. It would
be interesting to explore whether the approach via Lawvere theories instead
of monads would allow for the treatment of different effects as the work of
Abou-Saleh and Pattinson [ASP11] seems to indicate. Finally, in addition to
our chess board example from the introduction to Part II and the examples
illustrating particular definitions and results of Part II, it would be nice to
find further applications of recursive program schemes with effects. For such
applications our work could be used to find a practical definition format of
effectful functions which can be implemented in programming languages or
software tools for systems modeling.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 4.64

In this appendix, we give the proof of Theorem 4.64 from page 88. It is based
on Bartels’ work [Bar04] and was extended to its present form (working for
arbitrary cocomplete categories) by Milius. For the convenience of the reader,
we first repeat the statement of this Theorem from Section 4.4.

Theorem A.1 (cf. [Bar04]). Let λ : MH → HM be a distributive law of
the pointed functor M over the functor H, and let b : MC → C be its λ-
interpretation. Then for every λ-equation e : X → HMX there exists a
unique solution, i. e., a unique morphism e† : X → C such that the diagram
below commutes:

X

e

��

e† // C

c
��

HC

HMX
HMe† // HMC

Hb

OO

Before we proceed to the proof of the statement we need some auxiliary
constructions and lemmas. We begin by defining an endofunctor S on our
cocomplete category as a colimit. We denote by Mn, n ∈ N, the n-fold
composition of M with itself. Now we consider the diagram D in the category
of endofunctors on our base category given by the natural transformations
in the picture below:

Id
η //M

ηM
++

Mη

33MM

ηMM

!!MηM //

MMη

==· · ·
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More formally, the diagram D is formed by all natural transformations

M i+j M iηMj
//M i+1+j i, j ∈ N .

Let S be a colimit of this diagram D:

S = colimD with injections inji : M i → S.

Then S is a pointed endofunctor with the point inj0 : Id = M0 → S.
Recall that colimits in the category of endofunctors on our base category

are formed objectwise. So for any object X, SX is a colimit of the diagram
D at that object X with colimit injections injnX : MnX → SX, n ∈ N.
This implies that, for any endofunctor G the functor SG is a colimit with
injections injnG : MnG→ SG.

The above definition of S appears in Bartels [Bar04]. Next we define
additional data using the universal property of the colimits SM and SH:

1. a natural transformation χ : SM → S uniquely determined by the
commutativity of the triangles below:

Mn+1

injnM
��

injn+1

""
SM χ

// S

for all n ∈ N.

2. a natural transformation ε : SM → MS uniquely determined by the
commutativity of the triangles below:

Mn+1

injnM
��

M injn

$$
SM ε

//MS

for all n ∈ N.

3. a natural transformation λ∗ : SH → HS; indeed, define first λn :
MnH → HMn recursively as follows:

λ0 = idH : H → H;

λn+1 = Mn+1H = MMnH Mλn //MHMn λMn
//HMMn = HMn+1 .

Then λ∗ is uniquely determined by the commutativity of the squares
below:

MnH

injnH
��

λn // HMn

H injn

��
SH

λ∗
// HS

for all n ∈ N.
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Observe that λ∗ is a distributive law of the pointed endofunctor S over
H; the unit law is the above square for the case n = 0.

We now need to verify that the three natural transformations above are
well-defined. More precisely, we need to prove that those natural trans-
formations are induced by appropriate cocones. For χ : SM → S and
λ∗ : SH → HS, this follows from Lemma 4.3.2 in Bartels’ thesis [Bar04].
Hence, we make the explicit verification only for ε and leave the details for
the other two natural transformations for the reader. To verify that the nat-
ural transformations M injn : Mn+1 →MS form a cocone for the appropriate
diagram with colimit SM consider the triangles below:

M1+i+j

M injn $$

MM iηMj
//M1+i+1+j

M injn+1yy
MS

for all n ∈ N, n = i+ j.

These triangles commute since injn : Mn → S form a cocone.
Next, notice that in the definition of λ∗ above there are two possible

canonical choices for λn+1. We now show that these two choices are equal:

Lemma A.2. For all natural numbers n we have the commutative square
below:

Mn+1H Mnλ //

Mλn

��

MnHM

λnM
��

MHMn
λMn

// HMn+1 .

Proof. We prove the result by induction on n. The base case n = 0 is clear:
both composites in the desired square are simply λ : MH → HM . For the
induction step we need to verify that the diagram below commutes:

Mn+1MH

MMλn

��

Mn+1λ=MMnλ//Mn+1HM

MλnM
��

MMHMn MλMn
//

MλMn

��

MHMnM

λMnM
��

MHMn+1

λMn+1
////

Mλn+1

HMn+1M oo

λn+1M

The left-hand and right-hand parts both commute due to the definition of
λn+1. The lower square obviously commutes, and for the commutativity of
the upper one apply the functor M to the induction hypothesis. Thus the
desired outside square commutes.
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Next we need to establish a couple of properties connecting the three
natural transformations χ, ε and λ∗.

Lemma A.3. The following diagram of natural transformations commutes:

SMM
χM //

εM
��

SM

ε
��

MSM
Mχ
//MS .

Proof. To verify that the square in the statement commutes we extend that
square by the injections into the colimit SMM . This yields the following
diagram:

MnMM
injnMM

&&

Mn+1M

injn+1Myy
SMM

χM //

εM
��

SM

ε
��

MSM
Mχ
//MS

MMnM

M injnM
88

MMn+1

M injn+1
ee

The left-hand and right-hand inner squares commute by the definition of ε,
and the upper and lower inner square commute by the definition of χ. Since
the outside commutes obviously, so does the desired middle square when
extended by any injection injnMM of the colimit SMM . Thus, the desired
middle square commutes.

Lemma A.4. The following square of natural transformations commutes:

SMH Sλ //

χH
��

SHM λ∗M // HSM

Hχ
��

SH
λ∗

// HS .

Proof. It suffices to verify that the desired square commutes when we extend
it by an arbitrary colimit injection injnMH of SMH. To this end we consider
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the diagram below:

MnMH
injnMH

&&

Mnλ //MnHM

injnHM
��

λnM // HMnM
H injnM

xx
SMH

Sλ //

χH
��

SHM
λ∗M // HSM

Hχ
��

SH
λ∗

// HS

Mn+1H

injn+1H
88

λn+1
// HMn+1

H injn+1
ff

The left-hand and right-hand parts commute by the definition of χ, and
the lower and the upper right-hand parts commute by the definition of λ∗.
The upper left-hand part commutes by the naturality of injn. Finally, the
outside commutes by the definition of λn+1 together with Lemma A.2. Thus,
the desired middle square commutes when extended by any colimit injection
injnMH of the colimit SMH.

Lemma A.5. The following diagram of natural transformations commutes:

SMH Sλ //

εH
��

SHM λ∗M // HSM

Hε
��

MSH
Mλ∗

//MHS
λS
// HMS

Proof. Once more it is sufficient to verify that the desired square commutes
when extended by any injection of the colimit SMH. So consider the diagram
below:

MnMH
injnMH

&&

Mnλ //MnHM

injnHM
��

λnM // HMnM
H injnM

xx
SMH Sλ //

εH
��

SHM λ∗M // HSM

Hε
��

MSH
Mλ∗

//MHS
λS
// HMS

MMnH

M injnH
88

Mλn
//MHMn

MH injn

OO

λMn
// HMMn

HM injn
ff

The left-hand and right-hand parts commute by the definition of ε, and the
lower left-hand and upper right-hand parts commute by the definition of λ∗.
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The upper left-hand and the lower right-hand parts both commute due to
the naturality of injn and λ, respectively. Finally, the outside commutes by
Lemma A.2. Thus, the desired inner square commutes when extended by
any colimit injection injnMH : MnMH → SMH.

We are now prepared to prove the statement of Theorem 4.64 (= Theo-
rem A.1).

Proof of Theorem 4.64. Let e : X → HMX be any λ-equation. We form
the following H-coalgebra:

ē = SX Se //SHMX
λ∗MX //HSMX

HχX //HSX . (A.1)

Since c : C → HC is a final H-coalgebra there exists a unique H-coalgebra
homomorphism h from (SX, ē) to (C, c). We shall prove that the morphism

e† = X
inj0X //SX

h //C (A.2)

is the desired unique solution of the λ-equation e.
(1) e† is a solution of e. It is our task to establish that the outside of the

diagram below commutes (cf. the diagram in the statement of the theorem):

X

e

��

inj0X // SX

Se
��

h // C

c

��

��
e†

SHMX

λ∗MX
��

HSMX

HχX
��

HSX
Hh

// HC

HMX
H inj1X

77

inj0HMX

@@

H inj0MX

>>

HMe†
// HMC

Hb

OO

The upper part commutes by the definition of e†, and the upper right-hand
square commutes since h is a coalgebra homomorphism. The upper left-hand
part commutes due to the naturality of inj0, the triangle below that commutes
by the definition of λ∗, and the lowest triangle commutes by the definition of
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χ. It remains to verify that the lowest part commutes. To this end we will
now establish the following equation

b ·Me† = h · inj1X . (A.3)

Consider the diagram below:

MX
Me† //

M inj0X

$$

inj0MX

��
inj1X

��

MC

b

��

MSX

Mh
::

SMX

εX

OO

χXzz
SX

h
// C

The upper triangle commutes by the definition of e†, the left-hand triangle
commutes by the definition of χ and the inner triangle commutes by the
definition of ε. In order to establish that the right-hand part commutes we
will use that C is a final H-coalgebra. Thus, we shall exhibit H-coalgebra
structures on the five objects and then show that all edges of the right-
hand part of the diagram are H-coalgebra homomorphisms. Then by the
uniqueness of coalgebra homomorphisms into the final coalgebra (C, c), we
conclude that the desired part of the above diagram commutes.

For C, we use c : C → HC, and for MC we use λC ·Mc. We already
know that b : MC → C is a coalgebra homomorphism (see (4.14)). For SX,
we use ē from (A.1); again, we already know that h : SX → C is a coalgebra
homomorphism. For MSX we use λSX ·Mē. The verification that Mh is a
coalgebra morphism comes from the diagram below:

MSX Mh //

Mē
��

MC

Mc
��

MHSX
MHh //

λSX
��

MHC

λC
��

HMSX
HMh

// HMC

To see that the upper square commutes, remove M and recall that h is a
coalgebra homomorphism from (SX, ē) to (C, c). The lower square commutes
by the naturality of λ.
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Now we show that εX : SMX → MSX is a coalgebra homomorphism,
where the structure on SMX is the composite on the left below:

SMX
εX //

SMe
��

MSX

MSe
��

Mē

oo

SMHMX
εHMX //

SλMX
��

MSHMX

Mλ∗MX
��

SHMMX

λ∗MMX
��

MHSMX

MHχX
��

λSMX

uu
HSMMX

HεMX //

HχMX

��

HMSMX

HMχX ))

MHSX

λSX
��

HSMX
HεX

// HMSX

The upper square commutes by the naturality of ε, and the inner triangle
commutes by the naturality of λ. To see that the right-hand part commutes,
remove M and consider the definition of ē. The lowest part commutes due
to Lemma A.3, and the middle part commutes by Lemma A.5.

Finally, we show that χX : SMX → SX is a coalgebra homomorphism.
To do this we consider the following diagram:

SMX
χX //

SMe
��

SX

Se
��

SMHMX
χHMX //

SλMX
��

SHMX

λ∗MX

��

SHMMX

λ∗MMX
��

HSMMX
HχMX //

HχMX

��

HSMX

HχX
��

HSMX
HχX

// HSX

The upper square commutes by the naturality of χ, the middle square com-
mutes by Lemma A.4, and the lower square commutes obviously. This con-
cludes the proof that e† is a solution of e.

(2) e† in (A.2) is the unique solution of e. Suppose now that e† is any
solution of the λ-equation e. Recall that the object SX is a colimit of the
diagram D at object X with the colimit injections injnX : MnX → SX, n ∈ N.
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We will use the universal property of that colimit to define a morphism
h : SX → C. To this end we need to give a cocone hn : MnX → C, n ∈ N,
for the appropriate diagram. We define this cocone inductively as follows:

h0 = e† : M0X = X → C;

hn+1 = Mn+1X = MMnX
Mhn //MC b //C , n ∈ N.

We now verify by induction on n that the morphisms hn, n ∈ N do indeed
form a cocone. For the base case consider the diagram below:

M0X = X
ηX //

h0 %%h0

//

MX = M1X

Mh0

��
C

ηC //MC

b
��
C

The upper part commutes by the naturality of η, the lower triangle commutes
since b : MC → C is an algebra for the pointed endofunctor M , and the left-
hand part is trivial. For the induction step consider for any natural number
n = i+ j the following diagram:

Mn+1X = MM i+jX
MM iη

MjX //

Mhn ((hn+1

//

MM iMM j = Mn+2X

Mhn+1uu hn+2

oo

MC

b
��
C

This diagram commutes: for the upper triangle remove M and use the induc-
tion hypothesis, and the remaining two inner parts commute by the definition
of hn+1 and hn+2, respectively.

Now we obtain a unique morphism h : SX → C such that for any natural
number n the triangle below commutes:

MnX

injnX
��

hn

##
SX

h
// C .

(A.4)

Next we show that h : SX → C is a coalgebra homomorphism from (SX, ē)
to the final coalgebra (C, c). To this end we will now verify that the lower
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part in the diagram below commutes:

MnX

injnX
��

Mne //

hn

//

MnHMX

injnHMX
��

λnMX // HMnMX

H injnMX
��

HMn+1X

H injn+1
X

��
Hhn+1

oo

SX Se //

h
��

SHMX
λ∗MX // HSMX

HχX // HSX

Hh
��

C
c // HC

It suffices to show that the desired lower part commutes when extended by
any colimit injection injnX . Indeed, the left-hand part of the above diagram
commutes by diagram (A.4), and for the commutativity of the right-hand
part, remove H and use diagram (A.4) again. The upper left-hand square
commutes by the naturality of injn, the upper middle square commutes by
the definition of λ∗, and for the commutativity of the upper right-hand part
remove H and use the definition of χ. It remains to verify that the outside
of the diagram commutes. We will now prove this by induction on n. For
the base case n = 0 we obtain the following diagram

X

h0

��

e // HMX

HMh0

��
HMC

Hb
��

C c
// HC oo

Hh1

This diagram commutes: for the commutativity of the right-hand part re-
move H and use the definition of h1, and the left-hand part commutes since
h0 = e† is a solution of the λ-equation e.

Finally, for the induction step we consider the diagram below:

Mn+1X

Mhn
��

Mn+1e //

hn+1

//

Mn+1HMX
MλnMX //

λn+1
MX

��
MHMnMX

MHhn+1

��

λMn+1X // HMn+2X

HMhn+1

��
Hhn+2

oo

MC Mc //

b
��

MHC
λC // HMC

Hb
��

C c
// HC

We see that this diagram commutes as follows: the lower part commutes
by the definition of b : MC → C (see (4.14)), the left-hand part commutes
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by the definition of hn+1, and for the commutativity of the right-hand part
remove H and use the definition of hn+2. The small upper part commutes
by the definition of λn+1, the upper right-hand square commutes by the
naturality of λ, and finally, to see the commutativity of the upper left-hand
square remove M and use the induction hypothesis.

We have finished the proof that h : SX → C is a coalgebra homomor-
phism from (SX, ē) to the final coalgebra (C, c). Since h is uniquely deter-
mined, it follows that the solution e† = h · inj0X is uniquely determined, too.
This completes our proof.
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Appendix B

Tables

B.1 List of Symbols

Sets and Elements
N set of natural numbers including 0
N⊥ N ∪ {⊥}
R set of real numbers
Rω set of streams
Rω

ep set of eventually periodic streams
Rω

ra set of rational streams
Cra set of rational strongly extensional finitely branching trees
Creg set of regular languages
Ccf set of context-free languages
ε empty word (in Part I)

Orders
≤,v (complete) partial orders∨

join of an ω-chain∧
meet of an ω-chain

⊥ least element of some (complete) partial order
> greatest element of some (complete) partial order
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Signatures and Operation Symbols
Σ, Γ signatures
Σn set of n-ary operation symbols from Σ
σ, τ operation symbols from a signature (in Chapter 2 and Part II)
φ, ψ, χ, ρ newly defined operations in a RPS (in Part II)

Categories
C category
[B, C] category of functors B → C and

natural transformations
CM Kleisli category of M : C → C
(C, I,⊗, ul, ur, a, c) symmetric monoidal category
Set category of sets and functions
Vec category of real vector spaces and

linear transformations
Class category of classes and functions
H-Alg category of H-algebras and homomorphisms
H-CIA category of completely iterative H-algebras
H̄-CIA category of Kleisli-CIAs (CIAs for H̄)
H-CIAλ category of λ-CIAs for H
H-CEA category of complete Elgot algebras for H
(M, η, µ)-Alg category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras for (M, η, µ)
H-Coalg category of H-coalgebras and homomorphisms
(D, ε)-Coalg category of coalgebras for the copointed functor (D, ε)
NatB category of natural numbers and bijections

Morphisms
outl, outr left/right product projections
〈f, g〉 pairing of morphisms f , g
inl, inr left/right coproduct injections
[f, g] copairing of morphisms f , g
can canonical arrow

[Ginl, Ginr] : GX +GY → G(X + Y )
inji i-th injection
πi i-th projection
¡ initial arrow
! final arrow
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Functors
HΣ polynomial functor for the signature Σ
G, G′, H, H ′, K functors
Id identity functor
CX constant functor at the object X
H̄ lifting of H to CM
J inclusion functor C → CM
V canonical right adjoint CM → C
H functor H(−) + Id on [C, C]
H̄ lifting of H to [C, C]M
Pf finite powerset functor
Pc countable powerset functor
Pκ κ-ary powerset functor
P powerset functor
E embedding NatB→ Set
P polynomial functor underlying an analytic functor

(Co-)Pointed Functors and Monads
(M, ηM) pointed functor
(M, ηM , µM),(N, ηN , µN) monads
(M, ηM , µM , M̄ , µ̄M , ϑM) idealized monad
(FH , ηH , µH), κH free monad on H with

universal natural transformation
(TH , ηH , µH), κH free completely iterative monad on H with

universal natural transformation
M monad (M · −, ηM · −, µM · −) on [C, C]
(P , η, µ) powerset monad
(P+, η+, µ+) nonempty powerset monad
(D, η, µ) subdistribution monad
(D, εD) copointed functor
(QH , εH), ιH cofree copointed functor on H with

(co)universal natural transformation
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Natural Transformations and Distributive Laws
α natural transformation
α ∗ β parallel composition of natural transformations
(θ, θ̄) idealized monad morphism
α# unique monad morphism induced by α : H →M̂inl, înr liftings of inl/inr to monad morphisms between free monads
ε counit of an adjunction (in Part II)
ε quotienting transformation P → H
` natural transformation inducing a

distributive law
λ distributive law
λ′ extension of a distributive law λ : HM →MH

to a distributive law of monads
δ distributive law of monads
Λ distributive law HM→MH induced by λ : HM →MH

Algebras and Coalgebras
(A, a) algebra
(I, i) initial algebra
(C, b) algebra induced by an abstract GSOS rule ` (`-interpretation)

or by a distributive law λ (λ-interpretation)
(A, â) Eilenberg-Moore algebra for a free monad induced by (A, a)
(A, ã) Eilenberg-Moore algebra for a free CIM induced by (A, a)
(S, s) coalgebra
(C, c) final coalgebra
(V, c) final coalgebra of P : Class→ Class
φHX free H-algebra on X
τHX final (H +X)-coalgebra

Equation Morphisms, RPS’s and Solutions
e (flat) equation morphism, RPS
h • e (flat) equation morphism with parameters renamed by h
f e composite of (flat) equation morphisms e and f
e′ morphism guarding e
ē equation morphism over e
e† solution, uninterpreted solution (RPS)
e‡ interpreted solution (RPS)
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Streams
σ, τ streams (in Part I)
ones stream of ones
twos stream of twos
even stream of even natural numbers
even+ stream of even natural numbers without 0
odd stream of odd natural numbers
squares stream of squares of natural numbers

B.2 List of Abbreviations

CCS calculus of communicating systems
CEA complete Elgot algebra
CIA completely iterative algebra
CIM completely iterative monad
CNF conjunctive normal form
CPO complete partial order
GNF Greibach normal form
GSOS guarded structured operation semantics
`-RPS recursive program scheme w. r. t. `
λ-CIA completely λ-iterative algebra
M -RPS recursive program scheme with M -effects
NNRPS nonempty nondeterministic recursive program scheme
RPS recursive program scheme
SOS structured operational semantics
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Index

M -RPS, 259
Σ-tree, 13
δ-distributive law, 222–224
`-RPS, 106, 107, 109
`-equation, 45, 109
`-interpretation, 40, 41
λ-CIA, 167

for the environment monad, 201
for the maybe monad, 195
for the powerset monad, 198
free, 173, 176–178
relation to Kleisli-CIAs, 170, 196,

198, 201
unary, 169, 200

λ-equation, 88
λ-interpretation, 38, 39, 41, 86, 87
n-interpretation, 114

abstract GSOS rule, 33, 40, 44, 96,
106

composed, 113
algebra, 3

completely iterative, see com-
pletely iterative algebra

for a free CIM, 37
for a free monad, 36
for a monad, 36
for a pointed functor, 37
for an endofunctor, 16
free, 17, 35
initial, see initial algebra
iterative, see iterative algebra

algebra homomorphism, 16
algebra with effects, 152, 165

nondeterministic algebra, 144,
200

partial algebra, 168
algebraic operation, see operation
almost guardedness, 228, 234
analytic functor, see functor, analytic

basic stream circuit, see stream cir-
cuit, basic

behavioral differential equation
for infinite trees, 133, 134
for streams, 126

canonical distributive law, 241
extended, see extended canonical

distributive law
of a finitary polynomial functor

over a commutative monad,
155, 156, 210

of a finitary polynomial functor
over the nonempty powerset
monad, 213, 218, 234, 269

of a functor over the environment
monad, 162

of a functor weakly preserving
pullbacks over the nonempty
powerset monad, 162

of a functor weakly preserving
pullbacks over the powerset
monad, 162

of an analytic functor over a com-
mutative monad, 158, 162,
234
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of an iteratable functor over the
environment monad, 212, 240

of an iteratable functor over the
identity monad, 241

canonical uninterpreted solution, 205
of nonempty nondeterministic

RPS’s, 271
category, 11

(D, ε)-Coalg, 37
(M, η, µ)-Alg, 36, 112
(C, I,⊗), 153
H-Alg, 17, 36, 112
H-CEA, 22
H-CIA, 20, 37
H-CIAλ, 171
H-Coalg, 19, 38
[C, C], 147, 231
[Set, Set], 233, 234
CM , 150
Class, 33, 68, 138
NatB, 157
Set, 5, 12, 33, 35, 71, 146, 155,

165, 206, 233
SetM , 165, 173
Vec, 71
H̄-CIA, 171

category theory, 5, 11
CCS agent, see CCS process
CCS process, 63, 134
CCS process combinator

alternation, 134
parallel composition, 64, 78
prefixing, 64, 78
relabeling, 64
restriction, 64
sequential composition, 134
summation, 64, 78

characterization of (−)†, 180, 181,
188, 220

characterization of Kleisli-CIAs and
λ-CIAs, 191

for the environment monad, 201
for the maybe monad, 196
for the powerset monad, 198

class
of non-well-founded sets, 33, 68,

138
classical nondeterministic RPS, see

recursive program scheme
with effects, classical nonde-
terministic RPS

coalgebra
final, see final coalgebra
for a copointed functor, 37
for an endofunctor, 18

coalgebra homomorphism, 19
commutative monad, see monad,

commutative
comparison of formats

of recursive equations, see recur-
sive equation, comparison of
formats

of recursive program schemes, see
recursive program scheme,
comparison of formats

complete Elgot algebra, 22
P+τY · λTY : HP+TY → P+TY ,

179, 189, 213, 214, 216
free, 22, 213, 216

complete Elgot monad, 267
complete partial order, 150, 173

CPOop, 180, 186
on [Set, Set]M(G,G′), 233
on SetM(X, Y ), 174, 192
on MY , 174, 192
pointwise, 174, 192

completely λ-iterative algebra, see λ-
CIA

completely iterative algebra, 20
MτY · λTY : HMTY → MTY ,

212
[a, e‡] : (H + V )A→ A, 96
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[k′, e‡] : (MHM +V )C → C, 105
[k, e‡] : (HM + V )C → C, 105

b̂·FKc−1 ·FKH [̂b, s] : FKHFC →
C, 121

[̂b, s] · Fc−1 · FH [̂b, s] : FHFC →
C, 119

τEY ·λTY : H(TY )E → (TY )E, 212

c−1 ·H [̂b, s] : HFC → C, 112
k′ : FHFC → C, 51, 53
k′ : MHMC → C, 86, 90
k : HFC → C, 49, 53
k : HMC → C, 86, 89
for a lifting H̄ : SetM → SetM ,

see Kleisli-CIA
free, 21
initial, 21
unary, 20

completely iterative monad, 24
TE, 230
free, 24, 37
weak, see weak completely itera-

tive monad
composite computation, 149

composition, 157
composite monad, 222

MF , 222, 259
MN , 224
MT , 225
TE, 222, 230, 266
Id · T , 231, 267
P+T , 222, 226, 244, 266

composite recursive program scheme,
see recursive program scheme
with effects, composite RPS

composition
of flat equation morphisms, 22
of guarded equation morphisms,

53
compositionality

of `-RPS’s, 115

of a format of recursive defini-
tions, 31

of a solution assignment, 22, 189
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for infinite trees, 134
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for streams, 127
of flat equation morphisms, 51,

60, 86, 91
of formats of recursive equations,

43
of formats of recursive program

schemes, 95
of guarded equation morphisms,

53, 86, 91
of guarded RPS’s, 100
of sandwiched `-RPS’s, 122
of stream circuits, 32, 132

computational effect, 145
conjunctive normal form, 81
constant, 3, 5, 32, 95, 144
context-free grammar, 67

in Greibach normal form, 67
context-free language, 83
continuous operation, 186

F , 192
[−,−], 174, 186
Φ, 189
postcomposition, 186
precomposition, 186

copointed functor, 14
cofree, 14, 38

CPO-enriched category, 173, 174, 233
cutting of a tree, 228, 239, 272

definability of operations by `-RPS’s,
137

derivative
of a language, see language oper-

ation, derivative
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of a stream, see stream operation,
derivative

distributive law, 1, 34, 38, 96, 145
canonical, see canonical distribu-

tive law
extended, see extended distribu-

tive law
extended canonical, see extended

canonical distributive law
induced, see induced distributive

law Λ
of a functor over a copointed

functor, 39
of a functor over a monad, 16,

151, 152, 162, 165, 206, 207,
212

of a monad over a copointed func-
tor, 15, 39, 40, 86, 87

of a monad over a functor, 15, 38,
87

of a pointed functor over a co-
pointed functor, 15, 39

of a pointed functor over a func-
tor, 15, 38

of endofunctors, 15, 38
of monads, 16, 206, 222

double strength, 154

effectful algebra, see algebra with ef-
fects

effectful computation, 145, 147, 150
in recursive specifications, 151

Eilenberg-Moore algebra, see algebra,
for a monad

Eilenberg-Moore category, see cate-
gory, (M, η, µ)-Alg

equation morphism
e : X →M(X + Y ), 24
e : X → T (X + A), 52
finitary flat, see finitary flat equa-

tion morphism

flat, see flat equation morphism
guarded, see guardedness
over e : X → P+T (X + Y ), 226–

229, 237, 238, 247, 251
equation morphism with effects

M -equation morphism, 166, 167
flat, 165

eventually periodic stream, 72
existence of solutions, 3
extended canonical distributive law,

241
id : F · Id→ Id · F , 211
id : T · Id→ Id · T , 212, 231
λ′ : F (−)E → FE, 211
λ′ : F (Id + 1)→ F + 1, 210, 222
λ′ : FM →MF , 222
λ′ : FP → PF , 211, 222
λ′ : FP+ → P+F , 211
λ′ : FD → DF , 211, 222
λ′ : T (−)E → TE, 212, 224, 230
λ′ : TP+ → P+T , 213, 218, 224,

226
extended distributive law, 206

λ′ : FM →MF , 207
λ′ : TM →MT , 212

Fibonacci numbers, 2, 3, 44, 48
final coalgebra, 19, 33, 38, 58, 125

for (−)A × 2 on Set, 33, 66
for H̄ on [Set, Set](−)E , 240
for H̄ on [Set, Set]Id· , 241
for H̄ on [Set, Set]M, 233, 234
for H on [Set, Set], 234, 240
for Pc on Set, 63
for Pf on Set, 63
for Pf(A×−) on Set, 77
for P on Class, 33, 68
for Pκ(A×−) on Set, 33, 64
for R×− on Set, 33, 58, 72
for R×− on Vec, 74
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for HX = X ×R×X on Set, 33,
61

finitary flat equation morphism, 71
e : X → HFX + Ccf , 83, 85
e : X → HFX + Cra, 78
e : X → HFX + Creg, 82
e : X → HFX + Rω

ep, 72
e : X → HFX + Rω

ra, 74, 76
e : X → HX + Cra, 77
e : X → HX + Creg, 79

finite dimensional vector space, 71, 74
finite set, 71
finitely presentable object, 71
flat equation morphism, 19

over e : X → HX + P+Z, 180,
217

formal language, 66, 136
empty language, 67, 79, 83, 136
empty-word language, 67, 79, 83,

136
single-letter language, 79, 83, 136

format
of recursive definitions, 5, 33, 34
of recursive equations, 43, 48
of recursive program schemes, 95

free algebra, see algebra, free
function, see operation
function symbol, see operation sym-

bol
functor, 11

(−)A × 2 on Set, 33, 66, 79, 136
CX on C, 109, 155
HX = X ×R×X on Set, 33, 61,

133
J : C → CM , 151
J : Set→ SetM , 233
V : CM → C, 151
P on Class, 33, 68, 138
Pκ(A×−) on Set, 33, 63, 134
Pc on Set, 63
Pf on Set, 63, 158, 162

Pf(A×−) on Set, 77
R×− on Set, 33, 58, 72, 118, 126
R×− on Vec, 74, 77
H̄ on CM , 151, 165, 233
H̄ on [C, C]M, 232
H̄ on [Set, Set]M, 241
E : NatB→ Set, 157
H on [C, C], 231
k-accessible, 13
accessible, 13, 36
analytic, 157, 158, 222
copointed, see copointed functor
finitary, 13, 71, 233
finitary polynomial, 13, 72, 155,

158, 174, 179, 189, 192, 196,
198, 218, 222, 226, 234, 241,
265, 266

finite multiset functor, 158, 162
iteratable, 25, 53, 86, 105, 176,

212, 222, 230, 266
pointed, see pointed functor
polynomial, 13, 206
symmetrized representable, see

symmetrized representable
functor

functoriality, 22, 189

givens, see operation symbol,
new/given symbol in RPS’s

greatest fixed point, 186, 272
greatest homomorphism, 239, 245,

247, 251, 272
greatest solution, 228

of a flat equation morphism e :
X → HX +P+TY , 179, 181,
214, 217, 222, 254

of a Greibach scheme, 272
of a guarded equation morphism,

228, 239
of an almost guarded equation

morphism, 228, 239, 247, 251
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uninterpreted, see canonical un-
interpreted solution

Greibach normal form, see context-
free grammar, in Greibach
normal form

Greibach scheme, see recursive pro-
gram scheme with effects,
Greibach scheme

guardedness
of M -RPS’s, 259
of composite RPS’s, 266
of equation morphisms, 52, 228
of nonempty nondeterministic

RPS’s, 266, 270
of recursive program schemes, 25,

107

ideal natural transformation, 23, 267,
271

idealized monad, 23
MN , 224
MT , 225
TE, 230
Id · T , 231
P+T , 226

idealized monad morphism, 23
independence of order of definition

`-RPS’s, 116
behavioral differential equations

for streams, 128
sandwiched `-RPS’s, 123

induced distributive law Λ, 232, 233
infinite tree, 60, 133

[r], 133
pi, 133
of natural numbers, 61
of powers of 2, 61
with distances powers of 2, 62

infinite tree operation
∫ , 61
addition, 61, 133

infinitely unfolding variable, 193, 200
initial algebra, 17

for H on [Set, Set], 233
interpreted solution, 4

of a nondeterministic RPS, 145
of a sandwiched `-RPS, 118
of an `-RPS, 106
of an ordinary RPS, 26

iteratable functor, see functor, iterat-
able

iterative algebra, 71
initial, 72

Kleene fixed-point theorem, 186, 189,
272

Kleisli adjunction, 151
Kleisli category, see category, CM
Kleisli-CIA, 165

free, 173, 176–178
relation to λ-CIAs, 170, 196, 198,

201

language operation
shuffle, 138
zip, 137
complement, 80, 85, 136
concatenation, 67, 83, 137
derivative, 138
intersection, 66, 80, 85, 136
Kleene star, 83, 137
prefixing, 80, 83, 137
union, 67, 80, 83, 136

least solution
of an M -equation morphism, 193

left-strict composition, 174, 233
lifting

of a functor to a Kleisli category,
151, 165, 233

of the free H-algebra to the
Kleisli category, 175

of the initial H-algebra to the
Kleisli category, 175
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locally continuous functor, 174, 186
locally finitely presentable category,

71
locally monotone functor, 174, 233

modularity
of `-RPS’s, 115
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for infinite trees, 134
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for streams, 127
of flat equation morphisms, 51, 59
of guarded equation morphisms,

53
of guarded RPS’s, 100
of sandwiched `-RPS’s, 121
of stream circuits, 132

module, 23, 222, 224
module homomorphism, 23, 225
monad, 14, 86

commutative, 154, 155, 158, 222
completely iterative, see com-

pletely iterative monad
composite monad, see composite

monad
distribution monad, 150
environment monad, 149, 176,

201, 211, 230, 240, 256, 272
finite list monad, 170
free, 14, 36, 44, 106, 110
idealized, see idealized monad
identity monad, 149, 178, 212,

231, 241, 273
induced monad M, 231
maybe monad, 148, 176, 195, 222,

234, 257, 265
modeling computational effects,

145, 147
nonempty powerset monad, 149,

178, 205, 213, 225, 234, 241,
268

nontrivial, 192
output monad, 163
powerset monad, 148, 176, 198,

222, 234, 257, 265
subdistribution monad, 148, 150,

176, 222, 234, 257, 265
symmetric monoidal, 154
with CPO-enriched Kleisli cate-

gory, 173, 233, 257, 259
monad morphism, 14̂inl/înr, 112

into a (weakly) final H̄-coalgebra,
241, 243, 257, 258

monoidal category, see category,
(C, I,⊗)

natural transformation, 11
ε, 151

non-well-founded set, 68, 138
non-well-founded set operation

cartesian product, 69, 138
Kuratowski pair, 69, 138
powerset, 69, 138
unordered pair, 70

nondeterminism, 143
nondeterministic algebra, see algebra

with effects, nondeterministic
algebra

nondeterministic computation, 143,
148

composition, 156
nondeterministic recursive equation,

see recursive equation with
effects, nondeterministic

nondeterministic recursive program
scheme, see recursive pro-
gram scheme with effects,
nondeterministic RPS

nonempty nondeterministic recursive
program scheme, see recur-
sive program scheme with
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effects, nonempty nondeter-
ministic RPS

operation, 3, 5, 38
fib, 4
knight, 144
next+, 144, 200
c−1, 117
on CCS processes, see CCS pro-

cess combinator
on formal languages, see language

operation
on infinite trees, see infinite tree

operation
on non-well-founded sets, see

non-well-founded set opera-
tion

on streams, see stream operation
operation symbol

+, 4
−, 4
/, 3
fib, 4
one, 4
or, 145, 242, 268, 269
threecases, 4
two, 4
zero, 4
new/given symbols in RPS’s, 4,

25, 95, 144, 269
order of definition, see independence

of order of definition

parameter renaming
for M -equation morphisms, 171
for flat equation morphisms, 22
for guarded equation morphisms,

53
parameters, 43, 49
partial algebra, see algebra with ef-

fects, partial algebra

partial computation, 148
composition, 156

partial order
on P+Y , 180, 213, 228, 239
on Set(X,P+Y ), 180, 186, 216,

228, 239
on Set(X,TP+Y ), 213
on TP+Y , 213
pointwise, 213, 228

partial recursive program scheme,
see recursive program scheme
with effects, partial RPS

plain computation, 149
composition, 157

pointed functor, 14, 86
polynomial stream, 74
probabilistic computation, 149

composition, 156
probabilistic recursive program

scheme, see recursive pro-
gram scheme with effects,
probabilistic RPS

proper nondeterministic computa-
tion, 149

composition, 157

rational CCS processes modulo
strong bisimilarity, 77

rational stream, 74
rational tree, 72, 77
recursion, 1
recursive definition, 1
recursive equation, 3

H-coalgebra, 48
e : X → FHFX, see sandwiched

`-equation
e : X → HFX, see `-equation
e : X → HX, see recursive equa-

tion, H-coalgebra
comparison of formats, 48, 52, 54,

58, 86, 92, 109, 124
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finite, 71
recursive equation with effects, 165

nondeterministic, 144, 166
recursive language, 85
recursive program scheme, 3

e : V (H × Id) → FKHF , see
sandwiched `-RPS

e : V (H × Id)→ HF , see `-RPS
e : V → FE, see recursive

program scheme with effects,
composite RPS

e : V →MF , see M -RPS
e : V → TH+V , see recursive pro-

gram scheme, ordinary
e : V → P+F , see recur-

sive program scheme with
effects, nonempty nondeter-
ministic RPS

comparison of formats, 105, 107,
109, 124

guarded, see guardedness
ordinary, 25, 96, 107, 267

recursive program scheme w. r. t. `,
see `-RPS

recursive program scheme with M -
effects, see M -RPS

recursive program scheme with ef-
fects, 205

classical nondeterministic RPS,
144, 268–270, 272

composite RPS, 266, 272
Greibach scheme, 268–270, 272
guarded, see guardedness
nondeterministic RPS, 144, 259,

265
nonempty nondeterministic RPS,

266, 268, 271
partial RPS, 259, 265
plain RPS, 267, 273
probabilistic RPS, 259, 265

recursive specification, see recursive

definition
regular CCS processes modulo strong

bisimilarity, see rational CCS
processes modulo strong
bisimilarity

regular language, 79
right M -module, see module
right-linear grammar, 68

sandwiched `-equation, 46
sandwiched `-RPS, 106, 118
sandwiched recursive program

scheme w. r. t. `, see sand-
wiched `-RPS

second-order substitution, 242, 267
set

Ccf , 83, 85
Cra, 77, 78
Creg, 79, 82
N, 3, 11
N⊥, 4
P(A∗), 33, 66, 79, 136
Rω, 3, 31, 33, 44, 58, 72, 118, 126
Rω

ep, 72
Rω

ra, 74, 76
non-well-founded, see non-well-

founded set
of CCS agents modulo strong

bisimilarity, see set, of CCS
processes modulo strong
bisimilarity

of CCS processes modulo strong
bisimilarity, 33, 64, 77, 134

of infinite binary trees with node
labels in R, 33, 61, 133

of strongly extensional κ-
branching trees, see set, of
CCS processes modulo strong
bisimilarity

signal flow graph, see stream circuit
signature, 12
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solution, 3
interpreted, see interpreted solu-

tion
of a finitary flat equation mor-

phism, 71
of a flat equation morphism, 20
of a flat equation morphism with

effects, 165
of a sandwiched `-equation, 46
of an `-equation, 45
of an M -equation morphism, 166
of an equation morphism, 53
uninterpreted, see uninterpreted

solution
solution preserving

H̄-algebra homomorphism, 171
morphism between H-CEAs, 22,

216
solution space, 3, 259, 266
solution theorem, see unique solution
stream, 3, 31, 58, 126

[1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . ], 74
[r, 0, 0, . . . ], 126
even, 32
even+, 32
odd, 32, 59
ones, 32
squares, 32, 60
twos, 32, 60
of Fibonacci numbers, 4, 44, 48,

59
of powers of 2, 74, 132

stream circuit, 31, 129
r-multiplier, 129
adder, 31, 129
basic, 31, 129
closed, 132
copier, 32, 129
register, 31, 129
valid, 129

stream operation

hd, 58
tl, 58
addition, 4, 31, 34, 45, 59, 73,

106, 126
convolution product, 74, 128
copying, 32
derivative, 72
inverse of convolution product, 74
partial sum, 32
prefixing, 4, 31, 34, 59, 118
scalar multiplication, 59, 73
shuffle product, 106, 118, 126
undersampled zipping, 128

strict distributive law, 192
strictly increasing operation, 194,

197, 199
strongly extensional tree, 63
symmetric group of permutations,

157
symmetric monoidal category, see

category, (C, I,⊗)
symmetric monoidal monad, see

monad, symmetric monoidal
symmetrized representable functor,

157
system of recursive equations, see re-

cursive equation

term, 4, 5, 206
finite, 207, 267, 269
infinite, 211, 213, 267

terminal coalgebra, see final coalge-
bra

tree, 4, 5
infinite, 268
rational, see rational tree

tree bisimulation, 63

ultimately periodic stream, see even-
tually periodic stream

uninterpreted solution, 4
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of a composite RPS, 266
of a nondeterministic RPS, 145
of a nonempty nondeterministic

RPS, 266, 272
of an M -RPS, 259
of an ordinary RPS, 25
of an RPS with effects, 258

unique interpreted solution
of `-RPS’s, 112
of ordinary RPS’s, 26, 105
of sandwiched `-RPS’s, 119

unique solution, 3
interpreted, see unique inter-

preted solution
of `-equations, 45
of λ-equations, 86, 88, 89
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for infinite trees, 134
of behavioral differential equa-

tions for streams, 127
of CCS agent definitions (solution

theorem for CCS processes),
66

of closed finite valid stream cir-
cuits, 132

of finite valid stream circuits, 129
of flat equation morphisms e :

X → FHFX + C, 51
of flat equation morphisms e :

X → HFX + C, 49
of flat equation morphisms e :

X → HMX + C, 86, 89
of flat equation morphisms e :

X →MHMX + C, 86, 90
of guarded equation morphisms

e : X → T (X + A), 53
of guarded equation morphisms

e : X → T FHF (X + C), 53
of guarded equation morphisms

e : X → THF (X + C), 53
of guarded equation morphisms

e : X → THM(X + C), 86,
91

of guarded equation morphisms
e : X → TMHM(X + C), 86,
91

of infinite valid stream circuits,
131

of sandwiched `-equations, 46
of sandwiched λ-equations, 86
uninterpreted, see unique unin-

terpreted solution
unique uninterpreted solution, 205

of M -RPS’s, 260
of composite RPS’s, 272
of nondeterministic RPS’s, 265
of ordinary RPS’s, 26
of partial RPS’s, 265
of plain RPS’s, 273
of probabilistic RPS’s, 265

variable
in RPS’s, 145

vector space
(Rω,+, ·), 74

weak completely iterative monad, 225
P+T , 226, 234

weak preservation of wide pullbacks,
158

weakly final coalgebra, 234
for H̄ on [Set, Set]P+· , 234, 246,

271
well-founded

graph, 20, 21, 169, 200
order, 20, 21, 169, 170, 194, 197,

199
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